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Abstract 
 
 
This thesis studies the transformations of Ovid’s Metamorphoses in the late Italian Renaissance. 
The objects of investigation are three translations of this poem printed in Italy in the second half of 
the sixteenth century: the Trasformationi by Lodovico Dolce, printed in 1553 in Venice by Gabriele 
Giolito dei Ferrari; the Metamorfosi by Giovanni Andrea dell’Anguillara, printed in 1561 in Venice 
by Giovanni Griffio; and the Metamorfosi by Fabio Marretti, printed in 1570 in Venice by 
Bolognino Zaltieri and the Guerra brothers. The sixteenth-century editions of these three 
translations share numerous features (such as metre, layout, narrative strategies) and the three 
translators often made reference to each other in the paratext of their works. The links between 
these three translations – which had also been noted by near-contemporaries – make a strong case 
for studying them as a defined chapter in the history of Ovid’s reception in the Renaissance. 
 This thesis combines book-historical approaches with translation history, an 
interdisciplinary methodological framework that is situated within Translation Studies. Building on 
scholarly contributions that stand at the conjunction between Translation Studies and Book History, 
this thesis explores the presentation of the three translations of the Metamorphoses as printed books. 
Through an analysis of paratexts such as letters to the reader, laudatory sonnets, commentaries and 
portraits, this study examines the interaction between translators and book agents. What was the 
cultural formation of the translators and how did their co-operation with printers, editors and 
typesetters influence their practice of translation? What strategies were undertaken by translators 
and their collaborators to position themselves and their work? While exploring the ways in which 
translators and other agents harnessed the transformative ability of the Metamorphoses to 
foreground their agenda, this thesis also contributes to our understanding of what it meant to 
translate in the Italian Renaissance. Who were the major authorities engaging in translation in 
sixteenth-century Italy and how did Dolce, Anguillara and Marretti relate to them? How did the 
practice of translation evolve in the sixteenth century and why? What was the influence of 
translation practices used for Ovid’s Metamorphoses on other works being published in sixteenth-
century Italy? 
 By placing the three translations of Ovid’s poem at the conjunction between translatorial 
and print activities, this thesis offers new insights into the strategies through which early modern 
translators laid claim to the authority of the classics. The omission of the name of the author on the 
title page, the disposition of the translator portrait on top of the title border and the composition of a 
commentary that foregrounds the translator are some of the ways in which translators and their 
allies presented the translations as works that could stand on the same footing with their classical 
sources. The power relationship between modern and classics conveyed by these translations 
contributed to heighten the prestige and international standing of vernacular culture. For this reason, 
this thesis addresses the three translations of Dolce, Anguillara and Marretti not just as a brief 
chapter in the story of Ovid’s reception, but also as a self-standing family of vernacular texts that 
has had a substantial influence on the history of Italian literature. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 

 

quaque patet domitis Romana potentia terris, 

ore legar populi, perque omnia saecula fama, 

siquid habent veri vatum praesagia, vivam.1 

(Ovid, Met., XV. 877-79) 

 

[Wherever Rome’s power extends over the conquered world, I shall be read on the lips of the 

people, and, if the prophecies of bards have any truth, through all the ages shall I live in fame.] 

 

Publius Ovidius Naso (43 BCE-17 CE) began his poetic career around the age of eighteen and went 

on to establish his fame by successfully reinventing the Latin elegiac tradition.2 In the Amores, 

Heroides, Ars Amatoria and Remedia Amoris, Ovid gave new shape to known characters and 

conventional situations.3 The theme of transformation is also central in Ovid’s most important 

literary work: the Metamorphoses. The fifteen books of Ovid’s Metamorphoses narrate the creation 

of all things through stories of transformation. Animals and plants, men and women, minerals and 

gods are the protagonists of the changes that gave birth to our world. Ovid gathered these tales from 

an extensive corpus of Greek and Roman mythology, interweaving them to form a continuous 

narrative thread from the original chaos to the deification of Julius Caesar.4 Amongst its many 

 
1 Throughout this thesis, quotations from the Latin text and the translation are taken from Ovid, Metamorphoses, trans. 

by Frank Justus Miller, rev. by G. P. Goold, 2 vols, Loeb Classical Library (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 

1916, rev. 1977). Abbreviations of the titles of the main works are used throughout the thesis; the reader is referred to 

Appendix I for the full list of abbreviations and publication details, and to Appendix II for a list of the copies consulted. 
2 Ovid was born in Sulmo (modern Sulmona, Abruzzo) on 20 March 43 BCE to a wealthy equestrian family. Ovid 

moved to Rome as the young Augustus was consolidating his power as ‘Princeps’ of the Roman Empire. After a brief 

political service, he decided to abandon the cursus honorum (ladder of offices) and fully dedicated himself to poetry: 

see Genevieve Liveley, Ovid’s Metamorphoses: A Reader’s Guide (London: Continuum, 2011), pp. 1-2. 
3 Ovid’s Amores was first published in 20 BCE and then reissued in 10 BCE. In the meantime, he worked on the 

Heroides, a collection of love letters and epistles from the heroines of classical myths to their lovers, and on the first 

two books of the Ars Amatoria, a didactic poem on seduction and sex. Shortly afterwards, he published the third book 

of the Ars Amatoria together with his Remedia Amoris, a collection of anecdotes for unhappy lovers: see Liveley, pp. 2-

3. 
4 We do not know with certainty the exact date or year in which Ovid began to write this poem. In 8 CE, as Ovid 

received news that Augustus had decided to banish him from Rome to Tomis on the Black Sea coast (Romania), the 
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themes, the Metamorphoses examines creation and destruction, anger and love, violence and 

politics, morality and monstrosity. The length and content of the poem make it an ambitious and 

daring poetical undertaking from which Ovid hoped to win eternal recognition. At the end of Book 

XV, after Pythagoras’s lesson about the continuous flux and mutability of all things, Ovid proposed 

that as long as Rome holds its power, this poem would live forever (Met., XV, 877-79). Ovid 

predicted an eternity in which he ‘shall be read on the lips of the people’ (Met., XV, 878). This 

sentence hints at two transformations: the first is the metamorphosis of the poet into poetry.5 Ovid, 

in fact, is the one who shall be read, not the poem. The second transformation is the re-embodiment 

of Ovid in future poets and readers. The Latin words ‘ore legar populi’ can be translated as ‘I [i.e. 

my soul] will be gathered on the lips of the people’, implying that Ovid’s soul shall be found in the 

re-telling and re-writing of future poets and readers.6 This epilogue fully embraces Pythagoras’s 

doctrine of endless mutability.  

 Two thousand years after Ovid’s death, this bold claim made in the epilogue of the 

Metamorphoses has proved to be justified. The poem has continued to exert an enduring influence 

on Western culture, and this thesis explores a particular episode of this long legacy by focusing on 

three translations of Ovid’s Metamorphoses written in the Italian Renaissance. The three works 

under investigation are the Trasformationi by Lodovico Dolce, printed in 1553 in Venice by 

Gabriele Giolito; the Metamorfosi by Giovanni Andrea dell’Anguillara, printed in 1561 in Venice 

by Giovanni Griffio; and the Metamorfosi by Fabio Marretti, printed in 1570 in Venice by 

Bolognino Zaltieri and the Guerra brothers. These texts are closely interconnected with each other 

and constitute a system of works that make reference to each other and to their source text in 

comparable ways. At the beginning of the seventeenth century, they were already singled out from 

previous vernacular translations of the poem and showcased as outstanding examples of the re-

fashioning and appropriation of a classical model.7  

 
Metamorphoses was still incomplete, and it is possible that Ovid continued working on the poem until his death in 17 

CE; see Liveley, p. 4. 
5 Liveley, pp. 153-54. 
6 Philip Hardie, ‘Introduction’, in The Cambridge Companion to Ovid, ed. by Philip Hardie (Cambridge: Cambridge 

University Press, 2002), pp. 1-10 (p. 3); see also Ovidian Transformations: Essays on the Metamorphoses and Its 

Reception, ed. by Philip Hardie, Alessandro Barchiesi and Stephen Hinds (Cambridge: Cambridge Philological Society, 

1999), p. 268, n. 44.  
7 Scipione Ponze, L’arte poetica d’Horatio in ottava rima (Naples: Giovanni Giacomo Carlino and Giovanni Vitale, 

1610), fol. †3v; Francesco Pona, La Trasformazione del primo libro delle Metamorfosi d’Ovidio di Francesco Pona 

medico et filosofo veronese. Nel quale, oltre la copia e novità dei concetti, si sono inseriti passi di varia dottrina fuori 

del ristretto d’Ovidio. Al Serenissimo e virtuosissimo prencipe il signor don Ferdinando Gonzaga duca di Mantova, 
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 This thesis studies the editions of these translations that were printed during the sixteenth 

century and explores their presentation as printed books. Through an analysis of the text-object, ‘a 

text manifested in its material container which acts as a medium for the text’, I shall explore the 

synergy between translators and book agents.8 What was the cultural formation of the translators of 

the Metamorphoses, and how did their co-operation with printers and editors influence their 

practice of translation? What strategies were undertaken by translators and book agents to position 

themselves and their work? While exploring the ways in which translators and book agents 

harnessed the transformative ability of the Metamorphoses to foreground their agenda, this thesis 

will also contribute to our understanding of what it meant to translate in the Italian Renaissance. 

Who were the major authorities engaging in translation in sixteenth-century Italy, and how did 

Dolce, Anguillara and Marretti relate to them? How did the practice of translation evolve in the 

sixteenth century and why? What was the influence of the translation practices used for Ovid’s 

Metamorphoses on other works being published in sixteenth-century Italy? 

 This thesis is a literary-historical study that combines book-historical approaches with 

translation history. This interdisciplinary methodological framework is situated within the field of 

Translation Studies. In the past forty years, the scope of the discipline has been substantially 

redefined in order to move from a principal focus on the linguistic transfer from one text to another, 

to an understanding that it is a more complex phenomenon which must be studied within its cultural 

context(s). This so-called ‘cultural turn’ within Translation Studies, as I shall go on to explain 

further in this Introduction, opened up the field to an exchange and encounter with neighbouring 

disciplines. Particularly important for this thesis is the cross-fertilisation between Translation 

Studies and Media Studies. At the core of this new synergy is the idea that the intellectual world 

cannot be separated from the material technologies through which we express our ideas.  

The aim of this Introduction is to establish both the literary-historical contexts for the 

sixteenth-century translations of the Metamorphoses that will be the focus of the rest of the thesis, 

and the theoretical and methodological contexts which have shaped my approach to the study of 

these texts. In the first section which follows, I will discuss the history of the translation of the 

Metamorphoses into Italian. Subsequent sections will then consider some of the key scholarly 

contributions to the encounter between translation and media technologies in the Renaissance and 

show how we can adapt the translatorial models of communication proposed by Translation Studies 

 
Monferrato, etc. (Verona: Bartolomeo Merlo, 1618), pp. 15-17. The reader is referred to Appendix III for the publishing 

details of works printed between the fifteenth and eighteenth centuries and reference to the copies consulted. 
8 For the definition of text-object; see Rhiannon Daniels, Boccaccio and the Book: Production and Reading in Italy 

1340-1520 (London: Legenda, 2009), pp. 14-15. 
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scholars to the specific example of the vernacular translations of Ovid’s Metamorphoses. 

Furthermore, I shall address three key terms within modern Translation Studies scholarship, 

equivalence, visibility and paratextuality, and the ways in which they have been historicised to 

function in an early modern research context.  

 

1. The Vernacular Metamorphoses in Medieval and Early Modern Italy 

 

Vernacular comes from the Latin adjective vernaculus (domestic, native) and it indicates a language 

that is spoken as a mother tongue, and that is subject to variations and is not standardised. The 

period of vernacular translation in Italy lasts as long as we can talk about a vernacular language. In 

this study, I take the year 1612 as an indicative endpoint for vernacular translation. This is the year 

of publication of the Vocabolario degli Accademici della Crusca, which ‘monumentalised’ Pietro 

Bembo’s classicist views of Italian language to the detriment of other theories debated during the 

much heated sixteenth-century questione della lingua.9 Alongside ‘vernacular translation’, the 

Italian term ‘volgarizzare’ (and the later derivative noun volgarizzamento) is also used to describe 

translation from Greek and Latin into the Italian vernacular. Volgarizzamento, argues Alison 

Cornish, is not easily translatable in English.10 What is lost is the ‘odour of vulgarity’ implicit in this 

noun, which immediately communicates the humility of the genre.11 Volgarizzamento implies a 

hierarchical relationship between departure and destination language and a transfer in which an 

authority is explained and contextualised in a way that is understandable for an illiterate class of 

citizens, the volgo. While volgarizzamento suits the description of the act of translation in the 

medieval period, it becomes problematic in the sixteenth century, when the act of translation was 

performed not only to make a text accessible to a wider readership but also for the enjoyment of a 

learned audience.12 For this reason, in the work that follows I prefer to refer to medieval and 

Renaissance translations as vernacular translations.  

 The vernacular translations which are the objects of this study are not the first translations of 

Ovid’s Metamorphoses to be written in the Italian vernacular. In fact, they ensue from a long 

tradition of vernacular translations. The composition of the first translations of this poem is linked 

 
9 Maurizio Campanelli, ‘Languages’, in The Cambridge Companion to the Italian Renaissance, ed. by Michael Wyatt 

(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2014), pp. 139-63 (p. 163).  
10 Alison Cornish, Vernacular Translation in Dante’s Italy: Illiterate Literature (Cambridge: Cambridge University 

Press, 2011), p. 2. 
11 Cornish, Vernacular Translation, p. 4. 
12 Karen Newman and Jane Tylus, ‘Introduction’, in Early Modern Cultures of Translation, ed. by Karen Newman and 

Jane Tylus (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 2015), pp. 1-24 (p. 6). 
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to the changing status of Ovid in the Middle Ages as well as to the gradual emergence of a 

vernacular literary culture.13 The absence of Ovidian writings in manuscripts written between the 

sixth and eighth centuries suggests that familiarity with Ovid – one of the most visible literary 

authors in the fourth century CE – had gradually diminished in the early Middle Ages.14 Only in the 

ninth century is it possible to find the first hints of a resurgence of interest towards this author.15 

From this point onwards, the number of manuscript copies of Ovidian works and the composition of 

Ovidian-like verses steadily increased, and by the second half of the twelfth century Ovid became a 

common presence in medieval libraries.16 Codicological analyses have stressed the importance of 

extra-ecclesiastical environments as a key component of Ovid’s newly found popularity.17 The 

interest raised by the author in the schoolroom of secular cathedrals and imperial or royal courts 

was pivotal. This author, argues Robert Black, was also well represented in twelfth-century Italian 

schoolbooks.18 The twelfth and thirteenth centuries saw the proliferation of different readings of 

Ovid. Monks and clerks used Ovidian amorous, epic and exile poetry to elaborate philosophical 

themes, as in the case of the poet and theologian Alain de Lille (c. 1128-1202/1203).19 Courtly poets 

in France wrote original poems in the vernacular inspired by Ovidian erotic narratives, as emerges 

from the example of the Roman de la Rose (written before 1230).20 Meanwhile, Ovid – and in 

particular the Metamorphoses – started to be read as a source of moral and ethical exempla. 

Arnulf’s Allegories (c. 1180) and the Vulgate Commentary (c. 1260) provided a combination of 

philological and allegorical interpretations that continued to be successful in the centuries to 

 
13 For an overview of Ovid’s reception from the first century CE to the Middle Ages see James G. Clark, ‘Introduction’, 

in Ovid in the Middle Ages, ed. by James G. Clark, Frank T. Coulson and Kathryn L. McKinley (Cambridge: 

Cambridge University Press, 2011), pp. 1-25. For a study that extends to the Early Modern Age, see Allison Keith and 

Stephen Rupp, ‘After Ovid: Classical, Medieval, and Early Modern Reception of the Metamorphoses’, in 

Metamorphoses: The Changing Face of Ovid in Medieval and Early Modern Europe, ed. by Allison Keith and Stephen 

Rupp (Toronto: Centre for the Reformation and Renaissance Studies, 2007), pp. 1-15. 
14 Clark, ‘Introduction’, in Ovid in the Middle Ages, p. 6. 
15 Clark, ‘Introduction’, in Ovid in the Middle Ages, p. 6. 
16 Clark, ‘Introduction’, in Ovid in the Middle Ages, p. 7. 
17 Clark, ‘Introduction’, in Ovid in the Middle Ages, p. 8. 
18 Robert Black, ‘Ovid in Medieval Italy’, in Ovid in the Middle Ages, ed. by James G. Clark, Frank T. Coulson and 

Kathryn L. McKinley (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2011), pp. 123-42 (pp. 134-38). 
19 Clark, ‘Introduction’, in Ovid in the Middle Ages, p. 11. 
20 Sylvia Huot, ‘Rival Voices: Rewriting Ovid in the Roman de la Rose and the Ovide moralisé’, in Les Translations 

d’Ovide au Moyen Age: Actes de la journée d’études internationale à la Bibliothèque royale de Belgique le 4 décembre 

2008, ed. by An Faems, Virginie Minet-Mahy and Colette Van Coolput-Storms (Louvain: Université catholique de 

Louvain, 2011), pp. 196-212. 
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follow.21 The fourteenth-century lectures on the Metamorphoses written by the Italian university 

master Giovanni del Virgilio, for example, show the same combination of moral exegesis and 

linguistic excavation.22 

 This diversity of readings of the Ovidian canon suggests that medieval readers did not 

understand Ovid as a monolithic figure, but rather as plural, elusive and transgressive.23 In the 

fourteenth century, Ovid was considered an auctoritas, a person whose prestige and value could not 

be contested, and he was part of formal studies in schools and universities. In the Italian territory, 

Ovid’s Metamorphoses gained a leading position in the fourteenth-century syllabus, surpassing the 

popularity of Lucan and Virgil.24 At the same time, he was also a controversial figure on multiple 

levels: political, theological, poetical and sexual. Ovid was banished from Rome for a poem and a 

mysterious crime (‘carmen et error’, Trist. 2. 1. 207), and his love poetry was not easily 

contextualised within Christian doctrine and morality. The medieval author of the pseudo-Ovidian 

De vetula, for example, expressed his anxieties regarding Ovid’s status by presenting a sanitised 

version of the poet’s persona.25 Ovid is here represented as the exile poet who is conscious of his 

moral shortcomings and decides to abandon his love poetry to focus on philosophy. The plurality of 

Ovid’s status favoured the re-writing of his work. Ovid’s verse, in fact, continued to be relevant 

only as long as it was explained. This tension between preservation and change is at the heart of one 

of the first translations of Ovid’s Metamorphoses written in the vernacular, the Ovide moralisé.26 

 
21 Frank T. Coulson, ‘Ovid’s Metamorphoses in the School Tradition of France, 1180-1400: Texts, Manuscript 

Tradition, Manuscript Settings’, in Ovid in the Middle Ages, ed. by James G. Clark, Frank T. Coulson and Kathryn L. 

McKinley (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2011), pp. 48-82 (pp. 50-71). 
22 For an introduction to Giovanni del Virgilio’s commentary on Ovid, see Black, ‘Ovid in Medieval Italy’, in Ovid in 

the Middle Ages, p. 127. 
23 Marylinn R. Desmond, ‘Introduction’, in Ovid in Medieval Culture, ed. by Marilynn R. Desmond, special issue of 

Mediaevalia, 13 (1987), 1-8 (p. 3); Clark, ‘Introduction’, in Ovid in the Middle Ages, p. 16; Jeremy Dimmick, ‘Ovid in 

the Middle Ages: Authority and Poetry’, in The Cambridge Companion to Ovid, ed. by Philip Hardie (Cambridge: 

Cambridge University Press, 2002), pp. 264-87 (p. 264). 
24 Robert Black, Humanism and Education in Medieval and Renaissance Italy: Tradition and Innovation in Latin 

Schools from the Twelfth to the Fifteenth Century (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2001), pp. 206-08. 
25 Ralph J. Hexter, ‘Shades of Ovid: Pseudo- (and para-) Ovidiana in the Middle Ages’, in Ovid in the Middle Ages, ed. 

by James G. Clark, Frank T. Coulson and Kathryn L. McKinley (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2011), pp. 

284-309 (pp. 284-92). 
26 The bibliography on the Ovide moralisé is vast. For an introduction, see Marylène Possamaï-Pérez, L’Ovide 

moralisé: Essai d’interprétation (Paris: Champion, 2006); Miranda Griffin, ‘Translation and Transformation in the 

Ovide moralisé’, in Rethinking Medieval Translation: Ethics, Politics, Theory, ed. by Emma Campbell and Robert Mills 

(Woodbridge: Boydell and Brewer, 2012), pp. 41-60; Miranda Griffin, Transforming Tales: Rewriting Metamorphosis 

in Medieval French Literature (New York: Oxford University Press, 2015); Ana Pairet, ‘Recasting the Metamorphoses 
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The anonymous author of this fourteenth-century French version made the act of transformation the 

core of his/her poetic agenda. Transformation, in fact, is not only the central theme of Ovid’s 

Metamorphoses, but is also one of the objectives of this medieval translator, who, as shown by 

Miranda Griffin, skilfully dismembered the Ovidian tales and artfully re-wrote them through the 

Christian tradition of glossing and commenting.27 This convergence of translation and 

metamorphosis, the playful acknowledgment that transformation is taking place on multiple levels, 

is also at the heart of the early modern re-writings of the Metamorphoses in Italy, and it is one of 

the features that makes Ovid’s poem a highly translatable text.  

 Like the Ovide moralisé, the first complete translation of the Metamorphoses in Italy dates 

back to the fourteenth century. In the field of Ovid’s reception in the Italian vernacular in the 

Middle Ages, Bodo Guthmüller’s Ovidio metamorphoseos vulgare remains a fundamental reference 

point.28 This study, first published in 1981, follows the changing styles and fortunes of the 

translations of Ovid’s Metamorphoses from 1333 to 1561, and his emphasis rests on the influence 

and afterlife of medieval translations and Ovidian readings in the Renaissance. This research has a 

linguistic and comparative approach and illuminates the changing strategies of translation and the 

cultural contexts in which these translations were written and read.  

 According to Guthmüller, Arrigo Simintendi da Prato ( d. 1345/1356) translated Ovid’s 

poem into vernacular prose almost certainly before 1334.29 This is the first complete vernacular 

translation of the Metamorphoses of which we have record, and it was written at a time in which 

translation activities were flourishing in northern and central Italy.30 The development of wealthy 

municipalities stimulated a lively cultural climate. An emerging vernacular society required 

 
in Fourteenth-Century France: The Challenge of the Ovide moralisé’, in Ovid in the Middle Ages, ed. by James G. 

Clark, Frank T. Coulson and Kathryn L. McKinley (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2011), pp. 83-107. For an 

up-to-date list of scientific publications and critical editions on the Ovide moralisé, see the OEF project (Ovid in 

French: Genesis, Transformation, and Reception of the Ovide moralisé) < http://www.agence-nationale-

recherche.fr/Project-ANR-12-FRAL-0001 > [accessed 14 September 2018].  
27 Griffin, Transforming Tales, p. 38. 
28 Bodo Guthmüller, Ovidio metamorphoseos vulgare, trans. by Paola Picchioni (Fiesole: Cadmo, 2008). On the 

influence of Ovid’s poetry on medieval and Renaissance literature see Le Metamorfosi di Ovidio nella letteratura tra 

Medioevo e Rinascimento, ed. by Gian Mario Anselmi and Marta Guerra (Bologna: Gedit, 2006). 
29 Guthmüller, Ovidio metamorphoseos vulgare, p. 114. 
30 For the importance of the socio-economical reconfiguration of Italy to the development of vernacular translation, see 

Cesare Segre, Volgarizzamenti del Due e Trecento, 2nd edn (Turin: UTET, 1996), p. 14. This study was first published 

in 1953. Gianfranco Folena, Volgarizzare e tradurre, 2nd edn (Turin: Einaudi, 1991), pp. 29-31. This essay was printed 

for the first time in La traduzione: saggi e studi, ed. by B. Malmberg (Trieste: Lint, 1973), pp. 57-120. Cornish, 

Vernacular Translation, p. 2. 
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notaries, preachers and other institutional figures to mediate and translate a set of knowledge that 

was previously transmitted only in Latin. Simintendi was probably a notary, like many other 

translators in the fourteenth century, and was active in the political life of his town, Prato (in 

Tuscany).31 His juridical education allowed him sufficient knowledge to gain direct access to a 

Latin version of Ovid’s poem, which, according to Guthmüller, he translated literally.32  

 The second extant translation of the Metamorphoses was written in the second half of the 

fourteenth century. The translator, Giovanni dei Bonsignori da Città di Castello, was also a member 

of a wealthy family and held political offices in his municipality (Città da Castello, Perugia).33 His 

Ovidian translation, the Ovidio metamorphoseos vulgare, dated between 1375 and 1377, was not 

entirely based on a Latin version of Ovid’s poem. As shown by Guthmüller, only the first book of 

Bonsignori’s work is a literal translation of the Latin source text. The rest is a translation of the 

Latin Expositio to the Metamorphoses written by Del Virgilio.34 Del Virgilio’s work is at the same 

time a summary and an allegorical commentary on the myths of Ovid’s poem. Unlike Simintendi’s 

work, Bonsignori’s translation takes into account and incorporates the exegetical tradition 

developed in the course of the Middle Ages and offers a moralised reading of Ovid’s poem, which 

is presented as a collection of useful moral exempla. Bonsignori’s translation continued to be read 

in the years to follow; an early fifteenth-century manuscript contains a translation by the otherwise 

unknown Gerolamo da Siena, which is a paraphrased version of Bonsignori’s text: Le fabole di 

Ovidi.35  

 In fifteenth-century Florence, promoting the vernacular was a matter of prestige. The Medici 

family promoted the cult of vernacular language and literature for nationalistic reasons, and the 

translation of classical texts was key to establish the cultural value of this language.36 The 

 
31 Guthmüller, Ovidio metamorphoseos vulgare, p. 119. See also Cristiano Lorenzi, ‘Arrigo Simintendi’, in DBI < 

http://www.treccani.it/enciclopedia/arrigo-simintendi_(Dizionario-Biografico)/ > [accessed 12 December 2019]. 
32 Guthmüller, Ovidio metamorphoseos vulgare, p. 114. 
33 Guthmüller, Ovidio metamorphoseos vulgare, pp. 119-25; Gianni Ballistreri, ‘Giovanni Bonsignori’, DBI < 

http://www.treccani.it/enciclopedia/giovanni-bonsignori_%28Dizionario-Biografico%29/ > [accessed 12 December 

2019]. 
34 Guthmüller, Ovidio metamorphoseos vulgare, p. 79. 
35 The manuscript (Rome, Vatican Library, Ross. 1102) is probably an autograph; see Guthmüller, Ovidio 

metamorphoseos vulgare, p. 141. 
36 Carlo Dionisotti, ‘Tradizione classica e volgarizzamenti’, in Geografia e storia della letteratura italiana, 2nd edition 

(Turin: Einaudi, 1967), pp. 125-78 (p. 150); Guthmüller, Ovidio metamorphoseos vulgare, p. 152; Cornish, Vernacular 

Translation, p. 174. For the importance of the Medici’s agenda to the rise of vernacular Humanism in the 1460s, see 

Simon Gilson, Dante and Renaissance Florence (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2005), pp. 132-60; Patrick 

Baker, Italian Renaissance Humanism in the Mirror (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2015), p. 23. Andrea 
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Florentine humanist Cristoforo Landino, for instance, translated Pliny’s Natural History (1471?) 

under commission of a foreign ruler, the King of Naples.37 This translation was not written to allow 

access to this classical work to the illiterate readership of medieval municipalities. Rather, it was 

written for a courtly readership to cement political relationships and recognise the cultural capital of 

the vernacular language beyond Tuscany.38 In Ferrara, the Estense family had a similar appetite for 

vernacular literature. One of the high-standing poets of this court, Matteo Maria Boiardo, who is 

best known for his chivalric poem the Orlando innamorato, was also a translator of classical texts.39 

The fourth translation of Ovid’s Metamorphoses reflects the enthusiasm for the vernacular 

cultivated at the court of the Baglioni family in Perugia.40 In the second half of the fifteenth century, 

Lorenzo Spirito Gualtieri (c. 1422/1425-1496), a wealthy citizen of Perugia, translated Books XI-XV 

of the Metamorphoses.41 His translation is in terza rima to create a direct connection with 

fourteenth-century vernacular literature and especially with Dante, who also used this rhyme 

scheme. Unlike Bonsignori, Gualtieri did not include allegorical digressions, and his translation 

often amplified the text of departure to accommodate Ovid’s poem to the Italian metrical scheme.42  

 The sixteenth century brought about a change in the history of the vernacular 

Metamorphoses. During this time, more translations of Ovid’s poem were published than ever 

before, and behind this growth there was an intersection of different phenomena. First, Ovid was 

the most influential classical author of the Renaissance.43 The Metamorphoses constituted the most 

important repertoire of myths, an encyclopaedic work plundered by writers, musicians and painters 

who often sought access to the classical poem through vernacular translations rather than the source 

text. Secondly, thanks to the endeavours of scholars such as Pietro Bembo (1470-1547) and 

distinguished vernacular authors such as Jacopo Sannazaro (1458-1530), Baldassare Castiglione 

(1478-1529) and Ludovico Ariosto (1474-1533), there was a new confidence in the potentiality of 

 
Rizzi, Vernacular Translators in Quattrocento Italy: Scribal Culture, Authority, and Agency (Turnhout: Brepols, 2017), 

p. 4. 
37 On Landino’s translation see Dionisotti, pp. 151-55; Guthmüller, Ovidio metamorphoseos vulgare, pp. 152-53; 

Cornish, Vernacular Translation, pp. 175-77; Pompeo Giannantonio, Cristoforo Landino e l’umanesimo volgare 

(Naples: Liguori, 1971); Roberto Cardini, La critica del Landino (Florence: Sansoni, 1973). 
38 Cornish, Vernacular Translation, p. 177.  
39 On Boiardo’s translation practice, see Matteo Maria Boiardo, The Historia imperiale by Riccobaldo Ferrarese, ed. by 

Andrea Rizzi (Rome: Istituto storico italiano per il Medio Evo, 2008).  
40 Guthmüller, Ovidio metamorphoseos vulgare, p. 156. 
41 Guthmüller, Ovidio metamorphoseos vulgare, p. 155. 
42 Guthmüller, Ovidio metamorphoseos vulgare, p. 160. 
43 Colin Borrow, ‘Re-embodying Ovid: Renaissance Afterlives’, in The Cambridge Companion to Ovid, ed. by Philip 

Hardie (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press: 2002), pp. 301-19 (p. 301). 
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the vernacular. As a consequence, growing numbers of intellectuals sought to engage with the 

classical texts through translation.44 

 Finally, as we shall discuss at length later in this chapter, the burgeoning number of 

translations in the Italian, as well as the European, Renaissance was closely linked to the 

development of the printing industry. In Italy as well as in Europe, the first years of printing 

brought onto the market editions of medieval Ovidian translations. At the end of the fifteenth 

century, for example, the printer William Caxton wrote the first translation of Ovid’s 

Metamorphoses in English. Caxton’s translation is not a new rendition of the Latin text, but rather a 

translation of the French Ovide moralisé.45 Similarly, the first translation of Ovid’s poem to be 

printed in Italy was Bonsignori’s Ovidio metamorphoseos vulgare, published in 1497 by Giovanni 

Rosso in Venice.46 A few years later, and in the same city, Jacopo da Lecco printed the Ovidio 

Metamorphoseos in verso vulgar by Niccolò degli Agostini (d. c.1526), which is, in turn, an 

adaptation in verse of Bonsignori’s translation.47 It was not until the 1530s that there was a gradual 

rise of translators seeking a direct encounter with Ovid’s Latin text. These early sixteenth-century 

works, however, were incomplete translations of single books or extracts from the 

Metamorphoses.48 In 1539, Bindoni and Pasini printed Dolce’s vernacular translation in blank 

hendecasyllables of the first book of Ovid’s poem.49 In 1540, the printer Andrea Arrivabene printed 

Alessandro Piccolomini’s partial translation of Book XIII of the Metamorphoses.50 In 1556, an 

 
44 From the 1530s, Italy – like other countries in Europe – was characterised by an intense translation activity of 

classical texts: see Dionisotti, p. 173; Guthmüller, Ovidio metamorphoseos vulgare, p. 264; Outi Merisalo, ‘Translating 

the Classics into the Vernacular in Sixteenth-Century Italy’, Renaissance Studies, 29 (2015), 55-77 (p. 55). 
45 Raphael Lyne, ‘Ovid in English Translation’, in The Cambridge Companion to Ovid, ed. by Philip Hardie 

(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2002), pp. 249-63 (pp. 249-51). 
46 Guthmüller, Ovidio metamorphoseos vulgare, p. 188. The reader is referred to Appendix I (section II. 1) and 

Appendix II (section II. 1) for the full title, publishing details and list of copies consulted of Bonsignori’s translation. 
47 Guthmüller, Ovidio metamorphoseos vulgare, p. 219. The reader is referred to Appendix I (section II. 2) and 

Appendix II (section II. 2) for the full title, publishing details and list of copies consulted of the editions of Agostini’s 

translation of the Metamorphoses. 
48 Guthmüller, Ovidio metamorphoseos vulgare, p. 269. 
49 The reader is referred to Appendix I (section II. 3) and Appendix II (section II. 3) for the full title, publishing details 

and list of copies consulted of the editions of Dolce’s translation of Ovid’s poem. 
50 Alessandro Piccolomini, Il sesto di Vergilio tradotto dal S. Stordito Intronato in lingua toscana, in versi sciolti da 

rima. Le due orationi le quali sono nel terzodecimo libro delle Metamorfosi d’Ovidio tradotte parimente dal medesimo 

S. Stordito (Venice: Andrea Arrivabene, 1540).  
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unknown Venetian printing house published Pietro Sirena’s translation of the first book of the 

Metamorphoses.51  

 It is not by chance that all the above-mentioned translations of the Metamorphoses were 

printed in Venice. In the fifteenth century, this city printed more books than any other in Europe 

(4500 titles), and in the sixteenth century, it remained the most important printing centre in Italy: 

half of the 64,500 sixteenth-century books remaining in Italy today were printed there.52 The 

reasons behind the rise of this city as a centre of communication are multifarious. Venice boasted a 

wide commercial network in which the book trade could thrive. It benefited from a stable political 

situation, lenient censorship and a favourable geographical location. The importance of Venice’s 

proximity to the University in Padua should not be underestimated. The University created a high 

demand for printed books and populated the city with well-educated and affluent individuals. 

Furthermore, the centrality of Venice in the history of the Italian Metamorphoses was linked to the 

development of printing ventures specialising in the publication of vernacular titles. Ephemera and 

cheap recreational literature contributed to shaping a thriving vernacular readership to which a 

growing number of printing houses in Venice became increasingly attentive.53 Entrepreneurial 

printers, such as Gabriele Giolito for example, invested growing proportions of their capital in order 

to capture the market for vernacular literature.54 They surrounded themselves with editors to publish 

 
51 Pietro Sirena, Il primo libro delle Metamorfosi tradotto da Pietro Sirena (Venice: [n. pub.], 1556). 
52 For an account of the central role played by Venice as a centre of communication and information see William 

McNeill, ‘Venice as a Marginal Polity: 1481-1669’, in Venice: The Hinge of Europe, 1081-1797 (Chicago: University 

of Chicago Press, 1974), pp. 123-54; Peter Burke, ‘Early Modern Venice as a Center of Information and 

Communication’, in Venice Reconsidered: The History and Civilization of an Italian City-State, 1297-1797, ed. by John 

Martin and Dennis Romano (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 2000), pp. 388-419; and Mario Infelise, ‘Book 

Publishing and the Circulation of Information’, in A Companion to Venetian History, 1400-1797 (Leiden, Boston: Brill, 

2013), pp. 651-74.  
53 For the printing of ephemera in Renaissance Venice, see Rosa Salzberg, Ephemeral City: Cheap Print and Urban 

Culture in Renaissance Venice (Manchester: Manchester University Press, 2014). Laura Carnelos has investigated the 

trade agents and distribution conditions of news and small printed material within the Republic of Venice in the 

sixteenth and seventeenth century; see ‘Words on the Street: Selling Small Printed “Things” in Sixteenth- and 

Seventeenth-Century Venice’, in News Networks in Early Modern Europe, ed. by Raymond Joad and Noah Moxham 

(Leiden: Brill, 2016), pp. 739-55. 
54 On the rise of Gabriele Giolito as one of the most prominent Venetian printers of vernacular literature see Angela 

Nuovo and Christian Coppens, I Giolito e la stampa nell’Italia del XVI secolo (Genève: Librairie Droz, 2005), pp. 67-

101. 
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‘correct’ and widely readable texts, and co-operated with typesetters, woodcutters and other artisans 

of the book to publish book-objects that looked fashionable.55  

 The evolution of the market in vernacular books in Venice paved the way for the production 

of the translations that are the objects of this study. The Trasformationi by Dolce (1553), the 

Metamorfosi by Anguillara (1561) and the Metamorfosi by Marretti (1570) were ambitious literary 

projects developed through the co-operation of translators and printers, and they easily 

differentiated themselves from earlier sixteenth-century printed translations. These three translators 

knew Latin, and their work resulted from a direct encounter between the translator and the Latin 

text.56 They translated all fifteen books of the poem, engaging with the structure of the 

Metamorphoses and with Ovid’s narratorial voice in a more profound and extensive manner than 

the translators of single episodes, or individual books, of the same poem. Language, style and metre 

(the ottava rima) of these translations were modelled on the vernacular authors that were held as 

models of imitation in the late-sixteenth century, in particular Petrarch and Ariosto.57 The 

 
55 For an insight into the collaboration between editors and printers in sixteenth-century Italy see Brian Richardson, 

Print Culture in Renaissance Italy: The Editor and the Vernacular Text 1470-1600 (Cambridge: Cambridge University 

Press, 1994), pp. 1-18; and Paolo Trovato, Con ogni diligenza corretto: la stampa e le revisioni editoriali dei testi 

letterari italiani, 1470-1570 (Bologna: Il Mulino, 1991), pp. 51-71. 
56 The identification of the Latin edition of Ovid’s Metamorphoses employed by these three translators has not been 

addressed by previous scholars. Identifying the source edition is a complex task, especially for the translations of Dolce 

and Anguillara because of their creative approach towards translation, which led them to frequent omissions and 

amplifications. Dolce worked in Venice and – as we learn from his letters – he was a friend of the printer Paolo 

Manuzio, who occasionally sent him printed books (Lodovico Dolce, Lettere, ed. by Paolo Procaccioli (Rome: 

Vecchiarelli, 2015), pp. 86-87). This fact suggests that Dolce might have had access to a copy of the edition of Ovid’s 

Metamorphoses first printed by Aldo Manuzio in 1502. According to Gabriele Bucchi, Raphael Regius’s commentary 

to Ovid’s Metamorphoses was a fundamental exegetical instrument for sixteenth-century translators of the 

Metamorphoses (Bucchi, “Meraviglioso diletto”: la traduzione poetica del Cinquecento e le Metamorfosi d’Ovidio di 

Giovanni Andrea dell’Anguillara (Pisa: Edizioni ETS, 2011), pp. 57-60). Hence, it is likely that all three translators 

consulted an edition of Ovid’s poem printed with this commentary. The first edition was printed in Venice in 1493 by 

Bernardino Benali. Regius’s revised version of his commentary was printed by Giovanni Taccuino in 1513 in Venice. 
57 Pietro Bembo argued that in order to master the use of Latin and vernacular one should imitate a single excellent 

model. He chose Cicero and Virgil for Latin prose and poetry. For the vernacular, he indicated Petrarch for poetry, and 

Boccaccio for prose. Bembo’s theory of imitation proved to be highly influential in the sixteenth century, setting the 

path towards the standardisation of the Italian vernacular. See Martin McLaughlin, Literary Imitation in the Italian 

Renaissance: The Theory and Practice of Literary Imitation in Italy from Dante to Bembo (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 

1995); and Paolo Trovato, Storia della lingua italiana: il primo Cinquecento (Bologna: Il Mulino, 1994). In the 

sixteenth century, many intellectuals saw Ariosto’s Orlando furioso as a model for imitation upon which it was possible 

to build a modern epic genre theory. Although this position was highly contested by the neo-Aristotelians, the Italian 

translators of the Metamorphoses heavily relied on Ariosto’s poem to re-write Ovid. See Daniel Javitch, ‘The 
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unprecedented ambition and originality of these translations was matched by the presentation of the 

printed editions, in which numerous editorial trappings heightened the readability of the translations 

while associating them with the classics of vernacular literature. The layout, the illustrations and the 

narrative structure of the Trasformationi by Dolce, the translator-portraits in the Metamorfosi by 

Anguillara, and the layout of Marretti’s Metamorfosi, for example, were all consciously designed to 

recall the sixteenth-century editions of Ariosto’s Orlando furioso. 

 The relationship between the three translators was characterised by rivalry. As we will 

discuss in more detail in Chapter 3, Dolce and his printer Giolito initiated a campaign of slander 

against Anguillara, who printed the first book of his translation in 1553, the same year in which 

Giolito published Dolce’s complete translation of the Metamorphoses.58 Anguillara, in turn, 

published a letter to the readers in the paratext of his 1554 edition of the Metamorfosi in which he 

defended himself from the accusations that were levelled at him and claimed that his translation was 

going to be better than Dolce’s.59 In the paratext of Marretti’s translation of the Metamorphoses 

(1570), there is a letter to the readers in which Marretti blamed both his forerunners, Dolce and 

Anguillara, for betraying the true meaning and style of Ovid’s Metamorphoses, and argued that his 

translation was the only one faithful to the source text.60 Dolce, Anguillara and Marretti competed 

with and made reference to each other in the paratext of the editions of their translations. This 

competitiveness highlights the fact that these three works formed a secondary and fully vernacular 

tradition that was marked by recognisable features developed independently from the Latin poem. 

 The interconnectedness between these three translations was noted at the beginning of the 

seventeenth century. In 1610, the translator Scipione Ponze mentioned Dolce, Anguillara and 

Marretti as examples of translators who were able to compete on the same footing with their Latin 

model: ‘Nil intentatum nostri liquere poetae, né poco onore si è attribuito al Dolce, all’Anguillara, e 

al Marretti, che le Metamorfosi di Ovidio hanno tradotte in ottava rima, e da Latino nostre l’han 

fatte.’61 In 1618, the Veronese doctor and philosopher Francesco Pona (1595-1655) published the 

 
Emergence of Poetic Genre Theory in the Sixteenth Century’, Modern Language Quarterly, 59 (1998), 139-69; and 

Proclaiming a Classic: The Canonization of Orlando furioso (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1991), pp. 71-80. 
58 Anguillara’s Metamorfosi was printed for the first time in 1553 by Giovanni Griffio in Venice, in an edition that 

included only the translation of the first book of Ovid’s Metamorphoses. The Venetian printer Gabriele Giolito dei 

Ferrari printed the first edition of Dolce’s complete translation of the Trasformationi in 1553 
59 In 1554, André Wechel printed a new edition of Anguillara’s Metamorfosi in Paris in an expanded version that 

included a translation of the first three books of Ovid’s Metamorphoses. 
60 In 1570, Bolognino Zaltieri and the Guerra brothers printed in Venice the fifteen books of the second and complete 

edition of Marretti’s translation.  
61 [Our own poets left nothing untried]; Ponze, fol. †3v. 
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first book of his own translation of Ovid’s Metamorphoses. In the letter to the readers, Pona implied 

that he had been ambitious in his undertaking, since Ovid’s greatness could not be surpassed, and 

the Metamorphoses had already been successfully translated in verse by three writers: Dolce, 

Anguillara and Marretti: 

 

QUESTA mia TRASFORMAZIONE del primo libro delle METAMORFOSI D’OVIDIO […] non so 

negar’ io stesso, che nel primo aspetto non paia questa, più tosto fatica di giovane, che 

presuma, che di persona di maturo giudizio, e che bene le sue forze misuri; sì per essere lo 

stesso OVIDIO per sè medesimo insuperabile, come ancora per haverlo già trasportato con 

tanta felicità, huomini così valorosi, come furono L’ANGUILLARA, il DOLCE, e ‘l MARRETTI 

Senese, non solo alla Toscana lingua, e dal Verso al Verso, ma etiandio all’ottava rima, che 

tanto diletta per sua natura.62  

 

Pona’s words suggest that Dolce, Anguillara and Marretti towered above other medieval and early 

Renaissance translators, who were excluded from the number of writers who had successfully 

translated Ovid’s poem. The authority bestowed on these three translators by Pona is also 

highlighted by the fact that their names were set in small capitals together with the name of Ovid 

and of the Metamorphoses. Pona continued his letter saying that, notwithstanding the challenge, he 

resolved to translate the Metamorphoses because he would be the first to translate in prose.63 This 

decision marked the end of a long-standing tradition. We have to wait until the eighteenth century 

before seeing a new Italian verse translation of Ovid’s Metamorphoses in a printed edition, when 

Antonio Dottori published the first complete translation of Ovid’s poem written in blank 

hendecasyllables.64 The three translations of Dolce, Anguillara and Marretti were in dialogue with 

each other – a dialogue which had also been noted by near-contemporaries – and they were the 

product of a conjuncture between translatorial and printing activities. These similarities persuaded 

me to address them together as they clearly constitute a significant and unitary chapter in the history 

of Ovid’s reception in the Renaissance. 

 

 

 

 
62 Pona, pp. 15-17.  
63 Pona, p. 17. 
64 Antonio Dottori, Le Metamorfosi di Ovidio tradotte per la prima volta in verso sciolto da Antonio Dottori avvocato 

Veneto, 2 vols (Venice: Leonardo and Giammaria Fratelli Bassaglia, 1783). 
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2. From the Cultural to the Material Turn in Translation Studies 

 

In its early years, the study of translation had a marked linguistic focus: translation was understood 

as being primarily a language exchange between source and target text and was studied by 

employing the methodological tools and vocabulary of linguistics.65 Within Italian scholarship, the 

primary approach to vernacular translation has been a comparative and philological one, which 

entailed a comparison of source and target text.66 Cesare Segre’s Volgarizzamenti del Due e 

Trecento (1959) is a good example of this approach: Segre’s study focuses on the Middle Ages and 

deals with translations from Old French, as well as Latin classical works, and its primary scope is 

the philological study of translated texts that have been transmitted through various manuscript 

copies, with the aim of restoring the translated text to its ‘original’ form.67 This style of philological 

investigation aims to understand: a) the strategies of translations employed in the early stages of 

Italian literature, between the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries; b) the impact of these strategies 

on the evolution of the Italian language; and c) the influence of foreign languages (especially Latin) 

on the creation of a vernacular vocabulary. We can learn a lot from this philological approach, 

especially about linguistic issues and translatorial strategies, and its enduring value can be seen in 

the persistence of the study of translation within textbooks or individual articles devoted to the 

history of the Italian language.68 It can suffice to mention studies by Mario Marti, Guthmüller, Luca 

Serianni and Paolo Trovato.69  

 
65 Sandra Bermann and Catherine Porter, ‘Introduction’, in A Companion to Translation Studies, ed. by Sandra 

Bermann and Catherine Porter (Hoboken, New Jersey: John Wiley & Sons, 2014), pp. 1-11 (p. 2). 
66 The same can also be said for the field of Classics in Italy, where the two landmark works still studied today at 

university level, Scevola Mariotti’s Livio Andronico e la traduzione artistica: saggio critico ed edizione dei frammenti 

dell’Odyssea (Milan: Silvestri, 1952) and Alfonso Traina’s Vortit barbare: le traduzione poetiche da Livio Andronico a 

Cicerone (Rome: Edizioni dell’Ateneo, 1970), are philological approaches to Latin texts. See Siobhán McElduff’s 

analysis of past approaches to Roman translation; Roman Theories of Translation: Surpassing the Source (London: 

Routledge, 2013), p. 3. 
67 Segre, Volgarizzamenti del Due e Trecento. In 1559, Segre published another work on medieval translation, this time 

limited to the thirteenth century; see La prosa del Duecento, ed. by Cesare Segre and Mario Marti (Milan and Naples: 

Ricciardi, 1959). 
68 For the enduring influence of Segre’s philological approach in Italian Studies see Giovanna Frosini, 

‘Volgarizzamenti’, in Storia dell’italiano scritto, ii. Prosa letteraria, ed. by. Giuseppe Antonelli, Matteo Motolese and 

Lorenzo Tomasin (Rome: Carocci, 2014), pp. 17-72 (pp. 17-20). 
69 Mario Marti, ‘La prosa’, in Storia della letteratura italiana: le origini e il Duecento, ed. by Natalino Sapegno, 2nd 

edn (Milan: Garzanti, 1987), pp. 535-650; Bodo Guthmüller, ‘Nationalliteratur und Übersetzung: Der Beitrag der 

volgarizzamenti dai classici zur Herausbildung der Italienischen Kunstprosa’, in Nation und Literatur im Europa der 
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The focus on philology persists in more recent funded projects which aim to collect and 

collate manuscripts and early printed books of vernacular translations of classical texts. The 2003 

project ‘Il Ritorno dei Classici nell’Umanesimo’ encompasses four different projects devoted to the 

study of the reception of the classics within Italian Renaissance Humanism.70 Among them, the 

ENAV (Edizione nazionale degli antichi volgarizzamenti dei testi latini nei volgari italiani) aims to 

create a database of the vernacular translations of Latin texts written from the thirteenth century to 

the sixteenth century.71 The ENTG (Edizione nazionale delle traduzioni di testi greci in età 

umanistica e rinascimentale) gathers and describes manuscripts and printed editions of a corpus of 

translations of Greek texts in order to publish new critical editions.72 More recent is the 2010 DiVo 

project (Dizionario dei volgarizzamenti), which studies the manuscript tradition of thirteenth- and 

fourteenth-century vernacular translations in order to publish new critical editions and enhance our 

knowledge of the lexis of the vernacular language.73 A significant output of the DiVo project is 

Cristiano Lorenzi’s critical edition of Brunetto Latini’s Caesarian orations, which I will discuss in 

Chapter 1.74  

 In parallel to the development of these important philological and linguistically oriented 

studies, in the course of the second half of the twentieth century an increasing number of scholars in 

Italy and beyond began to see that translation was not a question of language alone, but could be 

understood only if integrated within its historical context. Scholars from different parts of the world 

began to pay attention to the role played by translation in the history of national literatures.75 

Exemplary in this respect are the works of two Italian scholars, Carlo Dionisotti and Gianfranco 

Folena.76 Carlo Dionisotti’s essay ‘Tradizione classica e volgarizzamenti’, first published in 1958, 

addresses the reception of classical texts in Italy in the age of vernacular translation, from the 

thirteenth to the sixteenth century. Dionisotti’s aim, in both his essay and the wider work in which it 

 
Frühen Neuzeit. Akten des I. Internationalen Osnabrücker Kongresses zur Kulturgeschichte der Frühen Neuzeit, ed. by 

Klaus Garber (Tübingen: Niemeyer, 1989), pp. 240-61; Luca Serianni, ‘La prosa’, in Storia della lingua italiana, ed. by 

Luca Serianni and Pietro Trifone (Turin: Einaudi, 1993), pp. 451-577. Trovato, Il primo Cinquecento, pp. 149-70.  
70 The project is funded by the Ministero dei Beni Culturali in Italy; See <http://www.ilritornodeiclassici.it> [accessed 

10 October 2019]. 
71 See <http://www.ilritornodeiclassici.it/enav/> [accessed 10 October 2019].  
72 See <http://www-3.unipv.it/entg/> [accessed 10 October 2019]. 
73 See <http://tlion.sns.it/divo/index.php?type=page&p=progetto%20tlion&lang=it> [accessed 10 October 2019]. 
74 Marcus Tullius Cicero, Pro Ligario, Pro Marcello, Pro rege Deiotaro (orazioni cesariane): volgarizzamento di 

Brunetto Latini, ed. by Cristiano Lorenzi (Pisa: Edizioni della Normale, 2018). 
75 Susan Bassnett, ‘Culture and Translation’, in A Companion to Translation Studies, ed. by Piotr Kuhiwczak and Karin 

Littau (Clevedon: Multilingual Matters, 2007), pp. 13-23 (p. 14). 
76 Dionisotti, pp. 125-78; Folena, Volgarizzare e tradurre. 
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is included, his Geografia e storia della letteratura italiana, was to contest the idea of a 

homogeneous cultural history, which had dominated nineteenth-century studies of Italy. By 

focusing on medieval and Renaissance Italy, the period in which Italy was most fragmented on a 

political as well as a cultural level, Dionisotti made diversity and plurality Italy’s key 

characteristics. One of the consequences of this new approach was the foregrounding of translation, 

to which Dionisotti dedicated an entire essay. Dionisotti’s study created a cultural space for the 

study of translation by arguing that an understanding of Latin Humanism was impossible without 

fully acknowledging the experience of vernacular translation.77 In Folena’s landmark work, 

Volgarizzare e tradurre, which was published for the first time in 1973, he analysed terminology 

relevant to translation which was used in the period from Roman Antiquity to Italian Humanism. 

His study shows how vernacular translation laid the ground for the development of Greek-to-Latin 

humanistic translation in the fifteenth century. From this perspective he illustrated how Leonardo 

Bruni’s theory of translation was the culmination of a process that had begun in the thirteenth 

century, with vernacular translation, in Italy.  

 Dionisotti and Folena created enriched the study of translation in Italy by highlighting the 

role of medieval vernacular translation in the establishment of Italian national literature and of the 

international movement known as Humanism. Susan Bassnett’s review of Folena’s work argues that 

his work anticipated the Cultural Studies approach to translation that was about to emerge from the 

early work in polysystems theory by Itamar Even-Zohar.78 Even-Zohar, a scholar from Tel Aviv, re-

elaborated the systemic theories of Russian Formalists to address specific issues related to 

translation history and Hebrew literature.79 According to Even-Zohar’s model, each national 

literature is a polysystem within which different systems coexist in a dynamic relationship. The 

 
77 We read in the opening section of Dionisotti’s essay that he was led to write his history of classical tradition and 

vernacular translation in Italy from the gross imprecisions that he found in a published work on the reception of the 

Classics from the Middle Ages to the Renaissance: R. R. Bolgar, The Classical Heritage and its Beneficiaries 

(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1954) (pp. 126-32). In this publication, the level of inaccuracy was such as to 

find the name of printers confused with that of vernacular translators. The dire state of the matter prompted Dionisotti to 

write a historical account of classical reception in Italy: see Dionisotti, pp. 126-32. 
78 Susan Bassnett, review of Gianfranco Folena, Volgarizzare e tradurre (1991), Translation and Literature, 3.3 (1994), 

153-54 (p. 153). 
79 Itamar Even-Zohar, Papers in Historical Poetics (Tel Aviv: Porter Institute for Poetics and Semiotics, 1978); Itamar 

Even-Zohar, ‘Polysystem Studies’, Special issue of Poetics Today, 11.1 (1990); Itamar Even-Zohar, ‘The Position of 

Translated Literature within the Literary Polysystem’; revised version of 1978 text; in The Translation Studies Reader, 

ed. by Lawrence Venuti (London: Routledge, 2000), pp. 192-97. For a study of the origin and later development of 

Even-Zohar model see Mark Shuttleworth, ‘Polysystem’, in Routledge Encyclopedia of Translation Studies, ed. by 

Mona Baker and Gabriela Saldanha, 2nd edn (London: Routledge, 2008), pp. 197-200. 
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literature polysystem is one part of a more complex and plural polysystems structure that comprises 

other phenomena such as the artistic, the religious and the political. From this model it emerges that 

literature is not just a group of texts, but a system to be understood in relation to the factors 

governing other systems: the production, promotion and reception of a literary work. Each literary 

system is made of various strata set in a hierarchy: canonical works are usually central in relation to 

other genres that are normally peripheral, including popular literature, children’s literature and 

translation. Evolutions in the literary world are determined by the changing dynamics between 

peripheral systems and central ones. Even-Zohar contends that translation – albeit covering a 

peripheral area on most occasions – can occupy a central position in literary systems. One of these 

occasions is when literature is young and in the process of establishing itself. This point is true for 

vernacular translation in medieval Italy, and it was also made by Folena, when he has contended 

that literatures begin with translation: ‘in principio fuit interpres’ [in the beginning there was the 

translator].80 

 This emerging desire to study translations in their cultural context is referred to as the 

‘cultural turn’, and it gained momentum in the 1990s, only a decade after Translation Studies was 

established as an independent discipline.81 In scholarship, the acknowledgment and definition of this 

turn is usually associated with Bassnett’s and André Lefevere’s published collection of essays 

entitled Translation, History and Culture (1990).82 This turn determined two major shifts in the 

study of translation: ‘(1) the shift from source-oriented theories to target-text-oriented theories and 

(2) the shift to include cultural factors as well as linguistic elements in the translation training 

models.’83 In Even-Zohar’s model, in fact, translation is studied in relation to other systems relevant 

to the language of destination. This target-oriented approach was further developed by Gideon 

Toury, who refused to evaluate the target text as good or bad, faithful or unfaithful in relation to the 

source text.84 The same emphasis on translation as a phenomenon that is primarily concerned with 

the target culture can be found in the skopos theory, developed by Katharina Reiß and Hans 

 
80 Folena, p. 3. 
81 Susan Bassnett’s Translation Studies (1980) challenged the traditional division between disciplines and made a 

strong argument for making Translation Studies an independent discipline; see Translation Studies, 3rd edn (London: 

Routledge, 2002). 
82 Translation, History and Culture, ed. by Susan Bassnett and André Lefevere (London: Pinter, 1990). 
83 Edwin Gentzler, Contemporary Translation Theories, 2nd edn (Clevedon: Multilingual Matters, 2001), p. 70. This 

study was first published in 1993. This quotation is taken from Bassnett, Culture and Translation, p. 15. 
84 Gideon Toury, Descriptive Translation Studies and Beyond (Amsterdam/Philadelphia: John Benjamin, 1995).  
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Vermeer (1984) and others.85 According to this approach, the objective and function of a translation 

determine the translation strategies to be employed. The core of the investigation is therefore 

distanced from the source text and distanced from the rhetoric of comparison between source 

text/target text of faithfulness and equivalence.  

 Another important shift in the theoretical development of Translation Studies is the 

widening of the definition of translation. The earlier view of translation as a linguistic issue led to 

an analysis and categorisation of translation in relation to its level of ‘faithfulness’ to the source 

text. When a text did not conform to set parameters, it was denied the label of translation and was 

defined as adaptation, paraphrasis, re-writing or imitation. The cultural turn in Translation Studies 

has moved the emphasis towards the target text, thus eliminating this evaluative approach.86 In his 

introduction to The Routledge Companion to Translation Studies, Jeremy Munday suggests that we 

do not see imitation, adaptation and paraphrasis as fully separate categories from translation, but as 

different strategies to be put under the overarching category of ‘translation’.87 Similarly, Linda 

Hutcheon, in A Theory of Adaptation, argues that adaptation and translation are comparable to each 

other, as they are both acknowledged as reworkings of a given text.88  

 This revolution in Translation Studies was not happening in isolation from other disciplines. 

In the late 1980s and 1990s, the Humanities in general were redefined through a closer encounter 

with Cultural Studies.89 Gender criticism, post-colonialism and deconstruction were all new 

approaches to literature that had a strong cultural dimension and that redefined the shape of 

traditional subjects. Translation Studies has always been engaged in the methodological 

developments proposed by these neighbouring areas of study. Scholars have in fact argued that 

flexibility and interdisciplinarity are the distinctive mark of Translation Studies, and they are the 

features that allowed this field to evolve so quickly and eclectically.90 One of the major influences 

 
85 For an introduction to functionalist theories of translation see Christina Schäffner, ‘Functionalist Approaches’, in 

Routledge Encyclopedia of Translation Studies, ed. by Mona Baker and Gabriela Saldanha, 2nd edn (London: 

Routledge, 2008), pp. 115-21. For a general translation theory born within the functionalist approaches to Translation 

Studies: see Katharina Reiß and Hans Vermeer, Grundlegung einer allgemeinen Translationstheorie (Tübingen: 

Niemeyer, 1984). 
86 Shuttleworth, ‘Polysystem’, in Routledge Encyclopedia, p. 199. 
87 Jeremy Munday, ‘Issues in Translation Studies’, in The Routledge Companion to Translation Studies (London: 

Routledge, 2009), pp. 1-19 (p. 7). 
88 Linda Hutcheon, A Theory of Adaptation, 2nd edn (London: Routledge, 2013), p. 16. 
89 Bassnett, ‘Culture and Translation’, p. 16. 
90 In her introduction to Rethinking Methods in Translation History, Carol O’Sullivan has underlined the importance of 

interdisciplinary and multidisciplinary research; see Carol O’Sullivan, ‘Introduction: Rethinking Methods in Translation 

History’, Special issue of Translation Studies, 5:2 (2012), 131-38 (p. 136). For the importance of interdisciplinarity in 
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on Translation Studies has been the poststructuralist view of language performed in philosophical 

writings such as Jacques Derrida’s, for example, which highlighted the instability of every text, 

whose meaning is always deferred and unstable.91 This view of language has uncovered the peril of 

evaluating translation in relation to a stable, unique and unchangeable source text. The exchange 

between post-colonial views of literature and translation has underscored how translation cannot be 

a neutral exchange between two texts, but is always conditioned by the power relationship between 

cultures and societies.92 Scholars have challenged the hegemony of certain literary cultures and 

Euro-centric comparative models and started to discuss more inclusive models for studying 

literature and translation in a post-colonial environment. Equally important is the sociological turn 

in the study of translation, which has developed the cultural turn by stressing the key role played by 

the agents of translation, the humans whose co-operation allowed the realisation of translations.93 

 Drawing on these methodological and theoretical developments, numerous studies have 

problematised or re-envisaged our understanding of translation by studying it as a culturally 

determined issue, rather than a purely philological and linguistic one. The edited volume Cultural 

Translation in Early Modern Europe, for example, offers a new perspective on Europe’s cultural 

history by studying the ways in which ideas and texts moved around the continent in the Early 

Modern Age.94 Complicating the History of Western Translation: The Ancient Mediterranean in 

Perspective focuses on the social and historical dynamics that regulated the relationships between 

 
Translation Studies see also Translation Studies: An Interdiscipline, ed. by Mary Snell-Hornby, Franz Pöchhacker and 

Klaus Kaindl (Amsterdam: John Benjamins, 1994). Kuhiwczak’s and Littau’s A Companion to Translation Studies 

stresses the interdisciplinarity of the discipline by presenting essays which address the encounter of Translation Studies 

with other disciplines.  
91 For overviews on Derrida’s thought on language and translation see Kathleen Davis, Deconstruction and Translation 

(Manchester, St Jerome, 2001); Lawrence Venuti, ‘Translating Derrida on Translation: Relevance and Disciplinary 

Resistance’, in The Yale Journal of Criticism, 16 (2003), 237-62; Leslie Hill, The Cambridge Introduction to Jacques 

Derrida (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2007); Michael Thomas, The Reception of Derrida: Translation and 

Transformation (New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2006).  
92 For foundational studies on the post-colonial approach to literature, see Edward Said, Orientalism (New York: 

Random House, 1978); Gayatri Spivak, ‘The Politics of Translation’, in Gayatri Spivak, Outside in the Teaching 

Machine (London: Routledge, 1993), pp. 179-200; Homi Bhabha, The Location of Culture (Abingdon: Routledge, 

1994); Édouard Glissant, Poetics of Relation, trans. by Betsy Wing (Ann Arbor: University of Michigan Press, 1997). 
93 The sociological approach is particularly indebted to Daniel Siméoni’s ground-breaking essay ‘The Pivotal Status of 

the Translator’s Habitus’, in which he contends that translation is inevitably affected by the translator’s personal history 

and socio-cultural position: see Target, 10 (1998), 1-39. 
94 Cultural Translation in Early Modern Europe, ed. by Peter Burke and R. Po-chia Hsia (Cambridge: Cambridge 

University Press, 2007). 
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different individuals and different cultures in the Ancient Mediterranean.95 The collection of essays 

Rethinking Medieval Translation: Ethics, Politics, Theory applies theoretical concepts developed in 

the field of post-colonial studies to texts translated in the Middle Ages in order to uncover new 

aspects of the politics and ethics of translation in the pre-modern period.96 In the field of Italian 

Studies, Cornish’s Vernacular Translation in Dante’s Italy: Illiterate Literature (2011) reconciles 

the philological and linguistic tradition initiated by Segre and the cultural-historical approach 

adopted by Dionisotti and Folena.97 Focusing on multiple critical editions of vernacular translations, 

Cornish has tried to arrive at broader conclusions which are relevant to the phenomenon of 

translation in medieval Italy as a whole. Her investigation has thrown into relief the agents of 

translation (translators, copyists and readers) and the ways in which they explain and renew the 

authority of ancient authors often under cover of anonymity. In this way, she has overturned the 

relationship between vernacular translation and Latin Humanism established by Dionisotti, in which 

the humanistic enterprise is portrayed as superior to the experience of vernacular translation.98 

Cornish has repeatedly stressed that vernacular translation and Latin philology are simply two 

opposite ways to fulfil the same desire to talk, speak and write like the Ancients and has 

demonstrated how the culture of vernacular translation played a pivotal role in defining the 

authorial experience of Dante, Boccaccio and Petrarch. This contrasts with previous scholarship in 

which translation was portrayed as an extraneous or ambiguous practice in the context of the tre 

corone. In other words, rather than seeing the relationship between vernacular translation and Latin 

Humanism in terms of discontinuity, Cornish has emphasised the elements of continuity between 

these two phenomena, thus reducing the level of bias towards Latin attributed to medieval 

translation.  

 
95 Complicating the History of Western Translation: The Ancient Mediterranean in Perspective, ed. by Siobhán 

McElduff and Enrica Sciarrino (Manchester: St. Jerome, 2011). 
96 Rethinking Medieval Translation: Ethics, Politics, Theory, ed. by Emma Campbell and Robert Mills (Cambridge: 

Boydell and Brewer, 2012). 
97 Cornish, Vernacular Translation. 
98 At the end of his essay, Dionisotti claimed that in Italy and Europe scholars reached new heights in the field of Greek 

and Latin philology and worked on top of the ‘spessa cortina nuvolosa di traduzioni’ (p. 177). Dionisotti also seemed to 

imply that sixteenth-century translations deformed the classical tradition and should be taken as a reminder of the perils 

of accessing ancient texts only through translation (p. 178). 
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 In this thesis, I draw on these approaches and combine them with the most recent ‘material 

turn’ in the study of translation.99 In the last decade, Translation Studies has looked with increasing 

interest at the ways in which we articulate ideas in material forms and how the technical aspects of 

communication have influenced the production and dissemination of translations. Michael Cronin, 

for example, contends that scholars should diversify their approach to translation. 100 Although the 

linguistic and sociological aspects of translation are pivotal, more emphasis should be given to 

‘translations as things’.101 Similarly, Christine Mitchell has stressed the materiality of translated 

texts.102 In 2015, Brenda Hosington published a ground-breaking article on the importance of 

working at the crossroads between Translation Studies and Book History in order to gain a fuller 

sense of the ways in which translation became such a pivotal and ubiquitous component of the 

European Renaissance.103 The acknowledgement of the importance of media in the understanding of 

translation production and dissemination, argues Karin Littau, is not relevant only to the discipline 

of Translation Studies, but it is part of a new phase in the humanities.104 This turn towards the 

material is spurred by today’s society, which is experiencing a technological change that makes 

media and technologies exceptionally visible.105 This material turn is a timely one, continues Littau, 

because it is impossible to think about intellectual history – and therefore translation – only in terms 

of abstract ideas, languages and meanings without taking into account the media entities that made 

the dissemination of these ideas possible at all.106 The exchange between Translation Studies and 

Media Studies is bringing new insights to both disciplines. Littau’s article ‘First Steps Towards a 

Media History of Translation’, for example, shows how media history can help us to address long-

standing issues in Translation Studies from a new angle.107 The famous Ciceronian indictment of 

 
99 For an overview of this turn in Translation Studies see Guyda Armstrong’s entry ‘Media and Materiality’, in 

Routledge Encyclopedia of Translation Studies, ed. by Mona Baker and Gabriela Saldanha, 3rd edn (London: 

Routledge, 2020), pp. 310-15. 
100 Michael Cronin, Translation and Globalization (London: Routledge, 2003). 
101 Cronin, p. 10. 
102 Christine Mitchell, ‘Translation and Materiality: The Paradox of Visible Translation’, Translating Media, 30.1 

(2010), 23-29. 
103 Brenda M. Hosington, ‘Introduction: Translation and Print Culture in Early Modern Europe’, Special issue of 

Renaissance Studies, 29.1 (2015), 5-18. 
104 Karin Littau, ‘Translation and the Materialities of Communication’, Translation Studies, 9.1 (2016), 82-96 (p. 87). 

See also the responses in the same issue to Littau’s article by Guyda Armstrong (pp. 102-06) and A. E. B. Coldiron (pp. 

96-102). 
105 Littau, ‘Translation and the Materialities of Communication’, p. 86. 
106 Littau, ‘Translation and the Materialities of Communication’, p. 83. 
107 Karin Littau, ‘First Steps Towards a Media History of Translation’, Translation Studies, 4.3 (2011), 261-81. 
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word for word translation, for example, takes on a different meaning if we think about the material 

conditions of work in Ancient Rome, which made literal translation extremely difficult to achieve 

and more talked about than actually practised.  

 

3. Renaissance Translation and Book History  

 

Translation Studies and Book History are disciplines that have followed similar evolutions. This 

analogy, argues Hosington, naturally calls for a convergence of these fields.108 Like Translation 

Studies, Book History went through a cultural turn that challenged long-held assumptions about the 

impact of media technologies on society. Looking at the Renaissance period, numerous scholars 

pointed out that print was a major agent in the spread of ideas and the stabilisation of knowledge. 

Lucien Febvre and Henri-Jean Martin’s seminal book L’apparition du livre (1958) studies the 

primary role played by the printing industry in the cultural phenomena sweeping through Europe 

from the invention of the printing press to 1880: Renaissance, Reformation and Enlightenment.109 

Elizabeth Eisenstein’s The Printing Press as an Agent of Change makes an even bigger claim about 

print technologies, contending that Gutenberg’s invention was the most important factor that 

allowed the locally and socially restricted movement that we know as Italian Humanism to become 

the European Renaissance.110 The assumption at the heart of Eisenstein’s work is that print gave 

permanence and stability to ideas developed in all fields from literature and philology to science 

and religion. Since Eisenstein’s publication, however, the notion of the printed book as a stable 

object – and the cognate idea of the printed text as fixed – have been challenged by various 

scholars. D. F. McKenzie, the pioneer of the interdisciplinary area of the sociology of texts, argues 

that the forms in which a text is recorded are meaningful and the significance and value of a printed 

text changes from one edition to the next and is never stable.111 On a similar note, John Bryant’s The 

Fluid Text underscores the importance of embracing the instability of texts and developing new 

strategies to implement the availability of different versions of texts to understand the interaction 

between writers and their culture.112 Roger Chartier has underscored how the printing revolution did 

 
108 Hosington, ‘Introduction: Translation and Print Culture in Early Modern Europe’, p. 10. 
109 Lucien Febvre and Henri-Jean Martin, L’apparition du livre (Paris: Albin Michel, 1958). Translated as The Coming 

of the Book: The Impact of Printing 1450-1800, trans. by David Gerard (London: NBL, 1976). 
110 Elizabeth Eisenstein, The Printing Press as an Agent of Change. Communication and Cultural Transformations in 

Early Modern Europe, 2 vols (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1979), I, 113-20; Eisenstein, The Printing 

Revolution in Early Modern Europe, 2nd edn (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2005), p. 139. 
111 D. F. McKenzie, Bibliography and the Sociology of Texts (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1999), pp. 9-30. 
112 John Bryant, The Fluid Text (Ann Arbor: University of Michigan, 2002). 
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not determine an abrupt end to the mutability and flexibility that characterised manuscript culture.113 

Prints, especially in the first period of printing, mirrored manuscripts: each book, rather than 

presenting a stable object, was rendered unique by readers’ interventions left in the margins or by 

manuscript decorations added after printing. Individual printed copies could also contain printed 

variants to both texts and paratexts which were introduced during a print run. The deconstruction of 

printed texts as stable entities is parallel to the dismantling in Translation Studies of the assumption 

of translation as a linguistic exchange between fixed texts. The interaction between post-

structuralist ideas and Translation Studies, as we have seen, revealed the mobility of the source text, 

whose meaning is always deferred.  

 The cross-fertilisation of Book History and Translation Studies is helping scholars to re-

write long-standing narratives about Renaissance culture. In the post-war years, literary studies 

were predominantly focused on histories of national languages and saw the Renaissance as the time 

in which modern national literatures and cultures were born. A closer look at the Renaissance 

‘intertraffic’, as Warren Boutcher calls it, of texts crossing linguistic, religious and territorial 

borders, has revolutionised previous assumptions and has shown that the Renaissance was first of 

all a time of ‘transnational’ exchange on top of which national literatures began to form.114 The fast 

movement of texts was made possible by the printing press and the numerous agents that 

contributed to the dissemination of books: printers and publishers, booksellers, patrons, collectors, 

authors and translators. These texts in movement were of various natures and written in different 

languages. There was a transnational market of religious and scientific texts in Latin, for example, 

as well as a market of translated books (from Latin to the vernacular, from the vernacular to other 

vernaculars, and from the vernacular to Latin).115 The last two decades have seen a rising number of 

innovative publications and research projects focused on Renaissance translation and the 

international book trade in England, which was one of the major importers of foreign material. 116 In 

 
113 Roger Chartier, The Order of Books: Readers, Authors, and Libraries in Europe between the Fourteenth and 

Eighteenth Centuries, trans. by Lydia G. Cochrane (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1992), pp. 59-61. 
114 Warren Boutcher, ‘Intertraffic: Transnational Literatures and Languages in Late Renaissance England and Europe’, 

in International Exchange in the Early Modern Book World, ed. by Matthey McLean and Sara Barker (Leiden: Brill, 

2016), pp. 343-73. 
115 For a study on Latin translation in early modern Europe see Peter Burke, ‘Translation into Latin in Early Modern 

Culture’, in Cultural Translation in Early Modern Europe, ed. by Peter Burke and R. Po-chia Hsia (Cambridge: 

Cambridge University Press, 2007), pp. 65-80. 
116 Warren Boutcher, ‘The Renaissance’, in The Oxford Guide to Literature in English Translation, ed. by Peter France 

(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2000), pp. 45-55 (p. 49). Michael Wyatt has studied the cultural exchange between 

English and Italian culture in the early modern period through the agency of cultural mediators such as the English-born 
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this field, Anne Coldiron and Guyda Armstrong pioneered a book-historical approach to early 

modern translation.117 Coldiron works primarily on the interaction between French and English 

culture. Her English Printing, Verse Translation, and the Battle of the Sexes 1476-1557 shows how 

the material and linguistic transformations that occur in translation (from manuscript to print, and 

from French to English) can redefine the meaning of the source text and repurpose it for a new 

readership.118 In her later monograph, Printers without Borders, Coldiron builds upon the idea that 

‘englishing’ a book in the Renaissance involved more than verbal translation. Her study explores 

the synergies between printers and translators and their mutual co-operation in the enrichment of 

English letters.119 Armstrong is a Boccaccio scholar. Her book, The English Boccaccio, analyses the 

English translations of Boccaccio’s writings by combining analysis of the translated text and the 

physical features of the book, revealing the re-purposing of Boccaccio’s texts and their changing 

place within English culture between the fifteenth and the twentieth centuries.120 These scholars also 

work on multilingual printed editions and study how the disposition of different languages on the 

page reflects preconceptions about the cultural superiority of a language and the function of the 

translated book itself.121 

 Book historians and Translation Studies scholars are developing new tools to study the 

circulation of books and translations in early modern Europe. The USTC (Universal Short Title 

Catalogue) gathers copies of editions printed in Europe in the first two centuries of print, thus 

 
Italian speaker John Florio, who taught and translated Italian literature for the education and enjoyment of English 

readers: The Italian Encounter with Tudor England: A Cultural Politics of Translation (Cambridge: Cambridge 

University Press, 2005); Tania Demetrious’s and Rowan Tomlinson’s The Culture of Translation in Early Modern 

England and France, 1500-1660 (New York: Macmillan, 2015) offers new insights into the ways in which English 

translation was shaped by the French culture of translation. 
117 For Armstrong’s and Coldiron’s innovative contribution to the material-historical approach to Translation Studies, 

see Armstrong, ‘Media and Materiality, pp. 312-13. 
118 A. E. B. Coldiron, English Printing, Verse Translation, and the Battle of the Sexes, 1476-1557 (Farnham: Ashgate, 

2009). 
119 A. E. B. Coldiron, Printers without Borders: Translation and Textuality in the Renaissance (Cambridge: Cambridge 

University Press, 2015). 
120 Guyda Armstrong, The English Boccaccio: A History in Books (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 2013).  
121 Guyda Armstrong, ‘Coding Continental: Information Design in Sixteenth-Century English Vernacular Language 

Manuals and Translations’, Renaissance Studies, 29.1 (2015), 78-102. A. E. B. Coldiron, ‘Form[e]s of 

Transnationhood: The Case of John Wolfe’s Trilingual Courtier’, Renaissance Studies, 29.1 (2015), 103-24. For further 

studies on polyglot texts: see Joyce Boro, ‘Multilingualism, Romance, and Language Pedagogy; Or Why Were So 

Many Sentimental Romances Printed as Polyglot Texts?’, in Tudor Translation, ed. by Fred Schurink (New York: 

Palgrave, 2011), pp. 18-35. 
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allowing scholars to illuminate the contours of this international market.122 The Renaissance 

Cultural Crossroads Catalogue (RCCC) is a searchable database published in 2011 that gathers all 

translations out of and into all languages printed in England, Scotland, and Ireland before 1641. It 

also includes works translated from any language into English and printed abroad before 1641.123 

By gathering together this corpus of translations (over 6000 translations into and out of twenty-one 

languages), this project has not only provided numerical proof of the relevance of this phenomenon, 

but it has also allowed us to get a better sense of who translators and printers were and what they 

translated in terms of genre and source language. This set of information is elaborated in a series of 

important publications, such as Sara Barker’s and Hosington’s Renaissance Cultural Crossroads: 

Translation, Print and Culture in Britain, 1473-1640, which offers articles that – on the basis of the 

new data offered by the catalogue – re-define what it meant to translate in the Renaissance.124 In 

parallel to these, the last few years have seen the publication of several edited volumes featuring 

studies on translation and print culture in an expanded European context. The collection of essays 

Translation and the Book Trade in Early Modern Europe shows the interplay of printing and 

translating activity in all Europe by tracing the international circulation and transformations of texts 

and books through the agency of translators and printers.125 The edited volume Early Modern 

Cultures of Translation, although primarily focused on translatorial activities, takes into account the 

importance of printing in the expansion of Renaissance translation.126 Andrea Rizzi’s recently 

 
122 The USTC catalogue offers a new way of analysing data by allowing searches based on printer/publisher, translator, 

format, place of publication and author. In this way it is possible to trace the profile of the printing industry in a specific 

place and study which authors had their work translated into other languages and which did not. Andrew Pettegree, the 

project director of the USTC, has published extensively on the transmission of books in Europe; see Andrew Pettegree, 

‘North and South: Cultural Transmission in the Sixteenth-Century European Book World’, Bulletin of Spanish Studies, 

89 (2012), 507-20; Andrew Pettegree, ‘Translation and the Migration of Texts’, in Borders and Travellers in Early 

Modern Europe, ed. by Thomas Betteridge (Farnham, Ashgate, 2007), pp. 113-25; Andrew Pettegree, The Bookshop of 

the World: Making and Trading Books in the Dutch Golden Age (New Haven: Yale University Press, 2019). 
123 The RCCC project is listed under the Projects tab in the digital humanities institute at the University of Sheffield: see 

Brenda Hosington and others, Renaissance Cultural Crossroads <http://www.hrionline.ac.uk> [accessed 11 December 

2019]. This project is based at the University of Warwick and funded by The Leverhulme Trust. 
124 Renaissance Cultural Crossroads: Translation, Print and Culture in Britain, 1473-1640, ed. by Sara K. Barker and 

Brenda M. Hosington (Leiden: Brill, 2013). See Barker’s and Hosington’s ‘Introduction’, pp. i-xxix (p. xix). 
125 Translation and the Book Trade in Early Modern Europe, ed. by José María Pérez Fernández and Edward Wilson-

Lee (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2015). 
126 Newman and Tylus, ‘Introduction’, in Early Modern Cultures of Translation, p. 18. 
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published collection of essays Trust and Proof investigates agency, identity and technologies of 

production in Renaissance translations.127  

 

4. The Vernacular Metamorphoses at the Intersection between Translation and Print Culture 

 

Following these recent studies, my work on the translations of the Metamorphoses written by 

Dolce, Anguillara and Marretti aims to offer a new perspective on the reception of Ovid in the 

Italian Renaissance. This thesis builds on the idea that the translated book (conceived in its material 

as well as textual nature) is not the product of individual translators working in isolation from the 

outside world, but is the result of co-operation between a translator and other book agents, such as 

printers, editors, patrons, illustrators and book sellers. By placing translators in this wider network it 

becomes possible to see them as protagonists of a complex, plural and meaningful process of 

cultural change. In order to visualise the encounter between translating and printing activities in the 

Italian Metamorphoses, I have adapted the framework that has recently been proposed by Marie 

Alice Belle and Brenda Hosington for the study of early modern printed translations in Britain 

(Table 1).128 This adaptation consists in using Belle and Hosington’s diagram to represent the 

relationship between a source text and its three different translations instead of the relationship 

between one source text and its translation. The foregrounding of all three translations of the 

Metamorphoses in the diagram underlines how early modern translation was not just a linguistic 

exchange between a fixed source text and an individual target text. In the sixteenth century, 

translators and printers edited the same translation multiple times in a row, and the publication of a 

translation often led to the publication of a new translation of the same text, as in the case of Ovid’s 

Metamorphoses.129 Furthermore, early modern book agents often relied on previous translations as 

intermediary texts, thus creating a complex intertextual relationship between various translations. 

My diagram (Table 1) tries to visualise this phenomenon of ‘active retranslation’, as has been  

 
127 Trust and Proof: Translators in Renaissance Print Culture, ed. by Andrea Rizzi (Leiden: Brill, 2018). 
128 Marie Alice Belle and Brenda M. Hosington, ‘Translation, History and Print: A Model for the Study of Printed 

Translations in Early Modern Britain’, Translation Studies, 10 (2017), 2-21. 
129 Anthony Pym, Method in Translation History (Manchester: St Jerome, 1998), pp. 82-83. 
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Table 1 The Italian Metamorphoses in the communications circuit. 

 

defined by Anthony Pym, thus stressing the instability of source and target text in early modern 

culture.130 

 Belle and Hosington’s model is a reworking of Robert Darnton’s ‘communications circuit’ 

and its adaptations by later book and translation historians, and it shows the ways in which 

translations came into being and were disseminated throughout early modern society.131 In so doing, 

it places translators within the social networks animating print culture. This model is built on the 

idea that communications circuits are open, and a book can find a new life in translation. For this 

reason, translation is not represented as part of the cycle of the original work, but it has been 

presented as an independent circle that mirrors the original one and occasionally merges with it. As 

shown in the communications circuit of the Italian Metamorphoses, there are three translatorial 

 
130 ‘Active retranslation’, according to Anthony Pym, is when multiple translations of the same text (retranslations) and 

multiple editions of the same translation (re-editions) were written and published in the same cultural location or 

generation: see Pym, p. 82. 
131 Robert Darnton, ‘What Is the History of Books?’, Daedalus, 111.3 (1982), 65-83; and ‘“What Is the History of 

Books?” Revisited’, Modern Intellectual History, 4.3 (2007), 495-508.  
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circuits. These circuits originate from a single authorial circuit, and their special arrangement from 

left to right on a horizontal line suggests a chronological order from the oldest to the newest 

translation: Dolce’s circuit is on the left-hand side, Anguillara’s in the middle and Marretti’s on the 

right. Each translator is a mediator between two circuits, a position that shows that all three 

translators had a direct encounter with Ovid’s text and possibly with some of the agents that 

contributed to the circulation and production of the Latin Metamorphoses in the Renaissance. At the 

same time, this mediatory position reminds us of the connection and co-operation between 

translators and vernacular book agents. 

 Table 1 is a static diagram that visualises a summary of the social networks of agents 

involved in the production of the book. Only four individual figures are named in the diagram – the 

author and the translators – because they do not change from one edition to the other. Due to the 

generalised connections drawn up in the diagram, some of the relationships that characterised 

individual editions are left out, such as that between printer and patron in Giolito’s editions of 

Dolce’s Trasformationi. As is shown in Table 1, each translation rivalled the others. As we will see 

in greater detail in the individual chapters, Dolce, Anguillara and Marretti influenced each other and 

competed against each other, and their translations share features (such as the intertextual 

relationship with the Orlando furioso and the use of ottava rima) that are not inherited from the 

Latin text, but developed independently from it. The disposition of the communications circuits in 

the diagram underscores on a visual level the fact that these three translations form a secondary 

tradition that challenges the status of the source text as the sole model of imitation and reproduces 

on a bigger scale the competitive nature of the relationship between the individual translators and 

Ovid. 

 Among the social networks highlighted in the communication model, the one between 

translator and printer is particularly relevant to my research. In the sixteenth century there was no 

rigid specialisation in the printed book market, and the roles of publisher, printer and bookseller 

could be performed by the same person. In each chapter of this thesis, I shall try as much as 

possible to distinguish individual competences and reveal who financed printing, who carried it out, 

and what relationship they entertained with the translator.132 Renaissance printers and publishers 

were responsible for much more than the mechanical and financial side of book production, they 

often played a role in the selection of artistic material, they captured and shaped readers’ tastes and 

contributed to ‘cultural comprehensibility’.133 For example, Miguel Martinez’s work shows how a 

 
132 For the distinction between printing and publishing activities see Brian Richardson, Printing, Writers and Readers in 

Renaissance Italy (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1999), pp. 33-34.  
133 Coldiron, Printers without Borders, p. 3. 
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group of major printers in Antwerp reshaped the printing conventions of the Italian romanzo and of 

epic poetry and rebranded these works for a European readership.134 The publishing strategies 

developed in Antwerp proved important to visually define a new historical epic in Spain. According 

to Peter Burke, we have European printers to thank for the fact that a number of European cities, 

including Venice, became centres of translation.135 Entrepreneur printers and publishers saw the 

marketing potential of translations, a synthesis between authoritative writings and vernacular 

novelties, and teamed up with experts in the vernacular language to choose which texts to translate 

and to make them as readable as possible.136 The printing shop also facilitated the encounter and 

collaboration between translators and other professionals, such as typesetters, illustrators and 

woodcutters, who could ornament the book with illustrations, decorated initials and portraits.  

 Another important network highlighted in Table 1 is that between translator and patron. 

All the translators of the Metamorphoses, Dolce, Anguillara and Marretti dedicated their work to 

prominent political authorities of their time.137 This means that the first act of publication consisted 

in the donation of the text to a chosen reader that was then made known to subsequent readers. This 

act of donation was made through a manuscript or printed copy of the text in question, and it was 

made known through paratextual elements such as the letter of dedication or the mention of the 

dedicatee on the title page.138 The letter of dedication associated a translator with a person of 

superior status and prestige in society.139 As Richardson has demonstrated, it was an attempt (which 

was not always successful) to create or strengthen the bond with a powerful figure. The association 

of the translation with an authority could serve as a shield to protect the work from criticism, but it 

could also serve to display the modesty and selflessness of the translator, thus presenting him as a 

gentleman. The dedication letter could remind the reader about the utility of the work and of its 

 
134 Miguel Martinez, ‘The Heroes in the World’s Marketplace: Translating and Printing Epic in Renaissance Antwerp’, 

in Translation and the Book Trade in Early Modern Europe, ed. by José María Pérez Fernández and Edward Wilson-

Lee (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2015), pp. 81-106. 
135 Peter Burke, ‘Cultures of Translation in Early Modern Europe’, in Cultural Translation in Early Modern Europe, ed. 

by Peter Burke and R. Po-chia Hsia (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2007), pp. 7-38 (p. 16). 
136 According to Richardson, translation was an ancillary activity conducted by experts of the vernacular language who 

usually worked as editors in printing houses to earn money; see Print Culture, pp. 1-18.  
137 I will discuss the dedications in more detail in Chapters 2, 3 and 4. 
138 Brian Richardson, ‘The Social Transmission of Translations in Renaissance Italy: Strategies of Dedication’, in Trust 

and Proof: Translators in Renaissance Print Culture, ed. by Andrea Rizzi (Leiden: Brill, 2018), pp. 13-32. For another 

interesting insight on the influence of the patron-translator relationship in the English context see Nicolas Watson, 

‘Theories of Translation’, in The Oxford History of Literary Translation in English, ed. by Roger Ellis (Oxford: Oxford 

University Press, 2008), I, 73-91. 
139 Richardson, ‘The Social Transmission of Translations’, in Trust and Proof, ed. by Rizzi, p. 31. 
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limits, shedding light on the personal and cultural anxieties permeating the translatorial project. 

Hence, the dedication letter was a means to enhance the trustworthiness of the translator, and his or 

her agency. Print culture, according to Richardson, enhanced the power of dedicatory epistles, 

enabling them to travel further than before and make public a previously private conversation 

between dedicatee and translator. In this way, the letter of dedication became a very powerful 

means of ‘integrating translated texts within the present, and hence a means of enhancing their 

power to shape the culture of their own times’.140  

 Printed books are material spaces in which authorship is negotiated among all the agents 

who contributed to the intellectual, financial and mechanical realisation of an edition.141 In the 

Trasformationi, for example, Dolce – with the support of an illustrator – created a title page that 

omitted the name of the author (Ovid) and foregrounded that of the translator by associating it with 

that of authoritative figures: the printer and dedicatee (Chapter 2). Late sixteenth-century printers of 

Anguillara’s Metamorfosi omitted the translator’s dedicatory epistle and printed a new letter that re-

purposed the translation for a new readership and highlighted the printer’s contribution to the 

success of the translation (Chapter 3). Through these and other examples, this thesis will argue that 

early modern books are collaborative works, and that their meaning does not rest on the 

intentionality of an individual author, but it is the result of a collaboration between various agents.142 

 Following Belle and Hosington, Table 1 emphasises the pressure of cultural, social and 

economic factors on the production, distribution and reception of printed books. These contextual 

factors are situated at the peripheries of the three translatorial circuits and are adapted to the context 

of the Italian book industry. For instance, instead of making reference to the English licencing 

system, the ‘Book Privilege System’ in Table 1 refers to the development of a juridical and 

 
140 Richardson, ‘The Social Transmission of Translations’, in Trust and Proof, ed. by Rizzi, p. 32. 
141 Guyda Armstrong, for example, has proposed that we adopt a collaborative model of authorship and understand the 

printed book as the product of a negotiation between different authorial voices: see, ‘The Framing of Fiammetta: 

Gender, Authorship, and Voice in an Elizabethan Translation of Boccaccio’, in Elizabethan Translation and Literary 

Culture, ed. by Gabriela Schmidt (Berlin: De Gruyter, 2013), pp. 299-339 (pp. 300-01). In her recent article on Gabriele 

Giolito’s edition of Petrarch’s Rerum Vulgarium Fragmenta, Rhiannon Daniels has argued that the printed book is a 

collective enterprise and that the authority of the book emanates from the combination of the creative agencies of 

author, commentator and printer; see ‘Printing Petrarch in the Mid-Cinquecento: Giolito, Vellutello, and Collaborative 

Authorship’, Italian Studies, 75:1 (2020), 20-40. See also Heather Hirschfeld, ‘Early Modern Collaboration and 

Theories of Authorship’, PMLA, 116.3 (2001), 609-22. 
142 On the collaborative nature of Renaissance translation see Belén Bistué, Collaborative Translation and Multi-

Version Texts in Early Modern Europe (Farnham: Ashgate, 2013). 
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economic mechanism that protected and propagated creativity in the Italian context.143 Each chapter 

will consider the impact of the printing privilege system in Venice on the collaboration between 

printers and translators, and on the translatorial choices made by the individual translators. Among 

the other contextual factors considered in this thesis are the sixteenth-century debate about what 

should constitute a translation, and the questione della lingua. As we shall see in Chapter 1, these 

debates were connected to each other, and they shaped the approaches of Dolce, Anguillara and 

Marretti to the task of translation.  

 

5. Equivalence, Visibility and Paratextuality in the Renaissance  

 

The interdisciplinary nature of this thesis, which stands at the intersection between Translation 

Studies and Book History, requires a re-framing of specific terminology used in both fields. In the 

first part of this section, I will discuss two terms taken from Translation Studies scholarship: 

equivalence and visibility. In the second part, I will discuss the application of the concept of 

paratext to early modern books and translations. 

 In her introduction to Rethinking Methods in Translation History, Carol O’Sullivan has 

noted that there has been a recent move towards methodological issues within Translation Studies. 

Following the publication of numerous histories of translation, scholars have now begun to focus on 

the ways in which we should carry out translation histories and on the methodological issues of 

studying translation in historical contexts.144 We can find an insightful example of the historical 

redefinition of critical concepts in Armstrong’s article ‘Coding Continental’, which shows how 

‘equivalence’ – a key term in modern theories of translation – can be applied to the study of the 

layout of early modern printed books.145 The concept of equivalence was born in early linguistic 

theories of translation with the idea that source and target text could express the same meaning.146 

This assumption that the target text could – and should – reach a level of equivalence to the 

departure text, however, relegated the target text to a place of secondariness and was critiqued in 

the 1980s and 1990s, when the cultural turn in Translation Studies favoured the rise of a target-

 
143 On the book privilege system in Italy, see Angela Nuovo, The Book Trade in the Italian Renaissance, trans. by Lydia 

G. Cochrane (Leiden: Brill, 2013), pp. 195-249. 
144 O’Sullivan, p. 132. A landmark study for historical research in Translation Studies scholarship is Pym’s Method in 

Translation History. 
145 Armstrong, ‘Coding Continental’, p. 79; Armstrong, ‘Media and Materiality’, p. 312. 
146 Armstrong, ‘Coding Continental’, p. 79. For an overview of the debate over equivalence – and relative bibliography 

– in Translation Studies; see Dorothy Kenny’s entry ‘Equivalence’ in Routledge Encyclopedia of Translation Studies, 

ed. by Mona Baker and Gabriela Saldanha, 2nd edn (London: Routledge, 2008), pp. 96-99 (p. 96).  
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oriented approach to translation.147 In light of this new take on translation, scholars have proposed 

rethinking the concept of equivalence as the relationship between source and target text.148 

Understood as such, equivalence still has traction in Translation Studies research and, as shown by 

Armstrong, can be used to study the ways in which the relationship between languages is expressed 

in parallel texts and in polyglot texts.149 Drawing on Armstrong’s use of equivalence in early printed 

book design, Chapter 4 will focus on the parallel text edition in Latin and the vernacular of 

Marretti’s Metamorfosi and study the ways in which translator and printer attempted to suggest the 

linguistic equivalence between departure and destination text. 

 Another important contribution to the study of translation in the Early Modern Age is Anne 

Coldiron’s reframing of the modern concepts of ‘visibility’ and ‘invisibility’.150 Both these terms 

were introduced to the study of modern and contemporary translations by Lawrence Venuti.151 

Invisibility, argues Venuti, has been the condition of the translator since Dryden: in the text of 

modern translations the fluency generally expected from a translated text is associated with a lack 

of foreignness, thereby reducing the explicit presence of cultural mediation. Focusing explicitly on 

pre-modern texts, Coldiron has historicised Venuti’s concept to show that visibility, rather than 

invisibility, was the hallmark of medieval and early modern translation. Medieval translators noted 

their intervention in the accessus ad auctores and throughout the text, often speaking in the first 

person, foregrounding themselves and their interpretation of the source text.152 This position enabled 

them to re-assess and re-confirm the authority of the auctoritas for a new readership. Hence, 

visibility, rather than invisibility, was the desired condition of translators, who, with their marked 

presence, guaranteed the continuity of a hierarchical order.153 The translator’s presence, and 

consequently the acknowledgment of an encounter with a foreign text, continued to be valued in 

early modern translations.154 The new confidence in the potential of vernacular literatures fostered 

the idea that the translator’s intervention in the source text, when skilfully and elegantly managed, 

could add value to the ‘original’ text. The visibility of translators in the book, as Coldiron has 

argued in her recent publication on the translator portraits in early printed book, can be a 

 
147 Kenny, ‘Equivalence’, in Routledge Encyclopedia, ed. by Baker, p. 96. 
148 Kenny, ‘Equivalence’, p. 96; Armstrong, ‘Coding Continental’, p. 79. 
149 Armstrong, ‘Coding Continental’, pp. 84-87. 
150 A. E. B. Coldiron, ‘Visibility Now: Historicizing Foreign Presences in Translation’, Translation Studies, 5.2 (2012), 

189-200. 
151 Lawrence Venuti, The Translator’s Invisibility: A History of Translation (London and New York: Routledge, 2008). 
152 Coldiron, ‘Visibility Now’, pp. 190-91. 
153 Coldiron, ‘Visibility Now’, p. 191. 
154 Coldiron, ‘Visibility Now’, p. 192. 
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fundamental way of studying the complex construction of authorship in the Early Modern Age.155 

Title pages, biographies and portraits were becoming authorial spaces in early print culture, and the 

translators’ visibility in these parts of the book suggests the existence of a link between translation 

and authorship, which Coldiron calls ‘transla[u]t[h]orship’ or translator-authorship.156 Following 

Coldiron’s approach to the study of visibility and authorship, this thesis focuses on how translators 

and other book agents used the printed paratext to appropriate the authority of a classical writer and 

construct the translator’s poetic persona.  

 Moving from Translation Studies terminology to Book History, this thesis takes issue with 

some aspects of Gérard Genette’s definition of the paratext, which he discussed extensively in his 

influential 1987 book Seuils (translated in English as Paratexts: Threshold of Interpretation).157 

Genette has described the paratext as a ‘threshold’ or ‘vestibule’ existing between the text and the 

off-text, which presents the text to the reader and influences how the text is received.158 Genette has 

identified two kinds of paratextual features: those existing within the same material object as the 

text (such as titles, indices and bibliographies), which he calls peritexts, and those existing outside 

the book-object (such as critical reviews, letters and diaries), which he calls epitexts. The notion of 

paratext fits very well within the framework of my research, since it mirrors the ideas developed 

within the sociology of texts. Paratextuality, in fact, originates from the belief that readers never 

come to an abstract text, but always to a book that circulates within a particular intellectual and 

social environment that inevitably conditions the presentation of the text both inside and outside the 

covers of the text-object. Genette, however, deals only marginally with translation, and in a way 

that is often in contrast with recent developments in translation studies scholarship. Furthermore, 

Seuils is a synchronic study of paratextuality, and does not offer a historicised view of paratexts. 

Hence, particular caution is needed when applying Genette’s framework to early modern books.  

 In recent years, both Translation Studies researchers and Renaissance scholars have come to 

question a specific aspect of Genette’s framework: the connection between paratext and authorial 

 
155 A. E. B. Coldiron, ‘The Translator’s Visibility in Early Printed Portrait-Images and the Ambiguous Example of 

Margaret More Roper’, in Thresholds of Translation: Paratexts, Print, and Cultural Exchange in Early Modern Britain 

(1473-1660), ed. by Marie Alice Belle and Brenda M. Hosington (Palgrave Macmillan, 2018), pp. 51-74. 
156 The term ‘transla[u]t[h]orship’ was originally coined by Nathalie Hancisse and Stéphanie Vanasten; see 

‘Transl[a]ut[h]ors: Questions de traduction à l’écriture: Regards croisés sur la littérature et les échanges culturels entre 

le XVIème et le XXIème siècles’, International Conference held at the Université catholique de Louvain (Louvain-la-

Neuve, Belgium), 10 September 2015. 
157 Gérard Genette, Paratexts: Thresholds of Interpretation, trans. by Jane E. Lewin (Cambridge: Cambridge University 

Press, 1997). 
158 Genette, p. 2. 
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intention. Seuils argues that the message conveyed by the paratext is authorial, or more or less 

legitimated by the author. Printers, editors and other book agents who authored the paratext are 

regarded as allies of the author who work to ensure the fulfilment of the author’s purpose.159 In 

Genette’s framework, the translator is considered as one of the author’s allies, and translation is not 

regarded as an original activity, but it is conceived of as a literary practice that facilitates access to 

the source text, and fulfils the poetic purpose of the ‘original’ author.160 Within Translation Studies, 

however, a translation is viewed as an independent text with its own paratext.161 Following this 

view, Kathryn Batchelor has provided a new definition of paratexts as features that are not 

necessarily limited by authorial intention, and are ‘consciously crafted thresholds’ for texts that can 

be written in their original language or in translation.162  

 This new approach emphasises the importance of paratexts in Translation Studies 

research.163 The study of textual paratexts (letters to the reader, dedicatory epistles, tables of 

contents) and non-textual paratexts (illustrations and printed flowers) enables us to evaluate the 

changing status of an author as his or her work crosses linguistic and national barriers. Often, 

paratexts explicitly discuss views on the author that are only implicitly hinted at in the translated 

text or not mentioned at all. The importance of paratexts in translation calls for a study that takes 

into account the multiple editions which contain an individual translation. Focusing on more than 

one editorial ‘performance’ allows us to investigate how the body of agents working on the 

translation changed over time, and how translators and printers adjusted their own presentation and 

the presentation of the translation in order to articulate their agenda and shape the tastes of their 

readers.164 For this reason, in this thesis I shall take into account all the sixteenth-century editions of 

 
159 Genette, p. 2. 
160 Genette directly addresses translation only in the conclusion of his study (p. 405). For Genette’s indirect inclusion of 

translation in his typology see Kathryn Batchelor, Translation and Paratexts (Oxford: Routledge, 2018), pp. 19-22. 
161 Şehnaz Tahir-Gürçağlar, ‘What Texts Don’t Tell: The Uses of Paratext in Translation Research’, in Crosscultural 

Transgressions: Research Models in Translation Studies 2: Historical and Ideological Issues, ed. by Theo Hermans 

(Manchester: St Jerome, 2002), pp. 44-60; Sharon Deane-Cox, Retranslation: Translation, Literature and 

Representation (London: Bloomsbury, 2014); Batchelor, pp. 141-60. 
162 Batchelor, p. 143. 
163 The role of the paratext in Translation Studies has been the object of several publications in the last decade: one 

would therefore expect to see them listed here. On Renaissance paratext see Renaissance Paratexts, ed. by Helen Smith 

and Louise Wilson (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2011).  
164 Armstrong has stressed the importance of not privileging an individual translation performance, but rather 

foregrounding the story of the text itself in its various evolutions: see Armstrong, The English Boccaccio, p. 10. Kelly 

Washbourne has also emphasised the importance of the phenomenon of retranslation and the intricacy of agents usually 
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the Ovidian translations written by Dolce, Anguillara and Marretti and compare their changing 

paratextual features.165 In the study of these paratextual features, I will follow the terminology 

proposed in Translation Studies scholarship, rather than relying solely on the two categories of 

paratext proposed by Genette: authorial (written by the author) and allographic (not written by the 

author). Thus, I follow Armstrong, who has defined ‘organisational paratext’ as comprising the title 

page, title, table of contents and page numbers, ‘visual paratext’ which includes woodcuts and other 

kinds of decorations, and the ‘editorial paratext’, which refers to discursive material such as 

dedicatory epistles and letters to the reader.166 In addition to Armstrong’s definitions, I also refer to 

the ‘translatorial paratext’, which is defined by Sharon Deane-Cox as materials authored by the 

translator as opposed to the author, editor or other party.167  

 

6. Overview of the Structure of the Thesis 

 

The first chapter of this thesis investigates what it means to translate in the Italian Renaissance. 

Following the most recent works in Translation Studies scholarship, I shall contextualise sixteenth-

century ideologies in relation to the evolution of translation in the period leading up to the 

Renaissance. Furthermore, I shall investigate who the most important contributors to the debate 

about vernacular translation in the sixteenth century were, and how Dolce, Anguillara and Marretti 

related to them.  

 Chapter 2 will explore the Trasformationi by Dolce. Scholars usually count Dolce among 

the sixteenth-century poligrafi.168 This word describes the men of letters who co-operated with the 

 
involved in retranslation: see her ‘Revised Translations: Strategic Rationales and the Intricacies of Authorship’, 

Translation and Literature, 25 (2016), 151-70. 
165 The same comparative analysis of editions of the same translation is proposed by Guyda Armstrong’s study of the 

changing paratexts of the seventeenth-century editions of the English Decameron: ‘Paratexts and Their Functions in 

Seventeenth-Century English Decamerons’, Modern Language Review, 102 (2007), 40-57. 
166 Armstrong, ‘Paratexts and Their Functions’, pp. 41-42. Genette clearly authorised the definition of visual materials 

as paratexts, but almost all the paratextual elements that he considered in Seuils are of a verbal kind; Sally Bushell has 

discussed the advantages and limits of Genette’s approach toward visual paratexts in ‘Paratext or Imagetext?: 

Interpreting the Fictional Map’, Word & Image, 32.2 (2016), 181-94.  
167 Deane-Cox, p. 29. 
168 Amedeo Quondam has shed light on the origins of the word poligrafo, unveiling the importance of the Romantic 

movement in the construction of a bias against the collaborators of the press; see ‘Ruscelli quaranta anni dopo’, in 

Girolamo Ruscelli dall’accademia alla corte alla tipografia (Viterbo, 6-8 Ottobre 2011), ed. by Paolo Marini and Paolo 

Procaccioli (Rome: Vecchiarelli, 2012), pp. 77-101. Claudia Di Filippo Bareggi has made the first attempt at a closer 

analysis of Lodovico Dolce’s activity as a collaborator of the press, by analysing Dolce’s work together with that of 
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printing press in the sixteenth century, carrying out a varied series of tasks, such as editorial 

corrections of vernacular texts, translations of Latin and Greek texts and the compilation of 

grammars.169 Because of the poligrafi’s involvement with the printing industry, scholars have often 

considered them as hack writers lacking poetical inspiration and originality. This chapter 

reappraises Dolce’s status. In his translation, Dolce transformed the complex narrative structure of 

Ovid’s poem in order to comply with the marketing strategy set by Giolito’s printing house. At the 

same time, he engaged with one of the liveliest sixteenth-century literary debates concerning the 

classical status of Ariosto’s Orlando furioso. Giolito and his printing house gave material form to 

Dolce’s economic and poetic aims through the materiality of the book. Title page, mise en page, 

woodcuts and illustrated initials presented the book as a novelty of the vernacular language 

comparable to Ariosto’s Furioso. The result of this synergic relationship between Dolce and Giolito 

is a double translation, one from Ovid’s Metamorphoses, and one from Ariosto’s Furioso, which 

resulted in the birth of a new literary work, the Trasformationi, and the rise of a new author, Dolce. 

 Numerous scholarly works have shed light on Anguillara’s free translation practice. Chapter 

3 will show how Anguillara’s inventiveness and originality were given material form by sixteenth-

century book agents who presented him as a new Ovid. In my analysis, I shall take into account 

three allographic paratextual elements that contributed to the foregrounding of the translator. The 

first one is the commentary written by Giuseppe Orologi, which is unique in its genre because it is a 

commentary written for and printed within a translation rather than for the ‘original’ text. I shall 

demonstrate that Orologi’s work was not meant to re-purpose and re-confirm Ovid’s authority for a 

Renaissance readership. On the contrary, this commentary drew the reader towards the target text, 

centralising and authorising it. The second paratextual element is the individual portrait of 

Anguillara printed by Bernardo Giunti in his 1584 edition of the Metamorfosi. Comparing various 

individual portraits printed in the sixteenth century, I shall demonstrate that the purpose of the 

portrait of Anguillara was to associate this author with a precise literary genre and group of writers. 

Specifically, I shall argue that the portrait of Anguillara was designed to recall the representation of 

Ariosto in late-sixteenth-century editions of the Furioso. The third paratextual element is the double 

portrait of Anguillara and Ovid printed in the 1592 edition of the Metamorfosi. Comparing this 

portrait with other sixteenth-century double portraits, and considering the disposition of author and 

 
thirteen other collaborators of Venetian printing houses. See Il mestiere di scrivere: lavoro intellettuale e mercato 

librario a Venezia nel Cinquecento (Rome: Bulzoni, 1988). 
169 For an insight into the collaboration between editors and printers in sixteenth-century Italy see Richardson, Print 

Culture, pp. 1-18; and Trovato, Con ogni diligenza corretto, pp. 51-71. 
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translator within the page and within the book, my study will unveil the relationship of power 

conveyed by this visual paratext and will reveal the foregrounding of the translator. 

 Chapter 4 will deal with the Metamorfosi by Marretti. Previous scholars have considered 

this translation as a turning point in the history of the Italian Metamorphoses. In the paratext of the 

Metamorfosi, Marretti presented himself and his work as the alternative to those of Dolce and 

Anguillara, and in his letter to the readers he promised to translate Ovid’s poem as faithfully as 

possible, transposing the source text meaning for meaning, clause for clause and word for word. 

Even though Marretti had an attitude of servility to the source text, I shall demonstrate that the 

material-textual features of the editions of the Metamorfosi manifested significant continuity with 

the translations of Dolce and Anguillara. The mise en page and paratext of the Metamorfosi did not 

exhibit any sign of subordination of the target text to the source text, but rather the opposite. The 

presentation of the edition emphasised the Italian translation over the Latin text. Marretti enjoyed 

great visibility in the paratext, as Dolce and Anguillara had before him, and superimposed his 

authorial presence onto that of Ovid. In addition, the text, paratext and mise en page of Marretti’s 

Metamorfosi communicated a clear intention to set this translation along the same lines as the 

translations of Dolce and Anguillara.  

 The concluding chapter of this thesis will stress the fact that the combination of translation 

and print activities made the Italian Metamorphoses one of the most important texts of the Italian 

Renaissance. Through the sixteenth-century editions of the Italian Metamorphoses, early modern 

translators and printers unsettled a long-standing hierarchical relationship between ancients and 

moderns. They legitimised the classical status of one of the most important literary poems of the 

Italian Renaissance, the Orlando furioso, and they foregrounded early modern translators, taking 

issue with the idea that a modern author could not equal a classical one. For these reasons, this 

thesis proposes to look at the translations of the Metamorphoses under a different light, considering 

them not just as a brief chapter in the story of Ovid’s reception, but also as a self-standing family of 

vernacular texts that has had a considerable influence on the history of Italian literature. 

 



CHAPTER 1 
Renaissance Translation in Context: Ideologies and Practices from Cicero to 

Marretti 
 

 

What does it mean to translate in the Italian Renaissance? Who were the translators? How can we 

situate sixteenth-century translators of Ovid’s Metamorphoses – Dolce, Anguillara and Marretti – 

within Renaissance translation culture? The scope of this chapter is to give an account of the 

ideology and practice of translation in the period leading up to the sixteenth century, following the 

most recent developments in Translation Studies scholarship, in order to provide a foundation for 

the analysis of the vernacular translation of Ovid that follows.  

 When debating translation, Renaissance translators marshalled the authority of Cicero and 

Horace and even copied the words they used. In section one, I will explain the views of Cicero and 

Horace in relation to issues of translation, and how they were conditioned by the cultural policies 

that regulated the use of Greek in Ancient Rome. Section two focuses on the ideologies of two 

Church Fathers, Jerome and Augustine, who – despite working on the translation of doctrinal works 

from Hebrew and Greek – had a dramatic influence on the development of vernacular translation in 

early modern Europe. Section three summarises some of the main features of Latin-to-vernacular 

translation in medieval Italy. In particular, it focuses on two representative writers, Brunetto Latini, 

who is considered the father of the new approach to translating classical authors in the Middle 

Ages, and Giovanni Boccaccio, whose engagement with vernacular translation is a nexus in the 

passage from vernacular translation to Latin Humanism. Section four focuses on Latin translation 

from Petrarch to Erasmus and deals with some of the first and most influential contributions to the 

debate about translation published between the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries, including 

Leonardo Bruni’s tract on translation. The last section of this chapter, section five, discusses the 

main features of vernacular translation in Italy through the example of the three translations of the 

Metamorphoses under investigation. What was the ideology of translation expressed by Dolce, 

Anguillara and Marretti? Did their ideas of what should constitute a translation correspond to their 

translation practice? How did they position themselves in relation to the preceding medieval and 

humanistic cultures of translation? In which circles and networks of influence did they operate? The 

answers to these questions will provide a useful insight into the culture of translation in Renaissance 

Italy. 
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1.1 Cicero and Horace: Latin Translation in Ancient Rome 

 

Renaissance translators often justified their decision to translate classical works from Latin and 

Greek by arguing that the Romans themselves translated Greek writings.1 But what constituted a 

translation in Ancient Rome, and how was the practice of translation relatable to that of the 

Renaissance? As Siobhán McElduff has contended in her study on Roman theories of translation, 

there are profound social, cultural and political dissimilarities between the Roman world and what 

came afterwards in Europe, and these differences must be acknowledged in histories of translation.2 

First, we will summarise the main features of Roman translation by focusing on the studies that 

address translation in the context of Roman history and culture. Secondly, throughout the next 

sections of this chapter, we shall investigate how Roman translation has been understood and 

received through the Middle Ages up to the Renaissance.  

 According to McElduff, what is unique about Roman translation – considered in the long 

period that stretches between the third century BCE and the second century CE – is that the Romans 

appear to be the only linguistic group that attempted to formulate a theory of translation at that point 

in time.3 In this section, we will focus only on the Latin translation of Greek texts, and on the words 

of two authors who will have much resonance in later medieval and Renaissance discussions about 

translation: Marcus Tullius Cicero (106-43 BCE) and Quintus Horatius Flaccus (65 BCE -8 BC). In 

Translation Studies, Cicero’s most famous work on translation is De optimo genere oratorum, an 

introduction to his planned (and non-extant) translation of Demosthenes’ and Aeschines’ orations.4 

In this writing, Cicero discusses what it means to be a good orator. According to Cicero, since the 

best orators are from Athens, being a good orator means imitating the Attic manner: 

 
1 See for example Dolce, who in the prefatory matter of his comedy Fabritia, claimed that is impossible to say 

something new as the writer of a comedy because the ancients had already said everything. Latin writers themselves did 

not distinguish themselves by originality of content, because all they composed was taken from Greek authors: ‘I quali 

[gli antichi autori] si come furono i primi a occupar la possessione del bello: così quella hanno saputo ritener tanto bene, 

che niuna cosa si può dire, che da loro non sia stata detta prima. Et come che essi fossero tali, nondimeno i Latini 

comici non hebbero ardire di compor veruna comedia, derivandola dal loro ingegno, ma tutti le tolsero dai Greci […] Et 

se bene gli antichi tolsero le Comedie da’ Greci; non ne segue però, che essi habbiano meritato maggior gloria, che se 

quelle fossero state proprie inventioni: o che gli intelletti de’ moderni non possano in questa parte avanzarli, come gli 

hanno similmente avanzati in altre cose’, see Lodovico Dolce, Fabritia. Comedia di M. Lodovico Dolce (Venice: Paolo 

Manuzio, 1549), fols A2v-5r.  

2 McElduff, Roman Theories, pp. 3-7. 

3 McElduff, Roman Theories, p. 11. 

4 Cicero probably never completed these two translations, and if he did, he never published them: see McElduff, Roman 

Theories, p. 110. 
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putavi mihi suscipiendum laborem utilem studiosis, mihi quidem ipsi non necessarium. 

Converti enim ex Atticis duorum eloquentissimorum nobilissimas orationes inter seque 

contrarias, Aeschinis et Demosthenis; nec converti ut interpres, sed ut orator, sententiis 

isdem et earum formis tamquam figuris, verbis ad nostram consuetudinem aptis. In quibus 

non verbum pro verbo necesse habui reddere, sed genus omne verborum vimque servavi. 

Non enim ea me adnumerare lectori putavi oportere, sed tamquam appendere. Hic labor 

meus hoc assequetur, ut nostri homines quid ab illis exigant, qui se Atticos volunt, et ad 

quam eos quasi formulam dicendi revocent intellegant. 

 (De optimo genere oratorum, 5)5 

 

[I thought it my duty to undertake a task which will be useful to students, though not 

necessary for myself. That is to say I translated the most famous orations of the two most 

eloquent Attic orators, Aeschines and Demosthenes, orations which they delivered against 

each other. And I did not translate them as an interpreter, but as an orator, keeping the same 

ideas and the forms, or as one might say, the ‘figures’ of thought, but in language which 

conforms to our usage. And in so doing, I did not hold it necessary to render word for word, 

but I preserved the general style and force of the language. For I did not think I ought to 

count them out to the reader like coins, but to pay them by weight, as it were. The result of 

my labour will be that our Romans will know what to demand from those who claim to be 

Atticists and to what rule of speech, as it were, they are to be held.] 

 

Cicero distinguishes between two ways of converting a text from one language to another: as 

interpreter, and as orator. The interpreter renders word for word, while the orator maintains the 

following features: meanings and forms (the figures of thought) of the source text, Latin words 

adapted to the target language and the character and power of the language of the source text. 

According to Cicero, only the second kind of translation, the translation as orator, can reveal the 

features of the Attic style and reproduce them in the Latin language. 

The other place in which Cicero expounds on the matter of translation is in De finibus 

bonorum et malorum, a philosophical work that discusses the final aim of our life and how to 

measure the limits of good and evil. Cicero opens this treatise stating that his work will arouse 

criticism; some will say that philosophy is unnecessary; others will claim that philosophy should 

 
5 Here, I have relied on the text and translation in the Loeb Classical Library: see Marcus Tullius Cicero, De Inventione; 

De optimo genere oratorum; Topica, trans. by H. M. Hubbell, Loeb Classical Library (Cambridge, MA: Harvard 

University Press, 2014), pp. 364-65. This extract is discussed in McElduff, Roman Theories, pp. 112-13. 
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not occupy such a large amount of time in a person’s life; and finally, others, mostly learned 

Romans, will level the objection that it is more desirable to spend time reading Greek philosophers, 

who had already discussed the subject at length, rather than Latin translations. Cicero lingers over 

this last objection, arguing for the utility of translation. The crucial part of his argument, the one 

that will have much resonance in the Renaissance, comes when Cicero explains which kind of 

translation is particularly useful and valuable: 

 

Quid si nos non interpretum fungimur munere, sed tuemur ea quae dicta sunt ab iis quos 

probamus, eisque nostrum iudicium et nostrum scribendi ordinem adiungimus? quid habent 

cur Graeca anteponant iis quae et splendide dicta sint neque sint conversa de Graecis? 

(De finibus, I. 6)6 

 

[And supposing that for our part we do not fill the office of the interpreter, but, while 

preserving the doctrines of our chosen authorities, add thereto our own criticism and our 

own arrangement: what ground have these objectors for ranking the writings of Greece 

above compositions that are at once brilliant in style and not mere translations from Greek 

originals?]7 

 

Cicero said that if the translator does not take on the role of the interpreter, then it is worth reading 

the Latin translation. When the translator adds to the source text his own judgment, ‘iudicium’, and 

his own word arrangement, ‘scribendi ordinem’, there is no reason why the source should be 

preferable to the target text.  

 Another classical work dealing with translation is Horace’s Ars poetica.8 The Ars poetica 

stands as a guide to the composition of various kinds of poetry. In the first part of this letter, Horace 

addresses the problem of what should constitute a poem. Horace argues that a poet should follow 

tradition or invent a consistent story, and he continues saying that even in some public matters, such 

as the Homeric epic, one can find one’s own space, one’s private rights, by handling what has 

already been written in a new fashion: 

 
6 Marcus Tullius Cicero, De finibus bonorum et malorum, trans. by H. Rackham, Loeb Classical Library, 2nd edn 

(Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 2006), p. 6. This extract is discussed in McElduff, Roman Theories, p. 102. 

7 Here I have slightly changed Rackham’s translation of Cicero’s De finibus by rendering the Latin ‘interpres’ as 

interpreter rather than ‘mere translator’. This creates a continuity with Cicero’s De optimo genere oratorum, in which 

the word ‘interpres’ was also translated as interpreter. 

8 McElduff, Roman Theories, pp. 142-49. 
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Difficile est proprie communia dicere; tuque 

rectius Iliacum carmen deducis in actus, 

quam si proferres ignota indictaque primus. 

publica materies privati iuris erit, si 

non circa vilem patulumque moraberis orbem, 

nec verbo verbum curabis reddere fidus 

interpres, nec desiles imitator in artum, 

unde pedem proferre pudor vetet aut operis lex. 

(Ars poetica, 128-35)9 

 

[It is hard to treat in your own way what is common: and you are doing better in spinning 

into acts a song of Troy than if, for the first time, you were giving the world a theme 

unknown and unsung. In ground open to all you will win private rights if you do not linger 

along the easy and open pathway, if you do not seek to render word for word as a slavish 

interpreter, and if in your copying you do not leap into the narrow well, out of which either 

shame or the laws of your task will keep you from stirring a step.]10 

 

Both Cicero and Horace take a stand against interpreters and word for word translation. By reading 

these words in their cultural context, McElduff has shown that their opposition against the translator 

as interpreter had to do with questions of class and cultural level rather than literary faithfulness: the 

key issues in Ancient Rome concerned who was entitled to translate Greek rather than how literally 

a text should be translated.11 Interpreters had a bad reputation and were often considered 

responsible for misunderstandings in their mediation between two cultural groups.12 Furthermore, 

interpreters’ education was inferior to that of elite Romans, such as Cicero, who had achieved the 

last stage of education and were qualified as orators. Translation pertained to both disciplinary areas 

 
9 In this thesis, I have relied on the text and translation within the Loeb Classical Library edition: see Horace, Satires. 

Epistles. The Art of Poetry, trans. by H. Rushton, Loeb Classical Library (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 

1926).  

10 I have changed H. Rushton’s translation of verse 134 by rendering the Latin ‘interpres’ as interpreter rather than 

translator. This creates a continuity with Cicero’s De optimo genere oratorum and De finibus, where the word ‘intepres’ 

was also translated in English as interpreter. 

11 McElduff, ‘Living at the Level of the Word: Cicero’s Rejection of the Interpreter as Translator’, Translation Studies, 

2.2 (2009), 133-46 (p. 133).  

12 McElduff has pointed out that interpreters were often linked with ‘limited and pedantic understanding’: see ‘Living at 

the Level of the Word’, p. 136. 
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of grammar and oratory. Grammar was a step before rhetorical studies, and at this stage translation 

was exercised in the form of commentary. It was only in the context of oratorial education – from 

which interpreters were excluded – that translation was practised at its highest form: as imitation.13 

In other words, only the Romans who had mastered the art of oratory could surpass the Greeks in 

the field of translation. Ben Garceau has reminded us that when we think about the Roman 

translation of Greek texts it is also important to remember the power dynamics between these two 

cultures: the Romans were the conquerors, and the Greeks the slaves.14 In the De optimo genere 

oratorum, Cicero claims that whoever will read his translation will hear Aeschines speak in Latin. 

This assertion, apart from illuminating the oral context in which Roman translation was produced 

and also received, can be read as a statement of mastery over the primary author.15 Greek slaves 

recited Greek verse for their masters, and they were interpreters of Greek in a time when 

dictionaries were scarcely available. Hence, saying that Aeschines would be heard in Latin comes 

across as an assertion of total command over and enslavement of the Greek author. Similarly, 

Horace’s famous lines in the Ars poetica express a view of translation as a master-slave 

relationship. The fidus in the ‘fidus interpres’ is a derogatory adjective that is associated with 

slavery. Fidus is an adjective often used for the dog, a domestic animal, and fidus is also the slave 

in Plautine comedies.16 Hence, Horace warns authors not to be enslaved by the text they seek to 

imitate. 

 Another thing to consider when dealing with the opposition between orator and interpreter 

in Roman Antiquity is that the dominant media at the time were memory and voice. Both Littau and 

McElduff have underscored how the codex, a bound book with pages, was not the most popular 

format at the time.17 Texts were commonly read from unwieldy book scrolls, which had to be 

unfolded using both hands and which made side-by-side reading, as well as the movement between 

 
13 For the practice of translation in the context of Roman education in grammar and oratory, see Rita Copeland, 

Rhetoric, Hermeneutics and Translation in the Middle Ages: Academic Traditions and Vernacular Texts (Cambridge: 

Cambridge University Press, 1991), pp. 9-21; and McElduff, ‘Living at the Level of the Word’, pp. 138-40. 

14 Ben Garceau, ‘The Fidus Interpres and the Fact of Slavery: Rethinking Classical and Patristic Models of Translation’, 

Translation Studies, 11.3 (2018), 349-64. 

15 Garceau, pp. 351-52. Unlike Garceau, McElduff (Roman Theories, pp. 120-21) contends that Cicero’s claim is a 

paradox that makes his ideology of translation irresolvable or ‘impossible’. In fact, if Cicero translates so well as to 

become Aeschines, then he is bound to lose control over the text of departure, and control, according to Cicero, is what 

makes a translation worth reading.  

16 Garceau, p. 352. 

17 Littau, ‘First Steps’, pp. 263-66. On the impact of ancient working methods on the practice of translation see also 

McElduff, Roman Theories, pp. 7-11. 
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different parts of the text, challenging. Since the process of translation involved reading during the 

process of composition, it was more common for Roman translators to compose orally rather than 

in writing, and to dictate a translation of the source text to a slave or secretary. Alternatively, 

translators like Cicero translated from memory or read the source text from notes and epitomes 

often written by themselves or their slaves and secretaries. McElduff has explored the social 

conventions that regulated the use of Greek in public circumstances and the consequences that these 

norms had on the public acknowledgement of the collaborative nature of Roman translation and on 

the individual work of translators like Cicero.18 Roman translation was a shared project, even if the 

help of native speakers was very rarely acknowledged, because knowing Greek was a question of 

prestige and status and the Romans craved total control over the Greek text.19 Furthermore, in 

Ancient Rome, texts were by themselves difficult to read, lacking word division, punctuation and 

useful paratexts such as tables of contents, headings or indexes. The working conditions of Roman 

translators explain why translations were in general very free and entailed the translation of only 

limited passages of a text rather than the translation of an entire work. On this, McElduff has argued 

that literal translation in Ancient Rome was ‘more talked about than actual’.20  

 

1.2 Jerome and Augustine: Patristic Models of Translation  

 

According to Lynne Long, in the first two millennia CE the spread of philosophical and religious 

systems was the main propeller for translation activities.21 In Europe, evangelisation and exegesis 

required the Bible’s translation from Hebrew and Greek into Latin, and later from Latin into the 

vernaculars. In the early days of Christianity, the Church Fathers Jerome (c. 347-420) and 

Augustine of Hippo (354-430) were both involved in translation and the study of translated texts, 

and their views on this topic were particularly influential for the development of translation in the 

Middle Ages and beyond.22 Jerome translated the Hebrew Bible into Latin, and his translation, 

known today as the Vulgate, found some critics among his contemporaries. In the works written by 

Jerome in defence of his translation he contended that there are two possible ways of translating a 

text: word for word or sense for sense. In his instructions on the correct use of these two methods, 

 
18 McElduff, ‘Speaking as Greeks, Speaking Over Greeks: Orality and its Problems in Roman Translation’, Translation 

Studies, 8.2 (2015), 128-40.  

19 McElduff, ‘Speaking as Greeks’, p. 134. 

20 McElduff, ‘Living at the Level of the Word’, p. 134. 

21 Lynne Long, ‘History and Translation’, in A Companion to Translation Studies, ed. by Piotr Kuhiwczak and Karin 

Littau (Clevedon: Multilingual Matters, 2007), pp. 63-76 (p. 72).  

22 For a study of patristic translation and its influence in the Middle Ages see Copeland, pp. 42-55; Garceau, pp. 352-63. 
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however, Jerome contradicted himself.23 In the letter to his friend Pammachius, Jerome claimed that 

word for word translation was acceptable for the Bible, since the words were inspired directly by 

God, and for all other literary works he recommended sense for sense translation. In a subsequent 

letter to Augustine, Jerome claimed that sense for sense translation should also be applied for the 

Scriptures.24 According to Garceau, despite the fact that the letter to Augustine is the most 

representative of Jerome’s practice of translation, the letter to Pammachius is the one that is most 

often included in Translation Studies manuals because it outlines the historical tradition in which 

Jerome sets his theory.25 In the letter to Pammachius, Jerome argued that translators should avoid 

word for word translation, by citing the authority of two classical writers: Cicero (De optimo genere 

oratorum, 5) ‘non verbum pro verbo necesse habui reddere’ [I did not hold it necessary to render 

word for word] and Horace (Ars poetica, 133-34) ‘nec verbo verbum curabis reddere fidus / 

interpres’ [do not seek to render word for word as a slavish interpreter]. 

 As Glyn Norton has shown, Jerome was the first to bring together Cicero and Horace in 

support of literal translation practice.26 Following him, later medieval and Renaissance writers, such 

as Dolce and Marretti, for example, continued to marshal the authority of these two Roman authors 

and make use of their terminology (word for word; interpreter; orator). However, Rita Copeland’s 

seminal work Rhetoric, Hermeneutics and Translation in the Middle Ages reveals that – despite the 

lexical continuity – there is a radical difference between Roman translation and what came 

afterwards.27 Although both the Church Fathers and the Romans argued that word for word 

translation should be avoided, they did so on different grounds. Thus, Jerome was concerned about 

distorting the target language and losing the meaning of the source text, whereas the Romans were 

stimulated by a desire to avoid pedantic imitation and to fully control the departure text.28 Despite 

these differences between classical and patristic translation, Garceau argues that Jerome’s 

 
23 Garceau, pp. 353-54. 

24 Garceau, pp. 353. 

25 Garceau, pp. 354. 

26 In his study on the ideology and language of translation in Renaissance France, Norton has shown that the discourse 

on translation rotated around a central issue: literalist versus free translation. He has identified the origin of this 

opposition as medieval readings of Horace’s Ars poetica and Cicero’s De optimo genere oratorum. See Glyn Norton, 

The Ideology and Language of Translation in Renaissance France and Their Humanist Antecedents (Genève: Librairie 

Droz, 1984); and also Glyn Norton, ‘Fidus Interpres: A Philological Contribution to the Philosophy of Translation in 

Renaissance France’, in Neo-Latin and the Vernacular in Renaissance France, ed. by Grahame Castor and Terence 

Cave (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1984), pp. 229-51. 

27 Copeland, pp. 42-55. 

28 Copeland, p. 48. 
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conception of translation was still linked to his classical antecedents because he thought of 

translation in terms of a master–slave rhetoric. It was only with Augustine that the idea of 

translation as a relationship between humans was fully abandoned, and thus it is Augustine who can 

be considered as the first tout court patristic theorist of translation.29  

 The miracle of the Septuagint was a source of inspiration for Augustine’s re-articulation of 

the issue of translation. The Septuagint is a translation of the Hebrew Bible in Koine Greek that was 

thought to be divinely inspired.30 The legend claims that Ptolemy II Philadelphus (309-246 BCE) 

asked seventy scholars to translate the Hebrew text and – despite working independently – these 

translators miraculously wrote seventy texts identical to each other. In view of this miracle, 

Augustine was led to think of translation in terms of divine power rather than human interaction, 

branching out from the master-slave relationship that dominated Roman translation.31 For him, both 

source and target text could be the object of divine revelation. This idea undermines the precedence 

of the source text over the target text because the truth of both texts lies beyond human words. This 

unsettling of the unity of meaning of the source text is a key feature of medieval translation that 

mirrors recent developments in Translation Studies, such as Jacques Derrida’s idea of the variable 

meaning of the source text.32 By arguing that translation can be the object of revelation, Augustine 

gave a new hermeneutic value to translation. This overlap of translation and interpretation 

continued in the later theorist Boethius (c. 477-524), who played a major role in shifting the 

theories developed by the Church Fathers to the field of pagan translations. The kind of 

interpretative translation conceptualised by Augustine prefigured the overlapping between medieval 

vernacular translation and commentary that has been described by Copeland, and which we will 

analyse in greater detail in the following section. 

 

1.3 Vernacular Translation from Brunetto Latini to Giovanni Boccaccio 

 

This section turns to the translation practice that is central to this thesis: Latin to vernacular 

translation. As Cesare Segre has pointed out in Volgarizzamenti del Due e Trecento, the political, 

economic and social revolutions which took place in Northern and Central Italy were the necessary 

 
29 Garceau, p. 354. 

30 Garceau, p. 355. 

31 Garceau, p. 356. 

32 For the applicability of Derrida’s thoughts to medieval translation practices see Emma Campbell and Robert Mills, 

‘Introduction’, in Rethinking Medieval Translation: Ethics, Politics, Theory, ed. by Emma Campbell and Robert Mills 

(Cambridge: Boydell and Brewer, 2012), pp. 1-20 (pp. 2-4). 
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conditions for the development of vernacular translations of Latin texts.33 Between the thirteenth 

and fourteenth centuries, Italy saw the establishment of new political entities, the city-republics, and 

the rise to power of a new class of citizens that wanted access to knowledge that was previously 

transmitted only in Latin. This first wave of translation stretches approximately from the 

translatorial work of Brunetto Latini (c. 1220/1230-c. 1294) to that of Giovanni Boccaccio (1313-

1375).34 A better understanding of their translation practice through the latest studies on this subject 

helps us to define what it meant to translate in the Middle Ages in Italy. Furthermore, medieval 

vernacular translation provides early indications of issues that we will find in Renaissance 

translation, albeit in forms transformed in accordance with new cultural, social and material 

conditions, such as the intersection between translation and commentary; the issue of the authority 

of the translator; the absence of a single source text and the continuous re-working of translations. 

 Latini’s translatorial activity was driven by an ambition that was superior to that of his 

contemporaries.35 The innovative nature of Latini’s translation rests primarily upon two factors: his 

choice of subject (classical rhetoric), and his close engagement with the lexis and style of the source 

text, which revolutionised Italian prose.36 According to Copeland and Ineke Sluiter, Latini was the 

first European translator of Cicero and his work was also the ‘most ambitious in motive and 

sophisticated in composition’.37 During his exile in France he wrote the Rettorica, an incomplete 

translation – with commentary – of Cicero’s De inventione. He also wrote, this time in Old French, 

the Trésor, of which Book III is a summary of rhetorical knowledge gathered from Cicero’s De 

 
33 Segre, Volgarizzamenti, p. 14. For the importance of the socio-economical reconfiguration in Italy to the development 

of translation see also Folena, pp. 29-31; Cornish, Vernacular Translation, p. 2. 

34 Segre, Volgarizzamenti, p. 12. Also Guthmüller (‘Nationalliteratur und Übersetzung’, pp. 240-44) encloses the first 

period of translation (roughly 1250-1350) between the output of Latini and Boccaccio. 

35 Folena, for example, has described him as someone who made of vernacular translation ‘il più alto concetto e il 

supremo programma’: see Folena, p. 32. According to Virginia Cox, Brunetto Latini was ‘the most intellectually 

ambitious’ among his peers: see ‘Ciceronian Rhetoric in Late Medieval Italy’, in The Rhetoric of Cicero in Its Medieval 

and Early Renaissance Commentary Tradition, ed. by Virginia Cox and John O. Ward (Leiden Boston: Brill, 2006), pp. 

109-43 (p. 111). For Latini’s biography see Giorgio Inglese, ‘Brunetto Latini’, in DBI < 

http://www.treccani.it/enciclopedia/brunetto-latini_%28Dizionario-Biografico%29/ > [accessed 7 November 2019]. 

36 Folena, p. 43; Segre, Volgarizzamenti, p. 17. For the importance of Latini’s translation practice to the redefinition of 

Italian prose see Frosini, pp. 34-36 and also Guthmüller, ‘Nationalliteratur und Übersetzung’, p. 253. 

37 Rita Copeland and Ineke Sluiter, ‘Brunetto Latini. Rettorica. CA. 1260’, in Medieval Grammar and Rhetoric: 

Language Arts and Literary Theory, AD 300-1475, ed. by Rita Copeland and Ineke Sluiter (Oxford: Oxford University 

Press, 2011), pp. 753-79 (p. 754). See also Cornish, Vernacular Translation, p. 136. 
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inventione.38 After his exile, Latini translated into the Italian vernacular the Caesarian orations 

given by Cicero to Caesar after the latter’s victory in the civil war (46 BCE): Pro Marcello, Pro 

Ligario, Pro rege Deiotaro.39 Latini decided to translate Cicero for practical reasons: rhetoric was 

indispensable for the intellectual formation of the medieval political citizen, and it was ultimately 

necessary for the well-being of the city-republic. As Virginia Cox has argued in her study, Latini’s 

imitation of Cicero’s texts was founded on the similarities between the Roman Republic (at the time 

of Cicero) and medieval Florence, both of which were plagued by harsh political divisions.40 A 

close imitation of Cicero’s mastery with words could help fledgling politicians in Florence to 

overcome barriers and articulate new political groups and collective values.41 This desire to learn 

how to write and speak well in public engendered a dialogue with the classics, and Cicero in 

particular, that was deepened and perfected by humanists during the Italian Renaissance. It can 

suffice to mention the fifteenth-century vernacular translation of Cicero’s Pro Marcello (once 

attributed to Leonardo Bruni), which, according to Folena, applied a more historicising perspective 

on the Latin text and articulated Cicero’s prose and argumentation with more elegance than Latini’s 

previous version of the same oration.42 

 The Caesarian orations constitute an interesting starting point to discuss some of the main 

features of medieval vernacular translation. Lorenzi recently published a critical edition of Latini’s 

three orations, which have come down to us in multiple redactions. In the introduction to the edited 

texts, Lorenzi explained that he had attempted to find the manuscript exemplar employed by Latini 

for his translation. The recovery of this source text had to establish if the discrepancies between 

Latini’s translation and the modern editions of Cicero’s Latin text were dictated by a decision to 

change the source text or were dependent upon Latini’s reliance on different readings of Cicero’s 

 
38 For a study of Brunetto’s Trésor see Marcello Ciccuto, ‘Tresor di Brunetto Latini’, in Letteratura italiana: le opere, 

dir. by Alberto Asor Rosa (Turin: Einaudi, 1992), I: Dalle origini al Cinquecento, 45-59. 

39 For a discussion of the date of composition of Brunetto’s translations see Lorenzi, ‘Introduzione’, in Cicero, Pro 

Ligario, Pro Marcello, Pro rege Deiotaro (orazioni cesariane): volgarizzamento di Brunetto Latini, ed. by Cristiano 

Lorenzi (Pisa: Edizioni della Normale, 2018), pp. 1-51 (pp. 8-10). 

40 Cox, ‘Ciceronian Rhetoric’, p. 118. 

41 Cox, ‘Ciceronian Rhetoric’, pp. 118-19. 

42 For a comparative reading of Latini’s translation and this later fifteenth-century translation see Folena, pp. 48-49. The 

attribution of the fifteenth-century vernacular Pro Marcello to Bruni is highly contested. Sara Berti has studied the 

manuscript tradition of this fifteenth-century translation and shown that the manuscripts bearing the name of Bruni as 

author have a weak position in the stemma codicum. On the ground of this evidence, Berti has contested Bruni’s 

authority over the translation: see Marcus Tullius Cicero, ‘Pro Marcello’: volgarizzamento toscano già attribuito a 

Leonardo Bruni, ed. by Sara Berti (Florence: Sismel, 2010). 
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texts.43 Lorenzi’s research brought no definitive answer, as he could not retrieve the precise copy 

(or the copies?) in Latini’s possession at the time he was translating.44 The unavailability of the 

source text is a very common reality in manuscript culture, and one of the main facts to take into 

account when thinking about translation in the Middle Ages. As argued by Emma Campbell and 

Robert Mills, this material condition has prevented scholars in Medieval Studies from adhering to 

some of the long-held assumptions in Translation Studies, thus leading them to anticipate a 

departure from the idea of a hierarchy between original and translation.45 The absence of a unique 

source text dissuades us from thinking about translation only in terms of conventional dichotomies 

(source and target text; author and translator), and avoids the collocation of translation in a 

secondary, subservient position. Focusing on issues of faithfulness becomes more obviously 

irrelevant when we lack two texts to compare, and it is more important to study translations in 

context, as a stage in the continuous process of the understanding of an authority.  

 Lorenzi’s analysis of Latini’s translatorial techniques sheds light on an important feature of 

medieval vernacular translation, which is a tendency to amplify or omit elements of the source text. 

In some instances, Latini amplified Cicero’s orations in order to insert explanations and make the 

text more readable.46 In her study on medieval translation in the Italian vernacular, Cornish pointed 

out that there was no clear distinction between the act of translating and that of commenting in the 

Middle Ages: both these activities worked towards the same end, which was to keep ancient authors 

up to date.47 Lorenzi has also shown that the translator added or omitted things on stylistic or 

rhetorical grounds.48 A few years before Lorenzi’s critical edition, Cristiana Fordyce also reflected 

on these changes and argued that Latini was more inventive in his re-writing of Cicero’s Pro 

Ligario in those passages that dealt with his personal experience and that of his fellow citizens.49 

The Pro Ligario was a harangue given by Cicero to defend the reputation and life of his exiled 

friend and ally Ligario. Latini emphasised the parts of Cicero’s speech in which he talked about 

exile, a harsh condition that the translator came to know and experience personally and that was of 

 
43 Lorenzi, ‘Introduzione’, pp. 10-23. 

44 Lorenzi, ‘Introduzione’, p. 11. 

45 Campbell and Mills, ‘Introduction’, in Rethinking Medieval Translation, ed. by Campbell and Mills, p. 3. 

46 Lorenzi, ‘Introduzione’, pp. 28-35. 

47 Cornish, Vernacular Translation, p. 6. 

48 Lorenzi, ‘Introduzione’, pp. 35-39. 

49 Cristiana Fordyce, ‘The Pro Ligario: Volgarizzamento as a means of Profit’, in The Politics of Translation in the 

Middle Ages and the Renaissance, ed. by Renate Blumenfeld-Kosinski, Luise von Flotow, Daniel Russel (Tempe, 

Arizona: University of Ottawa Press, 2001), pp. 107-20 (pp. 111-12). 
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central interest in the city of Florence.50 Furthermore, Fordyce has argued that Latini gave particular 

visibility to values that were pivotal in Cicero’s oration, such as honour and reputation, which were 

also highly esteemed by the Florentines.51  

 The translator’s innovative interventions engender an issue that has long puzzled modern 

scholars: that of the authority of the translator. In the Rettorica, for example, Latini spoke in the 

first person to warn his readers about his original additions to the source text: ‘Ma perciò che Tulio 

non dimostrò che sia rettorica né quale è il suo artefice, si vuole lo sponitore per più chiarire l’opera 

dicesse l’uno e l’altro.’52 As a result of his open reworking of Cicero’s text, Latini in another of his 

works presented himself side by side with Cicero as the co-author of the translation: 

 

L’autore di questa opera è doppio: uno che di tutti i detti de’ filosofi che fuoro davanti a lui e 

della viva fonte del suo ingegno fece suo libro di rettorica, ciò fue Marco Tullio Cicerone, il 

più sapientissimo de’ Romani. Il secondo è Brunetto Latino, cittadino di Firenze, il quale 

mise tutto suo studio e suo intendimento ad isponere a chiarire ciò che Tullio aveva detto.53 

 

Latini’s words ‘l’autore […] è doppio’ are proof of the translator’s visibility in the Middle Ages.54 

Charles Burnett has contended that we should consider medieval translators as having a role not 

dissimilar from that of editors.55 Latini – and medieval vernacular translators in general – were 

entrusted with the task of presenting an updated image of an authoritative text. Their responsibility 

did not make them authors, but it required them to possess a certain level of authority, which they 

could express within their translation. 

 Another feature of medieval vernacular translation is its provisional nature.56 Lorenzi has 

emphasised the original readings of Latini’s translation, which are hidden beneath numerous layers 

of retranslations, revisions and glossing. Part of the manuscript tradition of Latini’s Pro Ligario, for 

example, shows some variants probably inserted by a later copyist who emended the translation on 

the basis of a different Latin text from the one that was used by Latini.57 Another family of texts 

presents a different reading of the prologue, which was probably expanded by a later copyist who 

 
50 Fordyce, ‘The Pro Ligario’, p. 116. 

51 Fordyce, ‘The Pro Ligario’, p. 112. 

52 Fordyce, ‘The Pro Ligario’, p. 110. 

53 Quotation taken from Ciccuto, ‘Tresor di Brunetto Latini’, in Letteratura italiana, I, 55. 

54 Coldiron, ‘Visibility Now’, pp. 190-91. 

55 Charles Burnett, ‘The Translator as an Authority’, Medieval Translator, 16 (2017), 53-68. 

56 Cornish, Vernacular Translation, p. 7. 

57 Lorenzi, ‘Introduzione’, p. 108. 
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added more historical context to the Caesarian orations.58 These examples illustrate that vernacular 

translations were subjected to constant expansion and reworking. They invited a collaboration 

between translators, readers and copyists, who came together to gain a deeper understanding of 

Cicero’s work. No differently from translation in Roman Antiquity, which was often the product of 

the combined efforts of Greek slaves (who remained anonymous) and Latin masters, medieval 

translation was also the result of multiple and often anonymous agents who – at different points in 

time and space – added something of their own to the translation.  

 The anonymity of medieval vernacular translations has opened up numerous scholarly 

debates over the attribution of these texts. Especially heated has been the one over Boccaccio’s 

alleged translations.59 From the fifteenth century onwards, various scholars have ascribed the 

translation of the third and fourth decades of Titus Livy’s Ab urbe condita to Boccaccio.60 More 

recently, modern scholarship has proposed Boccaccio as the translator of Valerius Maximus’s 

Factorum et dictorum libri and the author of the translation – and glosses – of Ovid’s Ars amandi.61 

The multi-layered tradition of these translations makes their paternity complex to ascertain, and 

current views are more conservative in their estimations, confirming only that Boccaccio is the 

translator of the fourth decade of Livy.62 Boccaccio’s anonymity has been seen by Dionisotti as a 

sign of anxiety towards the practice of translation: following his encounter with Petrarch and the 

consequent exclusive dedication to the Latin language, Boccaccio realised that ‘sui suoi esperimenti 

 
58 Lorenzi, ‘Introduzione’, p. 118. 

59 For an updated account on this scholarly debate see Alison Cornish, ‘Vernacularization in Context (Volgarizzamenti 

of Livy, Valerius Maximus, and Ovid)’, in Boccaccio: A Critical Guide to the Complete Works, ed. by Victoria 

Kirkham, Michael Sherberg, and Janet Levarie Smarr (Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 2013), pp. 255-61. 

60 Sicco Polenton, for example, in his fifteenth-century history of Latin Literature claimed that Boccaccio translated 

three decades of Livy: see Cornish, ‘Vernacularization in Context’, p. 255. In the sixteenth century, Lionardo Salviati 

pointed out the similarity between the style of the translation of the 3rd and 4th decade with Boccaccio’s Fiammetta and 

Filocolo: see Maria Teresa Casella, Tra Boccaccio e Petrarca: i volgarizzamenti di Tito Livio e di Valerio Massimo 

(Padua: Antenore, 1982), pp. 7-12. 

61 For the attribution of these translations to Boccaccio see Cornish, Vernacular Translation, p. 40. 

62 Cornish, ‘Vernacularization in Context’, p. 255. The hypothesis of Boccaccio’s paternity over Valerius Maximus’s 

translation, for example, has lost credibility after the recovery of a manuscript dated 1326, when Boccaccio was only 

thirteen years old: see Vanna Lippi Bigazzi, Un volgarizzamento inedito di Valerio Massimo (Florence: Accademia 

della Crusca, 1996), pp. xiv-xvi. Lippi Bigazzi has also argued that Boccaccio might be one of the many agents who 

contributed to an already circulating vernacular translation of Ovid’s Ars amandi. For what concerns the attribution of 

the third and fourth decades of Livy, Giuliano Tanturli has argued that a series of misreadings in the fourth decade 

demonstrate that the third and fourth decades could not have been translated by the same author: see Giuliano Tanturli, 

‘Volgarizzamenti e ricostruzione dell’antico: I casi della terza e quarta Deca di Livio e di Valerio Massimo, la parte del 

Boccaccio (a proposito di un’attribuzione)’, Studi Medievali, 27 (1986), 811-88. 
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di volgarizzatore di testi classici doveva scendere il velo dell’anonimato e del silenzio’.63 Cornish 

suggested that we move on from Dionisotti’s approach and look at the issue of anonymity – and 

more broadly at the relationship between vernacular translation and Latin philology – without the 

veil of modern assumptions concerning the hierarchy between source and target text. Despite the 

impossibility of establishing Boccaccio’s authority with certainty, it cannot be denied that 

Boccaccio made ample use of vernacular translations. Scholars have demonstrated the close verbal 

proximity between Boccaccio’s vernacular works (such as the Filostrato, Filocolo, Teseida and 

Rime) and vernacular translation of Latin texts.64 Furthermore, according to Cornish, anonymity is 

not necessarily a sign of ambiguity towards the practice of translation, but rather a constitutive 

condition of medieval vernacular translation itself, which – as noted earlier – was a shared project 

with multiple co-authors.65  

 The coexistence of vernacular translation and philological concerns in Boccaccio can be 

fully unveiled in his alleged translation of Livy. If the paternity is correct, Boccaccio translated this 

historical work from the Latin text that had been previously corrected by Petrarch through the 

collation and emendation of various Latin manuscripts.66 This fact underscores how medieval 

vernacular translation and Latin philology (which is at the heart of the humanist movement) 

coexisted for a certain period and originated from the same desire to talk, speak and act like the 

Romans. As Littau underscored in her article on the media history of translation, the concomitance 

of these two very different attitudes, one towards vernacular translation and the other towards 

philology, was a reflex of the media sphere in the Middle Ages.67 The handwritten codex (which 

became popular from the second century CE) allowed reading and writing at the same time because 

a hand was free. It was more capacious than the scroll and provided space in the margins for further 

creation: ‘the codex as a technology encouraged readers to cross over and become annotators, 

scribes to become rewriters, and translators to become writers.’68 At the same time, the handwritten 

 
63 Dionisotti, p. 143. 

64 Cornish, ‘Vernacularization in Context’, p. 261. 

65 Cornish, ‘Vernacularization in Context’, p. 261. 

66 Cornish, ‘Vernacularization in Context’, p. 256. The discovery that the translation of the third and fourth decade was 

based on Petrarch’s manuscript – or a copy of Petrarch’s manuscript – was made by Giuseppe Billanovich, ‘Il 

Boccaccio, il Petrarca e le più antiche traduzioni in italiano delle decadi di Tito Livio’, in Giornale storico della 

letteratura italiana, 130 (1953), 311-37. Petrarch’s manuscript survives in the British Library in London (MS Harley 

2493). 

67 Littau, ‘First Steps’, p. 269. 

68 Littau, ‘First Steps’, p. 269. 
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codex facilitated, as we are beginning to see in this section, the philological work which became 

increasingly important for humanists. 

 

1.4 Latin Translation from Petrarch to Erasmus 

 

Renaissance translation is rooted within the cultural developments that took place in the Middle 

Ages.69 In the fourteenth century, the discovery of previously lost Ancient Latin texts stimulated the 

desire to come closer to classical writers and entertain an intimate exchange with them. The 

eagerness to know these authors brought about the need to transmit their words, thus spurring the 

development of a discussion about how to translate correctly. In the Renaissance, thanks to the 

development of Latin philology, this debate unfolded on a different level in comparison with the 

medieval past, and it gradually brought about a significant change in the way Latin – as well as 

vernacular translation – was thought about and practised in Europe.  

 Petrarch (1304-1374) forged a new relationship with the cultural past by seeking a more 

direct encounter with Latin classical authors. According to Petrarch, the authors worth reading and 

learning from were long dead and separated from him by more than a thousand years. His 

antiquarian interests marked a shift towards a new idea of what a translation should be. Significant 

in this respect is Petrarch’s 1374 Latin translation of the story of Griselda, taken from Boccaccio’s 

Decameron. This translation has been considered as an ‘emblematic watershed’ between the period 

of medieval vernacular translation and Latin Humanism.70 With this translation Petrarch wanted to 

show how the material of the Decameron could be ennobled and the tale become a moral writing 

for educated men rather than a recreational novella for women.71 The idea at the core of Petrarch’s 

 
69 Scholars in historiography have long debated on what distinguishes the Middle Ages from the Renaissance and where 

we can place the end of the Middle Ages and the beginning of the Renaissance. For an account of the scholarly debate 

over the passage from the Middle Ages to the Renaissance see Michael Wyatt, ‘Renaissances’, in The Cambridge 

Companion to the Italian Renaissance, ed. by Michael Wyatt (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2014), pp. 1-16 

(p. 2); Baker, Italian Renaissance Humanism, pp. 5-10. 

70 Cornish, Vernacular Translation, p. 159. 

71 For Petrarch’s translation of Boccaccio’s Decameron see Glending Olson, ‘Petrarch’s View of the Decameron’, 

Modern Language Notes, 91 (1976), 69-79; Martin McLaughlin, ‘Petrarch’s Rewriting of the Decameron, X. 10’, in 

Renaissance and Other Studies: Essays Presented to Peter M. Brown, ed. by Eileen A. Millar (Glasgow: University of 

Glasgow, 1988), pp. 42-59; Emma Campbell, ‘Sexual Poetics and the Politics of Translation in the Tale of Griselda’, 

Comparative Literature, 55.3 (2003), 191-216; David Wallace, ‘Letters of Old Age. Love Between Men, Griselda, and 

Farewell to Letters. Rerum senilium libri’, in Petrarch: A Critical Guide to the Complete Works, ed. by Victoria 

Kirkham and Armando Maggi (University of Chicago Press, 2009), pp. 321-30; Kenneth Clarke, ‘On Copying and Not 

Copying ‘Griselda’: Petrarch and Boccaccio’, in Boccaccio and the European Literary Tradition, ed. by Emilia di 
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translation was fundamentally opposed to that of medieval translations such as Latini’s. While 

medieval translators were opening up the knowledge of the ancient to a wider readership, Petrarch’s 

translatorial programme was excluding the ‘volgo’ from his audience and bringing Boccaccio’s tale 

to a supranational and elite body of readers. Petrarch’s position as the harbinger of a new cultural 

era was also determined by his interest towards Greek language, which was also studied – with 

better results – by his younger contemporary Boccaccio.72 Both Boccaccio and Petrarch worked 

with the Greek teacher and translator Leontius Pilatus (d. 1366), who translated Homer into Latin 

for them. 

 The love for Latin language and the revival of Greek are at the core of Italian Renaissance 

Humanism.73 According to Patrick Baker, humanists were writers who were convinced of the 

excellence of Latin and strove to master Latin eloquence or busied themselves with the teaching of 

Latin eloquence.74 This passion was cultivated under the idea that cultural refinement – of which 

eloquence was the highest expression – could bring about social and cultural improvement.75 The 

generations immediately following Petrarch and Boccaccio surpassed their masters in the 

knowledge of both Greek and Latin. Humanists like Coluccio Salutati (1331-1406) and Poggio 

Bracciolini (1380-1459) were led to acknowledge the distance that separated Cicero’s from 

Petrarch’s Latin and began to see the latter ‘more as a progenitor than as an exemplar of the 

humanist movement’.76 The understanding of the historicity of languages, including Latin, was the 

necessary pre-condition for the development of philology, mastered by humanists like Lorenzo 

Valla (1407-1457) and Angelo Poliziano (1454-1494).77 Latin began to be understood as a living 

 
Rocco and Piero Boitani (Rome: Edizioni di Storia e Letteratura, 2014), pp. 57-61; Cornish, Vernacular Translation, p. 

160.  

72 Marilynn Desmond has explored the different relationship between Petrarch and his Greek teacher Leonzio Pilatus 

and Boccaccio and Pilatus. The author has illuminated the different use that these two medieval authors made of 

Pilatus’s translation of Homer and their contrasting approach towards the foreign: see ‘On Not Knowing Greek: 

Leonzio Pilatus’s Rendition of the Iliad and the Translatio of Mediterranean Identities’, in Rethinking Medieval 

Translation: Ethics, Politics, Theory (Woodbridge: Boydell & Brewer, 2012), pp. 21-40. On the contrasting sensibility 

of Boccaccio and Petrarch towards the relationship between Greek and Latin see Wyatt, ‘Renaissances’, in The 

Cambridge Companion, ed by. Wyatt, p. 6. 

73 Following the majority of the studies in historiography, in this chapter Humanism is treated as an integral part of the 

Italian Renaissance (Wyatt, ‘Renaissances’, in The Cambridge Companion, ed by. Wyatt, p. 1). 

74 Baker, Italian Renaissance Humanism, p. 25. 

75 Baker, Italian Renaissance Humanism, p. 29. 

76 Timothy Kircher, ‘Petrarch and the Humanists’, in The Cambridge Companion to Petrarch, ed. by Albert Russel 

Ascoli and Unn Felkeid (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2015), pp. 179-90 (p. 181; 182). 

77 Wyatt, ‘Renaissances’, in The Cambridge Companion, ed by. Wyatt, p. 7. 
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language that could be improved through the encounter with Greek literature. Like their Roman 

antecedents, humanist writers embarked on the daunting task of translating Greek into Latin, and 

Leonardo Bruni (1370-1444) was the first to dedicate a treatise on how to perform this task 

correctly.  

 Bruni wrote his tract on translation De interpretatione recta (c. 1424-1426) as a final 

response to the controversies raised by his Latin translation of Aristotle, an author who – as we 

shall see later in this chapter – was also at the very centre of the Renaissance debate about 

vernacular translation.78 With his Latin translation of Aristotle’s Nicomachean Ethics, Bruni wanted 

to remove the veil imposed on the text by centuries of clumsy translations and commentaries and 

throw into relief the beauty and elegance of the Aristotelian text.79 As he explained in his tract, 

translators should be proficient in both languages they are working with.80 What is more, translators 

should also understand and identify themselves with the author they are translating to the point that 

they are abducted by the style of the original text.81 Belen Bistué has revealed the innovativeness of 

Bruni’s thought on translation and the actual impact of his theories on modern translation by 

stressing the importance of collaborative translation in the Middle Ages and Early Modern Age.82 

After the twelfth and thirteenth centuries, it was common for translators to work in teams in which 

each translator knew only one language. Bistué provided numerous examples of similar cases in 

scientific, philosophical, historical and religious literary contexts.83 Team translation survived in 

various forms throughout the Middle Ages and well into the seventeenth century.84 In 1544, for 

example, Marco Fadella translated Avicenna’s biography from Arabic into the Venetian dialect, 

which was then re-translated into Latin by Niccolò Masa.85 

 
78 Leonardo Bruni, Sulla perfetta traduzione, ed. by Paolo Viti (Naples: Liguori, 2004). For a discussion of Bruni’s tract 

see Paul Botley’s Latin Translation in the Renaissance: The Theory and Practice of Leonardo Bruni, Giannozzo 

Manetti, and Desiderius Erasmus (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2004), pp. 5-41; Cornish, Vernacular 

Translation, pp. 169-74; Bistuè, Collaborative Translation, pp. 21-22. 

79 Bruni, p. 75. For an analysis of Bruni’s relationship with previous translators of Aristotle see Cornish, Vernacular 

Translation, pp. 169-70. 

80 Bruni, p. 77. 

81 Bruni, p. 85 

82 Bistuè, Collaborative Translation, p. 23. The collaborative nature of translation in the Middle Ages and the 

Renaissance was also stressed by Burke, ‘Cultures of Translation’, in Cultural Translation, ed. by Burke and Hsia, p. 

11. 

83 Bistuè, Collaborative Translation, pp. 23-27. 

84 Bistuè, Collaborative Translation, p. 27. 

85 Bistuè, Collaborative Translation, p. 24. 
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 Acknowledging collaborative translation has provided a new perspective on Bruni’s 

contribution to Translation Studies. His indication that the task of translation should be conducted 

by a ‘single’ individual well versed in both languages – which has long seemed like a truism to 

contemporary scholars – effectively ruled out collaborative translation as a viable option and 

established a preference for this specific theoretical model that has been dominant ever since.86 In 

her study, Bistué also discussed another important aspect connected to Bruni’s theories. In 

collaborative translation, multiple individuals performed different tasks involved in the act of 

translation, such as understanding and interpreting the source text. For Bruni, however, the 

translator should take care of all these different tasks alone. Translation, if performed correctly, 

could provide a correct interpretation of the source text and render unnecessary the addition of 

supplementary exegetical material such as glosses and commentaries. In other words, translation 

could be a substitute for the source text. Thus, Bruni divided two elements that were inseparable in 

scholastic culture as well as in the tradition of vernacular translation: translation and commentary.87  

 Following Bruni, other prominent humanist scholars speculated about what should 

constitute a translation, including Giannozzo Manetti (1356-1459) and Desiderius Erasmus (1466-

1536).88 In the work of these two humanists, translation gradually started to be understood as not a 

substitute for the source text or a version in competition with it, but it was rather meant to be a key 

to open up the meaning of the source text.89 For example, between 1516 and 1535 Erasmus 

published three editions of the New Testament in Basel.90 These editions displayed Erasmus’s 

critical edition of the Greek text alongside his own Latin translation from the Greek. In the 1527 

edition, he also arranged a third column on the page, which contained Jerome’s Vulgate. Erasmus’s 

Latin translation was the first one to question the authority of the Vulgate, encouraging new 

readings of the Biblical texts. Various editors and readers asked for separate editions of the Latin 

and the Greek text; Erasmus, however, always refused to provide these. The multilingual text had 

different purposes that Erasmus did not want to renounce: firstly, including three versions on the 

page stimulated the reader to investigate and challenge the correspondence between Latin and 

Greek. Secondly, it reminded the readers that the Latin text was a translation, not a substitute for the 

source text. Thirdly, the multilingual page encouraged the study of Greek.  

 
86 Bistuè, Collaborative Translation, p. 27. 

87 Cornish, Vernacular Translation, p. 170. 

88 Botley has contended that the theory of Latin translation is more varied than previously suggested. Apart from Bruni, 

he has also studied the ideology and practice of Latin translation in the works of Giannozzo Manetti (pp. 63-114) and 

Desiderius Erasmus (pp. 115-163). 

89 Botley, pp. 172-76. 

90 Botley, pp. 115-31. 
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 The development of philology in humanist circles led to a completely new way of 

understanding and practising translation. The impact of this intellectual revolution went well 

beyond the field of Latin translation, and also affected vernacular translations, whose circulation 

was incentivised – among other things – by the growing industry of the printed book. The invention 

of the printing press had a contrasting effect on the development of Latin Humanism. On the one 

hand, it ‘perfected’ the restoration of classical texts by producing multiple copies of newly edited 

texts.91 Humanist printed commentaries became the repositories of philological debates and 

speculations making available to a wider audience the wisdom of Latin writers and teachers. On the 

other hand, the development of the printing industry gradually contributed to strengthening 

vernacular Humanism. The printing press created the conditions for the development of a new 

readership interested in the reception of Latin and Greek texts in the vernacular.92 In the first half of 

the sixteenth century in Italy – as we shall see in the following section – a new wave of vernacular 

translations of classical texts was produced alongside ‘original’ texts in the vernacular. During the 

course of the century, the prestige of the Italian and French vernacular challenged the position of 

Latin as the ‘lingua franca’.93 From the 1530s in England, for example, Italian vernacular literature 

became the conduit for the learning and understanding of ancient culture.94 A new class of 

 
91 Baker has studied how the humanist agenda was influenced by the development of the industry of the printing press. 

Specifically, he has focused on Marco Antonio Sabellico, who proved to be really precocious in his understanding of 

the potential of the printing press as an instrument that could give continuity and resonance to the scholarly 

advancement made by humanist scholars: see the chapter ‘Philology, Printing, and the Perfection of Humanism’ in 

Italian Renaissance Humanism, pp. 184-233. The idea that the printing press stabilised the humanist Renaissance is also 

expressed in Eisenstein, The Printing Press as an Agent of Change; and in her later publication The Printing 

Revolution, pp. 123-63. 

92 José María Pérez Fernández and Edward Wilson-Lee, ‘Introduction’, in Translation and the Book Trade in Early 

Modern Europe, ed. by José María Pérez Fernández and Edward Wilson-Lee (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 

2015), pp. 1-21 (p. 6). 

93 Following the numerical evidence provided by the RCCC, various studies have examined the interaction between 

different cultures of translation in the Renaissance. Tania Demetrious’s and Rowan Tomlinson’s The Culture of 

Translation in Early Modern England and France, 1500-1660, for example, sets out from the evidence provided by the 

RCCC to offer new insights into the ways in which English translation was shaped by the French culture of translation: 

see Tania Demetrious and Rowan Tomlinson, ‘Introduction: ‘Abroad in Mens Hands’: The Culture of Translation in 

Early Modern England and France’ (New York: Macmillan, 2015), pp. 1-21 (p. 4). Sara K. Barker and Brenda M. 

Hosington’s volume presents numerous articles that stress the importance of intermediary languages and intermediary 

translations in the early modern translation world: see Barker and Hosington, ‘Introduction’, in Renaissance Cultural 

Crossroads, ed. by Barker and Hosington, p. xx. 

94 For a study on the transmission of ancient culture in sixteenth-century England and the rise of a trans-national and 

polyglot European literary market see Warren Boutcher, ‘Vernacular Humanism in the Sixteenth Century’, in The 
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diplomats, merchants and courtiers gave way to a ‘late humanistic polyglot culture’ that saw the 

bourgeoning of multilingual books with Latin, Italian or French versions of a single text.95 The 

sixteenth-century Renaissance, thanks to the revolution in communication technologies, saw the 

creation of an international multilingual market and international book fairs such as that of 

Frankfurt in which Ancient literature circulated and was read in Latin as well as in other European 

vernaculars. 

 

1.5 Vernacular Translation at the Time of Dolce, Anguillara and Marretti  

 

Sixteenth-century vernacular translation was heterogeneous in nature.96 Translators did not agree on 

what should constitute the task of translation, and their different practices, as I contend in this 

chapter, were determined by the contrasting inheritance that was left to them by medieval 

vernacular translation and humanist translation. As we saw in the previous section, from the end of 

the fourteenth century many intellectuals devoted their energies to philological pursuits, original 

writing, and translation in the field of Latin. Although Latin was the dominant language of culture, 

we should not forget that vernacular writing – including for example letters, account books, 

religious writings and also translations – was copious.97 Medieval translations, for example, 

continued to be transmitted and read in manuscripts and later also in print until the sixteenth 

century. Bonsignori’s fourteenth-century translation of Ovid’s Metamorphoses was printed for the 

first time in 1497 in Venice (and edited again in 1501; 1508; 1517; 1519; 1520; and 1523).98 This 

medieval translation was subsequently re-worked by Agostini and printed for the first time in 

Venice in 1522 (and edited again in 1533; 1537; 1538; 1547; 1548).99 The Renaissance survival – 

 
Cambridge Companion to Renaissance Humanism, ed. by Jill Kraye (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2006), 

pp. 189-202.  

95 Boutcher, ‘Vernacular Humanism’, p. 191. 

96 Burke has suggested that we speak of ‘cultures’ and ‘sub-cultures’ of translation in the Renaissance in order to 

emphases the coexistence of different approaches to translation: see ‘Cultures of Translation’, in Cultural Translation, 

ed. by Burke and Hsia, p. 27. Merisalo (p. 55) has also highlighted the diversity of the translation strategies employed 

by sixteenth-century vernacular translators in Italy: from the literalist practice of Antonio Brucioli in his translation of 

Pliny’s Natural History (1548) to Anguillara’s paraphrastic translation of Ovid’s Metamorphoses (1561). 

97 Mirko Tavoni, Storia della lingua italiana: il Quattrocento, 2nd edn (Padua: Libreriauniversitaria.it, 2015), p. 21; 

Cornish, Vernacular Translation, p. 166. 

98 For the list of reprints and details of publication of Bonsignori’s translation see Guthmüller, Ovidio metamorphoseos 

vulgare, pp. 302-10. 

99 For the list of reprints and details of publication of Agostini’s translation see Appendix I, (section II. 2) in this thesis, 

and Guthmüller, Ovidio metamorphoseos vulgare, pp. 302-10. 
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albeit in changed forms – of Bonsignori’s medieval Ovid speaks for the enduring appeal of 

medieval translation in Renaissance Italy. Considering the situation from a different perspective, it 

is also necessary to point out that Latin humanists did not completely ignore vernacular 

translation.100 Notwithstanding the rejection on the part of some humanist scholars (such as Valla 

for example) of the vernacular as a literary language, in general Latin philology and Latin to Greek 

translation were part of the multi-layered humanist cultural movement in which the vernacular also 

had its own space.101 Andrea Rizzi, in his publication on vernacular translators in Quattrocento 

Italy, demonstrated that fifteenth-century Latin and vernacular translators were often the same 

person.102 According to his study, we can count at least thirty-eight humanists who translated into 

the vernacular between 1392 and 1465; this number increases to eighty-one between the 1470s and 

1480s.103 These humanist translators, as Rizzi shows through the example of Antonio Loschi (c. 

1368-1441), easily crossed linguistic and cultural boundaries. They translated into Latin and also 

into the vernacular and they were eager to comment on how their translations stood on a higher 

level of philological and linguistic accuracy in comparison to those written in the thirteenth and 

fourteenth centuries for and by the ‘volgo’.104 Translation in the sixteenth century is a combination 

of these two opposite strands. Dolce, Anguillara and Marretti negotiated between modes of 

translation inherited from the Middle Ages that were still popular at the beginning of the century 

and others that were more in line with the philological advancements brought about by Latin 

Humanism and that reflected new goals of accuracy and stylistic polish.105 

 We can start to gain a deeper understanding of the different attitudes towards translation in 

the three translations of the Metamorphoses by focusing on their relationship with the source text. 

 
100 In Dionisotti’s work, for example, we read extremist views regarding vernacular transnational in Quattrocento Italy: 

‘per oltre un secolo [dal Boccaccio] fino alla metà del Quattrocento, la storia delle traduzioni in Italia si risolse tutta nel 

difficile rapporto fra le due lingue classiche’ (p. 148). 

101 Andrea Rizzi has challenged Baker’s view of Humanism as a cultural movement based only on the pursuit of Latin 

eloquence (Baker, Italian Renaissance Humanism, p. 28). On the contrary, in his work on fifteenth-century translators 

he has highlighted how Humanism was formed by different strands and groups – some interested only in Latin and 

Greek, others in the vernacular, and others in all these languages – that had a varying level of relevance over time: see 

Vernacular Translators in Quattrocento Italy: Scribal Culture, Authority, and Agency (Turnhout: Brepols, 2017), p. 4. 

102 Rizzi, Vernacular Translators in Quattrocento Italy, p. 4. 

103 Rizzi, Vernacular Translators in Quattrocento Italy, pp. 4-5. 

104 Rizzi, Vernacular Translators in Quattrocento Italy, pp. 1-3. 

105 In the 1530s, according to Craig Kallendorf, there was also the rise of translations of Virgil that reflected a 

humanistic approach towards stylistic polish and accuracy: see ‘In Search of a Patron: Anguillara’s Vernacular Virgil 

and the Print Culture of Renaissance Italy’, The Papers of the Bibliographical Society of America, 91 (1997), 294-325 

(p. 315). 
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Scholars have agreed on the fact that both Dolce and Anguillara had a good command of the Latin 

language that allowed them direct access to the words of the version(s) of Ovid’s poem they were 

working on.106 This skill already differentiated them from a previous medieval translator of the 

Metamorphoses, Bonsignori, who found the Latin too difficult to understand and translated 

following the Latin allegories of Giovanni del Virgilio. Despite their ability to read the text they 

translated, they did not treat it as a textual unity that had to be respected. Significative in this regard 

is Dolce’s statement in the preliminary matter of the Discorso di Guglielmo Guilleo alemanno 

sopra i fatti di Annibale, a translation of Jean de Gilley’s Elegiae duae joannis gilleyi in laudem 

annibalis e livio expressam, a rebus eius gestis & comparatione imperatorum romanorum, 

commentariolus (Basel: Jakob Kündig, 1550):107  

 

Né solamente mi sono io contentato di tradur le parole, ma lasciando in buona parte l’ufficio 

dello interprete, in più luoghi ho allargato et ampliato quello, che per lui ho trovato scritto, 

per sodisfar maggiormente a coloro, che prenderanno cura di leggere le cose in esso discorso 

contenute.108 

 

This translation was printed by Gabriele Giolito in 1551 in Venice just a few years before the 

publication of Dolce’s Trasformationi. Here, Dolce claimed that it was not enough for him to 

translate the words of the original source, but, leaving almost completely aside the task of the 

‘interprete’, he deemed it necessary to ‘allargare’ and ‘ampliare’ his source text. 

 Despite the lack of a statement written by Anguillara, we can find a useful description of his 

translation practice in the words of Giovanni Orologi, the commentator of Anguillara’s 

Metamorfosi. Orologi praised Anguillara’s frequent amplifications of the source text, ‘digressioni’, 

which were necessary to unfold the content of Ovid’s poem and deliver a vernacular verse that was 

pleasurable and well-conceived. According to Orologi, a translation that rendered the source text 

word for word or clause for clause, a ‘traduttione mera e pura’, would hinder any attempt at 

conveying the beauty of the source text, and at proving the poetic ability of the translator: 

 
106 Guthmüller, Ovidio metamorphoseos vulgare, p. 264; Bucchi, p. 11. 

107 In the USTC (835564) and EDIT16 (CNCE 22410), Dolce’s source text is not specified and the actual name for the 

italicised Guglielmo Gulleo that Dolce mentioned as the author of the work is not provided. Research into the sixteenth-

century biographies on Hannibal has brought up Jean de Gilley’s Latin history of Hannibal. A first comparison between 

these two works has proved that de Gilley’s book was the source text for Dolce’s translation. It is not clear, however, 

why Dolce would choose to translate Jean (Ioannes in Latin) as Guglielmo. 

108 Lodovico Dolce, Discorso di Guglielmo Guilleo alemano sopra i fatti di Annibale tradotto per il Dolce (Venice: 

Gabriele Giolito dei Ferrari and brothers, 1551), fols A2v-3v. 
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chi scrive, o per dir meglio trasporta le opere latine o di qual si voglia altra lingua in questa 

maniera di Poesia della lingua nostra volgare; non deve come vogliono alcuni stare nelle 

medesime parole, né manco nelle medesime chiuse; perché oltra che riuscirà poeta fredo 

[sic], essendo molto differenti i numeri, e nervi della Poesia latina da quelli della volgare; 

non potrà anchora mai mostrare quanto vaglia da sé, e quanto sia atto a spiegare puramente i 

concetti dell’autore, che trasporta.109 

 

Like Dolce, Anguillara’s commentator insisted on the necessity of avoiding a literal translation, and 

favoured a paraphrastic translation that amplified the source text.  

 These statements mirror Dolce’s and Anguillara’s translation practice. In Dolce’s 

Trasformationi, we can find numerous instances of amplification.110 Bucchi, for instance, has shed 

light on the enlargement of the episode of Ganymede through the inclusion of additional details 

taken from the narration of the same myth in the Aeneid (V. 249-57).111 The amplification of the 

myths is also an idiosyncratic feature of Anguillara’s Metamorfosi.112 In Book IV of Ovid’s 

Metamorphoses, for example, Minyas’s three daughters entertained themselves by telling stories to 

each other (Ovid, Met., IV. 54-415). The first to speak, however, was unsure about which story to 

choose. She briefly mentioned three myths, and eventually decided to recount only one of them. 

Anguillara, following the Latin commentary to the Metamorphoses by Raphael Regius, unfolded in 

detail all three myths mentioned by the daughter of Minyas, radically expanding the content of the 

source text.113 Similarly, these translations transformed both the content and the narrative structure 

of Ovid’s poem through the imitation of a secondary source text: the Orlando furioso. Various 

scholars have studied the intertextuality between Ovid’s Metamorphoses, the Italian translations of 

the Metamorphoses, and Ariosto’s Orlando furioso. Daniel Javitch was the first to underline how 

Dolce and Giolito (the printer of the Trasformationi) published a translation with the formal and 

 
109 Anguillara 1563, fol. D7r. Unless otherwise stated, all quotations from this edition are taken from a digitised copy 

held at the British Library in London (shelfmark: Digital Store 833.g.37). 

110 The amplification of the myths in the Trasformationi has been addressed by Bucchi (pp. 113-14) and Chiara 

Trebaiocchi, ‘“Il letterato buono a tutto”: Lodovico Dolce traduttore delle Metamorfosi’, in Per Lodovico Dolce: 

miscellanea di studi, ed. by Paolo Marini and Paolo Procaccioli (Rome: Vecchiarelli, 2016), pp. 271-316 (pp. 284-87). 

111 Bucchi, p. 114; Trebaiocchi, p. 286. 

112 Bucchi, pp. 130-35; and Moog-Grünewald, pp. 32-48. 

113 Bucchi, pp. 130-35. For other examples of myth amplification in the Metamorfosi by Anguillara see Bucchi, p. 134, 

n. 20. 
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prosodic aspects of this famous sixteenth-century chivalric poem.114 Dolce’s Trasformationi was 

written in ottava rima, divided into thirty cantos instead of fifteen books, and the layout of Giolito’s 

editions of the Trasformationi was modelled on the very successful editions of the Furioso that 

were regularly reissued by Giolito’s printing house.115 Like Dolce before him, Anguillara also 

translated in ottava rima, and he often amplified his translation by imitating Ariosto’s imitations of 

Ovid’s poem.116  

 Dolce’s and Anguillara’s attitude towards Ovid’s poem is to a certain extent comparable to 

that of translators in Ancient Rome and in medieval Italy. According to McElduff, in Roman 

translation source texts were not ‘sacrosanct units to be respected, but raw material to be broken up 

and used’.117 Due also to the material conditions in which they worked, Roman writers often 

translated only a selection – or mere passages – from a given text. They combined translation from 

one text with the translation of another text entirely, and they translated from memory or from 

previously written abridgements. In the third century BCE, for instance, the Greek prisoner Livius 

Andronicus translated the twenty-four books of Homer’s Odyssey into one book and transformed 

this Greek epic through the employment of the saturnian metre, a Roman native metre.118 Another 

example of disregard for the integrity of the source text comes from the writer Terence (fl. 160s 

BCE), who usually combined two Greek comedies to make a single Roman one, in a process called 

‘contamination’.119 This aspect of Roman translation lingers within Renaissance translation. Dolce, 

like Andronicus, modified the number of books of Ovid’s epic and increased the fifteen books of 

the Metamorphoses up to thirty cantos. In his translation, Dolce freely selected which parts of the 

source text were to be amplified and which were to be abridged. Like Terence, who used two Greek 

 
114 Javitch, Proclaiming a Classic, pp. 71-80. 

115 Giolito published twenty-seven editions of the Orlando furioso, and Ludovico Ariosto became the principal 

published author of this printing house. See Nuovo and Coppens, p. 222.  

116 Maria Moog-Grünewald and Daniel Javitch have been the first to explore Anguillara’s re-writing of Ariosto’s 

imitation of the Metamorphoses, and Bucchi has recently developed this topic further, providing new examples of the 

interconnection between these three works. See Maria Moog-Grünewald, Metamorphosen der ‘Metamorphosen’. 

Rezeptionsarten der Ovidishen Verwandlungsgeschichten in Italien und Frankreich im XVI. und XVII. Jahrhundert 

(Winter: Heidelberg, 1979), pp. 73-87; Javitch, Proclaiming a Classic, pp. 73-85; and Bucchi, pp. 159-96. 

117 McElduff, Roman Theories, p. 10. 

118 McElduff has investigated how Livius Andronicus, through his Odussia, created a space and a public for the epic 

genre: see Roman Theories, pp. 39-55. 

119 Terence’s use of two Greek comedies to make one was criticised by his contemporaries. In the prologue to his 

comedies, Terence defended this practice and ironically named it ‘contaminatio’. A word that literally meant that he 

was making the source texts filthy: see McElduff, Roman Theories, pp. 88. 
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comedies to forge a new one, Dolce and Anguillara effectively wrote a double translation 

combining Ovid’s Metamorphoses with Ariosto’s Orlando furioso. 

 One of the key reasons for the continuity of this free approach to the source text in Dolce 

and Anguillara could also be the influence of what Littau calls an oral ‘mediasphere’.120 Due to the 

scarce accessibility and readability of written texts, translation in Ancient Rome was often done 

from memory and composed orally; two facts that made literal translation difficult if not 

impossible.121 Dolce and Anguillara, by translating Ovid in the style of a chivalric poem, were 

drawn into the sphere of oral composition that had characterised this genre since the Middle 

Ages.122 It is possible that Dolce and Anguillara were led into the compositional mode of the 

storytellers, who freely cut and amplified their stories. The translations of Dolce and Anguillara 

also testify to the enduring association between commentary and translation that we have seen in 

medieval vernacular translations. Both Dolce and Anguillara mediated their reading of the text of 

the Metamorphoses through secondary texts (including Latin commentaries, such as Regius’s) and 

through them they tried to make the source text easy to read and access. As in the Middle Ages, 

translators also acted as editors, adding explanatory material left out by the author and interpreting 

difficult passages.  

 The absence of an agreed idea on the nature of translation emerges when contrasting the 

translation ideology and practice of Dolce and Anguillara with that of Marretti, who explicitly 

condemned the translations of his predecessors. In his letter to the reader, he advertised the newness 

of his work, and explained why it was different from that of his two predecessors. According to 

Marretti, Dolce and Anguillara transformed Ovid’s text for the worse by amplifying it with ‘materie 

prive in tutto di maestà poetica, e fuori del proposito delle Metamorphosi’.123 At the end of his 

letter, Marretti invited his readers to compare his translation with the Latin text of Ovid’s poem in 

 
120 Littau, ‘First steps’, p. 266. 

121 Littau, ‘First steps’, p. 266; McElduff, Roman Theories, pp. 7-11. 

122 For the interaction between orality and writing in the chivalric genre: see Luca Degl’Innocenti, ‘Al suono di questa 

cetra’: ricerche sulla poesia orale del Rinascimento (Florence: Società editrice fiorentina, 2016), pp. 79-100. In the last 

decade, a rising number of publications have highlighted the interconnection between print, manuscript and oral culture 

in the Renaissance. The bibliography is vast and it includes the edited volume Interactions between Orality and Writing 

in Early Modern Italian Culture, ed. by Brian Richardson, Luca Degl’Innocenti and Chiara Sbordoni (Abingdon and 

New York: Routledge, 2016), which studies the different ways in which the written and oral spheres interact with each 

other in sixteenth-century Italy. See also the special issue of Italian Studies: Luca Degl’Innocenti, Massimo Rospocher 

and Rosa Salzberg (eds), ‘The Cantastorie in Renaissance Italy: Street Singers between Oral and Literate Cultures’, 

Italian Studies, 71.2 (2016). 

123 Marretti 1570, fol. *3r. 
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order to appreciate the ‘faithfulness’ of his work not only in relation to the exact words of Ovid but 

also in relation to the original poetic tone:  

 

noi [ovvero Marretti] procedendo fedelmente, e ordinatamente, e rendendo quanto per noi è 

stato possibile il senso al senso, la clausola alla clausola, e la parola alla parola, ci siamo 

sforzati di trasformare le trasformationi d’Ovidio senza punto trasformarle.124 

 

This statement expresses Marretti’s aim and ambition. In his translation practice, he tried as much 

as possible to reproduce the word order and syntactical structure of Ovid’s poem. The second 

edition of his translation, printed in 1570, was bilingual, thus allowing his readers to contrast his 

own translation with the Latin text. Unlike Dolce and Anguillara, Marretti showed a new care for 

the textual integrity of the source text. 

 Although there is an undeniable distance of intent between Marretti and his predecessors, we 

should not take Marretti’s claims of extreme literalness at face value. Scholars in Translation 

Studies have pointed out that translatorial prefaces were often specious.125 Since the Middle Ages, 

translators claimed to translate word for word, but then behaved differently. The same can be said 

for Marretti. As we will discuss in Chapter 4, a closer look at Marretti’s translation shows that he 

was working in the tradition of his predecessors. Marretti, like Dolce and Anguillara, translated in 

ottava rima, a poetic metre that for its complex rhyming system brought the translator far from the 

text of departure. Furthermore, he added exordia at the beginning of each book of Ovid’s 

Metamorphoses in which he compared mythological characters and episodes to the life and deeds of 

his dedicatee. It is also important to remember that Marretti’s professed opposition to his 

predecessors could be rhetorical, as it fits perfectly within the climate of rivalry between translators, 

and also editors, who worked for different printing presses or belonged to different Academies.126 

Disparaging the competitors by advertising the newness or increased accuracy of an edition was a 

 
124 Marretti 1570, fol. *3r. 

125 Littau (‘Frist Steps’, p. 267) has argued that in the Middle Ages paratextual claims of literariness were often not 

representative of the translator’s practice. The same has been argued by Massimiliano Morini for the sixteenth century: 

see Tudor Translation, p. 3.  

126 Conflicts and rivalries were a constitutive feature of the intellectual exchange in the Republic of Letters. This climate 

of competition, which in German scholarship is described as Streitkultur, increased with the invention of the printing 

press, which accelerated exchanges among scholars: see Forms of Conflicts and Rivalries in Renaissance Europe, ed. 

by David A. Lines, Marc Laureys and Jill Kraye (Göttingen: V&R unipress, Bonn University Press, 2015). 
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common practice in the sixteenth century.127 We need only recall the quarrel between Dolce and 

Anguillara, who had a bitter exchange about whose was the better translation, or Girolamo 

Ruscelli’s criticism levelled against Dolce’s translation of Ovid’s Metamorphoses.128  

 Like the scholars working on translation in Ancient Rome and the Middle Ages, those 

working on the Renaissance have come to question the conventional habit of evaluating translations 

in relation to their faithfulness or unfaithfulness to a unitary source text.129 In the sixteenth century, 

translators often followed more than one version of a single written work, or – as in the case of the 

translations of the Metamorphoses – they disrupted the integrity of the source text by imitating 

alternative sources. Rizzi has proposed to use the word ‘start text’ instead of source text when 

talking about early modern translation; this wording highlights how the original was a point of 

departure in a process of intertextual creation rather than a stable and fixed text on which to 

evaluate the quality of the translated text.130 The conventional dichotomy of source text/target text 

is equally undermined in the Renaissance by the instability of the target text itself. Dolce’s 

translation was edited by Giolito six times between 1553 and 1561; Anguillara’s was edited thirty 

times from 1553 up to the end of the sixteenth century. Furthermore, Ovid’s Metamorphoses was 

retranslated by Dolce, Anguillara and Marretti in less than thirty years, which engendered a 

dialogue between these translators and their works. As a result, we do not deal with a single and 

univocal target text (or with three separate translations) but with a system of fluid texts that, 

 
127 Richardson, for example, shed light on the rivalries between printers and editors over the editing of Boccaccio’s 

Decameron: see Print Culture, pp. 110-14. 

128 For the argument between Dolce and Anguillara see Bucchi, pp. 125-29, while for Girolamo Ruscelli’s Discorso 

against Lodovico Dolce see Girolamo Ruscelli, Tre discorsi di Girolamo Ruscelli a messer Lodovico Dolce. L’uno 

intorno al Decameron di Boccaccio. L’altro alle Osservationi della lingua volgare. Et il terzo alla Tradottione 

d’Ovidio (Venice: Plinio Pietrasanta, 1553); Bodo Guthmüller, ‘“De’ Tre discorsi di Girolamo Ruscelli a M. Lodovico 

Dolce, discorso terzo”’, in Girolamo Ruscelli dall’accademia alla corte alla tipografia (Viterbo, 6-8 Ottobre 2011), ed. 

by Paolo Marini and Paolo Procaccioli (Rome: Vecchiarelli, 2012), pp. 257-82; Stefano Telve, ‘Ruscelli e Dolce 

curatori editoriali dell’Orlando Furioso: la stabilizzazione linguistica di un modello poetico’, in Girolamo Ruscelli 

dall’accademia alla corte alla tipografia (Viterbo, 6-8 Ottobre 2011), ed. by Paolo Marini and Paolo Procaccioli 

(Rome: Vecchiarelli, 2012), pp. 227-55. 

129 In the collection of essays edited by Andrea Rizzi and Cynthia Troup, for example, scholars do not think of 

translations as texts based on a ‘single, reified, “original” source’, but as texts based ‘on various complementary 

versions of a pre-existing text’: see ‘Introduction’, in Trust and Proof: Translators in Renaissance Print Culture, ed. by 

Andrea Rizzi (Leiden: Brill, 2018), pp. 1-9 (p. 7). 

130 Rizzi, Vernacular Translators, p. 1; Rizzi and Troup, ‘Introduction’, in Trust and Proof, pp. 4-5.  
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according to Pym, can yield important insights into the nature of translation itself and the social 

network in which it originates.131 

 In the previous sections we discussed how translation in Ancient Rome and the Middle Ages 

was not the result of an individual enterprise, but of a collaboration between different agents. In 

recent years, scholars have persuasively demonstrated that collaboration is also a feature of 

Renaissance translation.132 The nature of this collaboration is determined by the technical 

conditions that characterised the production and dissemination of books. Dolce’s Trasformationi, as 

we will see in Chapter 2, is the result of the collaboration between agents which include the 

translator, printer and illustrator. The printer commissioned a new series of woodcuts and owned 

ink, sets of type, paper and other material necessary for the printing of the book. The printer also 

employed the translator, who had a say on how to use the resources provided by the printer. 

Scholars working on Renaissance translation have begun to study how this collaboration was 

expressed in the book-object, and how the plurality of voices that we find in the translated book can 

help us to challenge conventional notions of individual and autonomous authorship. Armstrong and 

Daniels, for example, have proposed that we adopt a collaborative model of authorship and 

understand the printed book as the product of a negotiation between different authorial voices.133  

 In the sixteenth century, print culture facilitated the establishment of new professional 

figures. Dolce, for example, was an employee of the printer Giolito and his translation practice was 

heavily influenced by the demands of Giolito’s readership and Dolce’s own activity as editor for the 

same printing house. The printing shop was not the only place in which Renaissance translators 

operated. Dolce, Anguillara and Marretti were also members of different Academies. Anguillara 

worked for a patron, and Marretti had a career in politics. How did the contact with these different 

networks influence their work as translators? Who were the most influential voices in the field of 

translation in the sixteenth century in Italy, and how did the translators of the Metamorphoses 

engage with them? During the Renaissance, the greatest part of the debate on what should constitute 

a translation revolved around two ancient writers, Cicero and Horace, whose authority in the field 

had been firmly established by Jerome. In the second half of the century, another ancient author 

 
131 Pym, p. 83. 

132 On the collaborative nature of Renaissance translation: see Bistué, Collaborative Translation; Deborah Uman and 

Belén Bistué, ‘Translation as Collaborative Authorship: Margaret Tyler’s The Mirrour of Princely Deedes and 

Knighthood’, Comparative Literature Studies, 44 (2007), 298-323; Collaborative Translation. From the Renaissance to 

the Digital Age, ed. by Anthony Cordingley and Céline Frigau Manning (London, Oxford, and New York: Bloomsbury 

Publishing, 2017). 

133 Armstrong, ‘The Framing of Fiammetta’, in Elizabethan Translation, ed. by Schmidt, pp. 300-01. Daniels, ‘Printing 

Petrarch in the Mid-Cinquecento’, p. 5. See also Hirschfeld. 
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became an important subject of discussion in the field of vernacular translation: Aristotle. In the 

following sections we will address these questions, starting from the analysis of the vernacular 

translations of Cicero’s works and the tracts and letters to the reader dedicated to the interpretation 

of Cicero’s ideology of translation.  

 

1.5.1 Translating and Interpreting Cicero 

 

In 1543, the publication of two vernacular translations of Cicero’s works brought about a heated 

debate on the task of translating, which culminated in the publication of the first vernacular tract on 

translation. The writer of these two translations was Sebastiano Fausto da Longiano (1502/1512-

1560).134 Born in Romagna, he travelled extensively during his life, moving his residence from 

important city centres like Venice to smaller courts in northern and central Italy. In Venice, he 

moved within the circle of Pietro Aretino and in 1532 he published his first important work: a 

commentary to Petrarch’s Canzoniere for the printers Bindoni and Pasini. Ten years later, probably 

while he was staying at Cortemaggiore (near Piacenza) under the patronage of the Marquis 

Pallavicino, Fausto da Longiano published a vernacular translation of Cicero’s Epistolae ad 

familiares and Tusculanae disputationes.135 Even before they were printed, these works elicited an 

immediate reaction among Renaissance critics. They were not only translations of Cicero, who was 

considered to be the highest authority in terms of translation theory in the Early Modern Age, but 

they were also translations that defied Bembo’s linguistic rules, which encouraged a close imitation 

of the language and style of the tre corone in the vernacular.136 Fausto da Longiano, in fact, 

imported the linguistic differences of the Latin source text into his translations in an effort to model 

the vernacular idiom on Latin lexis and syntax. 

 
134 For a thorough biography see Franco Pignatti, ‘Sebastiano Fausto’, in DBI < 

http://www.treccani.it/enciclopedia/sebastiano-fausto_(Dizionario-Biografico)/ > [accessed 9 October 2018].  

135 Sebastiano Fausto da Longiano, Epistole dette le familiari di M. T. Cicerone recate in Italiano. Con le ragioni del 

modo tenuto ne la tradottione. Con alcune annotationi. (Venice: Vincenzo Valgrisi, 1544); Sebastiano Fausto da 

Longiano, Le tusculane di M. Tullio Cicerone recate in Italiano (Venice: Vincenzo Valgrisi, 1544). 

136 Pietro Bembo set out the path for the development and consolidation of the Italian vernacular language, transporting 

his idea of literary imitation, Ciceronianism, from Latin to the vernacular language. Bembo indicated Cicero as the 

single model of imitation for Latin prose composition, and Virgil for verse composition. Applying this model to the 

vernacular, Bembo proposed to imitate the authors of what he considered the golden age of Italian literature: Petrarch 

and Dante for the lyric, Boccaccio for the prose. See McLaughlin, Literary Imitation, pp. 249-74; and Trovato, Il primo 

Cinquecento, pp. 75-81. For the creation of a grammatical norm founded on Pietro Bembo’s theory of imitation see 

Richardson, Print Culture, pp. 48-89; and Trovato, Con ogni diligenza corretto, pp. 165-90. 
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 As we will explore below, the Modenese Ludovico Castelvetro (c. 1505-1571), an 

authoritative literary critic and university lector known for his translation of Aristotle’s Poetics, was 

the first to react to Fausto da Longiano’s translations. Guido Loglio, together with the printer Paolo 

Manuzio, continued the debate about Fausto da Longiano’s work by writing and publishing a rival 

translation of Cicero’s letters. Fausto replied to his detractors on two occasions, first in the 

dedication letter to his Apoftemmi (1546), his translation of Erasmus’s work, and later in a dialogue 

entirely devoted to the problem of translation, the Dialogo del modo de lo tradurre, printed in 1556 

by Giovanni Griffio in Venice and dedicated to the Accademia dei Costanti in Vicenza.137 Fausto da 

Longiano’s Dialogo was the first Renaissance work in the vernacular entirely devoted to the issue 

of what should constitute a translation. The matter debated in this tract is the correct interpretation 

of Cicero’s precepts about translation. The following analysis focuses on the contributions given by 

Castelvetro and Loglio to this debate, showing the influence of their ideology on two translators of 

the Metamorphoses: Dolce and Anguillara. 

 

1.5.1.1 Ludovico Castelvetro’s Letter About Translation 

 

The letter about translation written by Castelvetro in May 1543 circulated in manuscript form until 

the eighteenth century, when it was re-discovered and printed for the first time.138 The belated 

printing of this document does not imply that it remained unknown or that it enjoyed a limited 

readership in the sixteenth century. As Brian Richardson showed in his study on manuscript culture 

in the Italian Renaissance, in literary disputes manuscript copies of one’s work were almost always 

circulated in advance of printing, and some relevant contributions to the debate were never even 

printed.139 Handwriting was faster, allowing a rapid circulation of a text among the social network 

of intellectuals who shared similar interests. This circulation of handwritten literary materials in the 

Renaissance also explains why the debate on the vernacular translations of Cicero started even 

before Fausto da Longiano’s works were printed in 1544. Renaissance writers, in fact, often shared 

 
137 See Fausto da Longiano, Dialogo del Fausto da Longiano, del modo de lo tradurre d’una in altra lingua secondo le 

regole mostrate da Cicerone (Venice: Giovanni Griffio, 1556). For an analysis of Fausto da Longiano’s Dialogo see 

Bodo Guthmüller, ‘Fausto da Longiano e il problema del tradurre’, Quaderni Veneti, 12 (1990), 9-152. 

138 For the history of this letter and a modern edition of its text see Angelo Cardillo, ‘Ludovico Castelvetro: sul 

“traslatare”’, Misure critiche, 2 (2010), 5-21; and Stefano Giazzon, ‘Lodovico Castelvetro e il tradurre’, Levia gravia: 

quaderno annuale di letteratura italiana, 11 (2009), 29-44. Guthmüller makes only a brief reference to Castelvetro’s 

letter (see Guthmüller, Fausto da Longiano, pp. 10-23). 

139 Brian Richardson, Manuscript Culture in Renaissance Italy (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2009), pp. 

191-97. 
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their work, or extracts of it, within their scribal community, thus allowing a wide circulation of their 

writing in advance of printing.140 

 Castelvetro’s letter is a tract in which he expressed his own ideas about the correct 

interpretation of Cicero’s injunctions on translation, and about what should constitute a translation. 

From the content of this missive, we understand that Castelvetro was invited to write this extensive 

letter by Gaspare Calori, who lamented to him the Latinity of Fausto da Longiano’s translation of 

Cicero’s letters.141  As a reply to Calori’s complaint, Castelvetro condemned the excessive Latinity 

of Fausto da Longiano’s translation and explained that translating is more difficult than writing an 

original composition. In an original composition, in fact, we express our own concept with our own 

words, while in translation we have to separate another’s ideas from the words that conveyed it and 

give a new set of words to the same idea in the target language. Humans, being lazy by nature, tend 

to rely on the words of the source text, rather than finding new ones in the receiving language. This 

laziness, explained Castelvetro, is the reason why the vernacular translation of Cicero’s letters 

written by Fausto da Longiano was characterised by such a strong Latinity.  

 In the second part of the letter, Castelvetro focused his attention on the right interpretation of 

Cicero’s translation theory and the correct way to translate. As we have seen, in the De optimo 

genere oratorum, Cicero distinguished between translating as an interpreter, who renders word for 

word, and as an orator, who translates rendering the meaning and style of the source text. While 

most Renaissance scholars, following Jerome’s reading of these lines, interpreted Cicero’s 

distinction as a precept against word for word translation, Castelvetro understood the Ciceronian 

lines in a different way. Translating as an orator, according to Castelvetro, was not the true and only 

kind of translation. He stood against the so-called anti-literalist imperative deriving from Jerome’s 

reading of Cicero and Horace and against Fausto da Longiano’s excessive literalism, arguing that 

words and meaning were equally important for a correct translation, and both had to be taken into 

account and balanced to produce a good translation. 

 According to Stefano Giazzon, Dolce was one of the first intellectuals to react to 

Castelvetro’s letter.142 In 1543, Giolito printed in Venice Dolce’s Thyeste – a translation from 

Seneca’s Euripides – and in the dedicatory epistle to Giacomo Barbo, signed August 1543, Dolce 

 
140 Richardson, Manuscript Culture, pp. 44-53. 

141 Cardillo, p. 9. 

142 Giazzon (‘Lodovico Castelvetro e il tradurre’, pp. 11-12) has already pointed out the dependence of Dolce’s 

dedicatory epistle in his Thyeste on Castelvetro’s own statements about what should constitute a translation. 
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echoed some of the statements made by Castelvetro about the task of the translator.143 He borrowed 

from Castelvetro the idea that translating is a difficult task, even more difficult than composing an 

original piece of writing, an argument that established for the first time an equivalence between 

creative writing and translation: 

 

Il che se è difficile (ché nel vero esser si deve) [comporre un’opera originale] molto più è da 

credere, che difficile cosa sia lo esprimere o con parole, o con inchiostro i concetti d’altrui, 

di maniera, che non si offenda né l’intelletto di chi legge, né l’orecchie di chi glia ascolta; 

perciò che fa di mestiere, che noi quasi un’altra lingua e quasi (se far si può) un’altra natura 

prendiamo.144 

 

Furthermore, Dolce embraced Castelvetro’s idea that it is impossible to translate some words from 

one language to another. In each language, there are concepts that were born within a specific word, 

and that are irremediably lost in translation: 

 

Non è dunque di sì poca importanza, come alcuni istimano, l’officio di tradurre un libro 

d’una lingua in un’altra in modo che si possa comportevolmente leggere. Percioché, oltre 

che ogni lingua ha certe particolarità che recata in un’altra in gran parte le perde, aviene 

anchora che molte cose ci si vengono dette altrimenti di quello paraventura che furono intese 

dal loro autore.145 

 

In this dedicatory epistle, however, Dolce did not show any alignment to the most revolutionary 

aspect of Castelvetro’s letter: the idea that word and meaning are on the same level of importance. 

Dolce probably did not fully support Castelvetro’s argument, and a few years later, in 1547, he 

embraced the ideas of another scholar, Guido Loglio, who opted for an anti-literalist translation.  

 

 

 

 

 

 
143 Lodovico Dolce, Thyeste, tragedia di M. Lodovico Dolce tratta da Seneca (Venice: Gabriele Giolito dei Ferrari, 

1543), fols A2r-2v. 

144 Dolce, Thyeste, fol. A2r. 

145 Dolce, Thyeste, fol. A2r. 
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1.5.1.2 Guido Loglio’s Translation of Cicero’s Epistolae ad familiares 

 

Loglio (or Lollio) was probably born in Reggio Emilia, but he settled in Venice where he 

collaborated with the printer Paolo Manuzio.146 Annibal Caro mentioned him in one of his letters to 

Manuzio (Rome, 18 January 1556), in which he claimed that Loglio was entrusted with the 

collection and edition of his Lettere: ‘Io non ho dato fino a ora a M. Loglio le lettere che mi 

domanda per la vostra stampa […] andrò razzolando tutti i miei scartafacci, e lascerò in arbitrio di 

M. Guido medesimo di farne la scelta a suo senno.’147 Like Dolce, Loglio was also a translator and 

in 1545, Manuzio published anonymously Loglio’s new translation of Cicero’s Epistolae ad 

familiares.148 In his dedicatory epistle, Loglio openly opposed the translation practice of his 

predecessor, Fausto da Longiano, and expressed his view about what should constitute a translation. 

The translator’s task, according to Loglio, was to understand the meaning, ‘sustanza’, of the source 

text and express it in a translation that followed the rules of the vernacular language: ‘ingegnandomi 

di dare al nostro parlare il corso, et le dolcezze sue proprie, et naturali.’149 Following the anti-

literalist injunction made by Jerome in the Middle Ages, in the epistle Loglio quoted both Cicero 

and Horace as authorities against a word for word translation: 

 

Non fecero già così gli scrittori antichi [tradurre parola per parola]: et ne farebbero fede, 

s’elle si trovassero, le due orationi, che tradusse Cicerone dalla lingua Greca nell’idioma 

Latino, l’una di Demosthene, l’altra di Eschine. Tuttavia si vede quale intorno a ciò fosse il 

suo giudicio; dicendo egli di haverle tradotte con figure proprie della favella Romana, 

ponendo più cura alla sustanza, che alle parole. Ne fu di altro parere Horatio poeta; il quale 

 
146 There is no modern biography on Loglio. The information given regarding his provenience and work rely on the 

conjectures made by Apostolo Zeno in the nineteenth century: see Giusto Fontanini, Biblioteca dell’eloquenza italiana 

di monsignore Giusto Fontanini arcivescovo d’Ancira con le annotazioni del signor Apostolo Zeno istorico e poeta 

cesareo cittadino veneziano, ed. by Apostolo Zeno (Parma: Gozzi, 1803), I, 234. 

147 Annibal Caro, Delle lettere familiari del commendatore Annibal Caro. Volume primo (Venice: Bernardo Giunti and 

Brothers, 1581), fols D2r-2v. 

148 Guido Loglio did not reveal his identity in this edition. Research has since shown that he was the translator of Paolo 

Manuzio’s edition of Cicero’s Familiares (Cardillo, p. 10). For an analysis of Paolo Manuzio’s Familiares see 

Guthmüller, Fausto da Longiano, p. 31. See Guido Loglio, Le epistole famigliari di Cicerone, tradotte secondo i veri 

sensi dell’autore, e con figure proprie della lingua volgare (Venice: Paolo Manuzio, 1545).  

149 Loglio, Le epistole, fols A2v-3r. 
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avisa l’interprete, o traduttore che noi vogliamo chiamarlo, che non si curi di rendere parola 

per parola.150 

 

Unlike Castelvetro, who proposed a via media between meaning and words, Loglio argued for the 

primacy of meaning over words. Those who translate the source text ‘parola per parola’, according 

to Loglio, have failed in their task and have proven themselves unable to understand the true 

meaning of the source text and unable to penetrate the author’s mind.151  

 In 1545, Dolce sent a letter to Manuzio expressing his gratitude for sending him Loglio’s 

translation: 

 

Magnifico M. Paolo onorandissimo, ho ricevuto già alcuni dì il dono delle Epistole 

Famigliari di Cicerone, tradotte da M. Guido, volontieri per segno della vostra cortesia. […] 

Certo che elle mi piacciono et come traduttione di M. Guido, et come approvata dal Vostro 

giudicio, il che è, quanto io dicessi, infinitamente. […] Hor ecco, che fo quello, che io dissi, 

che non aspettate da me, che non solo vi scrivo il mio parere, ma lodo la fatica dell’amico.152 

 

Dolce extolled the virtues of Loglio’s translation, and this praise, far from being rhetorical, is 

testified by the influence of Loglio’s epistle on Dolce’s statements about what should constitute a 

translation.  

 In 1547, just a few years before the publication of the Italian Metamorphoses, Gabriele 

Giolito printed in Venice Dolce’s vernacular translation of Cicero’s Orator, Il dialogo 

dell’oratore.153 In the dedicatory epistle to Giovanni Lippomano, Dolce wrote his longest and most 

detailed statement about his translation practice. In the letter there are still some points in common 

with Castelvetro’s letter, such as the difficulty of translating the original work, for example, and the 

impossibility of translating some words or expressions from the source text to the target text. 

Despite some similarities, however, in this dedicatory letter Dolce distanced himself from 

Castelvetro, saying that he intended to translate Cicero following the meaning of the original text, 

rather than the words.  

 
150 Loglio, Le epistole, fol. A2v. 

151 Loglio, Le epistole, fol. A2v. 

152 For the complete text see Lodovico Dolce, Lettere, ed. by Paolo Procaccioli (Rome: Vecchiarelli, 2015), pp. 86-87. 

153 Lodovico Dolce, Il dialogo dell’oratore di Cicerone. Tradotto per M. Lodovico Dolce. Con la tavola (Venice: 

Gabriele Giolito dei Ferrari, 1547).  
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 As Loglio had done before him, Dolce argued that the writers who translated word for word 

were incapable of penetrating the author’s mind and soul: 

 

havendo io nella maggior parte della mia traduttione atteso a rappresentar più il senso, che le 

parole, temeva d’essere in ciò ripreso da molti; i quali quanto meno sono capaci a penetrar 

nelle midolle d’alcuno autore, tanto più accusano di temerarietà coloro, che in questa parte 

seguitano il consiglio di Cicerone, s’affaticano di fare a chi legge comprender la mente et 

l’animo di colui, che interpretar vogliono.154 

 

Dolce was also equally concerned about the fluency, readability and accuracy of the target text. The 

primary concern of the translator, according to Dolce, was to write in conformity with the features, 

lexis and figures of speech of the Italian vernacular:  

 

Il che non si può far gentilmente [esprimere l’animo e la mente di Cicerone], se l’interprete 

non ha risguardo alle proprietà, ai termini, et alle figure della lingua, nella quale procaccia di 

ridurlo.155 

 

si debbano trovare in lei [la traduzione] due parti necessarie: le quali sono (se io non 

m’inganno) chiarezza nei sensi, et facilità nello stile: cosa, che io veggio fin qui in molte 

traduttioni desiderarsi.156 

 

Dolce’s and Loglio’s insistence on the importance of employing a fluent, clear and normative 

language reminds us of how important it is to situate the output of these translators in relation to 

their work environment, the printing shop, and in relation to a pivotal issue surfacing in the Italian 

Renaissance: the questione della lingua.  

 As Norton has suggested in his study, the dichotomy between words and meaning was a 

superficial issue, and beneath it there was a fundamental opposition between two different 

ideologies of language.157 On the one hand, those in favour of words believed that the vernacular 

language was neither fixed nor stable, but it could be enriched through the lexical and poetic 

repertoire of the source language. On the other hand, those in favour of focusing on the meaning, 

 
154 Dolce, Il dialogo dell’oratore, fol. *2v. 

155 Dolce, Il dialogo dell’oratore, fol. *3r. 

156 Dolce, Il dialogo dell’oratore, fols *3r -3v. 

157 Norton, The Ideology, pp. 9-24. 
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like Dolce and Loglio, supported the idea that the source text should be thoroughly transformed to 

accommodate the lexical, stylistic and rhetorical features of the target language. These ideologies of 

language were equally present during the Italian Renaissance. The case for a sense for sense 

vernacular translation, however, seemed to get the upper hand in the first half of the sixteenth 

century, when Dolce and Anguillara wrote their translations.  

 This preference for the meaning was particularly encouraged in the context of printing press 

production. Printing shops aimed to expand their market of vernacular books by publishing correct 

and readable texts.158 Readability was ensured by the use of a vernacular language that was purged 

of regionalisms and written in accordance with the linguistic rules set by Bembo. For this reason, 

the translators who co-operated with the printing press, such as Dolce and Loglio, rejected the 

practice of word for word translation, which resulted in obscure literalist target texts. Instead, they 

strongly favoured a translation that conveyed the meaning of the source text in a fluent, easily 

understandable and enjoyable target text. In other words, the development of the printing industry 

encouraged the stabilisation of the vernacular language and discarded the idea of translation as a 

means to expand the lexical and poetic repertoire of the vernacular. 

 

1.5.2 Translator or Imitator? Horace’s Ars poetica and the Art of Translation 

 

Horace’s Ars poetica was an important guide for the translators of Ovid’s Metamorphoses, 

providing useful pieces of advice on the art of writing poetry. Dolce made implicit reference to this 

work in his first and partial translation of Ovid’s poem, printed by Bindoni and Pasini in 1539 in 

Venice. In his dedicatory epistle to the Duke Guidubaldo d’Urbino, Dolce argued that he set his 

mind to this translation with the aim of offering his readers something that was delectable as well as 

useful: 

 

nei tempi addietro mi posi a tradurre dalla favella Romana nel volgare Toscano i quindici 

libri delle Trasformationi d’Ovidio: parendomi di poter per cotal via; quasi col far nostre le 

piante levate dal terreno d’altrui; apportare a quelli, che cognizione non hanno del sermone 

latino, cibi non meno utili et soavi, che cari et piacevoli all’intelletto.159 

 

Dolce’s conjoining of utilitas with dulcedo followed a well-known precept of Horace’s Ars poetica: 

 

 
158 Richardson, Print Culture, p. 2. 

159 Dolce 1539, fol. *2r. 
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Aut prodesse volunt aut delectare poetae 

aut simul et iucunda et idonea dicere vitae 

(Ars poetica, 333-34) 

 

[Poets want either to be useful or to entertain, or to tell words that are at the same time 

enjoyable and appropriate to life] 

 

The importance of Horace’s Ars poetica was also brought to the fore by our third translator of the 

Metamorphoses. Marretti, in his letter to the readers, blamed his predecessors, Dolce and 

Anguillara, for having utterly betrayed the art of poetry: 

 

e trasponendo, et alterando il tutto, par ch’habbiano [Dolce and Anguillara] quivi corrotto le 

misteriose favole, lo ingegnosissimo ordine, il mirabile incatenamento, i divini spiriti, i 

dolcissimi condimenti, le variate maniere d’esprimere, l’elegantia del dire, il perfetto decoro, 

le proprie e legittime parole, i colori rhetorici, e tutta l’arte poetica.160 

 

 The Ars poetica was an important source of inspiration for issues pertaining to translation. 

Following Jerome, most of the Renaissance Italian commentaries to Horace’s text read the famous 

lines ‘nec verbo verbum curabis reddere fidus / interpres’ (133-34) as concerning the field of 

translation.161 Hence, corresponding with those lines, they offered authoritative advice about what 

should constitute a translation. An example of this interpretative attitude can be found in the 

commentary to Horace’s Ars poetica written by Vincenzo Maggi (c. 1498-1564), who expressed a 

view on translation that mirrors the translation practice of Dolce and Anguillara.162  

 Maggi was a philosopher and professor from Brescia.163 He taught at the University of 

Padua and Ferrara, and was a member of the Accademia degli Infiammati in Padua, where a group 

 
160 Marretti 1570, fol. *3r. 

161 Norton, The Ideology, pp. 58-90. Concerning the origin and evolution of the interpretation of Horace’s lines 133-34 

see also Norton, ‘Fidus Interpres’, pp. 227-51. 

162 Vincenzo Maggi’s interpretation of Horace’s Ars poetica has been studied by Norton, who has surveyed and 

analysed all the commentaries on Horace’s Ars poetica written in the Renaissance. In his comparative analysis, Norton 

has shed light on the novelty of Maggi’s interpretation, which, although still connecting Horace’s lines 133-134 and 

Cicero’s De optimo genere oratorum (5) to the field of translation, rejected the reading of these works as an injunction 

against word for word translation. See Norton, The Ideology, pp. 73-76. 

163 For Vincenzo Maggi’s biography see Elisabetta Selmi, ‘Vincenzo Maggi’, in DBI, 2006, in 

<http://www.treccani.it/enciclopedia/vincenzo-maggi_(Dizionario-Biografico)/> [accessed 6 February 2017]. 
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of distinguished intellectuals, including Alessandro Piccolomini and Benedetto Varchi, developed 

an interest in Aristotle’s philosophical works. His major work is a commentary on Aristotle’s 

Poetics, the Explanationes, printed in 1550 in Venice by Vincenzo Valgrisi, which also included in 

the concluding matter a short treatise on Horace’s Ars poetica: ‘De arte poetica librum ad Pisones 

interpretatio.’164 Maggi addressed the topic of translation in his interpretation of lines 128-35 of the 

Ars poetica, where Horace explained how a poet could carve out his own space by handling what 

had already been written by other poets. In his commentary, following the medieval interpretative 

tradition inaugurated by Jerome, Maggi linked these lines to Cicero’s De optimo genere oratorum 

(5). Unlike Jerome, however, Maggi did not quote Horace and Cicero in support of an anti-literalist 

translation. He claimed that Horace and Cicero proposed two different but legitimate ways of 

translating a text. He argued that Horace distinguished between the task of the faithful interpreter, 

who renders the source text word for word, and that of the imitator, who does not stick to the words 

of the source text. Similarly, in the De optimo genere oratorum, Cicero distinguished between the 

interpreter, who translates word for word, and the orator, who does not render the source text word 

for word.  

 Analysing Cicero’s words in the De optimo genere oratorum, Maggi argued that the orator 

had to respect the proper lexis, syntax and rhetorical colour of the target language – a task that 

would be absolutely impossible if one tried to render the source text word for word. Literalist 

translation, continued Maggi, was appropriate only in the case of scientific works, where 

ornamentations and figures of speech were not necessary: 

 

At cum disputationibus de scientiis ornamenta orationis non sint necessaria, sed accessoria, 

adventitiaque; ideo quoad fieri potest, verbum de verbo vertere curandum est: ut sententiae, 

in quibus omnis constitit sententiarum vis, quam fidelissime exprimantur. id quod facilius 

consequimur, si verbum verbo reddere curemus.165 

 

[On the other hand, since in scientific subject matters the figures of speech are not 

necessary, but accessories; where possible, we have to seek to translate word from word. In 

doing so, we can express as faithfully as possible the sentences, in which is contained all the 

 
164 Vincenzo Maggi, Vincentii Madii brixiani et Bartholomaei Lombardi veronensis in Aristotelis librum de poetica 

communes explanationes: Madii vero in eundem librum propriae annotationes. Eiusdem de ridiculis: et in Horatii 

librum de arte poetica interpretatio (Venice: Vincenzo Valgrisi, 1550).  

165 Maggi, Explanationes, pp. 344-45. 
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strength of the thought. We can accomplish this task more easily if we care about rendering 

word for word.]166 

 

In Maggi’s formulation there is no trace of the anti-literalist reading against word for word 

translation. Literalist translation, in fact, was offered as a viable method for scientific genres.  

 In the concluding part of his argument Maggi focused on the Ars poetica and claimed that 

Horace provided the precepts as well as a concrete example of the imitator’s task. Horace’s letter to 

the Pisos (or Ars poetica), according to Maggi, was itself an imitation of Aristotle’s Poetics: 

 

Ut autem unde digressa est, nostra redeat oratio, dicimus Horatium docere nos, quo pacto 

poetae imitari debeant: quod non solum praeceptis, sed etiam exemplo sui apertissime nobis 

ostendit. Nam vulgatam iam, communemque factam ab Aristotele, propriam Poeticam 

efficit, alio eam ordine tradens, nec verbum verbo reddens, non enim ei se legi adstrinxit, ut 

ab Aristotele discedere non posset; etsi de eadem re scriberet: sed multa subticuit; quam 

plura etiam addidit.167 

 

[Coming back to our text after this digression, we can claim that Horace tells us in which 

way poets must be imitated. He showed it very clearly, not only through his precepts, but 

also through his own example. For he makes the Poetics, a popular and well-known work by 

Aristotle, his own, delivering it in a different order, and avoiding rendering it word for word. 

For Horace did not stick to a rule that meant that he could not distance himself from 

Aristotle. Even if he wrote about the same subject matter, he substituted numerous things 

and added others.] 

 

If Horace’s poetic art is an imitation of Aristotle’ Poetics, this suggests that philosophical works 

such as the Poetics were not labelled as scientific works. This means that it is not absurd to compare 

early modern poetic translations, such as the translations of the Metamorphoses, with the 

translations of philosophical texts, such as Aristotle’s Poetics. According to Maggi, in fact, the task 

of imitator/orator, which entails a loose rendition of the source text, is applicable to a vast gamut of 

genres and texts in verse and prose.  

 Maggi’s amalgamation of Cicero’s and Horace’s words resulted in terminological chaos. On 

the one hand, there was the possibility of translating as an interpreter, who rendered the source text 

 
166 Throughout the chapter, the translation of Maggi’s Explanationes is mine. 

167 Maggi, Explanationes, p. 345. 
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word for word. On the other hand, one could translate as an orator (using Cicero’s terminology) or 

imitator (using Horace’s words) and give more importance to the meaning of the source text rather 

than the words. The overlap between these concepts sheds light on the fact that there was no 

distinction in the Italian Renaissance between imitation and translation.168 Karen Newman and Jane 

Tylus, in their introduction to the volume Early Modern Cultures of Translation, have contended 

that Renaissance translation was fundamentally an act of imitation, a literary pursuit meant not only 

for the illiterate who did not possess a classical education but also for a readership that could read 

the source text and appreciate the translator’s artistry.169 Translation was made in order to ‘change’ 

the original, ‘as though the very raison d’être of translation were its power to transform.’170 

Following this idea that translation is an act of imitation, Maggi fully legitimised a free translation 

practice: 

 

Nam qui aliqua communia, et iam vulgata sibi propria efficere volunt, non ea sunt lege 

adstricti, ut ne latum quidem unguem ab eo, quod imitantur, discedere nequeant: quinimmo, 

quae extra fabulam ad eam amplificandam, ornandamque admota sunt, ut lubet, mutari 

possunt, ita ut ingeniose quoddam addere, quoddam etiam praetermittere non sit 

absurdum.171  

 

[For those who want to make their own what is commonly known and popular are not 

constrained to a rule that prevents them from distancing themselves one jot from the text 

they imitate. In fact, the things that are added to the story to amplify and ornament it can be 

changed at will, in such a way that it will not be absurd to add something cleverly, or omit 

something altogether.] 

 
168 Valerie Worth-Stylianou has contended that in the Italian Renaissance there was no distinction between translation 

and imitation; the first to differentiate them was Joachim Du Bellay, who described translation as a lesser form of 

imitation: see ‘Translatio and Translation in the Renaissance: From Italy to France’, in The Cambridge History of 

Literary Criticism: The Renaissance, ed. by Norton, 9 vols (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1999), III, 127-35. 

Other scholars have also pointed out the usefulness of distinguishing between translation and imitation, translated text 

and original text in the Renaissance. See for example Boutcher, ‘The Renaissance’, p. 46; Burke, ‘Cultures of 

Translation’, in Cultural Translation, ed. by Burke and Hsia, p. 30; Gordon Braden, ‘Translating the Rest of Ovid: 

Exile Poems’, in Early Modern Cultures of Translation (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 2015), pp. 45-

55 (p. 45). 

169 Newman and Tylus, ‘Introduction’, in Early Modern Cultures of Translation, p. 6. 

170 Newman and Tylus, ‘Introduction’, in Early Modern Cultures of Translation, p. 6. 

171 Maggi, Explanationes, pp. 343-44. 
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This translation practice made of amplifications and omissions finds an echo in a large number of 

translations written in the second half of the sixteenth century, including the translations of Ovid’s 

Metamorphoses written by Dolce and Anguillara.172 The possibility that these translators relied on 

Maggi’s theories on translation is heightened by the fact that they were all members of the 

Accademia degli Infiammati in Padua.  

 Academies were integral elements of early modern Italian society, and ‘functioned as spaces 

for networked social interaction, forming to some extent the early modern equivalent of twenty-first 

century social media’.173 The Accademia degli Infiammati was founded in 1540 in Padua, and 

Maggi, who taught at the University of Padua from 1528 until 1543, was invited to give lessons on 

Aristotle’s philosophy at the Academy. According to Claudia Di Filippo Bareggi and Bucchi, Dolce 

was a member of the Academia degli Infiammati in Padua, and so was Anguillara, who graduated 

in 1541 from the University of Padua.174 In the space of this organisation, Dolce and Anguillara 

found fertile ground to discuss the issue of translation with other prominent intellectuals. We know 

for certain, for example, that Dolce and Anguillara relied on a high-standing member of the 

Academy in Padua, Benedetto Varchi (1503-1565), a humanist, historian and poet from Florence.175 

After being criticised by Ruscelli for his translation of Ovid’s poem, Dolce sought advice from 

Varchi, who sent him various corrections that Dolce implemented in his 1555 edition of the 

Trasformationi.176 A few years later, in 1560, Anguillara sent Varchi an extract from Book IX of his 

Metamorfosi with an invitation to propose improvements.177 The correspondence with Varchi and 

the ideological affinity with Maggi lends support to the view that the strategies of translation 

implemented in the Italian translations of the Metamorphoses were always the product of careful 

ideological and methodological considerations. Even the practice of amplification and omission was 

fully justified in the sixteenth-century dispute on the issue of translation. 

 
172 Burke, ‘Cultures of Translation’, in Cultural Translation, ed. by Burke and Hsia, pp. 31-33. 

173 Jane Everson and Lisa Sampson, ‘Introduction’, in The Italian Academies 1525-1700: Networks of Culture, 

Innovation and Dissent, ed. by Jane Everson, Denis Reidy and Lisa Sampson (London: Legenda, 2016), pp. 1-20 (p. 

20). 

174 Di Filippo Bareggi, p. 150; Bucchi, pp. 322-23. 

175 See ‘Benedetto Varchi’ in the Database of Italian Academies at 

http://www.bl.uk/catalogues/ItalianAcademies/Default.aspx [accessed 23 October 2018]. 

176 The proposed corrections made by Varchi can be found in Benedetto Varchi, Lettere, ed. by Vanni Bramanti (Rome: 

Edizioni di storia e letteratura, 2008), pp. 143-50. On the editorial correction of the Trasformationi see Marco Biffi and 

Raffaella Setti, ‘Varchi consulente linguistico’, in Benedetto Varchi 1503-1565, Atti del Convegno (Firenze, 16-17 

dicembre 2003), ed. by Vanni Bramanti (Rome: Edizioni di storia e letteratura, 2007), pp. 25-67. 

177 Bucchi, p. 330.  
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1.5.3 Vernacular Aristotelianism and the Late Renaissance Turn Towards Word for Word 

Translation 

 

Since the 1970s, numerous studies have stressed the influence of Aristotelian philosophy on 

Renaissance culture.178 Until recently, scholarly interest has rested prominently on the study of 

Aristotle within universities and supranational elite circles, where the language of oral and written 

exchange was Latin. Thanks primarily to the efforts of two pioneers in this field, Luca Bianchi and 

David Lines, in the past decade the study of Aristotle has undergone a significant revolution, 

shifting its focus towards a previously neglected area: vernacular Aristotelianism.179 The Warwick-

based project, Vernacular Aristotelianism in Renaissance Italy (VARI), catalogued Aristotelian 

works written or published in Italian between 1400 and 1650, thus providing a first important 

insight into the nature of this phenomenon.180 The catalogue counts more than 300 manuscripts and 

250 printed works.181 The centres of production were extra-university circles, such as the 

academies, including the Accademia degli Infiammati in Padua and the Accademia degli Orti 

Oricellari in Florence, and also printing houses.182 This phenomenon gained momentum from the 

1540s, as the language was becoming more stable, and it developed hand in hand with Latin 

Aristotelianism. According to Lines, the boundaries between Latin and vernacular were ‘porous’ 

 
178 For an overview of the evolution of scholarship on Renaissance Aristotelianism, see David A. Lines, ‘Rethinking 

Renaissance Aristotelianism: Bernardo Segni’s Ethica, the Florentine Academy, and the Vernacular in Sixteenth-

Century Italy’, Renaissance Quarterly, 66 (2013), 824-65 (pp. 824-27); David A. Lines, ‘Introduzione’, in ‘Aristotele 

fatto volgare’: tradizione aristotelica e cultura volgare nel Rinascimento, ed. by David A. Lines and Eugenio Refini 

(Pisa: ETS, 2015), pp. 1-10. 

179 Luca Bianchi, ‘From Jacques Lefèvre d’Étaples to Giulio Landi. Uses of the Dialogue in Renaissance 

Aristotelianism’, in Humanism and Early Modern Philosophy, ed. by Jill Kraye and Martin W.F. Stone (London – New 

York: Routledge, 2000), pp. 41-58; David A. Lines, ‘Beyond Latin in Renaissance Philosophy: A Plea for New Critical 

Perspectives’, Intellectual History Review, 4 (2015), 1-17. 

180 The project ‘Vernacular Aristotelianism in Renaissance Italy, c. 1400–c. 1650’ was funded by the Arts and 

Humanities Research Council in the United Kingdom (October 2010–December 2013). Principal Investigator: David A. 

Lines; Co-Investigators: Simon Gilson and Jill Kraye. The VARI project has produced a searchable catalogue of 

Aristotelian works written or published in Italian between 1400 and 1650, see < https://vari.warwick.ac.uk > [accessed 

28 November 2019]. The census covers both manuscript and printed sources preserved in libraries in Italy, other 

European countries and the US. Another project in this field is ‘Aristotle in the Italian Vernacular: Rethinking 

Renaissance and Early-Modern Intellectual History (c. 1400–c. 1650)’, which aims to provide the first comprehensive 

analysis of Aristotelian works written in Italian in the Early Modern Ages. See < https://aristotleinthevernacular.org > 

[accessed 29 December 2016]. 

181 Lines, ‘Rethinking Renaissance Aristotelianism’, p. 827. 

182 Lines, ‘Rethinking Renaissance Aristotelianism’, p. 826; p. 856. 
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and vernacular translators not only were up to date with Latin debates on Aristotelian philosophy, 

but they effectively contributed to the spread of new ideas through their translations.183 In contrast 

with Bucchi’s view that the verse translation of Ovid cannot be compared with the principles of 

translation governing philosophical texts, I suggest that it is profitable to consider discussion about 

translation which relates to different genres.184 The settings for the debates, and sometimes also the 

individuals involved, were often the same for both poetry and philosophy. Furthermore, the 

evolution of the idea of translation followed similar trajectories during the course of the sixteenth 

century, pointing in both cases in the direction of literalist translation in the 1570s. 

 One of the most influential supporters of philosophical translations was Sperone Speroni 

(1500-1588), a medic, philosopher and prestigious member of the Accademia degli Infiammati in 

Padua.185 Speroni’s aim was to amplify the elitist literary programme promoted by Bembo by 

making the vernacular a language suitable for every disciplinary field, from literature to philosophy 

and science.186 His Dialogo delle lingue was highly influential in Italy and Europe, constituting also 

a primary source for Joachim Du Bellay’s Deffence et illustration de la lingue françoyse (1549).187 

Following Speroni’s ideas, a rising number of men of letters engaged in a programme of translation 

that went beyond the literary field, bringing innovative contributions to the discourse about what 

should constitute a translation. Here, I shall focus on two translations of Aristotle’s Poetics in the 

 
183 For the exchange between Latin and vernacular Aristotelianism: see Lines, ‘Rethinking Renaissance 

Aristotelianism’, p. 827. In a recent publication, Marco Sgarbi has criticised the idea of vernacular translation as a 

simplification and trivialisation of the source text and has argued for the contribution of vernacular Aristotele to 

Renaissance philosophy: see ‘Aristotle and the People: Vernacular Philosophy in Renaissance Italy’, Renaissance and 

Reformation / Renaissance et Réforme, 39.3 (2016), 59-109. 

184 Bucchi (pp. 23-24), for instance, has compared the Italian translations of Ovid’s poem only with the verse 

translations of Virgil: ‘Non è possibile affrontare in questa sede un discorso che tocchi tutte le diverse modalità del 

tradurre nel medio e tardo Cinquecento, troppo diversi essendo i criteri e gli scopi di chi si pone a volgarizzare, per fare 

un esempio, la Poetica di Aristotele o un testo di carattere filosofico, tecnico o scientifico, rispetto a quelli che ispirano 

chi si pone a riscrivere le Metamorfosi o l’Eneide’. 

185 Camillo Guerrieri-Crocetti, ‘Sperone Speroni’, EI, 1936, in <http://www.treccani.it/enciclopedia/sperone-

speroni_%28Enciclopedia-Italiana%29/> [accessed 6 February 2017]. 

186 See ‘Sperone Speroni degli Alvarotti’ in the Database of Italian Academies at 

http://www.bl.uk/catalogues/ItalianAcademies/Default.aspx [accessed 30 November 2016]. The Database of Italian 

Academies is an online resource that helps to locate printed material related to the Italian learned Academies in various 

cities of the Peninsula from 1525 to 1700. 

187 Ignacio Navarrete, ‘Strategies of Appropriation in Speroni and Du Bellay’, Comparative Literature, 41.2 (1989), 

141-54. 
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vernacular language, one by Ludovico Castelvetro (1570) and the other by Alessandro Piccolomini 

(1572).188  

 Castelvetro’s Poetica d’Aristotele volgarizzata e sposta was printed in Vienna by Gaspar 

Steinhofer in 1570, and presented a translation and a separate commentary.189 In his translation, 

Castelvetro put into practice the concepts that he expressed in his earlier letter to Calori (1543): his 

efforts were directed towards a precise rendering of the words, structure and philosophical meaning 

of the source text.190 In his endeavour to give equal relevance to the words and meaning of the 

source text, Castelvetro emulated the translation practice of one of his predecessors, Piero Vettori 

(1499-1585), who translated Aristotle’s Poetics from Greek into Latin.191 In his Commentarii in 

primum librum Aristotelis de arte poetarum, printed in 1560, Vettori argued that the translator 

should render the words, word order, style and true sense of the source text. Furthermore, he 

castigated those who translated in a Ciceronian style, modifying the author’s own writing style to 

mirror modern fashion.192 Castelvetro and Vettori were both philologists, and their background 

influenced the importance they placed on the exactness of words. For both of them translation and 

philology were not separate activities, and translation was in itself an act of understanding, a 

questioning of the real meaning and philological correctness of the source text.193 Their admiration 

for Aristotle’s philosophical message meant that they placed in second position the style and 

 
188 For a comparative study of Lodovico Castelvetro’s and Alessandro Piccolomini’s translation of the Poetics see 

Alessio Cotugno, ‘Piccolomini e Castelvetro traduttori della Poetica’, Studi di lessicografia italiana, 23 (2006), 113-

219, and ‘Le annotazioni di Piccolomini e la Poetica di Castelvetro a confronto: tecnica argomentativa, vocabolario 

critico, dispositivi esegetici’, in Forms of Conflicts and Rivalries in Renaissance Europe, ed. by David A. Lines, Marc 

Laureys and Jill Kraye, pp. 161-206; Anna Siekiera, ‘La poetica vulgarizzata e sposta per Lodovico Castelvetro e le 

traduzioni cinquecentesche del trattato di Aristotele’, in Ludovico Castelvetro: letterati e grammatici nella crisi 

religiosa del Cinquecento (Atti della XIII giornata Luigi Firpo Torino, 21-22 Settembre 2006), ed. by Massimo Firpo 

and Guido Mongini (Florence: Leo Olschki, 2008), pp. 25-45. 

189 Ludovico Castelvetro, Poetica d’Aristotele volgarizzata et sposta per Lodovico Castelvetro (Vienna: Gaspar 

Stainhofer, 1570). 

190 According to Siekiera, Castelvetro’s translation was characterised by a ‘periodare segmentato che ricalca le 

brachilogie del trattato aristotelico’: see Siekiera, ‘La poetica’, in Ludovico Castelvetro: letterati e grammatici nella 

crisi religiosa del Cinquecento, ed. by Massimo Firpo and Guido Mongini, p. 30. 

191 For Pietro Vettori’s biography see Renzo Negri, ‘Pietro Vettori’, ED, 1970, in 

<http://www.treccani.it/enciclopedia/pietro-vettori_%28Enciclopedia-Dantesca%29/> . Siekiera has already pointed out 

the ideological affinities between Vettori and Castelvetro (‘La poetica’, in Ludovico Castelvetro: letterati e grammatici 

nella crisi religiosa del Cinquecento, ed. by Massimo Firpo and Guido Mongini, pp. 30-35). 

192 Siekiera, ‘La poetica’, in Ludovico Castelvetro: letterati e grammatici nella crisi religiosa del Cinquecento, ed. by 

Massimo Firpo and Guido Mongini, pp. 30-35. 

193 For the connection of philology and translation in Italian Humanism see Norton, The Ideology, pp. 26-31.  
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fluency of the target text. Castelvetro’s vernacular translation and exegesis of Aristotle’s Poetics 

had a strong impact on the literary and artistic world, and it brought about a proliferation of new 

translations of the Poetics, including that of Piccolomini.194  

 Piccolomini was a scholar and philosopher from Siena. In his youth, he participated in the 

Accademia degli Intronati in Siena, where he also met Castelvetro, a member of the same 

Academy.195 Around 1538, he moved to Padua, and there he became a member of the Accademia 

degli Infiammati. Within the Academy, his acquaintance with Sperone Speroni played a significant 

role in the development of his commitment to the translation of Greek philosophy into the 

vernacular language.196 Among his translations, that of Aristotle’s Poetics constitutes Piccolomini’s 

most important contribution to the debate about translation in the Cinquecento. Piccolomini’s Libro 

della poetica was printed in 1572 in Siena by Luca Bonetti.197 The letter to the readers in this 

edition, Epistola ai lettori del modo di tradurre, is a small treatise in which Piccolomini discussed 

in depth his ideology of translation. This letter constituted a turning point in Piccolomini’s career as 

translator, showing a clear deviation from his previous statements on the subject. In the early stages 

of his career, in fact, Piccolomini had argued against a word for word translation, because a literalist 

rendition of the source text would not allow a translator to convey the meaning of the source text in 

a clear and elegant manner. In a letter to Aretino, dated to 1541, Piccolomini claimed that he 

intended to render some astrological and cosmographical writings in the vernacular. In doing so, 

however, he did not intend to translate, but to expand and amplify the contents of his source text 

where needed: 

 

 
194 For the biography of Piccolomini see Franco Tomasi, ‘Alessandro Piccolomini’, DBI, 2015, in 

<http://www.treccani.it/enciclopedia/alessandro-piccolomini_(Dizionario-Biografico)/> [accessed 6 February 2017]; 

and Siekiera, ‘La poetica’, in Ludovico Castelvetro: letterati e grammatici nella crisi religiosa del Cinquecento, ed. by 

Massimo Firpo and Guido Mongini, p. 35. 

195 For Castelvetro’s participation in the Accademia degli Intronati in Siena see Giorgio Patrizi, ‘Ludovico Castelvetro’, 

DBI, 1979, in < http://www.treccani.it/enciclopedia/ludovico-castelvetro_(Dizionario-Biografico)/> [accessed 6 

February 2017]. For the relationship between Castelvetro and Piccolomini see Anna Siekiera, ‘La questione della lingua 

di Alessandro Piccolomini’, in Alessandro Piccolomini (1508-1579) Un Siennois À La Croisée Des Genres et Des 

Savoirs. Acts Du Colloque International (Paris, 23-25 Septembre 2010), ed. by Marie-Francoise Piéjus, Michel 

Plaisance and Matteo Residori (Paris: Lecemo and Université sorbonne nouvelle Paris 3, 2011), pp. 217-33. 

196 For the influence of Sperone Speroni’s dialogue on Piccolomini’s ideology of translation see Siekiera, ‘La questione 

della lingua’, in Alessandro Piccolomini (1508-1579), ed. by Marie-Francoise Piéjus, Michel Plaisance and Matteo 

Residori, pp. 219-20. 

197 Alessandro Piccolomini, Il libro della Poetica di Aristotele. Tradotto di Greca lingua in volgare, da M: Alessandro 

Piccolomini. Con una sua epistola ai lettori del modo de lo tradurre (Siena: Luca Bonetti, 1572). 
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Io già più mesi, e forse anni sono, ho avuto in animo et ho più che mai, di ridur ne la lingua 

nostra non solo alcune cose d’astrologia e di cosmografia, scritte da Tolomeo, ma ancor 

buona parte de le cose filosofiche, così naturali come morali, secondo la via dei peripatetici; 

non traducendo, ma ampliando dove bisogna, di maniera però che io non mi partii dal parere 

primamente di Aristotele e di poi dei primi suoi greci espositori.198 

 

Similarly, in the letter to Giulio III in the prefatory matter of his treatise on natural philosophy, 

printed in 1551 by Vincenzo Valgrisi in Rome, Piccolomini explained that he did not aim to 

translate word for word, and clause for clause, but to embrace patterns of amplification and 

omission to heighten the readability of his work: 

 

Havendo io in animo per quello che convenga a me, di far la Filosofia, per quanto le forze 

mie possano, Italiana, ho pensato che ciò non sia da far traducendo di parola in parola 

quanto hanno scritto li greci et li latini, perciò che, per le proprietà, et minutezze che portan 

le lingue seco, renderebbe il far questo, confuso, et difficile quanto che si scrivesse, ma più 

tosto senza obligarmi al numero delle clausole, et delle parole, né a determinato ordine et 

stile che si truovi in loro, ho cercato scrivendo di non dilungarmi nel senso delle cose, dalla 

sentenza de i più pregiati Filosofi che hanno scritto. Et quanto a l’ordine poi et a lo stile, et 

compositione, ampliando, dichiarando, et alluminando, allargandomi, et stringermi secondo 

il bisogno a voglia mia, tenendo sempre come berzaglio dinanzi a gli occhi l’agevolezza, che 

io mi sforzo di portare a chi sia per leggere i libri miei.199 

 

In this statement, there are numerous shared points with Maggi’s interpretation of Horace’s Ars 

poetica, especially for what concerns the legitimacy of amplifying and abridging the source text. 

This statement, as well as the one about the importance of writing a translation that is fluent and 

easily understandable, suggests that Piccolomini’s ideological stance and translation practice were 

comparable to those of Dolce and Anguillara. 

 
198 Lettere scritte a Pietro Aretino, ed. by Teodorico Landoni, 2 vols (Bologna: Romagnoli, 1874), p. 232. This extract 

from Piccolomini’s letter to Aretino is taken from ‘La questione della lingua’, in Alessandro Piccolomini (1508-1579), 

ed. by Marie-Francoise Piéjus, Michel Plaisance and Matteo Residori, p. 219. 

199 Alessandro Piccolomini, La prima parte della filosofia naturale di M. Alessandro Piccolomini (Rome: Vincenzo 

Valgrisi, 1551), fol. *4r. This extract from Piccolomini’s dedication letter to Giulio III is also quoted by Siekiera in ‘La 

questione della lingua’, in Alessandro Piccolomini (1508-1579), ed. by Marie-Francoise Piéjus, Michel Plaisance and 

Matteo Residori, p. 231.  
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 In 1572, in the letter to the reader printed in Piccolomini’s vernacular Poetics, he changed 

his ideas about translation and argued in favour of a translation that renders the source text word for 

word and meaning for meaning:  

 

Percioché fra più difficili leggi, alle quali è obligata la traduttione (come direm poco di 

sotto) una molto principale è quella, che ci obliga non solo a conservar con gran fedeltà 

sincerissima la sententia dell’autore; ma ancor a salvar, quanto più si possa le parole sue, et 

la locutione, et le legature, e i modi di quella di maniera che se possibil fusse non 

bisognerebbe altrimenti distendere, ordinare, et chiudere i periodi, e i membri d’essi; che 

dall’autore distesi, ordinati, et chiusi sono; né maggiore, o minor numero di parole porvi di 

quelle, che vi si trovan poste.200 

 

According to Anna Siekiera, Piccolomini’s conversion to a new practice of translation was part of a 

strategy of competing with Castelvetro on the same ground.201 Castelvetro’s Poetica was for the 

main part obscure and difficult to read without the support of the commentary, and Piccolomini 

aimed to demonstrate that it was possible to translate Aristotle’s Poetics in a fluent and easily 

readable target language while being conservative in the rendition to the source text. 

 Marretti’s statements about translation in the letter to the reader in the 1570 edition of his 

Ovidian translation are in line with this change towards a vernacular translation that balanced the 

importance of the meaning and the words of the source text:  

 

noi procedendo fedelmente, e ordinatamente, e rendendo quanto per noi è stato possibile il 

senso al senso, la clausola alla clausola, e la parola alla parola, ci siamo sforzati di 

trasformare le trasformationi d’Ovidio senza punto trasformarle.202 

 

Marretti’s intention to render the source text word for word, clause for clause and meaning for 

meaning clearly recalled the position taken by Piccolomini in his Lettera. It is possible that the issue 

of translation, and the case for word for word rendition of the source text, were discussed by 

 
200 Piccolomini, Il libro della Poetica di Aristotele, fols *2r-A3v. 

201 Siekiera, ‘La poetica’, in Ludovico Castelvetro: letterati e grammatici nella crisi religiosa del Cinquecento, ed. by 

Massimo Firpo and Guido Mongini, pp. 35-45. Cotugno has compared Piccolomini and Castelvetro’s attitudes towards 

translation, shedding light on the ways in which both authors built strategies of rivalries with their predecessors within 

their translation, see Cotugno, ‘Le annotazioni’, in Forms of Conflicts and Rivalries in Renaissance Europe, ed. by 

David A. Lines, Marc Laureys and Jill Kraye, pp. 161-206. 

202 Marretti 1570, fol. *3r. 
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Piccolomini in the Accademia degli Intronati in Siena, where Marretti was also a member. The 

Accademia degli Intronati was founded in 1525, and Piccolomini probably began his activity within 

the Academy in the early 1530s. Around 1556, after having moved to Padua and then Rome, 

Piccolomini returned to Siena, where he continued his activity within the Accademia degli Intronati 

until it closed in 1568.203 Marretti participated in the Accademia degli Infiammati with the name of 

‘Obbediente’. We have no indication about the years he spent in the Academy, but since he was 

probably born in 1536, it is likely that he became a member in the early 1560s.204  

 

1.6. Conclusion 

 

This chapter has shown that in the Renaissance there was not one single practice of translation. The 

development of different approaches to this task – and the terminology that sustained the debate on 

translation – ensued from a long history that has its roots in Ancient Rome, when the Roman orator 

and translator Cicero first wrote about how to be a good translator. This historical analysis has 

highlighted a number of important features pertaining to Renaissance translation of classical texts. 

First, there was no clear distinction between imitation and translation, which was considered as an 

original creation from which translators could gain recognition and authority. Secondly, although 

there was a growing concern for the integrity of the source text, a classical work was not a unit to be 

respected, but a departure text to be transformed and appropriated through the imitation of 

secondary models. Thirdly, translation was a collaborative enterprise that was shaped by the 

cultural context(s) in which translators and book agents worked. 

 Three classical authorities catalysed the discourse about translation theory in the 

Renaissance (Cicero, Horace and Aristotle) and two cultural hubs played a fundamental role in the 

unfolding of the debate about translation: Academies and printing shops. Academies were important 

spaces of debate and intellectual exchange for the translators of the Metamorphoses. Dolce and 

Anguillara were members of the Accademia degli Infiammati in Padua. Their practice of translation 

made up of amplifications and abridgments was supported by the commentary to Horace’s Ars 

poetica written by Maggi, who was an authoritative figure within the Accademia degli Infiammati. 

Furthermore, the epistolary exchange with Varchi suggests that Dolce and Anguillara were not so 

distant from each other. Despite the animosity displayed in the paratexts of their translations, these 

two writers were brought together by their social relationships. Networking was equally important 

for Marretti. His different approach to translation and his opposition to his predecessors were 

 
203 Tomasi, ‘Alessandro Piccolomini’. 

204 Ciri, ‘Fabio Marretti’. 
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justified by his reliance on different cultural networks. Marretti was geographically removed from 

the Veneto region, and his activity revolved around his participation in the Accademia degli 

Intronati. In this environment, Marretti was drawn closer to the literalist translation practice 

supported by Piccolomini in the latest stage of his career as a translator.  

 The printing shop was another important cultural hub during the Renaissance; a place in 

which collaboration and competition existed in equal measure.205 Dolce, together with the printer 

Giolito, extensively advertised his Trasformationi and engaged in a campaign against Anguillara’s 

rival translation. At the same time, thanks to his stable position in Giolito’s printing house, Dolce 

co-operated with a large number of Venetian book agents. This chapter has foregrounded the 

relationship between Dolce, the Venetian printer Manuzio and the translator Loglio. Through 

Manuzio, Dolce received Loglio’s translation of Cicero, which proved to be highly influential in the 

development of Dolce’s idea of what should constitute a translation. This exchange suggests that 

the relationship between rival printing houses was characterised by competitiveness as well as 

mutual support.  

 The co-operation between translators and printers also influenced the presentation, 

dissemination and circulation of ideas about translation. As we have seen in this chapter, in the 

Renaissance, the issue of how to translate correctly was usually discussed in the form of a letter 

written by the translator to accompany the translated text. This custom suggests that the 

Renaissance conceived of the theory of translation as indissoluble from its practice. This unity was 

incentivised by the authoritative example of Cicero, whose De optimo genere oratorum was 

presented as an introduction to his own translation of Demosthenes’ and Aeschines’s orations. 

These tracts had three modes of circulation. They could travel in handwritten form through 

networks of friends and acquaintances who shared a common interest in the topic. Castelvetro’s 

letter on translation, for example, was disseminated only in manuscript copies. They could be 

circulated in oral form. Academies and printing shops were two important social spaces in which 

early modern translators could share and discuss their work. Finally, these tracts on translation 

could be passed into print, the younger medium. These three modes of communication were not 

mutually exclusive, and it is important to imagine the unfolding of the dispute on translation on 

these three different levels. In contrast to oral and manuscript culture, however, print culture 

allowed printed texts to travel further than before, beyond the author’s social networks. Print culture 

also brought about a change in printed paratexts, modifying the material space of the debate. 

According to Richardson, the advent of the printing press brought about the rise of letters and 

 
205 Printers, publishers and booksellers in Venice tried to reinforce their personal and economic connections to make a 

career for themselves: see Salzberg, p. 76.  
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prefaces overtly directed to the readers in general: the lettera al lettore.206 Letters to the reader were 

more technical in nature than dedicatory epistles, and this chapter has revealed how they gradually 

became the chosen material space to discuss the issue of translation.  

 The influence of print culture on Renaissance translation that we have begun to explore in 

this Chapter will also be at the centre of the following section. Chapter 2 will deal with Dolce’s 

Trasformationi, the first of the three translations of Ovid’s Metamorphoses taken into account in 

this thesis, and it will show how the translator co-operated with the printer Giolito to foreground his 

poetic agenda. 

 
206 Richardson, Manuscript Culture, p. 220. 



 



CHAPTER 2 
Lodovico Dolce’s Trasformationi: Practicing Translation in Giolito’s Printing House  
 

 

2.1 The Translator and the Phoenix 

 

Ma ben puoi tu sperar stella felice, 

Poi ch’esci fuor sotto sicura scorta 

De l’Aquila di tutto vincitrice, 

Ch’a le virtù fido sostegno apporta. 

Indi l’oriental sacra Fenice 

La fronte tua per ornamento porta: 

Augel, che dopo morte si rinova, 

E viver suol di tutti gli anni a prova. 

(Dolce 1553b, XXX. 82)1 

 

The Trasformationi by Lodovico Dolce (1510-1568) was the first complete translation of Ovid’s 

Metamorphoses printed in the sixteenth century to be based directly upon the Latin text.2 Dolce was 

a professional man of letters and an established collaborator of the Venetian printing press owned 

by Gabriele Giolito. Giolito printed the first edition of Dolce’s complete translation of the 

Trasformationi in 1553.3 The Trasformationi was an ambitious poetical endeavour. In the epilogue 

 
1 Unless otherwise specified, all quotations from Dolce 1553b are taken from a copy held at the Biblioteca Casanatense 

in Rome (shelfmark: CCC N.VII 18): see Appendix III (section II. 3). 
2 Some studies report 1508 as Dolce’s year of birth, relying on the words of Francesco Sansovino in his 1568 edition of 

Dolce’s Trasformationi, in which he claimed that in the same year Dolce died at the age of sixty. That date, however, 

does not correspond to what Dolce himself said when he was first interrogated by the Santo Uffizio in March 1558 in 

the trial against Alfonso de Ulloa; on this occasion, Dolce declared that he was forty-eight (see Di Filippo Bareggi, pp. 

206-08). For Dolce’s biography see Emmanuele Antonio Cicogna, Memoria intorno la vita e gli scritti di messer 

Lodovico Dolce, letterato veneziano del secolo XVI (Venice: R. Istituto veneto di scienze, lettere ed arti, 1863). 

Scholars have not identified the Latin edition from which Dolce was translating. This task is particularly difficult, if not 

impossible, due to the freedom with which Dolce re-elaborated the Latin source text.  
3 Other editions followed, the first five printed by the same printing house (1553; 1555; 1557; 1558; 1561), and the last 

two by Francesco Sansovino (1568) and Domenico Farri (1570) in Venice. There are also two modern editions of the 

Trasformationi, a facsimile reproduction of the 1568 edition with introductory notes by Stephen Orgel (Lodovico 

Dolce, Le Trasformationi: Venice 1568, ed. by Stephen Orgel (New York and London: Garland Publishing, 1979)), and 
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at the end of the translation, Dolce expressed the wish that his translation could live on. The words 

chosen by Dolce to conclude his work illuminate some important aspects of this translation and 

constitute a good starting point to discuss the objectives of the present chapter.  

 Dolce’s epilogue (partly quoted above) occupied the final stanzas of Canto XXX, the last one 

of the Trasformationi. With an apostrophe, the narrator addressed his own poem, personifying it 

and exhorting it to withdraw from the dangers of war and enjoy a long life: ‘prego […] che vivi un 

tempo: e forse anco vivrai’ (Dolce 1553b, XXX. 80. 3-4). According to the narrator, the eternity of 

the poem was guaranteed by the fact that it had been published under the protection of a victorious 

eagle, and as a sign of its immortality it also bore a phoenix on its forehead.4  

 The eagle symbolised the dedicatee of the Trasformationi, the emperor of the Holy Roman 

Empire Charles V, whose coat of arms displayed a heraldic eagle. Charles V was a person of great 

influence in the sixteenth century, and Dolce glorified him within the text, as was usual in epic 

poetry. As Brian Richardson has pointed out, the act of linking a printed text to a high-standing 

figure was important for writers. It offered them the opportunity to request gifts and protection.5 At 

the same time, these dedications portrayed writers in an intimate dialogue with powerful figures. 

This social engagement lent authority to the writer and bestowed intellectual status on the book. 

Dolce’s dedication to Charles V equally suited the printer’s interests. In 1547 Charles V had sent 

Giolito a painting of a phoenix, publicly endorsing it as Giolito’s device, as well as a document that 

certified the nobility of the family Giolito.6 Hence, Dolce’s dedication was probably a means to 

publicly acknowledge Giolito’s gratitude and cement the printer’s ties within the imperial court. 

 Dolce’s reference to the phoenix strengthened the connection with Ovid’s Metamorphoses. 

Ovid mentioned this mythological animal in Book XV of the Metamorphoses, where Pythagoras 

used it as an example of the eternal survival of all things through change (Met., XV. 391-407). 

Furthermore, in the epilogue of the Metamorphoses, Ovid claimed that he would live an immortal 

life through the re-telling and re-writing of his own poem (Met., XV. 877-79). Hence, Ovid’s 

afterlife was dependent upon a pattern of continuity through change. This same pattern was evoked 

by Dolce in his description of the re-birth of the phoenix mentioned in the epilogue of the 

Trasformationi.  

 
a facsimile reproduction of the first 1553 edition with an essay by Giuseppe Capriotti, published in 2013 (Dolce, Le 

Trasformationi di Lodovico Dolce, ed. by Capriotti). 
4 The last stanza of the epilogue, which contained the reference to the eagle and the phoenix, was included only from 

the second edition of the Trasformationi (Dolce 1553b).  
5 Richardson, Printing, Writers and Readers, pp. 54-55. 
6 Nuovo and Coppens, p. 240. 
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 At the same time, by closing the Trasformationi with a reference to the phoenix, Dolce was 

also underlining his connection with the printer Giolito. In the first years of his activity in Venice, 

Giolito invested a lot of money in printing fashionable, captivating and visually appealing books.7 

To this aim, he provided capital for new founts of type, new decorated initials and a brand-new 

printers’ device: a phoenix rising from its ashes. The phoenix was one of the symbols of Venice, the 

city in which Giolito chose to establish his venture, and it symbolised the everlasting success of the 

printing house.8 Giolito, together with his collaborators, launched a marketing campaign to promote 

this device.9 In 1555, he printed La fenice by Tito Giovanni Scandianese, a book that gathered 

together mythological tales connected to this animal, including Scandianese’s translation of Book 

XV of Ovid’s Metamorphoses. The concluding matter of this publication was filled with laudatory 

sonnets that compared the phoenix to Giolito himself. In the sonnet written by Lodovico 

Domenichi, for instance, Giolito was associated to a phoenix because through his printing venture 

he renewed all literary writings. Within this text, the name of Giolito, ‘Gabriello’, and that of the 

phoenix, ‘Fenice’, were both written in capital letters. Hence, they were associated on a visual, as 

well as textual, level:  

 

Se di nobil desio punto si trova, 

Chiari intelletti, in voi, sensi e parole 

Rivolgete a lodar l’augel del Sole, 

Che morendo ritorna a vita nuova: 

Tale è il buon GABRIELLO, il qual rinuova 

Con la sua industria quell che nascer suole 

Dal vostro ingegno, e allhor s’affligge et duole, 

Quando se non diletta, altrui non giova. 

Et veramente egli è tra noi FENICE.10 

 

In the paratext of La fenice there was also a sonnet written by Dolce. Like Domenichi, Dolce 

compared Giolito to a phoenix, and claimed that Giolito could renew old glories and give lustre to 

 
7 For the history of Giolito’s emblematic mark see Nuovo and Coppens, pp. 129-37; Nuovo, The Book Trade, pp. 154-

58. 
8 Nuovo and Coppens, p. 129. 
9 Nuovo and Coppens, pp. 137-40. 
10 Tito Giovanni Scandianese, La fenice di Tito Giovanni Scandianese. Con privilegio (Venice: Gabriele Giolito dei 

Ferrari, 1555), fol. Kr.  
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the name of others: ‘rinovar le glorie spente | potete, e’l nome altrui far più lucente’.11 Here Dolce 

seemed to make an implicit reference to his Trasformationi, which re-fashioned the masterpiece of 

a dead author, Ovid, and bestowed prestige on Dolce himself. 

 The strength of the connection between Giolito and the phoenix leaves no doubt that the 

epilogue to the Trasformationi was a poetic strategy to reinforce the connection between translator, 

printer and author (Dolce, Giolito, Ovid). It is worth noting that in this closing stanza Dolce 

mentioned that the phoenix rested on the forehead of the poem: ‘l’oriental sacra Fenice / La fronte 

tua per ornamento porta’. With these words, the translator reminded the reader of the device printed 

on the title page of the Trasformationi (Figure 2.1), and he linked the end with the beginning of the 

book, the text with the paratext. With this intra-book reference, Dolce made the readers aware of the 

materiality of the book and of yet another transformation: the metamorphosis of text into printed 

object. 

 

Figure 2.1 Giovanni Antonio Rusconi, Title page of the Trasformationi. Dolce 1553a, fol. *1r, Brescia, Biblioteca Queriniana, 
10a.M.III.9. 

 

 In this chapter I will investigate the relationship between translator and printer. Dolce 

covered different tasks within Giolito’s printing house. He was an editor, a translator, a writer of 

original texts and he was also part of a team that helped Giolito to frame a publishing strategy. 

Dolce’s important role in this printing house makes it difficult to establish who was responsible for  

 
11 Scandianese, fol. K1v. 
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Table 2.1 The communications circuit of Dolce’s Trasformationi 

 

the material and textual aspects of the Trasformationi. Did Dolce have total control over the textual 

and paratextual elements of the book? To what extent did Giolito exert his authorial control over 

this publication? As emerges from this chapter, it is impossible to answer these questions 

definitively and to clearly distinguish the different areas of competence of translator and printer, 

and their power dynamic. What is clear is that Dolce and Giolito seemed to work towards the 

fulfilment of a shared agenda, making the Trasformationi the result of a collaborative, rather than 

an individual, poetic project. Furthermore, in the Trasformationi Dolce’s different roles appeared to 

converge, making it impossible to separate the original writer from the editor and the translator. In 

fact, Dolce’s translatorial project was stimulated by his very successful experience as editor of one 

of Giolito’s best sellers: Ludovico Ariosto’s Orlando furioso.  

 The communications circuit in Table 2.1 is a reworking of Table 1 – which I discussed in 

the Introduction – and it highlights the impact of Dolce’s partnership with Giolito on the re-writing 

of Ovid’s Metamorphoses. Table 2.1 applies the framework that has recently been proposed by 

Belle and Hosington for the study of early modern printed translations in Britain, and it shows how 
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Dolce’s translation came into being and was disseminated through early modern society.12 The 

circuit of the source text, in blue, is at the top of the table. The translatorial circuit, in orange, 

originates from the circuit of Ovid’s poem, but is independent from it. The point of connection 

between the two circuits is the translator, Dolce, who mediated the form and content of the classical 

text for a vernacular readership. The re-creation of Ovid’s Metamorphoses passed through Dolce’s 

imitation of secondary source texts and, in particular, of Ludovico Ariosto’s Orlando furioso. The 

communications circuit of Ariosto’s Furioso, green, is interconnected with that of the 

Trasformationi through the printer Giolito and his collaborators. This chapter explores how Dolce, 

through his partnership with Giolito, created spaces of textual and paratextual intersection between 

these three poems, giving birth to a double translation, of Ovid’s Metamorphoses, and of Ariosto’s 

Orlando furioso, which resulted in a fully original work: the Trasformationi. 

 

2.2 Dolce: Editor, Translator, Author 

 

Dolce was among the sixteenth-century men of letters who took advantage of the job opportunities 

offered by the new market of the printing press to make a name for themselves and earn money 

through professional careers as editors.13 Unlike manuscripts, printed texts could circulate in a 

higher number of copies beyond the author’s immediate network. Due to this communication 

revolution vernacular authors felt that their texts, in order to be given to the press, had to be 

linguistically accurate.14 This anxiety increased over the course of the sixteenth century with the 

publication of the first grammars of the vernacular, Giovanni Francesco Fortunio’s Regole 

grammaticali della volgar lingua (1516) and Pietro Bembo’s Prose della volgar lingua (1525). 

Ariosto, for example, thoroughly revised the language of his Orlando furioso on the occasion of the 

third edition of this epic poem (1532). Whilst he was working on these corrections, Ariosto sent 

four comedies to Federico Gonzaga, but begged him not to print them because they contained 

‘errori circa la lingua’.15 After Bembo’s language reformation, writing texts that conformed to the 

linguistic standard became no easier than editing a Latin text, and the need arose for a specialised 

figure who was capable of carrying out stylistic and linguistic revisions when an author had neither 

 
12 Belle and Hosington, ‘Translation, History and Print’, pp. 2-21. 
13 Di Filippo Bareggi, p. 58. 
14 Richardson, Manuscript Culture, p. 11.  
15 Richardson, Manuscript Culture, p. 11. 
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the time nor desire to do it.16 Most of the time, this new professional expert of the vernacular 

language, the editor, was employed directly by printers and publishers.  

 Throughout his life, Dolce edited texts on behalf of other authors. We read in one of 

Aretino’s letters, signed 1 September 1541, that he sent the second book of his Lettere to Dolce, 

entrusting him to revise the text. Aretino stressed Dolce’s natural disposition to this task and his 

famed diligence:  

 

voi [Dolce] sete nato a comune utilità, come gli uomini buoni. Veramente una opra bene 

scritta e ben puntata è simile a una sposa bene adorna e ben polita. Onde coloro che la 

debbono imprimere, nel vederla sì fatta, ne hanno quel piacere che si prova mentre si 

vagheggia il polito e lo adorno della donna predetta. E però non è meraviglia s’io bramo che 

la mia appaia tale, quale la saputa vostra diligenzia è per farla apparire.  

(Aretino, Lettere, II. 289)17 

 

Aretino compared his ‘opra’ to a bride, and claimed that it had to be ‘bene scritta e ben puntata’ 

before being sent to those who were to print it. In other words, Aretino presented Dolce as a 

facilitator, or mediator, in what he described as a marriage between text and press, and helped to 

shape Dolce’s public image at the early stages of his career.  

 In addition to occasional partnerships with friends and acquaintances, Dolce collaborated 

with numerous printers active in Venice, and from 1542, he worked regularly for just one printer: 

Giolito.18 Giolito was a leading printer-publisher in mid-Cinquecento Venice, where he had been 

working since at least 1531. He owned printing presses and contributed to the financing of most of 

his printing activities.19 He took special care in promoting a distinctive brand that his readers could 

 
16 Richardson, Print Culture, pp. 1-18. 
17 Lodovico Dolce, Lettere, ed. by Paolo Procaccioli (Rome: Vecchiarelli, 2015), pp. 206-07. For this letter see also 

Richardson, Print Culture, p. 2. 
18 Anne Neushäfer has studied Dolce’s different collaborations with printing houses in Venice: see Lodovico Dolce als 

Dramatischer Autor im Venedig des 16. Jahrhunderts (Frankfurt am Main: Vittorio Klostermann, 2004), pp. 43-66. 

Various scholars have addressed Dolce’s important collaboration with Giolito. Richardson (Print Culture, p. 8), for 

example, has argued that it was exceptional for editors to work regularly for just one printer, as Dolce did for Giolito. 

The only other similar example of stable collaboration between printer and translator in sixteenth-century Italy was that 

of Lucio Paolo Rosello and Gregorio de Gregori. On the relationship between Dolce and Giolito see also Nuovo and 

Coppens, pp. 101-04. 
19 For the definition of printer-publisher and the various typologies of printers in the Italian Renaissance see 

Richardson, Printing, Writers and Readers, p. 34. From the nineteenth century, the printing house of the family Giolito 

has attracted the attention of diverse scholars interested in the history of the book. In 1890, Salvatore Bongi published a 
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easily recognise, and he was the first printer to launch a book series.20 He created a unique team of 

men of letters who helped him in shaping his public image as an intellectual and setting out an 

exclusive publishing strategy.  

 Dolce was Giolito’s most important editor in the field of vernacular literature.21 He 

conducted linguistic revisions of vernacular texts by earlier authors, including Boccaccio, Petrarch 

and Dante, and also by modern authors such as Jacopo Sannazaro, Ariosto and Bernardo Tasso. 

Dolce’s contribution was also reflected in the paratext of Giolito’s editions, which were 

accompanied by a high number of exegetic elements written by him. Dolce and Giolito’s edition of 

Ariosto’s Orlando furioso was arguably their most successful and iconic work: Giolito published 26 

editions of this poem between 1542 and 1560, making of it one of his best sellers.22 For the next 

twenty years, in fact, Giolito’s was the most frequently re-issued edition of this poem.23 

Furthermore, according to Miguel Martinez, the bibliographical format devised by Giolito and his 

editors (Dolce in the forefront) was successively copied for the Spanish translations of Ariosto’s 

 
record of all the editions published by this printing house from the establishment of its activity in 1536 until its closure 

in 1606: see Annali di Gabriel Giolito de’ Ferrari da Trino di Monferrato stampatore in Venezia, 2 vols (Lucca: 

Tipografia Giusti, 1890). Paolo Camerini has updated Bongi’s catalogue by adding new editions that had been 

previously overlooked: see ‘Notizia sugli annali giolitini di Salvatori Bongi’, Atti e memorie della R. Accademia di 

Scienze, Lettere ed Arti di Padova, 336.51 (1934-35), 103-238. Working on Bongi’s catalogue, Quondam has analysed 

the reasons behind the success of Giolito’s printing house: see ‘“Mercanzia d’onore”, “mercanzia d’utile”: produzione 

libraria e lavoro intellettuale a Venezia del Cinquecento’, in Libri, editori e pubblico nell’Europa moderna: guida 

storica e critica, ed. by Armando Petrucci (Bari: Laterza, 1977), pp. 53-104. 
20 Giolito printed the first book series in 1545: see Nuovo and Coppens, pp. 110-15. 
21 Richardson has analysed Dolce’s editorial work and has compared it with that of two contemporary editors, Girolamo 

Ruscelli and Francesco Sansovino: see Print Culture, pp. 109-26. For Dolce’s editorial work see also Trovato, Con ogni 

diligenza corretto, pp. 209-40. 
22 Javitch, Proclaiming a Classic, p. 10. 
23 The popularity of Giolito’s Furioso, first printed in 1542, gradually diminished after the publication of Vincenzo 

Valgrisi’s 1556 edition of the same poem: see Nuovo and Coppens, pp. 222-25. Around 150 new editions of the 

Orlando furioso were printed between 1524 and 1590 (mostly in Venice): see Mostra bibliografica ariostea nel V 

centenario della nascita di Ludovico Ariosto, catalogo della mostra, (Roma, 1974) (Roma, Palombi, 1974). For an 

introduction to some of the most important sixteenth-century illustrated editions of the Furioso see Ilaria Andreoli, ‘Ex 

officina Erasmiana: Vincenzo Valgrisi e l’illustrazione del libro tra Venezia e Lione nella metà del ‘500’ (doctoral 

dissertation, Università Ca’ Foscari Venezia – Université Lumière Lyon 2, 2006), Scheda 4. I have consulted a digitised 

version of the dissertation < http://theses.univ-lyon2.fr/documents/lyon2/2006/andreoli_i/info > [accessed 20 December 

2019]; Carlo Alberto Girotto, ‘Appunti su alcune edizioni illustrate del Furioso’, in “Tra mille carte vive ancora”. 

Ricezione del Furioso tra immagini e parole, ed. by L. Bolzoni, S. Pezzini, G. Rizzarelli (Lucca: Maria Pacini Fazzi, 

2010), pp. 13-52. 
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poem printed in Antwerp, one of the biggest centres for the printed book in Europe.24 The 

international success of Giolito’s and Dolce’s Furioso liked the Italian romance with a precise 

material presentation, thus creating a distinctive ‘publishing genre’.25 The novelty and revolutionary 

power of the 1542 edition depended upon its attempt to present Ariosto’s poem as a new classic, 

according to Javitch.26 Dolce stressed the nobility of this publication by adding allegories at the 

beginning of each canto. These allegories affirmed the canto’s didactic value by imposing on the 

deeds of knights and ladies an ulterior meaning of signification that highlighted the exemplarity of 

their conduct. In order to enhance the status of the Furioso, he also wrote the first separate 

commentary on Ariosto’s imitation of the ancient poets, the ‘Brieve dimostratione di molte 

comparationi et sentenze dall’Ariosto in diversi autori imitate’ (fols *2r-**3r), which was printed in 

the paratext of Giolito’s Furioso.27 Through his editorial work, Dolce conveyed the serious status 

and aristocratic appeal of the Orlando furioso, firmly distinguishing it from the volatile and cheap 

publications of cantari and poemetti in ottava rima on which Ariosto sometimes relied to write his 

poem.28 

 In common with other Renaissance men of letters who aspired to live by their pen, Dolce 

combined editing with work as a grammarian, author and translator.29 The task of translator 

occupied a great part of Dolce’s working life. Previous scholarly works have given contrasting 

accounts of Dolce’s translatorial activity. Paul Grendler, for example, claimed that Dolce wrote 

forty-eight translations, twenty-eight editions and commentaries, five original works, plus comedies 

and tragedies.30 The most problematic fact about this presentation of Dolce’s output is that Grendler 

 
24 Martinez, ‘The Heroes in the World’s Marketplace’, in Translation and the Book Trade, ed. by Pérez Fernández and 

Wilson-Lee, pp. 83-90.  
25 Martinez, ‘The Heroes in the World’s Marketplace’, in Translation and the Book Trade, ed. by Pérez Fernández and 

Wilson-Lee, p. 102. 
26 Javitch has extensively analysed the role played by Giolito and Dolce in the canonization of the Orlando furioso: see 

Proclaiming a Classic, pp. 31-36; and ‘Gabriel Giolito’s “packaging” of Ariosto, Boccaccio and Petrarch in Mid-

Cinquecento’, in Studies for Dante. Essays in honour of Dante La Terza, ed. by Franco Fido, Rena A. Syska-Lamparska 

and Pamela D. Stewart (Fiesole, Cadmo: La Terza, 1998), pp. 123-33. 
27 The folio numbers for Dolce’s ‘Brieve dimostratione’ are taken from the 1543 edition of the Orlando furioso.  
28 Marina Beer, ‘Il libro di cavalleria: produzione e fruizione’, in Ritterepik der Renaissance, ed. by K. W. Hempfer 

(Stuttgart: Franz Steiner Verlag, 1989), pp. 15-33 (p. 20). 
29 According to Burke, translators were among the first authors to be paid for their work, and numerous established 

authors, from Erasmus to Dr Jonson, engaged in translation among other literary activities: see Burke, ‘Cultures of 

Translation’, in Cultural Translation, ed. by Burke and Hsia, pp. 12-13. 
30 Paul Grendler, Critics of the Italian World, 1530-1560: Anton Francesco Doni, Nicolò Franco et Ortensio Lando 

(Madison, London: University of Wisconsin Press, 1969), pp. 65-69. 
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did not include within the translations the translated comedies and tragedies. Claudia Di Filippo 

Bareggi divided Dolce’s output into ninety-six original texts, 202 editions, fifty-four translations 

and six translation-editions.31 The first problem with Di Filippo Bareggi’s figures is that they 

include editions and re-editions of single works, which makes it difficult to identify the actual 

number of literary works translated by Dolce. Another issue is the division of Dolce’s writing into 

categories. Di Filippo Bareggi divided Dolce’s output between original works, the works of others 

edited by him, translations and translation-editions. This taxonomisation did not include any critical 

readings of the texts she enumerated, however, and – understandably, given the aims and the 

dimensions of Di Filippo Bareggi’s study – it did not clarify the principles that she followed to 

distinguish between translations and original works, or translations and translation-editions.  

 In Appendix IV and Table 2.2, I have tried to clarify the discrepancies between these 

differing earlier accounts. In my analysis of Dolce’s output, I have not distinguished between 

translations, translation-editions and adaptations because I do not see them as fully separate 

categories from translation, but as different strategies to be put under the overarching category of 

‘translation’.32 Following this approach, in Appendix IV I have listed in chronological order forty-

five translations written by Dolce and printed during the sixteenth century. In this list, I have 

included among the translations all the works in which title page or paratext clearly state that the 

text is translated from another piece of writing (using the words ‘tradotto’, ‘tratto’ or ‘ridotto’), and 

those works, such as the Trasformationi, that were not explicitly presented as translations but which 

are in fact translations from another piece of writing. This list includes intra-lingual translations 

(from Italian to Italian, in the case in which the author rewrote a source text in another metre and 

style) and only the first edition of each translation.33  

 Table 2.2 displays Dolce’s translations according to the year of publication (vertical axis) 

and the language of the source text (horizontal axis). The span of years covers 1532 to 1573 

because some translations were printed for the first time after Dolce’s death in 1568. Furthermore, 

not all the years from 1532 to 1573 are included in the table, but only those in which a translation 

was published. This table allows us to draw some conclusions concerning Dolce’s translatorial 

activity. First, the majority of Dolce’s translations were printed by Giolito: thirty-one out of forty-  

 
31 Di Filippo Bareggi, pp. 58-59. 
32 Munday, ‘Issues in Translation Studies’, in The Routledge Companion, p. 7. 
33 An exception to this rule is to be found in in those cases in which a translation was printed in an incomplete version 

before being printed in its complete version. This is, for example, the case with Dolce’s Trasformationi, which was 

printed in 1539 in its incomplete version, and later in 1553 in its complete version. This first version was subjected to 

changes and often differed significantly from the complete version.  
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Year  Source Language and Genre 
 Latin Spanish Italian 
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1532           1 

1535  1          

1538  1          

1539  1          

1541  1          

1542            

1543 1 1          

1544      1 1     

1545  2          

1546 1           

1547  2          

1548 1       1    

1549 1 1  1        

1551 1 1    1      

1553  1          

1554    1        

1557 1           

1558          1  

1559  1  2        

1560    1     1   

1562       1 1    

1564     1       

1565 1 1     1     

1566  1     1     
1 

1568  1      1    

1569     1       

1570  1          

1573  1          

Total 7 19  5 2 2 4 3 1 1 1 
Table 2.2 Dolce’s translations organized by year of first edition, genre and language 
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five (Giolito’s editions are highlighted in yellow in Table 2.2). Secondly, the number of translations 

written by Dolce rose dramatically after he began his partnership with Giolito in 1542. This fact 

suggests that translation was a fundamental activity for Dolce, who combined it with his tasks as 

editor. Thirdly, Dolce translated primarily from Latin, and his main interest was directed towards 

literary works. This preference for literature mirrored Giolito’s output. According to Amedeo 

Quondam, the highest percentage of books (39%) printed by the family Giolito were literary 

works.34  

 Due to Dolce’s ability to adapt to different activities, scholars have usually counted him 

among the poligrafi. From the nineteenth century onwards, the word poligrafo has been used in 

scholarship to identify sixteenth-century collaborators of the printing press, such as Nicolò Franco, 

for example, or Francesco Sansovino and Anton Francesco Doni. Like Dolce, these writers 

harnessed the opportunities offered by the new market for printed books, and were known for their 

industriousness and ability to take on different tasks. Although the word poligrafo is representative 

of the versatility of these writers, it has often been used in a negative context.35 Modern scholarship, 

following the Romantic idea of the author as an individual detached from the commercial and 

material aspects of book production, has often seen in sixteenth-century collaborators of the press a 

negative model of the writer who works for sheer profit, without a poetic agenda or regard for 

accuracy.  

 As Richardson has shown in his study on print culture in Renaissance Italy, the collaborators 

of the printing press often worked in haste.36 Printers wanted to recoup their outlay as soon as 

possible, limiting the editors’ working time, and heightening the possibility of incurring various 

kinds of mistakes. The same pressure fell on translators. At the end of the first edition of the 

Trasformationi, right after the last stanza, Dolce claimed that he had to give his translation to the 

press before it was actually finished:  

 

Ablatum mediis opus est incudibus istud,  

Defuit et scriptis ultima lima meis.  

Et veniam pro laude peto. Laudatus abunde,  

 
34 Quondam, ‘“Mercanzia d’onore”, “mercanzia d’utile”’, in Libri, editori e pubblico, ed. by Armando Petrucci, pp. 74-

89. 
35 Quondam has shed light on the origins of the word poligrafo in ‘Ruscelli quaranta anni dopo’, in Girolamo Ruscelli 

dall’accademia alla corte alla tipografia, ed. by Paolo Marini and Paolo Procaccioli, pp. 77-101.  
36 Richardson, Print Culture, pp. 19-27. 
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Non fastiditus si tibi lector ero.37 

 

[This work was taken from me while it was on the anvil and my writing lacked the last touch 

of the file. Indulgence, then, instead of praise I ask; I shall have abundance of praise if you 

do not disdain me, reader.] 

 

These Latin lines were taken from Ovid’s Tristia (I. 7. 29-32). In this passage, Ovid, already in 

exile, was lamenting the unfinished nature of his Metamorphoses. Dolce’s Latin quotation at the 

end of the Trasformationi was a case of ‘falsa modestia’, a way of saying that his translation was as 

unfinished and unpolished as the departure text. At the same time, it denounced the truthful 

condition of haste that plagued editors, translators and all the other collaborators of Renaissance 

printers. The issue of time, in fact, was also brought up by Giolito in the letter to the reader printed 

in the second edition of the Trasformationi. According to Giolito, Dolce had to be excused for the 

mistakes that he committed in the translation of Ovid’s poem because he completed the 

Trasformationi in just eight months.38  

 The collaborators of the printing press, the so-called poligrafi, were not the only 

Renaissance writers to be involved in the problems connected to the material production of the 

book. Canonical writers also kept a close eye on the printing and selling of their works. On the 

occasion of the publication of his first edition of the Orlando furioso, for example, Ariosto 

organised the importing of paper, requested the printing privilege, and commissioned and oversaw 

the printing itself. According to Richardson, Ariosto also organised the printing of the second 

edition of his Furioso, which had to be conducted with particular haste and hence with more errors 

that usual. Like Ariosto, numerous prominent sixteenth-century writers had a pragmatic approach 

towards the printing and selling of their works, and openly revealed their desire to obtain financial 

gain for their efforts.39 

 Rather than seeing the printing press as a cause of repression or limitation, Renaissance 

writers saw in the new medium a way to gain financial autonomy and independence from patrons. 

In the same way, following the new wave of scholarly works on Renaissance print culture, I 

propose to understand the partnership between translators and printers as a site of opportunities, 

rather than limitation or constraint. Haste, mistakes and financial gain were the everyday concern of 

 
37 Dolce 1553a, fol. V3r. 
38 Dolce 1553b, fol. Xr. 
39 Richardson, Printing, Writers and Readers, pp. 83-99.  
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established authors, as well as lesser known editors and translators working for the Venetian 

presses, including Dolce. 

 The bias against the poligrafi was also fostered by their lack of originality. Scholars have 

often applied a modern set of values, especially in relation to the concept of originality, to assess the 

worth of a poem written in the sixteenth century. This approach, however, has led to a negative and 

unproductive evaluation of Dolce’s translatorial activity. Dolce’s lack of originality should not be 

dismissed as incompetence or lack of artistry, but it should be considered as a starting point for 

building a productive enquiry into the complexities of early modern culture. As Quondam has 

pointed out in his study on imitation and plagiarism in the Renaissance, Classicism, in its various 

expressions (Humanism, Renaissance, Mannerism, Baroque, Neoclassicism) was based on the idea 

that everything had already been said, and that art had to build itself through the imitation of old 

and new auctoritates.40 While modern Western cultures are always looking for new and original 

content, Classicism reinvented itself through re-writing and repetition, striving to stand on the same 

footing with the authors whose output was considered the maximum expression of beauty.  

 The great value invested in a modern concept of originality has often led scholars to 

oversimplify Dolce’s intellectual activity by separating his work as an original writer from his 

editorial and translatorial work.41 In his monograph on Dolce, for example, Ronnie Terpening 

distinguished between Dolce’s original and non-original writings, and while the original writings 

were conceived as important contributions to the Italian Renaissance, his non-original works, 

translations and editions, were, according to Terpening, ‘sometimes sloppy, sometimes little 

concerned with plagiarism’.42 In this chapter, I argue that it is impossible to draw a line between 

Dolce’s different activities within Giolito’s printing house. As we shall see in the following section, 

and as I have tried to highlight in Table 2.1, the Trasformationi grew out of Dolce’s experiences as 

 
40 Amedeo Quondam, ‘Note su imitazione e “plagio” nel classicismo’, in Sondaggi sulla riscrittura nel Cinquecento, 

ed. by Paolo Cerchi (Ravenna: Angelo Longo, 1997), pp. 11-26. 
41 Coldiron has also stressed how, in our post-Romantic age, the value we assign to originality can lead us to put aside 

and devalue translations: see Coldiron, ‘Visibility Now’, p. 190. In Dolce’s scholarship, an increasing number of 

scholars, beginning with Stefano Tomassini, have criticized the debasement and simplification of Dolce’s intellectual 

activity: see ‘L’abbaino veneziano di un “operaio” senza fucina’, in Didone: Tragedia (Parma: Edizioni Zara, 1996), 

pp. ix-xliv. Following the example of Tomassini, a large number of scholars have conducted closer analyses of Dolce’s 

literary works. See for example Andrea Torre, ‘Divenire memoria’, in Dialogo del modo di accrescere e conservar la 

memoria, ed by. Andrea Torre (Pisa: Scuola normale superiore, 2001), pp. ix-lii; Stefano Giazzon, Venezia in coturno: 

Lodovico Dolce tragediografo (1543-1557) (Rome: Aracne, 2011). 
42 Ronnie H. Terpening, Lodovico Dolce: Renaissance Man of Letters (Toronto Buffalo London: University of Toronto 

Press, 1997), p. 13. 
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editor. This translation was made in imitation of Dolce’s greatest editorial success: Ariosto’s 

Orlando furioso.  

 

2.3 Dolce’s Translation of Ovid and the Canonization of the Orlando furioso 

 

In the sixteenth century, the establishment of Trecento Tuscan as a model of standard Italian 

language brought about a new confidence in the potential of vernacular language and literature. 

This confidence sparked a competitive relationship with the ancient writers, which, in turn, 

stimulated the rise of an early modern theory of genre.43 Numerous manuals were composed 

following the example of Aristotle’s Poetics, which included specific guidelines on how to 

understand and reproduce the form, composition and function of a genre. Epic became the subject 

of a lively dispute, since it lacked one single model for imitation. The major authorities were Homer 

and Virgil, but their works were not suitable to be translated, as demonstrated by the failure of Gian 

Giorgio Trissino’s Italia liberata dai Goti (1547-1548). Many intellectuals saw Ariosto’s Orlando 

furioso as a model for imitation upon which it was possible to build a theory of the epic genre. The 

neo-Aristotelians, however, challenged this proposition. Their main criticisms were directed at the 

Furioso’s multiple plot lines, its entangled narrative deriving from suspension and entrelacement, 

the mixing of heterogeneous materials, and its many digressions, such as Ariosto’s narratorial 

interventions at the beginning of the cantos: the exordia.44  

 Dolce strongly rejected the neo-Aristotelian criticism and as an editor for Giolito’s Furioso 

he undertook the project of legitimizing this poem as a model of imitation. In the Trasformationi, he 

put his theories into practice by trying to translate Ovid’s poem through Ariosto’s epic. This 

ambitious poetic project was surely incentivised by the affinity between the Metamorphoses and the 

Orlando furioso.45 The Metamorphoses was a primary source of inspiration for Ariosto, and Dolce’s 

 
43 Dionisotti , p. 173. For the epic genre debate see Javitch, ‘The Emergence of Poetic Genre Theory in the Sixteenth 

Century’, pp. 139-69. 
44 The scholarship on the reception of Ariosto’s Furioso in the sixteenth century is vast, including Javitch, Proclaiming 

a Classic, pp. 21-47; Klau W. Hempfer, Letture discrepanti: la ricezione dell’Orlando Furioso nel Cinquecento: lo 

studio della ricezione storica come euristica dell'interpretazione, trans. by Hans Honnacker (Modena: Panini, 2004); 

Hans Honnacker, ‘La storia della ricezione dei proemi dell’Orlando Furioso di Ludovico Ariosto nell’ambito del 

dibattito cinquecentesco sul poema epico’, Schifanoia, 19 (1999), 55-65.  
45 Dennis Looney has brought into relief the analogies between the compositional technique of Ariosto’s epic and that 

of his model Ovid: see Compromising the Classics: Romance Epic Narrative in the Italian Renaissance (Detroit: 

Wayne State University Press, 1996). Sergio Casali has studied Ariosto’s imitation of characters and themes taken from 
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Brieve dimostratione, a commentary on Ariosto’s imitation of the ancient poets, was one of the first 

paratexts to reveal Ariosto’s systematic imitation of Ovid’s poem.46 Dolce’s attempt to re-fashion 

Ovid’s poem was revolutionary. According to Bembo’s theory of imitation, modern writers of Latin 

and vernacular texts should frame their poetry and prose through the imitation of ancient 

authoritative models. Dolce subverted this process and tried to incorporate ‘modern’ features into a 

modern retelling of a classic.  

 Scholars have extensively explored the triangular relationship between Dolce’s 

Trasformationi, Ovid’s Metamorphoses and Ariosto’s Orlando furioso.47 Dolce translated the 

Metamorphoses in ottava rima, the metre of chivalric poems. Unlike former Italian translations of 

Ovid’s Metamorphoses, which had remained faithful to the subdivision of the poem stipulated by 

Ovid, he doubled the poem’s sections and transformed the fifteen books of the Latin poem into 

thirty cantos. By choosing the word canto instead of book, Dolce again distanced himself from 

previous translators and from Ovid and used a largely employed denomination for the subdivision 

of long works in the Italian lyric tradition, including the chivalric genre. Furthermore, by doubling 

the poem’s subdivisions, he split Ovid’s books. In some instances, Dolce marked the end of a canto 

before the narration of a myth was actually concluded. The myth of Cadmus and the dragon, for 

instance, began in Canto V of the Trasformationi and finished in Canto VI (Figure 2.2; Figure 2.3). 

In Ovid’s Metamorphoses the same myth was entirely narrated in Book III (Met., III. 28-130).  

 By splitting the narration of some of Ovid’s myths between two cantos, Dolce was able to 

generate the effect of suspension of the narrative that in Ariosto’s poem was most skilfully 

accomplished through the entrelacement, the narrative technique strongly attacked by neo-

Aristotelians. This technique was typical of the medieval romance and it involved the multiplication 

of narrative threads through the encounter of various characters or the abrupt abandonment of a 

narrative line.48 Sergio Zatti has shown how Ariosto revolutionised the employment of this narrative  

 
Ovid: see ‘Ovidian Intertextuality in Ariosto’s Orlando Furioso’, in A Handbook to the Reception of Ovid, ed. by John 

F. Miller and Carole E. Newlands (Hoboken: John Wiley, 2014), pp. 306-23.  
46 Ariosto, OF 1547, fols FF6r-**2v. 
47 Daniel Javitch was the first to underline how Dolce and Giolito published a translation with the formal and prosodic 

aspects of this famous sixteenth-century chivalric poem: see Proclaiming a Classic, pp. 71-80. Bucchi (pp. 83-119) and 

Trebaiocchi (pp. 271-316) have shed further light on Dolce’s imitation of the narrative strategies and macro-structure of 

the Orlando furioso, exploring the intertextuality between Ariosto’s poem and the Trasformationi. 
48 For a study of Ariosto’s innovative use of entrelacement and quest see Sergio Zatti, The Quest for Epic: From Ariosto 

to Tasso (Toronto: Toronto University Press, 2006), pp. 17-19. The bibliography on the use of the entrelacement in the 

Furioso includes C.P. Brand, ‘L’entrelacement nell’Orlando furioso’, in Giornale storico della letteratura italiana, 44 

(1977), 509-32; Elissa B. Weaver, ‘Lettura dell’intreccio dell’Orlando furioso: il caso delle tre pazzie d’amore’, 
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Figure 2.2 Giovanni Antonio Rusconi, The snake slays Cadmus’s men. Dolce 1553a, fol. D6r, Madrid, Universidad Complutense de 
Madrid, BH FLL 28284. 

 

 

Figure 2.3 Giovanni Antonio Rusconi, Cadmus sows the serpent’s teeth in the ground. Dolce 1553a, fol. D6v, Madrid, Universidad 
Complutense de Madrid, BH FLL 28284. 

 
Strumenti critici, 34 (1977), 384-405; Giuseppe Dalla Palma, Le strutture narrative dell’Orlando furioso (Florence: 

Olshky, 1984). 
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device by using it more extensively than his predecessors and upgrading it to a structural pillar of 

the poem.49 The Orlando furioso, in fact, was made of various intertwining threads, and each of 

these was constantly taken up and abandoned according to the narrator’s own judgment so that the 

narrative was not presented as a singular story, but as a non-linear and complex sequence of 

interconnected tales. Canto VIII of the Orlando furioso, for example, began by telling the story of 

Ruggero’s escape from Alcina. This narrative thread, however, was abandoned in the middle of the 

canto in favour of another parallel storyline: 

 

Ma perché non convien che sempre io dica, 

né ch’io vi occupi sempre in una cosa, 

io lascerò Ruggero in questo caldo, 

e girò in Scozia a ritrovar Rinaldo. 

(OF, VIII. 21. 5-8) 

 

By splitting the narration of a single myth between two consecutive cantos, Dolce tried as much as 

possible to recreate this effect of deferral and postponement of narrative fulfilment. However, a 

sustained reproduction of Ariosto’s strategy was impossible due to the different structural 

constitution of the Orlando furioso and of the Metamorphoses. Ovid’s poem was, as stated in the 

proem, a carmen perpetuum, a series of myths connected to one another in a linear fashion, from 

the origins of the world to the author’s time of writing. Therefore the narrative thread could not be 

interrupted for long: in the Trasformationi the suspense lasted only from the end of one canto to the 

beginning of the next.  

 In Ariosto’s Furioso, the entrelacement gave the Narrator a dedicated space to reflect upon 

and expose the narrative structure of the chivalric poem and the fictionality of the narration.50 These 

narratorial interventions also created an important self-reflexive area in which the Narrator talked 

about the act of writing and his personal involvement in the story.51 In his translation, Dolce drew 

upon the narrative techniques of Ariosto’s epic by adding narrative digressions to Ovid’s poem. At 

 
49 Zatti, pp. 18-25. 
50 Zatti, p. 20. 
51 In her recent contribution, Federica Pich has investigated Ariosto’s self-reflexive strategy and has brought into relief 

the figure of the Narrator-as-Lover, who is in charge of the complex relationship between the lyric and epic features of 

the poem: see ‘Beyond the Story of Storytelling : The Narrator as Lover in Ariosto’ s Orlando Furioso’, The Italianist, 

35 (2015), 334-52. 
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the end of the first canto, for example, Dolce’s Narrator marked his presence by hinting at the oral 

circulation and performance of chivalric tales: 

 

Qui non Signor, ma in altra parte scrivo: 

Che per esser meno grave a chi m’ascolta, 

Differisco cantarlo a un’altra volta. 

(Dolce 1553a, I. 94. 6-8) 

 

Dolce created and gave space to a distinct and recognisable narrative voice that became a pervasive 

presence within the Trasformationi, almost like an adjunct character. Like Ariosto’s, Dolce’s 

Narrator expressed his views about the contents of the poem, discussed the political issues of his 

own time and interlaced one canto with the next. By adding this new narrative voice, Dolce 

disrupted the narrative structure of Ovid’s Metamorphoses, in which there was not a single author-

narrator, but a multitude of narrative voices that could be reduced to a single indistinct one.52  

 Previous scholars working on the Trasformationi have underscored how Dolce’s narrative 

digressions imitated those of the Orlando furioso, without, however, fully reproducing and 

penetrating the complexity of Ariosto’s narratorial architecture.53 The comparative analysis of 

Dolce’s imitation of Ariosto has been generally negative, primarily because scholars have 

maintained the view that Dolce’s project to re-write Ovid’s poem through the Furioso was 

conceived primarily as a business strategy.54 The Furioso was Giolito’s best seller, and by 

translating the Metamorphoses in the style of Ariosto’s epic, Dolce would not only legitimise the 

Furioso as a model for imitation, but he would also try to attract Ariosto’s numerous readers. In the 

following analysis, I stress another function pertaining to Dolce’s translation practice that has not 

been discussed in previous criticism. The narrative techniques that Dolce borrowed from the 

Furioso (and especially the Narrator’s self-reflexivity) were not only the result of a business 

 
52 Maria Cristina Cabani has studied the narrative structure of the poems written by Ovid and Ariosto, tracing 

similarities and differences between them: see ‘Ovidio e Ariosto: leggerezza e disincanto’, Italianistica, 37.3 (2008), 

13-42 (pp. 14-15). In 2016, Cabani included this article in a book that explores the different ways in which Ariosto 

created a colloquium and made reference to Latin and vernacular sources in his poetic production: see Maria Cristina 

Cabani, Ariosto: i volgari e i latini suoi (Lucca: Pacini Fazzi, 2016), pp. 45-92. For a different account of the narrative 

structure of the Metamorphoses see also Alessandro Barchiesi, ‘Narrative Technique and Narratology in the 

Metamorphoses’, in The Cambridge Companion to Ovid, ed. by Philip Hardie (Cambridge: Cambridge University 

Press, 2002), pp. 180-99. 
53 Trebaiocchi, pp. 279-84. 
54 Javitch, Proclaiming a Classic, p. 74; Bucchi, p. 87; and Trebaiocchi, pp. 307-08. 
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agenda, but they were designed to create a space in which the translator could frame his own 

authority and present his translation as an original poetic endeavour.  

 Dolce’s view of his authorial role was clearly conveyed in his translation of the myth of 

Phaethon. According to the version of the myth given by Ovid (Met., I. 748-79; II. 1-339), Phaethon 

was a young boy who wanted to demonstrate that he was the Sun’s child, and therefore insisted that 

his father allow him to drive the Sun’s chariot for a day. Placed in charge of the chariot, however, 

Phaethon was unable to control the horses, and Zeus struck the chariot down to prevent the world 

from being burned. This myth has a pivotal function in the Trasformationi. The centrality of this 

tale can be discerned from the fact that Dolce considerably extended Canto II of the Trasformationi 

in order to dedicate an entire subdivision of the translation to this myth.55 Canto II contains one 

hundred and forty ottave, while the average is of approximatively eighty-five ottave per canto. This 

episode is also illustrated within the series of woodcuts specifically designed by Giovanni Antonio 

Rusconi for Giolito’s editions of this work.56 The opening to Canto III and IV contains respectively a 

woodcut representing Phaethon in front of the Sun’s palace (Figure 2.4), and a woodcut 

representing Phaethon’s fall (Figure 2.5). Furthermore, Canto III begins with the word ‘folle’, where 

‘F’ is also the capital letter of the name Phaethon (‘Fetonte’ in Italian), which is also decorated with 

another representation of Phaethon’s fall (Figure 2.4). This decorated initial is part of Giolito’s 

series of ‘iniziali parlati’, in which each letter of the alphabet is represented through a mythical 

character.57 This series of decorated initials was also employed in Giolito’s editions of the Orlando 

furioso, thus creating an ulterior level of interconnection between these two works. In addition to   

 
55 Trebaiocchi (p. 278) has also pointed out that the second canto of the Trasformationi was much longer than the 

others. 
56 Bodo Guthmüller was the first to identify Rusconi as the author of the woodcuts: see ‘Nota su Giovanni Antonio 

Rusconi illustratore delle Trasformationi del Dolce’, in Miscellanea di studi in onore di Vittore Branca, III/2, 

Umanesimo e Rinascimento a Firenze e Venezia (Florence: Olschki, 1983), pp. 771-79. Rusconi was a Venetian painter 

and architect, mostly known for his illustrations of Vitruvio printed in Venice in 1590. For more biographical 

information see Louis Cellauro, ‘La famiglia dell’architetto Giovanni Antonio Rusconi’, Venezia Cinquecento, 14.28 

(2004), 224-37. For the woodcut series in the Trasformationi see Guthmüller, Mito, poesia, arte, pp. 251-74; Capriotti, 

‘Giovanni Antonio Rusconi: un architetto vitruviano nel mondo dell’editoria’, in Le Trasformationi di Lodovico Dolce, 

ed. by Capriotti, pp. 31-33; Capriotti, ‘Mito, magia e iconografia. I sortilegi di Medea nelle stampe di Giovanni Antonio 

Rusconi per le Trasformationi di Lodovico Dolce’, Il capitale culturale: Studies on the Value of Cultural Heritage, 7 

(2013), 33-56; and the online database ‘Galassia Ariosto: un archivio digitale dei poemi narrative illustrate tra 

Cinquecento e Seicento’, in < http://galassiaariosto.sns.it> [accessed 30 November 2018]. 
57 For the employment of the ‘iniziali parlanti’ in Venice in the sixteenth century see Franca Petrucci-Nardelli, La 

lettera e l’immagine: le iniziali “parlanti” nella tipografia italiana (secc. XIV-XVIII) (Florence: Olshky, 1991). 
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Figure 2.4 Giovanni Antonio Rusconi, Apollo allows Phaethon to drive the Sun’s chariot. Dolce 1553a, fol. B7r, Madrid, 
Universidad Complutense de Madrid, BH FLL 28284. 

 

 

 

Figure 2.5 Giovanni Antonio Rusconi, Phaethon’s fall. Dolce 1553b, fols C4v-5r, Rome, Biblioteca Casanatense, CCC N.VII 18. 
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occupying an entire canto (Canto III), the narration of this myth also incorporates the end of Canto II 

and the beginning of Canto IV. This structure allowed Dolce to dedicate two proems to this myth.

 In the first proem at the beginning of Canto III (Dolce 1553a, III. 1-3), the Narrator 

introduced Phaethon’s story as an emblematic tale of human presumption and pride. Phaethon was 

an example of overambition and incapacity to act within our own possibilities and intellectual 

might: 

 

Folle chi le sue forze non misura; 

Ma temerario amante di sé stesso 

(Nebbia che l’occhio del giudicio oscura) 

A far quel, che non può, si move spesso: 

Onde gli segue al fin danno e sventura, 

Quando il fallo emendar non gli è concesso. 

Ma pria ch’erga il pensiero e troppo ascenda, 

Da l’audace Fetonte esempio prenda. 

 

Dimostra l’huom a immortal gloria amico 

L’haver d’alto desio l’animo cinto; 

E di quel, ch’ama il Vulgo, aspro nimico, 

Ond’è insieme col corpo il nome estinto: 

Ma lo spaventi quel proverbio antico, 

Ch’a tutti non è dato ire a Corinto; 

Dico prima tra sè discorra e volga, 

Che peso alcuno a le sue spalle tolga. 

 

E forse anch’io per questo mar audace 

Sciolsi la vela del mio picciol legno, 

Debile e poco di solcar capace 

L’onda, che pria varcò sì chiaro ingegno: 

Ma, mentre che di voi l’amica face 

Fia di quest’alma tramontana e segno; 

Non sol non temo il mio viaggio torto, 

Ma giunger spero a salvamento in porto.  

(Dolce 1553a, III. 1-3) 
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This proem is divided in two parts; the first is a narrative digression that examines the hidden 

meaning of the Ovidian tale, and the second part is a metapoetic excursus in which the Narrator 

compared his poetic enterprise with that of Phaethon. The view of Phaethon as a negative example 

of inappropriate ambition came from a long medieval tradition of tracing the allegorical meaning of 

the Ovidian myths. The Integumenta Ovidii by John of Garland (c. 1190-c. 1270), for example, 

argued that Phaethon, son of Apollo (Wisdom), represented the philosopher who is in danger of 

falling if he is not well versed in the art.58 The Allegories written by Giovanni del Virgilio – which 

were a fundamental text in the Italian tradition of the vernacular Ovid – described Phaethon’s myth 

as an allegory for those intellectuals who thought too highly of themselves and wished to surpass 

their station.  

 This first allegorising section of Dolce’s proem highlights the medieval character of the 

Trasformationi. As we have seen in Chapter 1, in medieval translations in the Italian vernacular 

there was no distinction between commentary and translation, which were understood as 

concomitant and overlapping activities.59 In fact, a similar version of Dolce’s allegorical reading of 

Phaethon can be found in Bonsignori’s fourteenth-century translation of the Metamorphoses, which 

re-wrote Giovanni del Virgilio’s commentary as follows: ‘Onde Phetonte figliolo de la vanagloria 

voleasi levar ad alto reputandosi sape fare quello che lui non sapeva et così cadde.’60 The 

employment of the moralisations to initiate self-reflection about the translation endeavour, however, 

brings Dolce’s Trasformationi closer to the French rather than to the Italian tradition of vernacular 

translation. In the first French translation of Ovid’s Metamorphoses, the Ovide moralisé, Phaethon 

was presented as a negative example of pride in order to highlight how the translator was alert to 

the danger of his own poetic endeavour.61 The translator of the Ovide moralisé employed the 

moralisations as self-reflexive spaces in which he could highlight his artistry and his role as poet.62 

Furthermore, in the episodes of the Metamorphoses that are already self-reflexive, this anonymous 

 
58 This account of the medieval commentary tradition associated with the myth of Phaethon is taken from Jonathan 

Usher, ‘An Autobiographical Phaethon: Boccaccio’s Allegoria mitologica’, in Petrarca e Boccaccio: modelli letterari 

fra Medioevo e Umanesimo. Atti della giornata di studi, St Andrews, St Mary’s College, 29 Ottobre 1999, ed. by 

Annalisa Cipollone and Carlo Caruso (Alessandria: Edizioni dell’Orso, 2005), pp. 49-89 (p. 78). For an edition of 

Garland’s allegories see John of Garland, Integumenta Ovidii: poemetto inedito del secolo XIII, ed. by F. Ghisalberti 

(Messina: Principato, 1933). 
59 Cornish, Vernacular Translation, p. 6. 
60 Bonsignori 1497, fol. B4v. This quotation is taken from a digitised copy in Venice, Biblioteca Nazionale Marciana 

(shelfmark: INC. V. 0578). See Appendix II (section II. 1). 
61 Griffin, Transforming Tales, p. 32. 
62 Griffin, Transforming Tales, pp. 32-35. 
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translator added another level of self-reflexivity by foregrounding the centrality of his own writing 

agenda.63 In the myth of Orpheus (Book X), for example, the French translator placed himself or 

herself into the authorial image created by Ovid: the trees came to life and gathered to hear the 

translator sing.64 These metapoetic examples illuminate a fundamental feature of the 

Metamorphoses: its transformability. The story of Phaethon, together with other stories of 

inappropriate ambition (such as Marsyas or Arachne for example), reveals universal issues of poetic 

legitimacy and artistic aspirations that subsequent translators or imitators, including the translator of 

the Ovide moralisé and Dolce, could easily make their own and employ to reflect upon their own 

artistic enterprise.  

 The second part of Dolce’s proem explicitly presented the Narrator as a Phaethon-like 

figure. The comparison with Phaethon’s journey associated Dolce with Ovid, who, in the opening 

poem of his Tristia (I. 1. 71-4, 79-82), also identified himself with Phaethon. However, while Ovid 

saw Phaethon in a positive light and used this mythical character to depict himself as the innocent 

victim of a cruel deity (Jupiter for Phaethon and the Emperor Augustus for Ovid), Dolce’s Narrator 

contrasted the ultimate nature of his adventure to that of Phaethon, and wished himself a safe 

journey. Dolce’s use of this myth is comparable to that of two vernacular authors with whom Dolce 

was closely engaged both as editor and translator: Dante and Boccaccio. One of Boccaccio’s first 

compositions, the Latin text known as Allegoria mitologica, is a re-writing of the myth of Phaethon. 

The ulterior meaning underlying this re-writing has been the object of various scholarly 

interpretations.65 Jonathan Usher has recently proposed that we understand the Allegoria as an 

autobiographical text which concerns the issues of poetic glory and education. In the Allegoria 

Boccaccio expressed his anxieties about his juvenile poetic production and used Phaethon as his 

alter-ego to represent the discrepancy between his poetic aspiration and the disappointment of his 

first poetic output. The theme of Phaethon resurfaced in later works by Boccaccio, in which the 

possibility of subverting the end of Phaethon’s journey and successfully driving the flaming chariot 

was possible only through cultural discipline and appropriate training conducted following the 

example of outstanding models. Usher has shown how in Boccaccio’s early letters (Ep. II and Ep. 

IV) the author claimed that a solid education conducted according to Petrarch’s example could in 

fact allow him to embark on a celestial journey which was safer than Phaethon’s.66 

 
63 On the translator’s self-reflexivity in the Ovide moralisé: see Adrian Armstrong and Sarah Kay, Knowing Poetry: 

Verse in Medieval France from the Rose to the Rhétoriqueurs (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 2011), pp. 80-82. 
64 Armstrong and Kay, p. 82. 
65 For a summary of the different scholarly interpretations given to this writing: see Usher, pp. 50-53. 
66 Usher, pp. 64-66. 
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 Boccaccio’s self-presentation was, as has been already pointed out by Usher, culturally 

conditioned by Dante, who had mentioned Phaethon’s myth numerous times in his works.67 A 

consistent number of lexical key-words in Dolce’s proem suggest that he was also working in the 

tradition of Dante’s Divina Commedia. Like Dante, Dolce’s Narrator described his poetic creation 

as a journey.68 The first word of this canto of the Trasformationi is ‘folle’, which in Dante’s 

Commedia is associated with Ulysses (‘folle volo’, Inf., XXVI. 125), a character who is the emblem 

of uncontrolled and disastrous navigation.69 The ‘picciol legno’ in Dolce’s proem is another 

powerful word combination that immediately points to Canto XXVI of the Inferno: ‘misi me per 

l’alto mare aperto | sol con un legno e con quella compagnia | picciola (vv. 101-02). Phaethon (as 

Icarus) is also a Ulysses-like figure, a failed flyer, and in the Commedia Dante repeatedly contrasted 

himself to him.70 In his persuasive vertical reading of the Commedia, Kevin Brownlee has 

demonstrated the programmatic use of Ovid’s Phaethon over the course of the poem.71 In Canto 

XVII of each Cantica, Dante the protagonist was associated with this mythological character only to 

create an inversion of the classical model. Dante and Phaethon were both on a journey that went 

beyond the reach of human potential, but while Phaethon’s ride ended with a disastrous fall, 

Dante’s journey was a successful ascent. The difference between the two did not rest solely in their 

opposite direction of travel. The writer of the Commedia underscored another fundamental 

divergence between Phaethon and Dante. The mythological character, acting alone, was unable to 

control his chariot, whereas Dante, by contrast, was led by a guide (Virgil, Beatrice and 

Cacciaguida) at every stage of his journey.  

 As emerges from the first proem, Dolce regarded his translation as an ambitious poetic 

journey, which he would successfully accomplish thanks to the guidance of an ‘amica face’. Dolce, 

like Dante and Boccaccio before him, seemed to be aware of the importance of a trustworthy guide 

to accomplish his journey, and the ‘amica face’ could refer to the guidance of God, but it could also 

 
67 Usher, p. 77. 
68 In the Orlando furioso, Ariosto also described the act of writing as a form of navigation: ‘Or, se mi mostra la mia 

carta il vero, | non è lontano a discoprirsi il porto’ (OF, XLVI. 1. 1-2). Andrea Torre has understood Dolce’s description 

of Phaethon’s flight as an attempt to translate Ovid through Ariosto: see ‘Phaeton’s Flight, Adonis’s Trial, and Minerva 

in the House of Envy: Lodovico Dolce between Ovid and Ariosto’, Renaissance and Reformation, 39.2 (2016), 27-59 

(pp. 32-34); Trebaiocchi, p. 279. 
69 Regarding the association between the adjective ‘folle’ and Ulysses see Umberto Bosco, ‘La “follia” di Dante’, 

Lettere italiane, 10 (1958), 417-30. 
70 For the association between Ulysses, Phaethon and Icarus in the Commedia see Teodolinda Barolini, ‘Arachne, 

Argus, and St. John. Transgressive Art in Dante and Ovid’, Mediaevalia, 13 (1987), 207-26 (p. 223, note 15). 
71 Kevin Brownlee, ‘Phaeton’s Fall and Dante’s Ascent’, Dante Studies, 102 (1984), 135-44. 
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refer to the illustrious poets of vernacular literature, who acted as poetic guides. At the beginning of 

Canto IV of the Trasformationi, in the second proem dedicated to Phaethon, the author-narrator 

scorned the poets who were as proud as Phaethon, and claimed to be as good as Virgil and Homer, 

or Dante and Petrarch. Furthermore, he castigated the vernacular writers who refused to follow the 

two greatest modern poets: Dante and Petrarch (Dolce 1553a, IV. 2-3). With this second proem, 

Dolce was again painting himself as anti-Phaethon, evoking his own poetic guides. 

 Dolce’s self-fashioning as anti-Phaethon was fully completed in the last canto of the 

Trasformationi, Canto XXX. Dolce claimed to have successfully reached the end of his journey, and 

after having sung of celestial heroes such as Phaethon, it was now time to dismount: 

 

Ma quell’alto desio, di cui son pieno, 

Troppo m’inalza, e mi trasporta avante: 

Né conven, che con stil rozo e terreno 

Celesti Heroi, quali Fetonte, i canti: 

E tempo è, che disciolga a colli il freno 

De’ miei stanchi destrier, caldi e fumanti. 

(Dolce 1553a, XXX. 76. 1-6) 

 

This association with Phaethon’s journey communicated to the readers the transgressive power of 

the Trasformationi. As stated in the proem, the writer navigated ‘L’onda, che pria varcò sì chiaro 

ingegno’, publishing for the first time a vernacular version of a classical poem that aimed to stand 

up to the competition of its source text. In order to accomplish this endeavour, Dolce chose three 

crucial models of transgression: Ovid, Dante and Ariosto. Since the Middle Ages Ovid had been an 

‘auctor at odds with auctoritas’.72 He was considered an authoritative writer, but at the same time 

he occupied a marginal role on a poetical, political and moral level. For this reason, medieval 

writers held him dear and regarded him as a guide for authorial rebellion. Dante represented another 

obvious model of transgression for Dolce. He was the first to revise the Ovidian myths and to use 

Ovid’s imaginative power to exceed human ability in his journey through the afterlife. Additionally, 

in the sixteenth century, both Dante and Ariosto were poetical figures whose prestige and authority 

were contested on the grounds of the deviation of their poems from the norms established by 

Aristotle’s Poetics.73 Building on these three marginal poetical guides, Dolce reclaimed and 

 
72 Dimmick, ‘Ovid in the Middle Ages’, in The Cambridge Companion, p. 264. 
73 For further reading on Dante’s reception in the sixteenth century see Simon Gilson, Reading Dante in Renaissance 

Italy: Florence, Venice and the ‘Divine Poet’ (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2018), pp. 1-20. 
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contested the authority of the ancients. He projected his own authorial voice from within that of 

Ovid, and constructed his own authorial agenda. 

 There is an additional reason why Dolce sought to emphasise the relevance of Phaethon’s 

myth. In the Metamorphoses, Ovid stressed the fact that, despite Phaethon’s divine origin, he was 

not only incapable of driving the chariot, but he was also not fit to withstand the sun’s excessive 

light and heat: ‘suntque oculis tenebrae per tantum lumen obortae’ [and over his eyes came 

darkness through excess of light] (Met., II. 181). In the Trasformationi, the unbearable power of the 

sun was as important as the hero’s inability to drive the chariot. Dolce mentioned Phaethon’s story 

in connection with another tale involving proximity to the sun and a tragic fall: the myth of Icarus. 

According to Ovid’s version of the myth, Icarus was the son of the craftsman Daedalus. Together, 

father and son tried to escape Crete using wings made of feathers and wax. During the flight, Icarus 

ignored his father’s advice not to fly too close to the sun, his wings melted and he fell into the sea 

where he drowned (Met., VIII. 183-262). In the proem of Canto XVII of the Trasformationi, the 

author-narrator reminded his readers of the risks of flying too high. Those who reach beyond their 

capabilities might fall like Phaethon and Icarus: 

 

Ma chi di gir tropp’alto fa disegno, 

Sciocco, la morte sua cerca e procura: 

Già vi diede Fetonte un chiaro esempio; 

Hor d’Icaro vel dà l’acerbo scempio. 

(Dolce 1553a, XVII. 1. 5-8) 

 

If we consider this aspect of the myth, we conclude that Dolce, through his self-fashioning as anti-

Phaethon, was not only presenting himself as a human capable of driving the Sun’s chariot, but he 

was also endowing himself with the ability to survive the sun’s destructive powers. This exceptional 

skill was the trademark of two important animals mentioned by Dolce in the Trasformationi: the 

eagle and the phoenix, which symbolised the dedicatee (Charles V) and the printer (Giolito).  

 A very long tradition connected the eagle to the sun. Medieval bestiaries reported that eagles 

could rejuvenate themselves by flying close to the sun and burning their old wings.74 According to 

Gregory the Great, the eagle had the capacity to look directly into the sun. This skill was also 

remarked upon in Dante’s Paradiso. In Canto I, Dante claimed that Beatrice was looking directly at 

 
74 Luigina Morini, Bestiari medievali (Turin: Einaudi, 1996), pp. 22-25. 
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the sun, longer and more intensely than an eagle (Par. I. 43-54).75 The phoenix also had a unique 

connection with the sun. Classical sources, including Ovid’s Metamorphoses, claimed that the 

phoenix placed its nest at the doors of the temple of the sun (Met., XV. 391-407). Pliny the Elder 

reported that the flames that burn the phoenix were sparked by the sun and that the sun was the 

agent of the phoenix’s rebirth (Natural history, X. 2).76 The association continued throughout the 

Middle Ages and the Renaissance. In Scandianese’s La fenice, this mythical bird was more than 

once referred to as ‘l’augel del sole’.77 Furthermore, Giolito’s device printed at the end of La fenice 

was a variation of the one printed on the title page of the Trasformationi (Figure 2.1) and it 

portrayed a phoenix rising from the flames and looking directly at the sun.78 

 Dolce was undoubtedly familiar with these different traditions. In all likelihood, he could 

also assume that his readers were aware of the sun-phoenix and sun-eagle tradition thanks to 

emblem books, bestiaries and classical sources. Hence, by presenting himself as anti-Phaethon, 

Dolce was not only expressing the ambitiousness of his poetic journey, but he was also framing his 

authorship by strengthening his bond with two high-standing figures: Charles V and Giolito. This 

triangular relationship functioned to elevate Dolce’s status and give readers assurance of the quality 

and high poetic purpose of the Trasformationi.  

 There were other narratorial digressions (not connected to the myth of Phaethon) through 

which Dolce outlined his authorial role. In Book VI of the Metamorphoses, for instance, Ovid 

introduced the myth of the Argonauts and their quest for the golden fleece (Met., VI. 719-21). Since 

in the Latin departure text no information was provided about what the golden fleece was, in the 

Trasformationi Dolce’s Narrator offered details about it: 

 

Ma, perché ciascheduno notitia pigli 

di quel che’l mio Scrittor non ne favella; 

Vi dico, ch’Athamante hebbe due figli, 

L’un maschio  

(Dolce 1553a, XIV. 29. 1-4) 

 

 
75 For the symbolism of the eagle in Dante’s Commedia: see Fernando Salsano and Simonetta Saffiotti Bernardi’s entry 

‘Aquila’ in the Enciclopedia dantesca < http://www.treccani.it/enciclopedia/aquila_%28Enciclopedia-Dantesca%29/ > 

[accessed 21 November]. 
76 Pliny, Natural history, trans. by H. Rackham, Loeb Classical Library (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 

1940).  
77 See for example Domenichi’s laudatory sonnet to Giolito in this chapter.  
78 Scandianese, fol. K4v. 
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Here Dolce established a relationship between the Narrator and Ovid, to whom he referred as ‘’l 

mio Scrittor’, which is partly comparable to the one between Ariosto’s Narrator and Turpin.  

 In chivalric poems, Turpin’s writings were the imaginary source of the events narrated.79 

This legendary figure was believed to be a participant and chronicler of the wars against the Arabs 

in Spain in the eighth century.80 In the various branches of the epic tradition he was taken as the 

guarantor of the truth of the events narrated. In the Italian cantari, quoting the name of Turpin was 

a conventional formula to support the veracity of the narration in its most fabulous and unreal 

developments. Gradually, as the genre’s production and consumption shifted to higher courtly 

circles, the reference to the omniscient Turpin assumed markedly ironic connotations. Ariosto, for 

example, used Turpin to unveil the fictionality of the epic text. By placing full responsibility for the 

poem’s content and structure in Turpin’s hands, he highlighted the Narrator’s full control over the 

poem:81  

 

Quattro altri uccide appresso all’Indovino, 

che non han tempo a dire una parola: 

menzion dei nomi lor non fa Turpino, 

(OF, XVIII. 175. 3-5) 

 

Turpin, che tutta questa storia dice, 

fa qui digression, e torna in quel paese 

dove fu dianzi morto il Maganzese. 

(OF, XXIII. 38. 6-8) 

 

In Canto XXIV, Ariosto’s Narrator asserted that Turpin did not mention the full story of Gabrina (the 

old lady who held Isabella captive), but he was able to fill this narrative gap by consulting 

alternative sources: 

 

Non si legge in Turpin che n’avenisse; 

ma vidi già un autor che più ne scrisse. 

Scrisse l’autore il cui nome mi taccio, 

 
79 For the role of Turpin in Ariosto’s poem see Zatti, pp. 62-94. 
80 For a study on the figure of Turpin in the history of the chivalric genre: see Maria Cristina Cabani, Le forme del 

cantare epico cavalleresco (Lucca: Pacini Fazzi, 1988), p. 121.  
81 Zatti, pp. 70-73. 
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(OF, XXIV. 44. 7-8; 45. 1) 

 

In this digression Ariosto reminded his readers of the distance that separates truth from fiction and 

fictional writing from history. There is plenty of irony in the Narrator’s attempt to deal with the 

deeds of chivalric heroes as if they were true historical events and analyse them with the rigour of 

philological research. This narratorial intervention provides a useful insight into Ariosto’s methods 

of composition. According to Pio Rajna, Ariosto was in fact inspired by a precise author when 

writing about the ultimate fate of the old Gabrina: Apuleius’s Metamorphoses.82 Hence, Ariosto 

displayed his fictional source, Turpin, and hid his real one, Apuleius, showing how his poem was a 

melting pot of disparate literary genres and authors.83  

 By contrasting Ariosto’s and Dolce’s attitudes towards their secondary sources we can draw 

some meaningful conclusions about the narrative strategies that underpin the Trasformationi. 

Dolce’s reference to an ‘original’ authority was not ironic, as was the similar use of Turpin in 

chivalric poems. However, it is obvious that Dolce harnessed some fundamental aspects of the 

Turpin-rhetoric to foreground and cement his control over the source text. As Ariosto’s Narrator 

claimed to tell a story based on the authority of Turpin, so Dolce’s Narrator contended that he 

followed his own primary auctor (’l mio Scrittor). Dolce harnessed Ariosto’s self-presentation as 

‘translator’ of Turpin to side-line Ovid to the humble role of fictitious and anonymous source text, 

placing himself with Ariosto on a higher level of narrative command. Finally, like Ariosto’s 

Narrator, Dolce’s Narrator claimed to compare different sources in order to provide a full account 

of a mythical event. Hence, Ariosto’s poem provided a model for the intermingling of different 

literary genres and artistic works that is at the core of Dolce’s translatorial project. What emerges 

from this investigation is that Dolce found in the Orlando furioso the narrative strategies to rebrand 

a classical poem, make it more accessible and comprehensible through meaningful amplifications 

and digressions. 

 There are numerous other instances in which Dolce used narratorial digressions to facilitate 

and guide the reader’s understanding and enjoyment of a myth. In Canto XVI of the Trasformationi 

the Narrator advised women readers of the correct way of interpreting the myth of Procne and 

Philomela, daughters of the king of Athens, Pandion. According to Ovid’s version of the myth, 

Procne was given in marriage to Tereus of Thrace. Tereus, however, lusted after Philomela and he 

raped her and cut out her tongue. Aware of her sister’s fate, Procne revenged Philomela by killing 

 
82 Pio Rajna, Le fonti dell’Orlando furioso (Florence: Sansoni, 1876), p. 297-99. The mention of Pio Rajna’s findings 

about Ariosto’s sources is taken from Zatti, p. 83. 
83 Zatti, p. 83. 
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Itys, her child with Tereus (Met., VI. 421-674). In the Trasformationi, this story was interrupted 

when Procne, distraught over what had happened to her sister Philomela, thought about how to take 

revenge on Tereus, and saw her son Itys. At this point, the author-narrator closed the narration in 

the style of the chivalric poems, calling the attention of his readers or listeners with a closing 

remark: 

 

Ma: ma [sic] giunto al fin di questo canto i sono. 

Ne l’altro io vi prometto di dir cose 

Donne, da farvi meste e lagrimose. 

(Dolce 1553a, XIII. 95. 6-8) 

 

The break in the linearity of the narration created a momentary suspense. The reader had to turn the 

page and continue into the following canto to learn how the story unfolded. This narrative break 

allowed the Narrator to intervene in the ensuing proem and explain that Procne’s act, the murder of 

her son, was wrong: 

 

Donne leggiadre, se benignamente 

I versi miei, vostra mercede udite: 

Io dico a voi, che di virtù ardete 

Il vivo pregio e l’honestà seguite 

Senza di cui sprezzate altrimente 

Le cose altrui più care e più gradite: 

Credo che a tutte chiaro e noto sia, 

Quanto al figlio fu Progne iniqua e ria. 

(Dolce 1553a, XIV. 1) 

 

The narrator anticipated the outcome of the myth to render this brutal scene more acceptable and to 

make of it a useful example of ill judgment. In the dedicatory epistle to the Archbishop Antonio 

Perinotto in the prefatory matter of the Trasformationi, Dolce insisted on the need to look for the 

true meaning of the mythological fables, which is hidden beneath a deceitful surface.84 Through 

these narrative digressions, such as this interjection into the myth of Procne and Philomela, Dolce 

was actively showing his readers how to disclose the moral value of the ancient fables. A similar 

example of narratorial intervention addressed to female readers is the episode of Salmacis and 

 
84 Dolce 1553a, fol. *2v. 
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Hermaphroditus in Canto IX of the Trasformationi. Salmacis, according to Ovid, was a nymph 

devoted to pleasure: she spent time taking care of herself and her beauty instead of hunting with the 

other nymphs. Ovid described Salmacis at the edge of a pool, combing her hair, watching her image 

reflected in the water, and taking long baths (Met., IV. 285-388). In Dolce’s translation of the scene, 

the Narrator intervened saying that women, unlike Salmacis, should respect their natural, God-given 

appearance:  

 

Così muro talhor putrido e vecchio 

Huom per celar la sua bruttezza, imbianca; 

Ma il tempo leva poi la crosta via, 

E lo fa ritornar, qual era pria. 

 

Donne non disprezzate la figura, 

che vi diè quel, che fe tutte le cose. 

Son via più grate l’opre di natura, 

che quelle, u [sic] dotta mano industria pose. 

(Dolce 1553a, IX. 12. 6-8; 13. 1-4) 

 

Examples of regulated and proper conduct were very popular in the sixteenth century, and they 

were gathered in a rising number of treatises that addressed the issue of what was appropriate and 

legitimate in society.85 The gender specificity of these addresses also suggests that Dolce was 

working in the tradition of both his models, Ovid and Ariosto. 

 Invocations to female readers were not uncommon in Latin and vernacular literature. In the 

Metamorphoses, for example, Ovid advised young women to move away from the story of 

Myrrha’s incestuous passion: ‘dira canam; procul hinc natae, procul este parentes’ [A horrible tale I 

have to tell. Far hence be daughters, far hence, fathers] (Met. X. 300). In the Metamorphoses, Ovid 

explored the psychological landscape of mythological heroines dealing with difficult and potentially 

ruinous sentimental situations.86 Drawing on the neoteric epyllion (a brief narrative poem dealing 

with mythological and romantic themes), he foregrounded the interiority of his female protagonists 

and increased the heroine’s capacity of self-investigation. We might think about the inner battle 

 
85 Quondam, ‘“Mercanzia d’onore”, “mercanzia d’utile”’, in Libri, editori e pubblico, ed. by Armando Petrucci, pp. 84-

85. 
86 Kathryn L. McKinley, Reading the Ovidian Heroine: ‘Metamorphoses’ Commentaries 1100-1618 (Leiden: Brill, 

2001), pp. 1-16. 
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fought by Myrrha and Byblis because of their incestuous love, or the folly of Medea, who planned 

the murder of her offspring in order to spite Jason. In the Heroides, Ovid also gave voice to the 

female protagonists who narrated stories of their conflicted loves and passions in the first person.  

 Ariosto imitated Ovid’s ways of speaking for women. In the Furioso, for example, 

Fiordispina, daughter of the king Marsilio, mistook the female warrior Bradamante for a man and 

fell in love with her (OF, XXV. 35). When Bradamante revealed her true identity, Fiordispina broke 

into a desperate lament which was modelled on that of Ovid’s Iphis, a girl raised as a boy who fell 

in love with her girlfriend (Met., IX. 726-34).87 In the Furioso, ‘donne’ are apostrophised directly in 

numerous instances; the address in Canto XXIV of the Orlando furioso, for example, is modelled on 

Ovid’s famous ‘dira canam’.88 The Narrator warned women readers that the contents of the story 

might offend them, and ironically suggested that they leave the canto unread, and move on to the 

following one:89 

 

Donne, e voi che le donne avete in pregio, 

per Dio, non date a questa istoria orecchia, 

a questa che l’ostier dire in dispregio 

e in vostra infamia e biasmo s’apparecchia; 

(OF, XXIV. 1. 1-4) 

 

 These addresses to women in Ovid and Ariosto should not be taken as a straightforward sign 

of female readership.90 However, there are other indicators that might suggest that both these poems 

were in fact read by – as well as addressed to – women. Ariosto’s privilege application for the 

Furioso in 1515, for example, stated that his audience included females.91 Another sign of female 

 
87 For a comparative analysis of Ovid’s Iphis and Ariosto’s Fiordispina see Casali, pp. 315-19. 
88 For a list of the exordia in the Furioso in which ‘Donne’ are addressed directly by the Narrator: see Pich, ‘Beyond the 

Story of Storytelling’, pp. 342-43. 
89 Bucchi (pp. 89-90) and Trebaiocchi (p. 280) have already underlined how invocations to female readers in the 

Trasformationi are one of the clearest instances of Dolce’s adaptation of the Ovidian text to the structures of the 

Furioso. 
90 For an introduction to female readership in Renaissance Italy: see Richardson, Printing, Writers and Readers, pp. 

146-50. 
91 Richardson, Printing, Writers and Readers, p. 149. 
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concern, according to Virginia Cox, is female authorship.92 Laura Terracina’s Discorso sopra tutti i 

primi canti di ‘Orlando furioso’ (1549), for example, points towards a close engagement of a 

female public with Ariosto’s poem. Similarly for Ovid, from the fifteenth century there was a rise 

of imitations of Ovid’s Heroides in which the Narrator spoke in the first person of a courtly lady. 

The circles of production of these writings coincided with those of the first vernacular female 

writers: Vittoria Colonna’s earliest surviving composition is a lamentation in the form of a terza 

rima heroid written after her husband was taken captive in 1512.93 Considering the appeal of both 

Ovid’s and Ariosto’s works for early modern female readers, can we argue that Dolce wrote female 

oriented narratorial digressions to capitalise on the readership of his source texts? How did Dolce’s 

exordia help him to further his poetic agenda and that of his printer Giolito? 

 The printer of the Trasformationi, Giolito, was involved in the querelle des femmes. 

Androniki Dialeti has shown how – during his career and through the cultural changes brought 

about by the Counter Reformation – this printer framed his persona and updated the output of his 

printing house to appeal to female readers.94 The collaborators of the printing press played a key 

role in shaping the public persona of Giolito as a defender of women. Lodovico Domenichi, for 

example, in his La nobilità delle donne, printed by Giolito in 1549, presented the printer as the 

leading figure on the side of women: ‘oggimai conosciuto affezionatissimo et devoto delle donne, 

per tutte le sue costumate azioni, specialmente per procurare ogni dì che delle sue bellissime stampe 

escano in luce et nelle mani del mondo le lodi del sesso donnesco.’95 Dolce was also among the 

editors who published new books on the controversy about women, such as the Dialogo della 

institution delle donne, printed for the first time in 1545 by Giolito.96 Dolce’s Dialogo was a 

vernacular translation of a Latin treatise by the Spanish humanist Luis Vives, De institutione 

 
92 For an analysis of the female readership of chivalric poems see Virginia Cox, ‘Women as Readers and Writers of 

Chivalric Poetry in Early Modern Italy’, in Sguardi sull’Italia: miscellanea dedicata a Francesco Villari dalla Society 

for Italian Studies, ed. by Gino Bedani and others (Leeds: Society for Italian Studies, 1997), pp. 134-45. 
93 Virginia Cox, Women’s Writing in Italy, 1400-1650 (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 2008), pp. 49-50. 
94 Androniki Dialeti, ‘The Publisher Gabriel Giolito de’ Ferrari, Female Readers, and the Debate about Women in 

Sixteenth-Century Italy’, Renaissance and Reformation / Renaissance et Réforme, 28.4 (2004), 5-32. According to 

Richardson, in the Renaissance numerous printers – together with their associates – were aware of the potential interest 

of some women in reading vernacular literature for leisure and personal instruction: see, Printing, Writers and Readers, 

pp. 149-50. 
95 Quotation taken from Sanson: see ‘Introduction’, in Dialogo della instituzion delle donne, ed. by Helena Sanson, pp. 

9-10. 
96 For a modern edition of the text see Lodovico Dolce, Dialogo della instituzion delle donne, secondo li tre stati che 

cadono nella vita umana, ed. by Helena Sanson (Cambridge: Modern Humanities Research Association, 2015), pp. 77-

178. 
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feminae christianae, and it became one of the most successful writings on female conduct in 

sixteenth-century Italy.97 Dolce’s Dialogo provided moral and practical guidance to women at 

different stages of their lives, and some of the remarks written by Dolce in this text are comparable 

to those written in the Trasformationi. For example, in the first part of the treatise we read of the 

importance of avoiding luxurious clothing and perfumes, because a young virgin should always be 

modest: ‘Il simile sia detto per il vestire, il quale non vuole essere lascivo, ma onesto; non ricco, ma 

ripieno di mondezza.’98 In this context, the gendered addresses in the Trasformationi could have 

worked as a means of creating a consistent authorial picture of Dolce as a writer devoted to 

women’s amusement and instruction. 

 Besides books on the querelle, Dolce and Giolito also collaborated to publish other books 

specifically for the utility and enjoyment of women. In 1542, Dolce edited Boccaccio’s L’elegia di 

Madonna Fiammetta, which was published by Giolito with the title L’amorosa Fiammetta. This is a 

novel written in the form of a first person confession monologue where the female protagonist, 

Fiammetta, narrates her love story. In the dedicatory epistle printed in the editorial paratext of 

Giolito’s L’amorosa Fiammetta, printer and editor argued that the content of this book was written 

for women’s ‘consolatione e utilità’ and it was ideal female literature because it dealt with a 

woman’s amorous experience.99 At the end of the letter, Giolito also promised to offer more suitable 

and important reading material for women. Business strategies and actual desire to educate, pursue 

and please female clientele seemed to constantly cohabitate in Giolito’s printing press. In the case 

of Boccaccio’s Decameron these two tendencies momentarily diverged and led to self-

contradictions. Dolce’s Dialogo sulla instituzion delle donne indicated that Boccaccio’s Decameron 

was inappropriate for women readers in contrast to classics like Dante and Petrarch or 

contemporaries such as Castiglione:100 

 

Nella lingua volgare [le donne] fuggano tutti i libri lascivi […] Tra quelli che si debbono 

fuggire, le Novelle del Boccaccio terranno il primo luogo e tra quelli che meritano esser letti 

saranno i primi il Petrarca e Dante […] a questi si accompagnino le divine opera del 

 
97 Helena Sanson, ‘Introduction: Teaching and Learning Conduct in Lodovico Dolce’s Dialogo della institution delle 

donne (1545): An ‘Original Plagiarism?’, in Dialogo della instituzion delle donne, ed. by Helena Sanson, pp. 1-76 (pp. 

3-4). 
98 Dolce, Dialogo della instituzion delle donne, p. 113. 
99 Dialeti, p. 15. 
100 Richardson, Printing, Writers and Readers, p. 147; Dialeti, p. 20. 
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dottissimo Bembo, l’Arcadia di Sannazzaro, i morali e eleganti Dialoghi 

dell’eccellentissimo Sperone, e il Cortigiano del Castiglione.101 

 

This statement was subverted in Giolito’s Decameron (1552), edited by Dolce, which was presented 

by both printer and editor as an appropriate reading subject for women. This contradiction 

highlights the controversial status of determined works, but it could also indicate how Giolito and 

Dolce were trying to modulate and change the presentation of their publications in light of the 

demand of their readership.  

 If we read the gendered addresses in the Trasformationi in light of Dolce’s and Giolito’s 

prolonged efforts to understand, respond to or even influence the interests of female readers, it 

could be argued that these narratorial digressions had a double function. Firstly, by using these 

exordia Dolce stressed the Ovidian character of Ariosto’s Furioso and the natural way in which 

these two poems could interact with each other. The Metamorphoses, in other words, could be 

presented as an Ariostesque classic only by bringing into relief some aspects of the Ovidian 

narrative that had been further developed by Ariosto. Secondly, these digression also tried to draw 

the Trasformationi within the category of appropriate female reading. This does not mean that 

Dolce had a real interest in giving space and exploring female voices per se. Feminist scholars have 

shown how early modern male translators often manipulated and constructed female characters in 

compliance with their gender ideologies and poetic agenda.102 Dolce, as we have seen in the case of 

Salmacis and Procne, reframed the Ovidian heroine by moralising and correcting her actions. 

Furthermore, as editor for Giolito, Dolce allured female readers, but only as targets of a male 

dominated business manoeuvre. 

 All these examples of narratorial digression show how Dolce was carving out his own space 

from Ovid’s poem and making the Trasformationi appealing and enjoyable to his and Giolito’s 

readers. By gathering all the metanarrative accounts in Dolce’s translation we can collect a parallel 

storyline in which the Narrator is working in two directions. On the one hand, there is the Narrator 

as author, who tries to give credibility to his translatorial enterprise and on the other hand there is 

 
101 Dolce, Dialogo della instituzion delle donne, pp. 106-07. 
102 Guyda Armstrong has studied how Dolce and Giolito reframed the relationship between female speaking subject and 

male authorial voice in her analysis of early modern editions and translations of Boccaccio’s Elegia di Madonna 

Fiammetta: see ‘The Framing of Fiammetta’, in Elizabethan Translation, ed. by Schmidt, pp. 323-25. For the early 

modern construction of the female voice in the English re-writings of Ovid’s Heroides see also Danielle Clarke, 

‘“Formed into words by your divided lips”: Women, Rhetoric and the Ovidian Tradition’, in ‘This Double Voice’: 

Gendered Writing in Early Modern England, ed. by Danielle Clarke and Elizabeth Clarke (London: MacMillan, 2000), 

pp. 61-87.  
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the Narrator as editor, who harnesses the narrative conventions of his models Ovid and Ariosto to 

appease or allure his and Giolito’s readers. Therefore, like in the Middle Ages, the task of the 

translator was not fully separated from that of the editor, as they were both understood as 

manipulations of literary texts.103 The complex relationship between translator/editor, printer and 

patron that we have seen in this section is also represented in the paratext of the Trasformationi, 

which I will address in the following section.  

 

2.4 The Paratext of the Trasformationi 

 

The poetic agenda that Dolce carefully unfolded in his translation was given ample visibility in the 

presentation of the book. Giolito began to advertise the publication of the Trasformationi more than 

ten years before the actual printing. In his marketing campaign, he anticipated one of the 

fundamental aspects of Dolce’s translation: its intertextuality with the Orlando furioso. From 1542, 

Giolito announced Dolce’s forthcoming translation in his letters to the reader printed in the paratext 

of his editions of Ariosto’s chivalric poem.104 By associating the Furioso with the Trasformationi, 

Giolito tried to sell Dolce’s translation to the numerous readers of Ariosto’s poem, but he also 

associated the Furioso with a classical poem, Ovid’s Metamorphoses, contributing to its 

canonisation.  

 The link between the Trasformationi and the Orlando furioso was underscored through the 

material presentation of the book. The editions of the Trasformationi were illustrated with a brand-

new series of woodcuts designed by Giovanni Antonio Rusconi. According to a letter that Dolce 

sent to Benedetto Varchi in 1552, Giolito spent a significant amount of money on this series, which 

set out to celebrate Dolce’s effort: 

 

Il signor Giolito v’ha fatto, per honorar questa mia fatica, di molta spesa, come d’intorno a 

figure, che ve ne sono per ciascuna favola o poco meno, et in altro.105 

 

This expensive series embellished the Trasformationi, but it also created a connection with the 

Orlando furioso. According to Giuseppe Capriotti, this woodcut series had many features in 

 
103 Burnett, p. 67. 
104 Nuovo and Coppens, pp. 237-38. 
105 Letter to Benedetto Varchi, signed 3 December 1552: see Lodovico Dolce, Lettere, ed. by Paolo Procaccioli (Rome: 

Vecchiarelli, 2015), p. 104. 
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common with the illustrations printed in Giolito’s Orlando furioso.106 Andrea Torre has developed 

Capriotti’s claim further by revealing examples in which Rusconi modelled his representation of the 

mythological tales on the woodcuts printed in Giolito’s Furioso. In Canto XXIII of the 

Trasformationi, for example, Rusconi’s illustration of the myth of Ceyx and Alcyone was inspired 

by the representation of the abandonment of Olimpia in Giolito’s Furioso (OF, X. 22-25).107 

 Another feature in the Trasformationi that immediately invited the reader to associate 

Dolce’s translation with Giolito’s editions of the Orlando furioso was the mise en page. The page 

opening in Figure 2.5, for instance, bore significant similarities to the page opening of the 1543 

edition of Ariosto’s poem in Figure 2.6.108 First of all, in the Trasformationi and in the Orlando 

furioso there were decorated initials taken from the same series of ‘iniziali parlanti’ inspired by the 

myths of the Metamorphoses.109 Both editions were printed in italic typeface and presented two 

parallel columns of five ottave. In the Orlando furioso, there was an illustration at the beginning of 

each canto. Hence, the woodcut marked the end of a canto and helped the reader navigate their way 

through the book. As we can see in the page opening to the Trasformationi, Rusconi’s illustrations 

had a similar function.  

 The canto opening of the Trasformationi became even more similar to that of the Orlando 

furioso in the last edition printed by Giolito in 1561 (Figure 2.7). As we can see in Table 2.3, which 

gathers the paratexts printed in Giolito’s sixteenth-century editions of the Trasformationi, Dolce 

added argomenti and brief allegorical commentaries respectively at the beginning and end of each 

canto. Through this paratextual addition, the layout of the beginning of the canto was identical to 

that of the Orlando furioso, displaying a succession of argomento, illustration, and the number of 

the canto and text.  

 We have seen how Dolce described his endeavour to translate the Metamorphoses as a 

daring poetic journey comparable to Phaethon’s flight. His poetic ambition was encouraged and 

fully supported by Giolito, who invested his capital to make the Trasformationi an international best 

seller. Giolito applied for a printing privilege four times (1546; 1548; 1550; 1552).110 The reiteration  

 
106 Capriotti, ‘La Trasformationi: le stampe con i miti ovidiani e le inserzioni bibliche’, in Le Trasformationi di 

Lodovico Dolce, ed. by Capriotti, pp. 40-43 (p. 41). 
107 Andrea Torre, ‘Ovidio dopo Ariosto. Doppiaggi testuali e iconografici in edizioni illustrate del Cinquecento’, in 

Galassia Ariosto: il modello editoriale del Furioso dal libro illustrato al web, ed. by Lina Bolzoni (Rome: Donizelli, 

2017), pp. 283-309.  
108 I am using the 1543 edition of Giolito’s Furioso as a reference point because I do not have access to the first edition 

(1542).   
109 Petrucci-Nardelli, p. 17. 
110 Nuovo and Coppens, pp. 237-38. 
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Figure 2.6 Page Layout of the Orlando furioso. OF 1543, fols G5v-6r, Munich, Bayerische Staatsbibliothek, 4 P.o.it. 29. 

 

 

 

Figure 2.7 Page Layout of the Trasformationi. Dolce 1561, fols K2v-3r, Rome, Biblioteca Nazionale Centrale, 6.17.D.19. 
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of the request suggests that Dolce’s translation had a long gestation and also that Giolito wanted to 

have exclusive printing rights for the fifteen years covered by the privilege. The fact that Giolito 

had high expectations concerning the popularity of Dolce’s translation would also be confirmed by  

the fact that (according to Giolito) the first press run was of more than 1800 copies. 111 The average 

press run in the sixteenth century was of 1032 copies per edition.112 Furthermore, some copies of the 

first edition of the Trasformationi were printed on parchment, such as the one held at the British 

Library in London.113 Parchment was more expensive than paper, and Giolito’s decision to use this 

lavish material lends support to the idea that he aimed to add value to Dolce’s translation and also 

to sell it among the wealthy or send it to high-standing figures. Ariosto, for example, decided to 

print some copies of the third edition of the Furioso on parchment, which he sent to influential 

figures such as Duke Alfonso and Isabella d’Este.114 Furthermore, in the Biblioteche della 

Fondazione Giorgio Cini in Venice there is a copy of the first edition of the Trasformationi with a 

lavish sixteenth-century binding: the edges are coloured in gold and the cover is tooled in gold and 

decorated with oriental designs.115 The existence of such a copy suggests that either Dolce and 

Giolito commissioned special bindings for patrons and friends, or that the Trasformationi was 

acquired on the market by wealthy individuals who could afford this kind of sophisticated book-

cover. 

 Table 2.3 below shows that the editions of the Trasformationi printed by Giolito came with 

numerous paratextual elements, which often changed from edition to edition. Some of these features 

authorised the publication. In the prefatory matter to all these editions, for instance, there was a long 

list of privileges. According to Nuovo, the Trasformationi was the only publication which contained 

all the international printing privileges.116 This display was surely designed to protect the investment 

and avoid illegal publications, but it also gave an international appeal to the book by associating it 

with a long list of domestic and foreign rulers. The first two editions of the Trasformationi also 

included a sonnet written by Aretino. Dolce was among Aretino’s friends and he personally asked   

 
111 In the letter to the reader printed in the back matter of the second edition of the Trasformationi, Giolito claimed to 

have sold more than 1800 copies of the first edition of this translation in four months: see Dolce 1553b, fol. Xv. 
112 For the average press runs in the sixteenth century see Nuovo, The Book Trade, pp. 110-11. 
113 The British Library in London, shelfmark: G.11114. 
114 Richardson, Printing, Writers and Readers, p. 87. 
115 Biblioteche della Fondazione Cini In Venice (shelfmark: FOAN TES 216a). The description of this copy is in 

Dennis Rhodes, Catalogo del fondo librario antico della Fondazione Cini (Florence: Olschki, 2011), p. 107. 
116 Nuovo and Coppens, p. 236. 
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Editions Dolce 1553a Dolce 1553b Dolce 1555 Dolce 1557 Dolce 1558 Dolce 1561 

Front 
Matter 

Allo 

illustrissimo e 

reverendissimo 

monsignore il 

s. antonio 

Perinotto, 

vescovo di 

Arras, e primo 

del consiglio 

di Cesare 

Allo 

illustrissimo e 

reverendissimo 

monsignore il 

s. antonio 

Perinotto, 

vescovo di 

Arras, e primo 

del consiglio 

di Cesare 

Allo 

illustrissimo e 

reverendissimo 

monsignore il 

s. antonio 

Perinotto, 

vescovo di 

Arras, e primo 

del consiglio 

di Cesare 

Allo 

illustrissimo e 

reverendissimo 

monsignore il 

s. antonio 

Perinotto, 

vescovo di 

Arras, e primo 

del consiglio 

di Cesare 

Allo 

illustrissimo e 

reverendissimo 

monsignore il 

s. antonio 

Perinotto, 

vescovo di 

Arras, e primo 

del consiglio 

di Cesare 

Allo 

illustrissimo e 

reverendissimo 

monsignore il 

s. antonio 

Perinotto, 

vescovo di 

Arras, e primo 

del consiglio 

di Cesare 

Iulius Papa III Iulius Papa III Iulius Papa III Iulius Papa III Iulius Papa III 

Tavola di tutte 

le favole che si 

contengono 

nell’opera 

Caesaris 

Privilegium 

Caesaris 

Privilegium 

Caesaris 

Privilegium 

Caesaris 

Privilegium 

Caesaris 

Privilegium 
 

Ducis 

Florentiae 

Christianiss. 

Regis. 

Christianiss. 

Regis. 

Christianiss. 

Regis. 

Christianiss. 

Regis. 
 

Sonetto di m. 

Pietro Aretino 

a Cesare 

Ducis 

Florentiae 

Ducis 

Florentiae 

Ducis 

Florentiae 

Ducis 

Florentiae 
 

 

Similmente la 

illustrissima 

signoria di 

vinegia 

Tavola di tutte 

le favole che si 

contengono 

nell'opera 

Tavola di tutte 

le favole che si 

contengono 

nell'opera 

Tavola di tutte 

le favole che si 

contengono 

nell'opera 

 

 
Sonetto di M. 

Pietro Aretino  
    

Addition 
to the 
Main 
Text 

     Argomento 

     Allegoria 

Back 
Matter 

 
Ai nobili e 

sinceri lettori  
    

 

Tavola di tutte 

le favole che si 

contengono 

nell’opera 

    

Table 2.3 The paratext of the editions of the Trasformationi printed by Giolito 
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him to write a laudatory sonnet to Charles V to add to the Trasformationi.117 Aretino was a very 

influential figure in Venice and abroad. Hence, the association of his name with the Trasformationi 

was another way of bestowing prestige and recognition on this translation.  

 Among the paratextual elements printed in the Trasformationi, there is one in particular that 

shows how Dolce’s role as editor in Giolito’s printing house allowed him to give material form to 

the poetic ambitions expressed in the text of the translation: the title page. The beginning of 

Giolito’s Trasformationi, in fact, omitted Ovid’s name and the fact that the text was a translation, 

but it presented Dolce as the author of the Trasformationi.  

 

2.4.1 Negotiating Authorship: The Title Page of the Trasformationi 

 

The function of book illustrations was not only to decorate and embellish. During the sixteenth 

century, they became complex visual paratexts and ‘parte integrante dell’interpretazione che del 

testo si intendeva proporre’.118 The title page of the Trasformationi (Figure 2.1), for example, is a 

shared space in which authorship is negotiated among various agents: dedicatee, printer, author, 

editor and translator. According to Capriotti, the lavishly decorated title border designed by Rusconi 

was primarily meant to celebrate the dedicatee, Charles V.119 The border contains a central shield on 

which is written the title of the work. This shield is flanked by two figures: Pallas, the goddess of 

the art of war, and the Roman goddess Victory, who represents peace. The presence of the opposite 

conditions of war and peace follows the medieval belief that one could not exist without the other. 

These two goddesses are looking up at Jupiter, who towers over the scene from the top of the 

architectonic border. This triangular disposition involving the three divinities signifies that both war 

and peace depended upon God’s will. This scene visualises the content of Dolce’s dedicatory epistle 

addressed to Antoine de Perrenot, one of the most influential courtiers of Charles V. In this letter, 

Dolce compared the Emperor to Jupiter, who defeated the Giants and brought back peace into the 

world. Hence, Rusconi’s title border unfolds Dolce’s simile in visual terms: Jupiter, alias Charles V, 

as peace maker.120 The comparison between Jupiter and Charles V is also strengthened by the fact 

that on the title page Jupiter is sitting on an eagle, the emperor’s symbol.  

 
117 Pietro Aretino, Ecco che al magno, magnanimo Hercole Estense ha dedicato Pietro Aretino per divina gratia huomo 

libero il sesto delle scritte lettere volume, acciò che la immortale memoria del perpetuo nome dell’ottimo duca privi 

della oblivione la bramata ricordanza del suo (Venice: Gabriele Giolito dei Ferrari, 1557), p. 302. 
118 Andreoli, ‘Ex officina Erasmiana’, Parte II. iii.  
119 Capriotti, ‘Le Trasformationi: il frontespizio, il mappamondo e le iniziali parlanti’, in Le Trasformationi di Lodovico 

Dolce, ed. by Capriotti, pp. 33-39 (p. 33). 
120 Capriotti, ‘La Trasformationi: il frontespizio, il mappamondo e le iniziali parlanti’, p. 34. For the  
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 The title of the first edition of the Trasformationi (Dolce 1553a) gives further visibility to 

the dedicatee. The name of the Emperor is the first one mentioned in the title: All’invittissimo e 

gloriosissimo Imperatore Carlo Quinto. Le Trasformationi di M. Lodovico Dolce. As we can see in 

Table 2.3, the dedication to Charles V disappeared from the title in the second edition printed by 

Giolito. This change could have resulted from the fact that Dolce never received compensation for 

his translation. In 1561, Girolamo Ruscelli sent a letter to Philip II, heir of Charles V, in which he 

reminded him that his father had never recompensed Dolce and asked him to fulfil his father’s 

obligation.121 

 Giolito has a visible space on the title page. His name is at the bottom of the title border 

together with his famous device, the rising phoenix, and his motto ‘semper eadem’ [forever the 

same]. Giolito and his editors so emphasised the equivalence between the printer and the phoenix 

that the device became a sort of portrait of Giolito. It is significant that from the time Giolito started 

to print this symbol on the title page, the portrait of the author was moved away from the title page 

to be set in the prefatory matter of the book.122 This transformation is evident if we compare the 

1536 edition of the Furioso with the 1542 edition of the same poem. This change expressed with 

great power the idea that the printed book, in its material form, was not the property of the author, 

but of the printer. The title page of the Trasformationi was also designed to further connect Giolito 

and his powerful protector, Charles V. Their affinity was underscored by the placement of both 

their symbols, the eagle and the phoenix, on a vertical line in the middle of the page. Furthermore, 

the phoenix, almost in a sign of reverence, was looking up at Jupiter and his eagle (Figure 2.1).  

 Dolce’s name is written in the title, and it comes just after that of the dedicatee. The position 

of their names followed the hierarchy of their social status, from high to low. Nevertheless, their 

proximity on the page bestowed on the translator a notable degree of prestige, connecting him to a 

powerful authority. Ovid is a notable absence on the title page. His name was omitted, together with 

the specification that Dolce’s Trasformationi was a translation. This double omission rendered 

Dolce’s authorship exceptionally visible. 

 The omission of Ovid’s name created discontinuity with previous printed editions of the 

Metamorphoses in Latin and in the vernacular. In what follows, I will take into account a sample of  

 
121 Girolamo Ruscelli, Lettere di principi, le quali o si scrivono da principi, o a’ principi, o ragionan di principi libro 

primo nuovamente mandato in luce da Girolamo Ruscelli (Venice: Giordano Ziletti, 1562), p. 209. 
122 Nuovo and Coppens, p. 131. 
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Figure 2.8 Title page. Ovid 1502, fol. a1r, Hathi Trust Digital 
Library < https://catalog.hathitrust.org/Record/010823509 > 

[accessed 13 January 2019].

 

Figure 2.9 Title Page. Ovid 1513, fol. a1r, Munich, 
Bayerische Staatsbibliothek, Res/2 A.lat.a 148. 

 

 

 

Figure 2.10 Title Page. Ovid 1540, fol. *3v, Paris, 
Bibliothèque nationale de France, Rés. g-Yc-1011. 

 

 

Figure 2.11 Title page. Bonsignori 1497, fol. *1r, Venice, 
Biblioteca Nazionale Marciana, INC. V. 0578. 
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title pages from the Metamorphoses to show that in other cases the authority of Ovid was always 

openly recognised. Figure 2.8, Figure 2.9 and Figure 2.10 are a few examples of title pages opening 

the editions of the Latin Metamorphoses printed in the first half of the sixteenth century in Italy. In 

all these instances, the name of Ovid is highlighted at the beginning of the book together with the 

name of the poem. The same can be said for previous printed editions of the vernacular 

Metamorphoses. Giovanni Bonsignori’s translation, for example, was printed in 1497 in Venice by 

Giovanni Rosso. This incunabulum presents a very simple title page which introduced the text by 

naming the author, Ovid, and the name of the work: Metamorphoseos vulgare (Figure 2.11). 

 The revolutionary aspect of the title page of the Trasformationi can be fully revealed by 

considering the sixteenth-century editions of the translation written by Niccolò degli Agostini 

(1522, 1533, 1537, 1538, 1547, 1548). In these cases, the visibility of Ovid on the title page 

gradually intensified from edition to edition, while the translator lingered in a condition of partial 

invisibility. The editio princeps of Agostini’s translation was printed by Jacopo da Lecco in Venice 

in 1522 (Figure 2.12).123 At the top of the page, the title is set out in a half-diamond indention 

pattern and is followed by a woodcut, which represents Ovid with a laurel on his head, sitting at his 

writing desk. The name of Ovid is written twice on the title-page: once in the title, and once above 

the figure in the woodcut. The name of the translator, as well as the printer and the date are placed 

in the colophon at the end of the book (Figure 2.13). According to Margaret Smith, who has studied 

the early development of the title page, early printed books often presented important information 

about the book in the explicit or colophon, following the use of manuscripts. It was only gradually, 

from the late 1480s and 1490s, that information migrated to the title page.124 The lesser importance 

of the translator is testified by the fact that his name was not moved from the colophon to the title 

page. Furthermore, his status of relative invisibility was increased by the fact that the title of the 

Metamorfosi advertises in various ways that the text is a translation, without, however, providing 

the name of the translator himself.  

 In the second edition of Agostini’s translation Ovid becomes even more visible (Figure 

2.14).125 The title, displayed in a half-diamond indention, is set inside a title-border and it begins by 

advertising the authority of Ovid over the text: ‘Di Ovidio’. Beneath the title, there is another 

portrait of Ovid. The name of Ovid and the year of publication are written half on the left and half 

 
123 For a description of this edition see Guthmüller, Ovidio metamorphoseos vulgare, p. 204. 
124 M. Margaret Smith, The Title-Page: Its Early Development 1460-1510 (London: The British Library and Oak Knoll 

Press, 2000), pp. 25-34. 
125 The third edition was printed by Niccolò Zoppino in Venice in 1537, and, despite minor grammatical corrections in 

the title, it was identical to the 1533 edition. 
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Figure 2.12 Title page. Agostini 1522, fol. A1r, Vienna, 
Österreichische Nationalbibliothek, MF 1968. 

 

Figure 2.13 Colophon. Agostini 1522, fol. Z4r, Vienna, 
Österreichische Nationalbibliothek, MF 1968. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

on the right of the portrait. In contrast with the title-page of the first edition, the second bears more 

information, such as the date.126 Ovid’s name is written twice, and it is the only word written in 

black, while all the others are written in red.127 As in the former edition, the name of the translator, 

like that of the printer, is in the colophon. 

 The fourth edition was printed in 1538 by Bernardino di Bindoni in Venice (Figure 2.15).128 

The decorative border of this edition is a Roman portico resting on sculptured pilasters, a typical 

ornamentation of the Renaissance book.129 The title and another portrait of Ovid are placed inside 

 
126 Gradually, starting from the late 1480s and 1490s, a lot of bibliographic content moved from the colophon to the 

title-page, including the date and printer’s device. In addition, publishers’ blurbs were also added to the title page 

(Smith, pp. 91-108). 
127 Double printing with red and black ink was not uncommon in early printed books, although it was time consuming. 

For the technical aspects involved in printing a second colour see Philip Gaskell, A New Introduction to Bibliography: 

The Classic Manual of Bibliography, 2nd edn (New Castle: Oak Knoll, 2015), pp. 137-38. 
128 The 1548 edition was a re-print of the 1538 edition printed by Bernardino di Bindoni. For the 1548 edition, I rely on 

the description made by Guthmüller (Ovidio metamorphoseos vulgare, p. 310). 
129 The dominant source of ornament used in and on Renaissance books springs from the inspiration of classic Roman 

architecture. The Roman arch is the hall-mark of the title-pages of Renaissance books (E. P. Goldschmidt, The Printed 

Book of the Renaissance: Three Lectures on Type, Illustration, Ornament (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 

1950), pp. 66-70). 
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Figure 2.14 Title page. Agostini 1533, fol. A1r, London, 
British Library, 11355.f.18.

 

Figure 2.15 Title page. Agostini 1538, fol. A1r, Munich, 
Bayerische Staatsbibliothek, Res/4 A.lat.a. 444. 

 

 

Figure 2.16 Title page. Agostini 1547, fol. A1r, Munich, Bayerische Staatsbibliothek, Res/4 A.lat.a. 445.

 

the doorway. Contrary to previous editions, the title of the work is made more visible: it is now 

written in capital letters, and it is the only part of the title that is written with black ink. The fifth 
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edition was printed in 1547 in Venice by Federico Torresano (Figure 2.16). The title page is like 

that of previous editions: there is a decorated title-border with the printer’s device, and the title is 

identical. Only the presentation of the title is slightly different. In this edition, both Ovid’s name 

and the title are highlighted, being the only two elements written in capital letters, in a bigger size, 

and in black ink.  

 The evolution of the title page of Agostini’s editions shows that the only information left out 

from the beginning of the book was the name of the translator, which was not moved – together 

with the date and the name of the printer – from the colophon to the opening of the book. In contrast 

with the title page of the Trasformationi, here Ovid is the most visible figure, highlighted through 

multiple strategies: the repetition of the name, the use of different ink colours and the inclusion of 

portraits. The visibility of Ovid in the translation of Agostini was surely incentivised by the need to 

market this translation. The name of an authority such as Ovid added cultural value to the text, 

attracting a large and varied readership, and for this reason it was important to make it more visible 

inside the title page, which, with the invention of the printing press, became the doorway to the text, 

the space where printers wrote their blurbs hoping to attract potential buyers. Since Ovid’s name 

attracted a large readership by itself, why did a business-oriented printer like Giolito not employ it 

on the title page of the Trasformationi?  

 The omission of Ovid’s name from the title page of the Trasformationi has been described 

by previous scholars as an example of plagiarism.130 This label, however, oversimplified this 

phenomenon. I do not imagine that Dolce, with the complicity of Giolito, aimed to pass off Ovid’s 

work as his own. The name of Ovid appeared in the Latin printing privilege printed in the prefatory 

matter of the book.131 For years, Giolito publicly advertised Ovid’s authority over the 

Trasformationi. In the letter to the reader in the paratext of his 1542 edition of the Orlando furioso, 

Giolito promised his readers a translation of Ovid’s Metamorphoses written by Dolce: ‘Speriamo di 

darvi similmente fra pochi mesi le dilettevoli Trasformationi d’Ovidio tradotti [sic] del […] Dolce 

in questa ottava rima.’132 Giolito made a similar advertisement in two other editions of the Orlando 

furioso printed in 1547 and 1551:  

 

 
130 Terpening, p. 13. 
131 Dolce 1553a, fol. *4r. 
132 Quotation taken from Nuovo and Coppens, p. 238. 
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et perché niuna cura è in noi maggiore, che di giovare alli studiosi delle buone lettere, et a 

gli amatori della lingua Volgare; speriamo di darvi similmente fra pochi mesi, le dilettevoli 

Trasformationi d’Ovidio tradotte dal sovradetto Dolce in questa ottava rima.133 

 

Dolce himself advertised the forthcoming publication of the Trasformationi in the Brieve 

dimostratione, Dolce’s commentary on Ariosto’s imitation of the ancient poets that was printed in 

the paratext of Giolito’s Furioso. In the commentary, while underlining Ariosto’s skilful imitation 

of Ovid’s poem, Dolce advised his readers that he would soon publish a translation of the 

Metamorphoses: 

 

[Ariosto] Imitò […] Ovidio nel nono delle Trasformationi: Naturale malum saltem […] in 

fine leggiadramente il nostro Poeta [Ariosto] va imitando la favola d’Iphi contenuta nel 

nono delle Trasformationi, le quali da noi in Volgare tradotte, tosto, piacendo a Iddio, se ne 

verranno fuori.134 

 

As shown in these examples, Ovid’s authorship was openly advertised by Dolce and Giolito for 

more than ten years before publication. Furthermore, as suggested by the catch-title printed in the 

first edition of the Trasformationi, the authorship of Ovid was also acknowledged inside Giolito’s 

printing house. The catch-title is a very abbreviated form of the title – or the author – that occurs in 

the signature line of the first page of a quire. The purpose of the catch-title was to identify the 

edition locally; during the printing process, especially in printing houses in which multiple books 

were printed at the same time, it was important to identify which quires belonged to which 

edition.135 On the first folio of quire B of the first edition of the Trasformationi, the catch-title was: 

‘Ovid B’, and the name of Ovid was written at the beginning of each quire until quire R. Starting 

from quire S, the word Ovid is not written anymore, and it is not reemployed in the following 

editions.136  

 The omission of the name of the author from the title page of the Trasformationi should not 

be considered plagiarism. Instead, it is more productive to see this phenomenon as the result of a 

 
133 These same words were written by Giolito in both editions. See Ariosto, OF 1547, fol. ff5r, and OF 1551, fols ll7r-

7v. 
134 Ariosto, OF 1547, fol. *5v. 
135 Smith, p. 73. 
136 I have seen this catch-title in multiple copies of Dolce 1553a, such as the one held in the Universidad Complutense 

de Madrid (shelfmark: *6, A-T8, V4.) and the one in the Biblioteca Queriniana in Brescia (shelfmark: 5a.Kk.ll.11). 
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combination of sixteenth-century common practices and shared ideologies. This omission was 

understandable in light of the sixteenth-century overlap between the concepts of imitation and 

translation. As we have seen in Chapter 1, in the sixteenth century Horace’s Ars poetica was read as 

a manual for poetic translation (i.e. verse translation of poetry), and some scholars, critics and 

writers believed that a translator could carve out his own authorial space from a well-known poem 

through a skilful re-writing.137 Hence, due to Dolce’s extensive adaptation of the source text, the 

concealment of the name of Ovid from the title page might have felt like a legitimate action. 

 The title page of the Trasformationi might also be seen as a result of the rising desire to 

prove that vernacular literature could compete with classical texts. We could interpret the omission 

of Ovid’s name as a silent proclamation of war, and the start of a competition between the ancients 

and the moderns played out in the field of translation. This querelle would fit perfectly in the 

cultural climate of the late sixteenth century, when, thanks to the establishment of the Trecento 

Tuscan vernacular as the linguistic model, a new confidence emerged in the potential of the 

vernacular language and literature.138 

 

2.5 Conclusion 

 

This chapter has highlighted the poetic function(s) of the Trasformationi and has brought into relief 

the sophistication of Dolce’s writing practice. Dolce’s cultural mediation was evident in his ability 

to repurpose and adapt Ovid’s poem for a new readership, while at the same time making the 

translation into a manifesto of the vernacular literary tradition that began with Dante and 

culminated in Ariosto. Through the findings of this chapter, we are able to see the Trasformationi as 

an ambitious poetic project, whose objective was, on the one hand, to legitimize the Orlando 

furioso as a modern classic and a model for imitation, and, on the other, to legitimize Dolce himself 

as a vernacular poet. 

 In the Trasformationi, Dolce built his authorial persona and credibility by associating 

himself with authoritative figures. As is also shown in Table 2.1, Dolce interwove two important 

networks. The first was poetic and it included himself, Ovid and Ariosto. The second was of a 

completely different nature, and it took the form of a triangular relationship between Dolce, Giolito 

and Charles V. Printer and dedicatee were Dolce’s contemporaries and both of them were 

authoritative figures. Giolito’s and Charles’s authority derived from their wealth, nobility and 

 
137 See Vincenzo Maggi’s commentary to Horace’s Ars poetica in Chapter 1. 
138 Trovato, Il primo Cinquecento, pp. 75-116. 
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position in society. By establishing these two parallel networks, Dolce confirmed his own authority 

on two different grounds, and used his translation as an instrument of poetic as well as social ascent.  

 Looking at Giolito’s editions of the Trasformationi, this chapter has also demonstrated, 

however, that it is impossible to see Dolce as the only agent responsible for this work. The 

Trasformationi was a project developed by the translator with Giolito’s support. The printer 

provided the financial resources for the printing of this work. As shown in Table 1, he mediated 

between the translatorial circuit of the Trasformationi and that of the Orlando furioso. This link 

made it possible to affiliate Dolce’s translation and Ariosto’s poem on a textual as well as a 

paratextual level, because Giolito allowed the re-use of the same printing material (such as founts of 

type and decorated initials) and the employment of the same skilled workers. The analysis of the 

title page lends support to the view that Dolce also co-operated with the illustrator Rusconi. 

Throughout the Trasformationi, Dolce alluded to Giolito and Charles V as his protectors and guides 

in his poetic journey. Rusconi’s title page reflected very faithfully Dolce’s ambition to be placed in 

connection with these two patrons. 

 This close relationship between translator, printer and other professionals involved in the 

making of the book is unique among the translations that I am going to analyse in the following 

chapters. While Giolito held the printing privilege, Dolce continued to write new paratextual 

materials to add to the new editions of the Trasformationi. Anguillara, as we will see in Chapter 3, 

was scarcely involved in the printing house that published his work, and his paratextual materials 

disappeared soon after he sold his printing privilege. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 



CHAPTER 3 
Giovanni Andrea dell’Anguillara’s Metamorfosi: The Authorising Force of 

Commentary and Portrait 
 

 

3.1 Perseus and his Winged Horse 

 

The painting Andromeda by Rutilio Manetti (c. 1612) illustrates an Ovidian myth that was 

particularly dear to sixteenth- and seventeenth-century artists (Figure 3.1). Andromeda was the 

princess of Ethiopia, and her attractiveness was such that her mother, Cassiopea, claimed that her 

daughter was more beautiful than the Nereids, the nymph-daughters of the sea god Nereus. 

Cassiopea’s arrogant statement aroused the wrath of the gods, who sent the sea monster Cetus to 

ravage Ethiopia. On the advice of an Oracle, Andromeda was then offered in sacrifice to the 

monster in order to appease the gods, but just before the slaughter, Perseus happened upon 

Andromeda, naked and chained to a rock. Inflamed by her beauty, Perseus engaged in a battle with 

Cetus and rescued her from the monster’s assault. In his painting, Manetti chose to represent the 

scene in which the myth reached its climax, picturing the moment at which Cetus approached 

Andromeda and Perseus descended from the sky to save her. The artist set Andromeda in the 

foreground, depicting her with both her wrists chained to the rock while she gazes in terror at the 

 

 
Figure 3.1 Rutilio Manetti, Andromeda, c. 1612, oil on canvas, 177 × 20, Galleria Borghese, Rome. 
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sea. Her posture makes her nudity strikingly visible to the beholder, highlighting the erotic 

connotations of the myth. 

 Andromeda conveys the rich eroticism and wittiness of Ovid’s narration, but a closer look at 

this painting reveals that the Latin Metamorphoses was not Manetti’s primary source of inspiration. 

Ovid had Perseus fly in winged sandals, and not on a winged horse:  

 

pennis ligat ille resumptis 

parte ab utraque pedes teloque accingitur unco 

et liquidum motis talaribus aera findit.  

(Ovid, Met., IV. 665-67)  

 

[Then Perseus bound on both his feet the wings he had laid by, girt on his hooked sword, 

and soon in swift flight was cleaving the thin air] 

 

The association of Perseus and Pegasus, the mythological winged horse, was not new, but it gained 

currency in the late medieval treatment of Andromeda’s rescue, and it continued to be popular in 

early modern visual art and literature.1 By the time Manetti composed his painting, the popularity of 

this version was also intensified thanks to the work of Giovanni Andrea dell’Anguillara (1519-

1569), the author of the bestselling sixteenth-century translation of Ovid’s Metamorphoses.2 This 

translation offered the same combination of Perseus and Pegasus:  

 

Quando su’l pegaseo veloce ascese 

Perseo, e per l’Etiopia il volo prese. 

(Anguillara 1563, IV. 411. 7-8) 

 

 This excursus of Ovid’s Perseus and Andromeda through the lens of Anguillara gives us a 

valuable starting point for our study. Anguillara’s Metamorfosi, as shown in this example, is not a 

literal rendition of Ovid’s source text. Anguillara’s combination of Perseus and Pegasus, for 

instance, is the result of the mingling of the Ovidian myth with the tale of Ruggero and Angelica, 

 
1 Daniel Javitch, ‘Rescuing Ovid from the Allegorizers’, in Comparative Literature, 30 (1978), 97-107. 

2 According to Claudio Mutini, Anguillara was born in 1517 (‘Giovanni Andrea dell’Anguillara’, DBI, 1961, in 

<http://www.treccani.it/enciclopedia/giovanni-andrea-dell-anguillara_(Dizionario-Biografico)/ > [accessed 16 February 

2017] ). Bucchi (pp. 321-34), however, referring to a notary document found in Sutri, claimed that the correct date 

would be 1519.  
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narrated in one of the most popular sixteenth-century chivalric poems, the Orlando furioso, by 

Ludovico Ariosto (OF, X. 92-115).3 Anguillara radically transformed Ovid’s Metamorphoses by 

supplementing the source text with mythological accounts that were taken from ancient and modern 

literary works, and that, as in the case of Manetti’s Andromeda, were later disseminated through the 

visual arts.  

 Scholars have unpicked the breadth of secondary sources employed by Anguillara and have 

argued that his creative re-writing of Ovid was the primary feature that allowed this translation to 

become a reference point for readers, writers and painters who sought access to the Ovidian myths. 

Maria Moog-Grünewald, for example, has shed light on the intertextual relations between 

Anguillara’s translation and contemporary vernacular literary works, such as Castiglione’s Book of 

the Courtier and Ariosto’s Orlando furioso, showing how the translator transformed the Latin poem 

into a text full of references that could meet the expectations of an elitist public of Renaissance 

courtiers.4 Daniel Javitch, in his land-mark study of the canonization of Ariosto’s chivalric poem, 

has investigated the role played by this translation in the affiliation between Ovid’s Metamorphoses 

and Ariosto’s poem, pointing to the textual analogies between these works.5 Finally, Gabriele 

Bucchi’s monograph on Anguillara’s Metamorfosi enriched previous observations on this matter by 

underscoring Anguillara’s re-employment of themes and episodes extrapolated from Latin epic 

poems (particularly Virgil’s Aeneid and Statius’s Thebaid), from the genre of the novella and 

especially from Ariosto’s Orlando furioso, which constituted Anguillara’s primary source of 

inspiration.6  

 The following analysis argues that the success of this translation in the sixteenth century was 

also prompted by the paratext of sixteenth-century printed editions of Anguillara’s Metamorfosi. 

The editions of the Metamorfosi printed in 1584 and 1592 by Bernardo Giunti were the richest in 

paratextual elements and the most lavishly decorated. Focusing on two paratextual elements printed 

in these two editions, the commentary and the portraits, this chapter shows how printers, editors, 

illustrators and the other book agents co-operated to establish this translation as a new classic of the 

vernacular language by presenting the Metamorfosi as a canonical text comparable to other 

novelties of the vernacular literature (beginning with the Orlando furioso), and by presenting 

Anguillara as the new Ovid.  

 

 
3 Javitch, Proclaiming a Classic, p. 79. 

4 Moog-Grünewald, pp. 105-12. 

5 Javitch, Proclaiming a Classic, pp. 71-80. 

6 Bucchi, pp. 159-96; Moog-Grünewald, pp. 73-100.  
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3.2 The Threshold of Translation: The Paratexts of Anguillara’s Metamorfosi 

 

Thirty editions (including the incomplete editions) of the Metamorfosi by Anguillara were printed 

in the sixteenth century, and more than seventy editions have been printed up until today.7 The first 

attempt at organising this large corpus goes back to the eighteenth century, when Filippo Argelati 

listed in chronological order the editions of Anguillara’s translation that he found in various Italian 

libraries. Argelati’s research was part of an ambitious encyclopaedic work: a collection of Italian 

vernacularizations of Latin and Greek literary works written before the fifteenth century.8 This 

gigantic catalogue has until recently remained the primary source of information for the publishing 

history of Anguillara’s translation. In 2007, Alessio Cotugno updated Argelati’s work by adding 

various editions that Argelati did not include in his catalogue and counting the editions printed in 

the twentieth century.9 This list was in turn lightly revised by Bucchi in 2011, and is also updated in 

this study, which highlights the existence of an unauthorized second edition of the first book of the 

Metamorfosi.10 

 The editorial history of the Metamorfosi by Anguillara began with the publication of a series 

of incomplete editions containing the first books of Ovid’s poem.11 The Metamorfosi was printed 

for the first time in 1553 by Giovanni Griffio in Venice, in an edition that included only the 

translation of the first book of Ovid’s Metamorphoses (Anguillara 1553).12 This first book was then 

 
7 Bucchi argues that twenty-nine editions of the Metamorfosi were printed in the sixteenth century (pp. 335-45). Taking 

into consideration Cartolari’s edition of the first book of the Metamorfosi (Anguillara 1553?), however, the number 

rises to 30.  

8 Filippo Argelati, Biblioteca degli volgarizzatori, o sia notizia dall’opere volgarizzate d’autori, che scrissero in lingue 

morte prima del secolo xv. Opera postuma del segretario Filippo Argelati bolognese. Tomi iv. Coll’addizioni, e 

correzioni di Angelo Teodoro Villa, 4 vols (Milan: Federico Agnelli Regio Stampatore, 1767). The translations of 

Ovid’s works are in vol. III, pp. 119-69. 

9 Alessio Cotugno, ‘Le Metamorfosi di Ovidio “ridotte” in ottava rima da Giovanni Andrea dell’Anguillara: tradizione e 

fortuna editoriale di un best-seller cinquecentesco’, Atti dell’istituto veneto di scienze, lettere ed arti. Classe di scienze 

morali, lettere ed arti, 165.3/4 (2006-2007), 461-541 (pp. 461-541). Cotugno’s work constitutes the preparatory work 

for his forthcoming critical edition of Anguillara’s Metamorfosi. 
10 Bucchi removed two sixteenth-century editions from Cotugno’s list (the 1574 edition printed by Misserini, and the 

1581 edition printed by Griffio) claiming that they have never been printed (Bucchi, pp. 335-45).  

11 For a history of the first editions see Bucchi, pp. 128-29. 

12 This is a very rare edition, which I have not consulted. According to Edit 16 and USTC there are only three copies in 

existence (USTC 845800). I am relying on the bibliographical description made by Cotugno, ‘Le Metamorfosi di 

Ovidio “ridotte” in ottava rima’, pp. 476-77, and Bucchi (p. 335).  
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reprinted again, probably in Perugia, by Giacomo Cartolari (Anguillara 1553?).13 In 1554, André 

Wechel printed a new edition of Anguillara’s Metamorfosi in Paris in an expanded version that 

included a translation of the first three books of Ovid’s Metamorphoses (Anguillara 1554). These 

three books were then printed twice in 1555, the first time by Wechel in Paris, and the second time 

by Vincenzo Valgrisi in Venice (Anguillara 1555a; Anguillara 1555b).14 In 1558, Francesco 

Marcolini printed another edition of Anguillara’s three books in Venice commissioned by Alberto 

di Gratia da Lucca, who was likely a cantimbanca and pedlar (Anguillara 1558).15  

 The editio princeps of Anguillara’s full text of the Metamorfosi, consisting of fifteen books, 

was printed in 1561 by Giovanni Griffio in Venice (Anguillara 1561). A few years later, in 1563, 

Griffio printed another edition, but this time ‘ad istanza di M. Francesco Senese’, to whom 

Anguillara sold his printing privilege (Anguillara 1563).16 After the translator’s printing privilege 

was sold, various editors and printers published new editions of the Metamorfosi in turn, often 

supplying their readers with new paratextual material, such as commentaries, marginalia, dedicatory 

letters and portraits.17 Table 3.1 shows the significant changes that have occurred in the presentation 

of a selected number of sixteenth-century editions of the Metamorfosi. The paratext authored by the 

translator, the translatorial paratext, is marked in red. The other paratextual elements not signed by 

the translator were, in all probability, elements written by subsequent editors and printers. It is 

interesting to note that the translatorial paratexts were printed only in the incomplete editions of the 

Metamorfosi.  

  

 
13 This edition is not mentioned by previous scholars, and it is in all probability a plagiarized copy of Griffio’s 1553 

edition. The copy that I consulted in the Bayerische Staatsbibliothek (shelfmark: Res/P.o.it. 219) does not contain either 

the printer’s name, or the date and place of printing. According to Edit 16, however, the printer’s device on the title 

page, an oval woodcut with an allegorical personification of Charity as a mother with three infants, and also the 

printer’s motto ‘Caritas domini manet in aeternum’ belong to the printer Girolamo Cartolari. This printer was active in 

Perugia in the first half of the sixteenth century, and he mainly printed vernacular texts, such as collections of poems 

and chivalric poems. Further evidence to support the view that Cartolari was the printer of this edition is that he also 

printed Lorenzo da Spirito’s translation of Ovid’s Metamorphoses in 1519 (for this translation see the Introduction). 

14 I did not consult a copy of the 1555 edition of Metamorfosi printed by Wechel (Anguillara 1555a). According to 

USTC there are only two copies available of this edition (USTC 845806). For more information about this edition see 

Cotugno, ‘Le Metamorfosi di Ovidio “ridotte” in ottava rima’, pp. 478-79.  

15 For Alberto di Gratia da Lucca see Francesco Novati, Scritti sull’editoria popolare di antico regime, ed. by Edoardo 

Barbieri and Alberto Brambilla (Rome: Archivio Guidi Izzi, 2004), p. 97. 

16 There is a notarial act showing the change of ownership from Anguillara to Francesco de’ Franceschi Senese: see 

Bucchi, p. 330. 

17 Bucchi, p. 299. 
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Edition Front Matter Additions to Main Text Back Matter 
Anguillara 

1553 

Al christianissimo Sire Henrico 

II [di Anguillara] 
  

Anguillara 

1554 

Al re christianissimo et 

invittissimo Henrico Secundo [di 

Anguillara] 

 

Sonetto ad una gentil donna [di 

Anguillara] 

Ai lettori Giovanni Andrea 

dell’Anguillara 

Anguillara 

1555b 

Al Christianissimo Sire Henrico 

II [di Anguillara] 
  

Anguillara 

1558 

Al Christianissimo Sire, Henrico 

II [di Anguillara] 
  

Anguillara 

1561 

Tavola 

  Correzioni 

Privilegio di Papa Giulio Terzo 

Anguillara 

1563 

Alla serenissima madama  

madama margherita di Valoes, 

duchessa di Savoia e di Berrhi 

Gioseppe Horologgi 

Annotationi [di Giuseppe 

Orologi] 
 

Tavola 

Anguillara 

1571 

Alla serenissima madama, 

madama Margherita di Valoes 

Duchessa di Savoia, e di Berrhì. 

Gioseppe Horologgi 

Argomenti [di Francesco 

Turchi] 

 

Tavola 

Postille marginali [di Francesco 

Turchi] 

Annotationi [di Giuseppe 

Orologi] 

Anguillara 

1572a 

Al molto illustre e valorosissimo 

il s.or Marchese Lodovico 

Malaspina [di Francesco de’ 

Franceschi Senese] 

Argomenti [di Francesco 

Turchi] 

Tavola delle cose più notabili 
Postille marginali [di Francesco 

Turchi] 

Annotationi [di Giuseppe 

Orologi] 

Anguillara 

1584a 

Ritratto di Giovanni Andrea 

dell’Anguillara [di Giacomo 

Franco] 

Argomenti [di Francesco 

Turchi] 

 

Allo illustre Sig. Camillo 

Baglioni, Sig. mio osservandiss. 

Bernardo Giunti 

Postille marginali [di Francesco 

Turchi] 

Tavola delle cose più notabili 

contenute nelle Metamorfosi di 

Ovidio 

Annotationi [di Giuseppe 

Orologi] 

Anguillara 

1592 

Allo illustre Sig. Camillo 

Baglioni, Sig. mio osservandiss. 

Bernardo Giunti 

Ritratto di Giovanni Andrea 

dell’Anguillara e Ovidio 

 
Tavola delle cose più notabili 

contenute nelle Metamorfosi di 

Ovidio 

Argomenti [di Francesco 

Turchi] 

Postille marginali [by 

Francesco Turchi]+ postille 

marginali [di Bernardo Giunti] 

Annotationi [di Giuseppe 

Orologi] 

Table 3.1 Paratextual elements printed in Anguillara’s Metamorfosi 
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 The first translatorial paratext that we encounter in all the incomplete editions of the 

Metamorfosi is a dedicatory epistle to Henry II, King of France. In this letter, Anguillara expressed 

the hope that this sovereign would restore peace and harmony to the world as occurred at the 

beginning of Ovid’s poem, when a mighty god transformed the original chaos into an orderly earth. 

By showing himself in an intimate conversation with a powerful ruler, the translator was gesturing 

towards the worthiness and poetic ambition of his literary work, and he was also indicating his 

chosen public.18 Anguillara also dedicated his translation to Henry II to compete with his 

predecessor Lodovico Dolce. In the same year in which Anguillara published the first book of his 

translation (Anguillara 1553), Giolito printed Dolce’s complete translation of Ovid’s 

Metamorphoses for the first time: the Trasformationi (discussed in Chapter 2). The concomitant 

publication of these works, as we will see in detail later, generated a competition between these two 

translators. Dolce, for example, dedicated his vernacular translation of Ovid’s poem to a protagonist 

of the European political scene, the Emperor Charles V. Consequently, Anguillara chose for himself 

a dedicatee worthy of the same respect and authority.19  

 The 1554 edition of the Metamorfosi is the richest in translatorial paratext, and adds a sonnet 

and a letter to the readers to the dedicatory epistle. The sonnet in the back matter is dedicated to a 

‘gentil donna’, whose identity remains anonymous, and it develops the topos of the noble woman as 

a medium for reaching God.20 The addition of poetical works signed by the translator in the paratext 

of an incomplete work was not unusual in the Renaissance. In the incomplete edition of the 

Metamorfosi by Marretti (Marretti 1567), the first three books were printed together with another 

lyric composition written by the translator, which – like Anguillara’s sonnet – was then removed in 

the complete edition of the work (see Chapter 4).21 This habit suggests that editors and translators 

might have wanted to address any anxiety deriving from the unfinished nature of the published 

work by including texts that could demonstrate that it was of broad interest to many and that the 

translator was highly respected. 

 The letter to the readers in Anguillara 1554 was most likely an additional part of the combative 

correspondence between Anguillara and his rival, Dolce. According to contemporary sources, Dolce 

 
18 Richardson, Printing, Writers and Readers, pp. 54-55; Richardson, ‘The Social Transmission of Translations in 

Renaissance Italy’, in Trust and Proof, ed. by Rizzi, p. 31. 

19 In all probability, the epistle to Henry II was not included in the 1561 edition because of the death of Henry II in 

1559. A trace of Anguillara’s dedication, however, remains on the title page of the 1561 edition, which says: ‘Le 

Metamorfosi di Ovidio. Al christianissimo re di Francia Henrico Secondo. Di Giovanni Andrea dell’Anguillara’: see 

Anguillara 1561, fol. a1r. 

20 Anguillara 1554, fol. N1r. 

21 Marretti 1567, fols K1r-3r. 
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and the printer Giolito tried to discredit Anguillara through a campaign of slander. Girolamo Ruscelli 

gave account of this row in his Tre discorsi, a treatise against Dolce’s work as a grammarian, editor 

and translator.22 In the Tre discorsi, Ruscelli published an extract from a letter to the readers printed 

in Giolito’s 1551 edition of the Orlando furioso as an example of Dolce’s unfair attitude towards his 

rivals. The letter, signed by Giolito, advised his readers about the forthcoming publication of a 

translation of Ovid’s poem, and claimed that this translation would be of such quality to discourage 

any pedantic imitator (‘Pedanti o Simie’) of Ovid’s poem from translating any further: 

 

E di molte opere da me più volte promesse, tra pochi mesi o giorni si daranno le 

Trasformationi d’Ovidio, le quali per aventura saranno di qualità, che da alcuni Pedanti o 

Simie si leveranno le occasioni (se essi haver giudicio) di afaticarsi (il che sia detto senza 

offendere alcuno) in perder carte.23 

 

Coldiron and Rizzi have shown how apes, symbols of mimicry and imitation, were often employed 

with a positive connotation in the paratexts of manuscript as well as printed translations to suggest 

the trustworthiness of translators and their reliability as cultural mediators.24 In the context of the 

aforementioned letter, however, apes were mentioned as symbols of unsuccessful imitation.  

 According to Ruscelli, the accusation written in this infamous letter was signed by Giolito, 

but in reality it was written by Dolce himself: 

 

Parvi M. Lodovico mio, che da che gli studiosi adoprano carta e penna, si vedesse, o udisse 

giammai cosa più stomacosa che questa, che non l’onorato e modestissimo S. Gabriello, ma 

(come ciascuno manifestamente conosce) voi a suo nome dite ai lettori? (fol. L4v ) 

 

The disparaging attributes ‘pedante’ and ‘scimmia’, continued Ruscelli, were addressed by Dolce to 

Anguillara, whose first book of the Metamorfosi was gathering assent among scholars and critics: 

 
22 For a study of the poetical competition between Dolce and Anguillara, and the involvement of Girolamo Ruscelli in 

favour of the latter see Guthmüller, ‘“De’ tre discorsi di Girolamo Ruscelli a M. Lodovico Dolce, discorso terzo”’, in 

Girolamo Ruscelli dall’accademia alla corte alla tipografia, ed. by Paolo Marini and Paolo Procaccioli; and Stefano 

Telve, Ruscelli grammatico e polemista: i tre discorsi a Lodovico Dolce (Rome: Vecchiarelli, 2011). 

23 Ruscelli, Tre discorsi, fol. L4r. 

24 Andrea Rizzi, ‘Monkey Business: Imitatio and Translators’ Visibility in Renaissance Europe’, in Trust and Proof: 

Translators in Renaissance Print Culture, ed. by Andrea Rizzi (Leiden: Brill, 2018), pp. 33-61; Coldiron, ‘The 

Translator’s Visibility in Early Printed Portrait-Images’, in Thresholds of Translation, ed. by Belle and Hosington, p. 

55. 
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‘voi signor mio […] tiraste così bravi calci contra il gentilissimo M. Giovanni Andrea 

dell’Anguillara, perché già udivate il romore che tutti i dotti et giudiciosi facevano di quel primo 

libro, che in qui tempi egli qui per tutto dicea e dava nome di voler pubblicare’ (fol. L4v). 

 Anguillara’s letter to the readers printed in the 1554 edition of the Metamorfosi was 

probably created as a reply to Dolce’s accusations. In the letter, Giolito and Dolce are never 

explicitly mentioned, but their identity is made clear through three witty references. First, 

Anguillara identified himself with Phaethon. As this mythological character, in fact, Anguillara had 

the courage to attempt a daunting voyage: the translation of Ovid’s poem. This comparison 

immediately associated Anguillara with Dolce, who, in his Trasformationi, also identified himself 

with Phaethon (see Chapter 2): 

 

a me piace ne li miei viaggi andar piano, e se bene ho imitato Fetonte in quanto a l’animo 

nel tentar tanto alta impresa, non però lo voglio imitare per non cadere, nel pungere i cavalli, 

e ne l’allentargli la briglia più di quello che bisogna, e ringratio Iddio che ho fatto un quinto 

del mio viaggio, e più, e non solo non sono caduto, ma sento infinitamente essermi cresciuto 

l’animo, et ingagliardite le forse [sic], cosa che non interviene ad alcuni i quali appena son 

montati sul carro, che sciancati cadeno, e se un’altra volta ci voglion montare, un’altra volta 

traboccano. Questo dico per alcuni i quali se pur son valenti huomini, non è però il dovere 

che si facciano tanto cavalieri sopra gli altri, che nel guidare il carro del Sole essi siano gli 

Apolli, e gli altri i Fetonti, ben che le seconde impressioni nostre chiariranno il modo di chi 

l’haverà meglio guidato.25 

 

Secondly, Anguillara claimed that he wanted to imitate Phaethon’s ambition, but not Phaethon’s 

fall. To this end, he intended to proceed slowly and avoid the ruin of those writers who rushed 

through their journey. This mention of the writers who fall twice while riding Apollo’s chariot is a 

reference to Dolce, who prepared a second edition of his translation immediately after the first one 

(Dolce 1553b), which was not critically acclaimed (and was criticized particularly by Ruscelli). 

Thirdly, Anguillara implicitly mentioned the authors of the Trasformationi at the end of the letter, 

where he played with the surnames of Dolce and Giolito. Anguillara warned those who write and 

those who print that he would publish something (probably his complete translation of Ovid’s  

 
25 Anguillara 1554, fol. N1v. All quotations from Anguillara 1554 are taken from a copy held at the Istituto Veneto di 

Scienze Lettere ed Arti in Venice (shelfmark: S.R.Minich 1895): see Appendix II (section II.4). 
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Figure 3.2 Manuscript annotations to the Trasformationi. 

Dolce 1568, fol. A1r, Padua, Biblioteca del seminario 
vescovile, 500.rossa.sup.col-13.13.3.-6.

 

Figure 3.3 Manuscript annotations on the free end paper, 
Dolce 1568, Padua, Biblioteca del seminario vescovile, 

500.rossa.sup.col-13.13.3.-6

 

poem) that would be bitter rather than sweet (i.e. ‘dolce’) for one person, and not very pleasant 

(‘non troppo giolie’) for someone else: 

 

perché saran cose che per l’universale daran piuttosto nel dolce, che ne l’amaro, è vero che 

daranno ne l’amaro per più d’uno, e non saranno (come si dice qui in Francia) troppo giolie 

per qualcuno.26 

 

Through the letter to the readers, Anguillara presented himself as the actual anti-Phaethon, the 

legitimate Apollo, who would be able to ascend to the sky and ride the chariot without taking in a 

disastrous fall.  

 Anguillara’s letter to the readers and Ruscelli’s Tre discorsi promoted Anguillara’s 

Metamorfosi, but cast a long shadow on the Trasformationi. In a copy of the 1568 edition of the 

Trasformationi, for example, a reader wrote marginal annotations next to Dolce’s stanzas 

(‘R.D.252’ in Figure 3.2).27 Comparing the marginalia with the written note in the free paper at the 

end of this copy, it is clear that these marginalia are referencing passages from Ruscelli’s 

 
26 Anguillara 1554, fol. N1v.  

27 To my knowledge, I am the first person to find this annotation. 
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commentary to the Trasformationi: ‘Vedi le osservazioni critiche dal Ruscelli sor questa traduzione 

nella giunta al vol. G. qur. 140.’ (Figure 3.3). The abbreviation ‘R.D. 252’, in fact, stands for 

‘Ruscelli’, ‘Discorsi’ and the page number in which a certain passage was discussed. These 

marginalia suggest that Ruscelli’s criticism was taken seriously by critics and readers, and that this 

quarrel among editors and translators could potentially be detrimental to the prestige of an 

individual and his work. 

 However, it would be wrong to see the dispute between Anguillara, Dolce and Ruscelli only 

in negative terms or as expressions of personal antipathy. It is important to remember that the 

rivalry between Anguillara and Dolce gave visibility to their translations. The publication of their 

correspondence in the paratext of printed editions (including the very successful Orlando furioso) 

made this dispute public, and attracted the attention of readers who operated outside the translators’ 

and printers’ closer networks of friends and collaborators. Competition and rivalry were at the heart 

of the professional work of Renaissance artists, who challenged themselves on the same subjects to 

foster an artistic colloquium, reach higher standards and acquire greater public recognition. 

Competition was perfectly accepted as part of the Renaissance Streitkultur. In fact, Dolce and 

Ruscelli, a few years after the publication of the Tre discorsi, renewed their friendship, and Dolce, 

according to the ‘Vita di Ovidio’ printed in the paratext of Sansovino’s Trasformationi (Dolce 

1568), was buried together with his closest friends Aretino and Ruscelli: 

 

Morì il Dolce l’anno MDLXVIII d’età di 60 anni et fu seppellito in San Luca di Venetia, nel 

medesimo sepolcro dove fu prima posto Pietro Aretino, et Hieronimo Ruscelli, acciocché sì 

come la volontà gli haveva fatti vivendo tutti tre amici, fussero così morti perpetui 

compagni.28 

 

 The paratext of the first complete edition of Anguillara’s Metamorfosi (Anguillara 1561) is 

void of translatorial paratexts. Hence, it is significantly different to the paratext of the incomplete 

editions of the same work. Anguillara’s letter to the readers and sonnet defended a work that was 

still in the making, and gestured towards Anguillara’s credibility and authority beyond the 

immediate circumstances of the incomplete translation. The self-promotion and the quarrel with his 

rivals disappeared from the complete edition, where printers and editor (and possibly Anguillara) let 

the work speak for itself. 

 
28 This quotation is taken from a facsimile reproduction of the 1568 edition in Dolce, Le Trasformationi: Venice 1568, 

ed. by Stephen Orgel, fol. †3v. 
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 The omission of the translatorial paratext from the complete editions of the Metamorfosi 

highlights the difference of Anguillara’s editorial presentation compared with his precursor, Dolce. 

Dolce was among the sixteenth-century intellectuals who made their living through collaboration 

with the printers of Venice.29 As we have seen in Chapter 2, over the course of his life he co-

operated with various printing houses, and his most stable collaboration was with Giolito, lasting 

from 1542 until Dolce’s death. Giolito obtained a fifteen-year printing privilege for Dolce’s 

translation of Ovid’s poem, and during these years Dolce worked constantly on the textual and 

editorial form of the Trasformationi.30 His secure position in the printing house of Giolito allowed 

him to merge the roles of translator and editor, and he gradually added a large number of 

paratextual features to the editions of his translation, including letters to the reader, dedicatory 

epistles, sonnets, allegories and rubrics, which provided orientation for readers and increased 

Dolce’s visibility (see Table 2.3).  

 Unlike Dolce, Anguillara conceived the plan to translate Ovid’s Metamorphoses without the 

support of a printer, and once he sold his printing privilege, in all likelihood he also lost his 

supervisory power over the presentation of his text. Like Dolce, Anguillara lacked the financial 

means to live a comfortable and independent life.31 Instead of looking for a stable collaborator 

within the printing press environment, however, Anguillara remained under the aegis of powerful 

individuals active outside of the world of printshops. His chosen environment and elected 

readership was the court, but he failed to find a stable benefactor. His persistent search for financial 

assistance emerges very clearly from the paratext of his vernacular translation of the first book of 

the Aeneid, printed in 1564 in Padua by Grazioso Percacino.32 According to Craig Kallendorf, 

Anguillara – like many other authors in the sixteenth century – had a deal with the printer to keep 

for himself a certain number of copies out of the press run.33 Kallendorf, in fact, was able to find 38 

 
29 Di Filippo Bareggi (pp. 13-51) has included Dolce among the collaborators of the press active in Venice from 1530 

onwards. They are: Antonio Brucioli; Nicolò Franco; Francesco Sansovino; Gerolamo Parabosco; Giuseppe Betussi; 

Lodovico Domenichi; Anton Francesco Doni; Ortensio Lando; Gerolamo Ruscelli; Francesco Baldelli; Alfonso Uolla; 

Tommaso Porcacchi; Orazio Toscanella.  

30 Nuovo and Coppens, p. 238. 

31 For an updated biography of Anguillara see Bucchi, pp. 321-34. For further analysis on the influence of Anguillara’s 

search for patrons on his practice of translation see Merisalo, pp. 63-70. 

32 Giovanni Andrea Dell’Anguillara, Il primo libro della Eneida di Vergilio, ridotto da Giovanno Andrea 

dell’Anguillara in ottava rima, al magnanimo Cardinal di Trento (Padua: Grazioso Percacino, 1564). 

33 Craig Kallendorf, ‘In Search of a Patron: Anguillara’s Vernacular Virgil and the Print Culture of Renaissance Italy’, 

The Papers of the Bibliographical Society of America, 91 (1997), 294-325 (p. 303). 
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presentation copies of this edition personally signed by Anguillara.34 Two copies of this edition held 

in the British Library are personally signed by Anguillara, for example, and one of them is 

addressed to the Queen of England.35 In return for his book, Anguillara expected feedback and 

generous compensation. Printed at the back of this edition there is Anguillara’s message for his 

readers: 

 

Tutti quelli che ringratieranno l’Autore del dono almeno con parole, o con lettere: saranno 

trovati da Enea nei campi Elisi, dove saranno da Anchise lodati: gli altri per aventura si 

troveranno ne l’Inferno non senza colpa loro. La risposta si indirizzi a Venetia alla libreria 

della Serena.36  

 

The material copies of this translation bear witness to the relationship between translator, printer 

and patron in the sixteenth century. The numerous presentation copies and the witty threat at the 

end of the edition speak for the difficulty – even for best-selling authors such as Anguillara – of 

finding a patron; of the ways in which authors could reach out through the paratext of their book in 

order to secure financial aid; and of the way in which printers could work as a go-between in the 

relationship between author and patrons. Anguillara’s compensations, in fact, were supposed to be 

sent directly to a printing shop in Venice. 

 As shown in Table 3.1, following the publication of the first complete edition of the 

Metamorfosi in 1561 there was a stable growth of editorial paratexts. The following analysis 

focuses on the two editions printed by Bernardo Giunti in Venice (1584 and 1592), which, 

compared with the other editions, are the richest in paratextual apparatus and the most sumptuously 

illustrated.37 In the dedicatory epistle to Camillo Baglioni, Giunti explained that the beauty of 

 
34 Kallendorf, pp. 322-25. 

35 We read ‘Alla Reina d’Inghilterra Giovanni Andrea dell’Anguillara dona di propria mano’ in Anguillara, Il primo 

libro della Eneida, fol. A1v. Copy held in the British Library (shelfmark: 654 C8). This handwritten dedication was first 

found and studied by Kallendorf (pp. 322-25). 

36 Anguillara, Il primo libro della Eneida, fol. M4r. Copy held in the British Library (shelfmark: 654 C8). 

37 Francesca Casamassima published a study on the sixteenth-century editions of Anguillara’s Metamorfosi, in which 

she collected and compared all the series of illustrations created for the editions of Anguillara’s text. In her research, 

Casamassima argued that the evolution of the series of illustrations in the editions of Anguillara’s Metamorfosi is 

parallel and comparable to the evolution of the Orlando furioso’s illustration series, indicating that the imitation of the 

Furioso in the editions of Anguillara’s Metamorfosi took place on multiple levels. See ‘L’apparato decorativo delle 

Metamorfosi di Giovanni Andrea dell’Anguillara. Le serie iconografiche cinquecentesche.’, Il capitale culturale: 

Studies on the Value of Cultural Heritage, 11 (2015), 424-46; and Francesca Casamassima, Immagini delle 
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Anguillara’s translation persuaded numerous printers to adorn and embellish the text, and that he 

aimed to continue the same path investing all his resources to increase the beauty of the 

Metamorfosi even further:  

 

affinché accompagnate da così sontuosa comitiva di spoglie, rendino et più pomposo, et più 

vago il trionfo de l’Autor loro; et oblighino maggiormente ciascuno ad osservar la molta 

vivacità dello ingegno del nostro gentilissimo Anguillara.38 

 

The ambiguity of Giunti’s reference to the ‘Autore’, a word that could refer to Ovid as well as to 

Anguillara, suggests that the translator was held in great esteem by this printer. As will become 

clear in the following analysis, in these editions Anguillara’s authorship was emphasised through 

multiple strategies. ‘Annotationi’ and ‘postille marginali’, for example, together formed a 

commentary that centralised and authorised the translated text and the translator. 

 

3.3 The Commentary to Anguillara’s Metamorfosi 

 

The commentary that Giunti printed in his editions is heterogeneous, gathering interpretative 

annotations written at different times and for different editions of the Metamorfosi (see Table 3.1). 

It contains 1) the Annotationi by Giuseppe Orologi, a set of allegorical, moralizing, and stylistic 

notes printed for the first time by Francesco de’ Franceschi Senese in 1563; 2) marginalia signalling 

the beginning of each myth, written by the humanist Carmelite Francesco Turchi (1515-1599) and 

first printed by de’ Franceschi in 1571;39 and 3) marginalia providing further allegories and 

moralizations printed for the first time in some copies of the 1584 edition, and in all copies of the 

1592 edition by Giunti. 

 The co-existence of these different interpretative tools within a single book meant that one 

commentator could disagree with the other, as happens in the commentary in Book V, where an 

 
Metamorfosi di Giovanni Andrea dell’Anguillara: catalogo delle serie iconografiche del 1563 e del 1584 (Ancona: 

Affinità elettive, 2017). 

38 Anguillara 1584a, fol. †2r. All quotations from Anguillara 1584a are taken from a copy held at the Biblioteca 

Nazionale Centrale in Rome (shelfmark: 71. 5.C.47). According to Cotugno, Giunti printed two separate editions of the 

Metamorfosi in 1584 (Anguillara 1584a and Anguillara 1584b). These two editions are very similar, but one of the two 

(Anguillara 1584b) presents a slightly different incipit of the dedicatory epistle, and the allegorical marginal annotations 

that will appear in the 1592 edition (Cotugno, ‘Le Metamorfosi di Ovidio “ridotte” in ottava rima’, pp. 518-22). 

39 For the dates of birth and death see ‘Edit 16’ <http://edit16.iccu.sbn.it/web_iccu/imain.htm> [accessed 16 April 

2018].  
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annotation placed in the margins of Orologi’s commentary openly disagrees with the interpretation 

given in the Annotationi (Figure 3.4).40 This compendious attitude is typical of early modern 

commentaries, and was partly provoked by the economic competition engendered by the printing 

press, which, in the effort of producing a more attractive version of a familiar text, printed 

innovative commentaries next to old ones, inviting the reader to embrace one side of the 

controversy.41 This tendency of gathering together contrasting interpretations of a single episode, 

however, was also a sign of continuity with the medieval conception of mythological tales, 

according to which ‘each myth does not bear a single univocal interpretation, but multiple – 

sometimes contrasting – meanings that the reader has to put together and negotiate one with the 

other’.42  

 

 
Figure 3.4 Detail from the commentary to Anguillara’s Metamorfosi. Anguillara 1592, fol. M2v, Vienna, Österreichische 

Nationalbibliothek, Alt Prunk BE.5.Q.15. 

 

 Despite these links with the medieval and early modern traditions, the commentary under 

investigation is unusual in its genre, because it is a threshold to a translation rather than a source 

text. In the Renaissance, only two vernacular translations of classical texts were provided with 

commentaries: Anguillara’s translation, and Bernardino Daniello’s translation of Virgil’s Georgics, 

which was accompanied by a commentary written by Daniello himself.43 Previous studies have 

focused on the content of the Metamorfosi’s commentary, highlighting the use of allegorizing and 

moralizing annotations and the inclusion of stylistic notes in praise of Anguillara’s translation 

 
40 Bucchi, p. 301. 

41 William J. Kennedy, Authorizing Petrarch (Ithaca and London: Cornell University Press, 1994), p. 27.  

42 Ann Moss, Ovid in Renaissance France: A Survey of the Latin Editions of Ovid and Commentaries Printed in France 

before 1660 (London: The Warburg Institute University of London, 1982), p. 26. 

43 Bucchi, p. 298. 
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practice.44 Expanding on previous accounts, the following study aims to further our knowledge of 

the functions of this commentary, deepening our understanding of the relationship between 

commentary, translator and author. What effect does the commentary have on the reputation and 

authorship of the translator? In light of the visibility of the translator and his work in the 

commentary, how should we re-define the relationship between translation and authority in the 

Renaissance? 

 According to Glenn Most, the essential function of commentaries is to empower the agents 

involved in their production and reception. We can identify four dimensions in which this 

empowerment operates.45 Commentaries empower the author of the text they comment upon, 

because they ‘(re-)confirm, (re-)distribute, and (re-)impose within a society an authority whose 

meaning is no longer entirely self-evident’.46 They empower commentators by associating their 

name with an established author, and also readers by providing them with a compass to navigate 

through the text. Finally, they empower whatever institution brings together author, commentator 

and reader. The Metamorfosi’s commentary exerts its force in all these dimensions, but – in the area 

relative to the first dimension – the identity of the author is not individual. The commentary to 

Anguillara’s Metamorfosi makes the translator’s authority exceptionally visible while also 

acknowledging Ovid’s authority. 

 The construction of the translator’s authorship in the commentary is the result of two 

opposite dynamic movements exerted by this paratext. First, the commentary draws the reader 

closer to the translated text by highlighting features that are unique in Anguillara’s text and that 

cannot be found in the departure text. Secondly, the commentary draws the reader out of the 

material space of the book to other authoritative literary sources that can be compared to 

Anguillara’s translation. In the Annotationi, for instance, Orologi frequently praised Anguillara’s 

poetic dexterity, indicating to the readers the ottave that best described a particular feeling, 

situation, place or activity within the story. In Book X of the Metamorfosi this paratext guides the 

reader’s attention towards a sequence of ottave taken from the myth of Atalanta and Hippomenes: 

 

Descrive molto felicemente l’Anguillara questa favola d’Atalanta adornandola, come è 

accostumato fare, di molte belle digressioni, così nel rappresentar la forza d’Amore in 

 
44 For previous accounts of the ‘Annotationi’ printed in Anguillara’s Metamorfosi see Bucchi, p. 298; and Cotugno, ‘Le 

Metamorfosi di Ovidio “ridotte” in ottava rima’, p. 495. 

45 Glenn W. Most, ‘Preface’, in Commentaries – Kommentare, ed. by Glenn W. Most (Göttingen: Vandenhoeck et 

Ruprecht, 1999), pp. x-xi. 

46 Most, ‘Preface’, in Commentaries – Kommentare, p. x. 
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Hippomene, come ancora la bellezza della soperba giovane, mettendola vagamente innanzi a 

gli occhi di chi legge, con bellissime conversioni, come nella stanza  

 Poi fu d’ogn’un di lor si picciol pomo 

Dove si converte Hippomene nel mezo ad Atalanta: e nelle seguenti.47 

 

Orologi’s annotation is not concerned with the content of the tale (i.e. with Ovid’s text), but rather 

with its translation, highlighting the various ways in which the tale was told by Anguillara. This 

editorial paratext creates a dynamic interaction between the body of the reader and the material 

body of the book. Paratexts are thresholds that lead the reader in and out of the book, and Orologi’s 

commentary, by mentioning specific verses within the translated text, spurred the reader to turn the 

pages of the book, re-read a specific passage, and appreciate Anguillara’s artistry. 

 As we have seen in Chapter 1, Anguillara freely manipulated the content of Ovid’s work, 

amplifying it with anecdotes invented by him or taken from secondary source texts. The 

Annotationi often drew the reader’s attention to these additions, suggesting that the object of its care 

was the target text rather than the source text. In Book VII, for instance, Anguillara expanded the 

end of the myth of Medea and Jason. According to the version of the myth given by Ovid (Met., VII. 

1-403), Medea, daughter of King Aeëtes, fell in love with Jason, who sailed to Colchis to capture 

the golden fleece. Seized by an overpowering passion, Medea betrayed her homeland and her own 

father, employing her magic to help Jason in his endeavour. Once the golden fleece was captured, 

Jason and Medea sailed to Thessaly, where Medea rejuvenated Jason’s father, and tricked the 

daughters of Jason’s usurper uncle, Pelias, into killing their father. After this murder, Jason and 

Medea fled to Corinth, where eventually Jason abandoned Medea for Glauce (also known as 

Creusa). At this point of the myth, Ovid dramatically condensed the portrayal of Medea’s final 

atrocities, the killing of Glauce and Medea’s own sons in revenge for Jason’s betrayal:  

 

sed postquam Colchis arsit nova nupta venenis 

fragrantemque domum regis mare vidit ultrumque, 

sanguine natorum perfunditur inpius ensis, 

ultaque se male mater Iasonis effugit arma. 

(Ovid, Met., VII. 394-97) 

 

 
47 Anguillara 1592, fol. Bb3v. All quotations from Anguillara 1592 are taken from a copy held at the Österreichische 

Nationalbibliothek in Vienna (shelfmark: Alt Prunk BE.5.Q.15). 
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[But after the new wife had been burnt by the Colchian witchcraft, and the two seas had seen 

the king’s palace aflame, she stained her impious sword in the blood of her sons; and then, 

after this horrid vengeance, the mother fled Jason’s sword.] 

 

In the Metamorfosi, Anguillara expanded Ovid’s narration of this episode, and he provided his 

readers with a new finale – possibly inspired by Boccaccio’s medieval mythography (Genealogia 

deorum gentilium IV, 12) – in which Medea, having discovered Jason’s betrayal, took her revenge 

by convincing her sons to deliver to Glauce a deathly nuptial present; a golden casket full of 

explosives:48 

 

La Maga i figli suoi chiama in disparte, 

E d’oro una bell’arca in man lor pone, 

E ‘nsegna loro il modo a parte a parte 

Di presentarla in nome di Giasone. 

Quivi era dentro fabricata ad arte 

(Che smorzato parea) più d’un carbone: 

Che come vedea l’aria, s’accendea, 

e pietre, e muro, e sino a l’acqua ardea. 

(Anguillara 1592, VII. 132) 

 

Gunpowder was imported to the West from China by the thirteenth century, and it became a 

fundamental weapon of war from around the mid-fifteenth century following technological 

improvements.49 Hence, Anguillara’s account was anachronistic, and it was probably added to 

actualise the myth, allowing his readers to identify themselves with the characters and find 

references to their daily lives. 

 The paratext of the Metamorfosi drew its readers towards Anguillara’s version of the myth 

rather than Ovid’s. Medea’s casket appears in the illustrations to Book VII, printed in Giunti’s 1584 

and 1592 editions. The same happens in the commentary. In the Annotationi, Orologi underscored 

Anguillara’s amplification of the source text explaining the mechanisms that activate these 

 
48 ‘Medea did not take this well and devised a malicious plan. She sent her sons, as if to appease their stepmother, with 

gifts enclosed in a small casket, and no sooner than this was opened by Creusa, a huge flame rushed throughout the 

entire palace’, in Giovanni Boccaccio, Genealogy of the Pagan Gods, ed. and trans. by. Jon Solomon, 3 vols 

(Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 2011), I, 457. 

49 Virginia Cox, A Short History of the Italian Renaissance (London: I.B. Tauris, 2018), p. 77. 
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explosive devices with an abundance of details. According to Orologi, similar explosive caskets 

were also employed in northern Italian courts: 

 

a’ tempi nostri habbiamo veduto rinovata la inventione di Medea fatta per dar la morte a 

Creusa, […] a Vinetia, a Mantoa, Reggio, Modena, e Fiorenza, si sono veduti scelleratissimi 

effetti.50 

 

 Similarly to the Annotationi, the marginal glosses also drew the reader’s attention to textual 

elements that were not originally in Ovid’s Metamorphoses. In the marginalia accompanying the 

myth of Venus and Adonis in Book X, for example, the commentator provided an allegory for an 

episode of the myth that was not originally told in the source text. According to Ovid, Venus fell in 

love with Adonis and warned him to beware of wild predators such as boars and lions and hunt only 

timorous creatures (Ovid, Met., X. 542-52). Adonis’s courage, however, could not brook advice, 

and during a hunt he pierced a wild boar with his bow, and was eventually gored to death by the 

tusk of this animal (Ovid, Met., X. 708-16). Anguillara provided a different account of this episode, 

writing that Mars, when he heard of Venus’s love for Adonis, transformed himself into a boar and 

killed his rival out of jealousy: 

 

Or, mentre Adon per lo difficil monte 

Col Re cortese a’ suoi piaceri intende; 

Marte, cangiando la divina fronte, 

D’un superbo Cinghial il volto prende, 

(Anguillara 1592, X. 301. 1-4) 

 

Anguillara’s account of the tale of Venus and Adonis responded to multiple suggestions offered to 

him by ancient and contemporary visual and written sources.51 Apollodorus said that ‘Adonis, while 

still a boy, was wounded and killed in hunting by a boar through the anger of Artemis’ (The 

Library, 3. 14. 2).52 The Ferrarese scholar Lilio Gregorio Giraldi (1479-1552) claimed in his 

mythography that Mars sent the boar to Adonis out of jealousy: ‘Adonim interemptum fabulae  

 
50 Anguillara 1592, fol. R5r-5v. 

51 Monica S. Cyrino, Aphrodite (Abingdon: Routledge, 2010), p. 102. 

52 Apollodorus, The Library, ed. by James George Frazer, trans. by James George Frazer, Loeb Classical Library 

(Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 2014), pp. 84-85, in Loeb Classical Library <https://www-loebclassics-

com.bris.idm.oclc.org> [accessed 19 June 2018]. 
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Figure 3.5 Titian, Sacred and Profane Love, c. 1514, oil on canvas, 118 × 278 cm, Galleria Borghese, Rome. 

 

ferunt, apri dente invidia Martis immisso’ [Stories tell that Adonis was killed by the teeth of a boar 

sent because of Mars’ jealousy].53 A few years later, the mythographer Vincenzo Cartari (1531-

1569) claimed that Mars himself was hunting Adonis out of jealousy, and Venus, trying to stop the 

God of War, hurt her foot and gave colour to the roses with her blood.54 The version of the myth 

provided by Cartari was commonly illustrated in the visual arts. The painted sarcophagus in Titian’s 

Sacred and Profane Love, inspired by Francesco Colonna’s Hypnerotomachia Poliphili, represents 

on the right side an illustration of Adonis’s death by the hand of Mars (Figure 3.5).55 An analogous 

 
53 Giglio Gregorio Giraldi, De deis gentium varia et multiplex historia, libris sive syntagmatibus XVII comprehensa: in 

qua simul de eorum imaginibus et cognominibus agitur, plurimaque, etiam hactenus multis ignota explicantur, et 

pleraque clarius tractantur (Basel: per Iacobum Parcum, 1560), fol. K7r. This mythography was printed for the first 

time in Basel in 1548 by Giovanni Oporino: see Lilio Gregorio Giraldi, DBI, <http://www.treccani.it/enciclopedia/lilio-

gregorio-giraldi_(Dizionario-Biografico)/> [accessed 18 June 2018]. The translation is mine. 

54 ‘Le quali [le rose] non furono però sempre colorite, anzi da principio erano tutte bianche, ma furono tinte poi dal 

sangue di questa Dea [Venere] una volta ch’ella correndo per dare aiuto allo amato, Adoni, volendolo uccidere Marte, 

che n’era diventato geloso’: see Vincenzo Cartari, Le imagini dei dei degli antichi, nelle quali si contengono gl’idoli, 

riti, ceremonie, e altre cose appartenenti alla Religione degli antichi (Venice: Giordano Ziletti, 1571), fol. Xxx1r. The 

first edition of this work was published in 1551 by Marcolini in Venice, see Vincenzo Cartari, DBI [accessed 18 June 

2018] <http://www.treccani.it/enciclopedia/vincenzo-cartari_(Dizionario-Biografico)/>. 

55 Bernardini M. G., ‘L’“Amor sacro e profano” nella storia della critica’, in Tiziano: amor sacro e amor profano 

(Exhibition) (Milan: Electa, 1995), pp. 35-51 (pp. 39-40).  
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representation of the death of Adonis can be found in Giulio Romano’s Venus, Mars, and Adonis in 

the Palazzo Te in Mantua.56  

 Instead of highlighting Ovid’s finale, the marginal gloss in the Metamorfosi drew the reader 

closer to the version of the myth given in the translated text, explaining the motives that led the God 

of War to vindicate himself: 

 

Per Marte trasformato in cinghiale per vendicarsi d’Adone, che gli haveva sviata [sic] 

l’amica, si dinota che l’huomo innamorato, e dell’honore, et della cosa amata, si trasforma in 

quella forma, che più gli torna bene per potersi vendicare dall’ingiurie, che nell’uno e 

nell’altra, gli sono fatte.57 

 

Through this comment, the reader is necessarily propelled towards Anguillara’s translation and 

away from the ‘original’ version told by Ovid. This gloss, in fact, invites its readers to ponder on 

the true significance of the story of vengeance told by Anguillara, almost encouraging a movement 

back towards the translated text.  

 Although a substantial part of the commentary leads the reader closer to the target text, 

giving prominence to it, there is also another force within this paratext that pushes the reader far 

away from the closed space of the book, involving him or her in an opposite bodily movement in 

comparison to the one we have seen before. This centrifugal force is in action every time the 

commentary compares the text with other literary works written by classical and medieval authors 

such as Eusebius, Orosius, Diodorus and Virgil.58 The author who is mentioned most frequently in 

the Annotationi, however, is a modern poet: Ariosto. Various scholarly contributions have 

underlined how Anguillara, like Dolce, used the Orlando furioso as a secondary source text.59 This 

intertextuality with the Orlando furioso, joined with Anguillara’s employment of the ottava rima, 

probably invited readers to associate Anguillara’s Metamorfosi with the epic genre. Evidence of this 

 
56 Giulio Romano, Mars, Venus and Adonis, c. 1525, fresco, 1018 × 1200 cm, Camera di Psiche, Palazzo Te, Mantua. 

See also ‘Marte, Venere e Adone’, in Iconos  <http://www.iconos.it/le-Metamorfosi-di-ovidio/libro-x/venere-e-

adone/immagini/17-venere-e-adone/> [accessed 20 June 2018]. 

57 Anguillara 1592, fol. Bb1r. 

58 For example, in the commentary we read ‘La favola di Fetonte è tolta dalla storia scritta da Eusebio, e da Orosio’ 

(Anguillara 1592, fol. D7v); ‘Diodoro ancora scrive di Dafnide figliolo di Mercurio’ (Anguillara 1592, fol. K4r); ‘Onde 

gli huomini poi si diedero a partire i terreni, ad habitar insieme, et a vivere più humanamente, come scrive Vergilio, 

“Con l’aratro da Cerere la terra | Fu pria solcata, e sparsi in essa i semi, | Ricolti i Frutti, e date eggi a chi erra. | Tutti 

son doni suoi, tutti suoi premi.”’ (Anguillara 1592, fol. M3r). 

59 Moog-Grünewald, pp. 73-100; Javitch, Proclaiming a Classic, pp. 71-80; Bucchi, pp. 159-96. 
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successful affiliation is a copy of the 1561 edition of Anguillara’s translation held at the Fondazione 

Marco Besso in Rome.60 In this copy there are manuscript notes at the beginning of each book. At 

the beginning of Book II of the Metamorfosi, for example, a reader wrote: ‘canto di fetonte’ (fol. 

B4v). At the beginning of Book IV, the same reader wrote ‘canto di piramo e tisbe’ (fol. F5v). The 

same hand singled out a myth from the book (his or her favourite, or the most notorious one), and 

re-named the book after that episode. The most interesting fact, however, is that the reader called 

the book ‘canto’, making reference to the narrative macro-structure of the chivalric poems.  

 Orologi was a perceptive reader of the Orlando furioso, and in his commentary he furthered 

the affiliation between the Metamorfosi and Ariosto’s epic by explicitly flagging up Anguillara’s 

emulation of Ariosto. In the introduction to this chapter, I mentioned Anguillara’s combination of 

Perseus and Pegasus in the translation of the myth of Perseus and Andromeda (Anguillara 1592, IV. 

411. 7-8). Anguillara’s deviation from the text of the Metamorphoses, far from being a mistake, was 

deliberately made to bring Canto X of the Orlando furioso into the intertextual fabric of the 

Metamorfosi.61 This triangular relationship was highlighted by Orologi, who noticed how 

Anguillara’s account of the myth of Perseus and Andromeda was an enduring intertextual 

colloquium with two sources: the Furioso and the Metamorphoses: 

 

Ha quivi l’Anguillara fatta molta honorata concorrenza all’Ariosto […] Si vede ancora 

quanto leggiadramente habbi imitato Ovidio descrivendo Andromeda esposta al mostro 

marino.62 

 

Orologi brought up the special relationship between the Metamorfosi by Anguillara and Ariosto’s 

Furioso in many other instances, such as in the myth of Ariadne and Theseus in Book VIII: 

 

Se in luogo alcuno l’Anguillara si è affaticato con l’ingegno di concorrere con l’Ariosto, si è 

affaticato in questa descrittione del lamento di Arianna, fatto da quel gran poeta in persona 

di Olimpia.63 

 

and in the myth of Circe in Book XIV: 

 
60 Anguillara 1561, Rome, Biblioteca della Fondazione Marco Besso (shelfmark: BIBL. G.9.E 23). To my knowledge, I 

am the first to find these annotations. 

61 Javitch, Proclaiming a Classic, p. 79. 

62 Anguillara 1592, fol. K5v. 

63 Anguillara 1592, fol. V3r. 
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si vede ancora quanto vagamente habbia consorso l’Anguillara con l’Ariosto nelle parole da 

Bradamante scritte a Ruggero, e specialmente in quella stanza, ‘Scalpello si vedrà […].64 

 

In all his references to Ariosto’s Furioso, Orologi told his readers that the translator was not simply 

emulating this work, but he was competing with it. By using the word ‘concorrere’, Orologi 

remarked on the fact that translation and secondary source text were on the same level, and that 

Anguillara was concurring with Ariosto’s own re-interpretation of Ovid’s poem.  

 In his commentary, Orologi explicitly invited his readers to compare the Metamorfosi with 

Ariosto’s epic. The same invitation was implicitly made through the layout of Giunti’s editions. The 

mise en page of Giunti’s 1592 edition of the Metamorfosi consists of the Annotationi, printed at the 

end of each canto, and marginal glosses printed next to the text (Figure 3.6).65 The 1584 edition of 

the Furioso printed by Francesco de’ Franceschi in Venice reproduces an identical combination of 

text and commentary (Figure 3.7). This similarity between the Furioso and Metamorfosi is even 

more striking if we think that the Latin editions of Ovid’s Metamorphoses had a radically different 

layout. The first edition of Ovid’s poem with the commentary by the humanist scholar Raphael 

Regius, printed in 1492/1493 in Venice by Bartolomeo Zani for Ottaviano Scoto, presents the Latin 

text on the left of the opening page, while the commentary frames the text on the top and bottom, 

and on the right of the page (Figure 3.8). Turning the page, the disposition of text and commentary 

changes. The pages are arranged as a mirror to each other, with the Latin text placed on the right of 

the verso, and on the left of the recto, and the commentary framing the Latin text. A later edition of 

Ovid’s Metamorphoses with the commentary of Raphael Regius, printed in Venice in 1574 by 

Giovanni Griffio, still maintains a similar layout (Figure 3.9). The Latin text is central to the page, 

framed on all sides by the Latin commentary. The combined reading of commentary and layout 

suggests that printer, typesetter and commentator all conspired to throw into relief the Ariostesque 

and vernacular character of Anguillara’s poem rather than associating it with the traditional 

presentation of classical texts, which were completely surrounded by the exegetical apparatus. The

 
64 Anguillara 1592, fol. KK3r. 

65 The layout of the 1584 edition by Giunti is very similar to that of the 1592 Giunti edition. The only difference, as 

mentioned above, is that some copies of the 1584 edition do not have marginal annotations, that were added as the 

printing was already in place. For this reason, I have decided to take into account the 1592 edition instead of the 1584 

edition.  
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Figure 3.6 Layout. Anguillara 1592, fols P1v-2r, Vienna, Österreichische Nationalbibliothek, Alt Prunk BE.5.Q.15. 

 

 

 
Figure 3.7 Layout. OF 1584, fols G7v-8r, Vienna, Österreichische Nationalbibliothek, BE.7.J.5 diff. 
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Figure 3.8 Layout. Ovid 1492/93, fols A1v-2r, Munich, Bayerische Staatsbibliothek, 2 Inc.c.a. 2749 m. 

 

 

 
Figure 3.9 Layout. Ovid 1574, fol. Ar, Munich, Bayerische Staatsbibliothek, Res/2 A.lat.a. 153.
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references to Ariosto in the commentary as well as the layout engendered a reading experience that 

drew readers out of the space of the translated text and invited them to associate the Metamorfosi 

with a precise set of canonical works.  

 According to the online edition of the Metamorfosi in the database Biblioteca Italiana, Ovid 

is mentioned 28 times in the Annotationi.66 This high recurrence signals that the commentator was 

keen to remind his readers of the existence of a source text with which the translation had to be 

compared. In some of these occurrences, Orologi simply underlined the fact that the Latin poet was 

responsible for the invention and disposition of the tales in the Metamorfosi:  

 

Seguendo Ovidio l’opinione di Hesiodo, et di Euripide, descrive nel principio di questo 

primo libro delle Metamorfosi, il Chaos.67 

 

Concatenando Ovidio, come fa sempre in questo libro delle Metamorfosi, una favola con 

l’altra, unisce quella di Atteone, questa di Semele.68 

 

In others, Orologi drew a comparison between source and target text:  

 

Eccovi la vaghezza della digressione della stanza, 

Gli Astrologi sagaci, etc. […] 

così propria, e ben collocate dall’Anguillara, che adorna, et illumina molto il Poema di 

Ovidio.69 

 

Si vede quivi quanto vagamente habbi l’Anguillara descritta la loro battaglia con i Lapiti: e 

come in molti non solamente habbia trasportato Ovidio; ma avanzato: come nella 

descrittione delle bellezze di Cillaro nella stanza.70 

 

The recurrence of these positive notes suggests that Orologi was willing to engender a comparison 

between source and target text as long as it demonstrated the indisputable excellence of 

 
66 Giovanni Andrea dell’Anguillara, Le Metamorfosi di Ovidio (Rome: Biblioteca Italiana, 2003), in Biblioteca Italiana 

<http://www.bibliotecaitaliana.it> [accessed 19 June 2018]. This digitised edition is based on the 1563 edition of the 

Metamorfosi printed in Venice by Francesco de’ Franceschi. 

67 Anguillara 1592, fol. B4r. 

68 Anguillara 1592, fol. G1v. 

69 Anguillara 1592, fol. D8r. 

70 Anguillara 1592, fol. Ee7r. 
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Anguillara’s work. Other references to Ovid in the Annotationi are geared towards the exhibition of 

an equivalence between source and target text:  

 

Gli amori di Piramo e Tisbe, narrati da Alcitoe, sono con ogni maniera di leggiadria 

rappresentati dall’Anguillara; che le va con la felicità del suo stile, facendo ricchi di spiriti, 

di affetti, di conversioni, di comparationi, di descrittioni, et di ogni ornamento poetico; onde 

si può veramente dire, che si sia, così in questa, come in tutte le altre sue rappresentationi, 

tutto trasformato nello spirito di Ovidio; il quale quando avesse havuto a scrivere la historia 

di questi due infelici amanti in questa nostra lingua italiana, so che non l’havrebbe potuta 

vestire di più vaghi, e artificiosi ornamenti, di quelli che scoprono nella poesia 

dell’Anguillara.71 

 

Par quivi che l’Anguillara sia stato più presto espositore della mente di Ovidio, che 

traduttore del suo poema, così il va ornando d’alcune sententiose digressioni, come fa nella 

stanza.72 

 

According to Orologi, if Ovid were to speak Italian, his poetry would not be different from 

Anguillara’s. This sort of claim was not uncommon in the paratexts of early modern translations. 

We can draw a comparison with Arthur Golding’s preface to his own translation of Ovid’s 

Metamorphoses (first published in 1567), for example, where he promised to deliver an Ovid who 

speaks English as if it were his own tongue: ‘And now I have him made so well acquainted with our 

own toong | As that he may in English verse as in his owne be soong.’73 This proposition testifies to 

the ambition of Golding’s and Anguillara’s national language and literature. At the same time, this 

commonplace, active in Italy as well as England, suggests the intention to legitimate the translation 

by staging an equivalence between author and translator.74 Orologi presented Anguillara as the 

 
71 Anguillara 1592, fol. K3v. 

72 Anguillara 1592, fol. Mm1r. 

73 Arthur Golding, The xv. bookes of P. Ouidius Naso: entituled, Metamorphosis A worke verie pleasant and delectable. 

Translated out of Latin into Enlish meeter, by Arthur Golding Gentleman (London: John Danter, 1593), fol. B3r. For an 

analysis of Goldin’s authorship see Lyne, ‘Ovid in English Translation’, in The Cambridge Companion to Ovid, ed. by 

Philip Hardie, p. 254. 

74 When I refer to the concept of equivalence, I rely on Armstrong’s useful conceptualization of this key term and her 

analysis of how equivalence is performed within the printed book, see ‘Coding Continental’, p. 79. For a discussion 

about the evolution of the concept of equivalence in Translation Studies and the use of this term within the thesis see 

also section 5 in the Introduction. 
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Italian counterpart of Ovid, and he insisted on their affinity by referring to images of 

transformation. Anguillara, according to Orologi, transformed himself into Ovid’s spirit, and this 

metamorphosis allowed him to dive beneath the surface of the text and unfold the secrets of Ovid’s 

mind.  

 Apart from the direct references to Ovid, Giunti’s commentary hints at the source text 

through other channels. Annotationi and marginal glosses are a heterogenous collage of medieval 

and early modern paratexts to Ovid’s Metamorphoses. Thus, they reframe the target text within the 

same exegetical corpus that was originally dedicated to the source text. By doing so, the 

commentary is authorizing the translation, suggesting that it is worth the same amount of critical 

attention that was originally given to the source text.  

 In the Annotationi printed in Book X of the Metamorfosi by Anguillara, Orologi’s allegories 

were translated from the fourteenth-century mythography written by Giovanni Boccaccio, the 

Genealogia deorum gentilium.75 It can suffice to compare Orologi’s and Boccaccio’s accounts of 

the myth of Myrrha. According to Ovid, Myrrha fell in love with her own father and tricked him 

into sexual intercourse. After discovering Myrrha’s identity, her father tried to kill her, and to save 

her own life she fled across Arabia and was eventually transformed by the gods into a myrrh tree. 

While in plant form, Myrrha gave birth to her son Adonis (Ovid, Met., X. 300-518). According to 

Orologi, the myth makes reference to a natural event: the production of myrrh, the resin used 

throughout history as perfume or incense: 

 

La favola di Mirra vogliono alcuni, che la fosse ingegnosamente ritrovata, perché Mirra è un 

arbore appresso i Sabei, che s’infiamma per il molto vigore de’ raggi del Sole: Onde essendo 

il Sole padre di tutte le cose però si dice, che Mirra amò il padre, come quello, che 

infiammando quest’arbore, fa scoprire fuori della corteccia alcune aperture, dalle quali poi si 

coglie quel soave unguento della Mirra, che significa Adone, non essendo interpretato 

Adone altro che soave.76 

 

Orologi’s annotation is a translation of Boccaccio’s account of Myrrha given in his Genealogia:77 

 
75 Laura Rietveld has also suggested that Orologi’s allegory to the myth of Orpheus in Book X was almost literally 

copied from Boccaccio’s mythological treatise: see ‘The Metamorphosis of Orpheus in Italian Editions of Ovid’s 

Metamorphoses, 1325-1570’, in The Legacy of Antiquity: New Perspectives in the Reception of the Classical World, ed. 

by Lenia Kouneni (Cambridge: Cambridge Scholars Publishing, 2014), pp. 106-17 (p. 111).  

76 Anguillara 1592, fol. Y4r. 

77 In 1547, Giuseppe Betussi translated in the Italian vernacular Boccaccio’s Genealogia. A comparison between 

Orologi’s commentary and Betussi’s translation suggests that Orologi was working primarily with a Latin version of 
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Verum Fulgentius, ut in pluribus longe altius sentiens, circa hoc dicit, myrram arborem in 

Yndia esse et solis caloribus cremari, et quia solem patrem omnium rerum dicebant, ideo 

patrem Myrram amasse dictum, et cum sol ferventius illam calefaceret, eam rages ex rimis 

corticis emictere et sic, a patre vulnerata, Adonem, id est suavitatem odoris, emisisse.78 

(Genealogia II, 52) 

 

[Fulgentius, however, who in most matters has loftier thoughts, says about this that myrrh is 

a tree in India which burns from the heat of the sun, and because they used to say that the 

sun is the father of all things, so it is said that Myrrha loved her father, and that when the 

sun’s intensity heats up the tree, it emits a liquid substance from the cracks in its bark and 

so, wounded by her father, she produces Adonis, that is, a sweetness of aroma.] 

 

 Another note written by Orologi in his annotation to the myth of Myrrha shows a connection 

with the medieval commentaries to Ovid’s poem. In the Annotationi, in fact, the commentator 

referred to Myrrha’s emotional struggle, as she wrestled with her desire and the knowledge of the 

sin she would commit by perpetrating incest:  

 

Si vede quivi in questa favola quanto si sia affaticato l’Anguillara per rappresentare 

vivamente tutti i dubbi che potevano tenere sospeso e irrisoluto l’animo dell’innamorata 

Mirra, con quelle dispute che poteva fare in così scelerato amore, la ragione, con l’infame 

sua passione, vedendosi tutti quegli spiriti, e quegli affetti, che si possono desiderare in 

rappresentare questa favola.79 

 

Ovid’s powerful inspection of Myrrha’s psychology, her battle between rationality and love, 

became the object of exegetical attention in the Middle Ages. In the Vulgate Commentary (c. 1240-

1250), for instance, there is a marked interest in the psychological aspects of Myrrha’s monologue.80 

Interestingly, in the Annotationi, Orologi brought up this topic, but on this occasion he used it to 

 
Boccaccio’s work: see Giuseppe Betussi, Geneologia degli dei: i quindici libri di M. Giovanni Boccaccio sopra la 

origine et discendenza di tutti gli dei de’ gentili, con la spositione et sensi allegorici delle fauole, et con la dichiaratione 

dell’historie appartenenti a detta materia; tradotti et adornati per Messer Givseppe Betvssi da Bassano (Venice: 

Comin da Trino, 1547). 
78 Text and translation of Boccaccio’s Genealogia are taken from Boccaccio, Genealogy of the Pagan Gods, I, pp. 270-

71. 

79 Anguillara 1592, fol. Bb2v. 

80 McKinley, p. 87. 
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commend the translator rather than the author. Hence, the commentator used the old interpretations 

and allegories to Ovid’s Metamorphoses to move the reader closer to Anguillara’s translated text 

and show that it was worth the same stylistic praise. 

 The connection with medieval commentaries emerges also through the marginal notes. In 

the gloss next to the verses dedicated by Anguillara to Atalanta and Hippomenes, for instance, the 

commentator revealed the true significance of the apples given by Venus to Hippomenes: 

 

Questi tre pomi di Venere sono la Sapienza, la Ricchezza, e la Nobiltà: co’ quali si vince 

dall’huomo accorto tutte le difficoltà del mondo.81 

 

Similar annotations explaining the true meaning of Venus’ apples can be found in Arnulf’s 

Allegoriae (c. 1175), where the commentator expatiated upon the three apples with these words: 

 

Tria Veneris poma sunt sapientia, pulcritudo, nobilitas quibus circa Ipomanes consideratis se 

ab illo vinci permisit.82 

 

[Venus’ three apples are wisdom, beauty, nobility: having weighted these carefully with 

regard to Hippomenes, she allowed herself to be beaten by him] 

 

 These examples taken from Giunti’s commentary validate what Ann Moss has pointed out 

in her study on the reception of Ovid in France: Renaissance commentaries corroborate ‘a medieval 

conception of the myth, which is still regarded as veiled truth that has to be disclosed on different 

levels of interpretation’.83 The commentary to the Metamorfosi often relies on medieval 

mythographers or commentators to Ovid’s Metamorphoses, giving space to the ways in which 

writers from late Antiquity and the Middle Ages tried to reconcile mythological gods with Christian 

religion. This was either by way of an historical (or euhemeristical) explanation: the gods were 

actually real men, who did great deeds and who were considered to be gods after their death; by 

way of a physical explanation: the gods were considered to be planets; and by way of an allegorical 

 
81 Anguillara 1592, fol. Aa8v. 

82 McKinley, p. 68. 

83 Moss, Ovid in Renaissance France, p. 26. 
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or moral explanation: the myths of the gods were explained as allegories containing moral lessons 

to Christian men.84  

 As emerges from this analysis, the combination of forces exerted by the commentary 

centralizes and authorises the translated text. Even when the reader is attracted to external works, 

this centrifugal movement strategically creates a comparison with a set of established writers. The 

references to Ovid and Ariosto, for example, were meant to underscore the fact that Anguillara was 

equal or even superior to them. Following Giunti’s commentary, a zealous reader might take out 

one of his copies of Ovid’s Metamorphoses, a copy of the Orlando furioso, and place them on the 

same desk with Anguillara’s translation to study how the translator interacted with his sources and 

to see if he really stood up to the competition with his models. Giunti’s commentary, however, is 

not the only paratextual element that propels its readers towards a comparison between the 

translator and his sources. The portraits printed in Giunti’s editions engage the readers in a similar 

investigation concerning the power relationship between author and translator. 

 

3.4 Translator- and Author-Portraits in Anguillara’s Metamorfosi 

 

The two sixteenth-century editions of the Metamorfosi printed by Giunti contain different portraits 

of Anguillara. The first portrait was made by the designer and engraver Giacomo Franco, and it was 

printed on the title page of the 1584 Giunti edition of the Metamorfosi (Figure 3.10).85 In what 

follows, I will refer to this portrait as an ‘individual portrait’, which I define as the representation of 

a single individual in a single format. The second translator-portrait was printed in the border 

surrounding the illustrations of the 1592 edition of the Metamorfosi printed by Giunti in Venice, 

and it was accompanied by a portrait of Ovid (Figure 3.11).86 This is a ‘double portrait’, which I 

 
84 Jean Seznec, The Survival of the Pagan Gods. The Mythological Tradition and Its Place in Renaissance Humanism 

and Art (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1995), pp. 3-121. 

85 For Giacomo Franco see M. Bury, The Print in Italy 1550-1625 (London: British Museum Press, 2001), p. 226; Carlo 

Pasero, ‘Giacomo Franco, editore, incisore, calcografo nei secoli XVI e XVII’, La Bibliofilia, 37 (1935), 332-56. 

86 In the editions of the Metamorfosi printed after the sixteenth century we can find another three portraits of Anguillara. 

The first seventeenth-century translator portrait is an imitation of the 1584 portrait and it was printed on the title page of 

the 1677 edition of the Metamorfosi (Anguillara 1677). In the eighteenth century, a double portrait of Anguillara and 

Ovid was printed in the Metamorfosi by Girolamo Dorigoni in Venice (Anguillara 1757) (Figure 3.12). The last 

translator-portrait was designed by Giuseppe Benaglia and published in the 1805 edition of Anguillara’s Metamorfosi 

printed in Milan by the Società tipografica de’ classici italiani (Anguillara 1805) (Figure 3.13). Cotugno mentions only 

the 1584 portrait, the 1594 portrait on the border of the illustrations, and the 1805 portrait; ‘Le Metamorfosi di Ovidio 

“ridotte” in ottava rima’, pp. 523-25, 538. 
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Figure 3.10 Giacomo Franco, Portrait of Giovanni Andrea 

dell’Anguillara. Anguillara 1584a, fol. †1r, Brescia, 
Biblioteca Queriniana, Cinq.DD.170.

 

Figure 3.11 Portrait of Anguillara and Ovid. Anguillara 1592, 
fol. †8r, Rome, Biblioteca della Fondazione Marco Besso, 

BIBL. G.9.E 4.

 

 
Figure 3.12 Portrait of Anguillara and Ovid. Anguillara 1757, 

Macerata, Biblioteca Comunale Mozzi Borgetti, 
11.10.H.10/11.

 

 

Figure 3.13 Portrait of Giovanni Andrea dell’Anguillara. 
Anguillara 1805, Venice, Biblioteca della Fondazione 

Querini Stampalia Onlus, Cont 737. 
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define as the representation of two figures in the same portrait, or the co-existence of two individual 

portraits of different individuals in the same frame.  

 My definition of double portrait differs slightly from the one given by Dena Woodall in her 

study on double portraiture, which says that ‘Double portraits are images in which two figures 

cohabitate in a single format, existing on the same visual field’.87 I believe that two portraits do not 

have to co-exist on the same visual field to form a double portrait. As will emerge from some 

examples addressed later in this study, in the case of book-portraits, there are instances in which, 

despite two individual portraits not being on the same page or on facing pages, readers/viewers 

contemplate them as part of the same reading experience. The book is like a frame, and by turning 

the pages, readers place the portraits in relation to one another as if they existed on the same visual 

plane. 

 Art historians working on the illustrations of the Metamorfosi by Anguillara have not 

discussed these translator-portraits. Francesca Casamassima addresses the series of woodcuts and 

copperplates representing the episodes narrated in the text of the Metamorfosi without dwelling on 

the illustrations pertinent to the paratext of the editions.88 The Ovidius Pictus project, which gathers 

all the illustrations of Ovid’s Metamorphoses (in Latin and in the vernaculars) printed between the 

fifteenth and the nineteenth centuries, offers a research engine that enables searches for portraits of 

Ovid, but not for portraits of the translators.89 Among textual scholars, Cotugno mentions the 

portraits of Anguillara as proof of the recognition given to this translator in the sixteenth century.90 

Building on Giuseppina Zappella’s bibliographical study of printed portraits in the Italian sixteenth-

century book, Cotugno claims that the translator-portrait is an unproblematic paratextual component 

common in the Renaissance, when the act of translation received a greater level of praise than 

today. Furthermore, he argues that the portrait of Anguillara was meant to celebrate and canonize 

the translator. By comparing the portraits of Anguillara with other sixteenth-century printed 

portraits, and studying the arrangement of the portraits inside the space of the book, the following 

analysis looks beneath the celebrative surface of the portrait to unveil a set of functions more 

complex than previously suggested. Anne Coldiron, in her recent publication on translator portraits 

in the early printed book, argues that these visual paratexts are fundamental instruments to study the 

 
87 Dena Marie Woodall, ‘Sharing Spaces: Double Portraiture in Renaissance Italy’ (unpublished doctoral dissertation, 

Case Western Reserve University, 2008), p. 15. 

88 See Casamassima, ‘L’apparato decorativo delle Metamorfosi’; and Casamassima, Immagini delle Metamorfosi di 

Giovanni Andrea dell’Anguillara. 

89 ‘Ovidius Pictus’ <http://www.ovidiuspictus.es> [accessed 23 March 2018]. 

90 Giuseppina Zappella, Il ritratto nel libro italiano del Rinascimento, 2 vols (Milan: Editrice Bibliografica, 1988), I, p. 

70, 123. Cotugno, ‘Le Metamorfosi di Ovidio “ridotte” in ottava rima’, pp. 523-25. 
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complex construction of authorship in the Early Modern Age.91 Title pages and portraits were 

becoming authorial spaces in early print culture and the translators’ visibility in these parts of the 

book suggests the existence of a link between translation and authorship, which Coldiron calls 

‘transla[u]t[h]orship’ or the translator-authorship.92 Following Coldiron’s approach to the study of 

the translator portrait, the following research focuses on how printers and editors used the printed 

portrait to construct the translator’s authorship.  

 Portraits are visual elements that necessitate a close engagement with image-based 

disciplines. At the same time, these paratexts exist in the space of the book and should therefore be 

studied within the realm of book history. As will become clear in my study, the printed portrait is 

inextricable from the material structure of the book, which we could consider as the portrait’s 

frame. The book-frame, as I propose to name it, is like a threshold that guides us towards the 

interpretation of the portrait: the collocation of the portrait in the book, its proximity to the text and 

its repetition inside the book are all elements that inform our understanding of the portrayal and its 

function inside the book. The union between printed portrait and book has not always been 

emphasised by previous scholars, who have often withdrawn the printed portrait from its original 

context of production. The digital platform Bildarchiv Austria, for example, allows one to look for 

the portraits of various notable characters simply by typing their name into the search engine.93 The 

limit of this otherwise useful archive is that there is no bibliographical reference that links the 

portrait to its original provenance, despoiling it of its textual and material surroundings. 

Furthermore, in comparison with portraits in other branches of the visual arts, the printed portrait is 

subject to the social, economic and mechanical dynamics that comprise print culture. A single 

portrait is replicated multiple times, and its features change significantly depending on the public 

targeted by the printing house, and on the agents responsible for the material production of the 

book. The nature of the portrait and its meaning are determined by the relationship between the 

person portrayed and the agents (e.g. printer, editors and engravers) responsible for the making of a 

book.  

 The union of book and portraiture in the Metamorfosi allows us to reflect on the link 

between the emergence of the genre of portraiture in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries and the 

 
91 Coldiron, ‘The Translator’s Visibility in Early Printed Portrait-Images’, in Thresholds of Translation, ed. by Belle 

and Hosington, pp. 51-74. 

92 The term ‘transla[u]t[h]orship’ was originally coined by Nathalie Hancisse and Stéphanie Vanasten: see 

‘Transl[a]ut[h]ors: Questions de traduction à l’écriture: Regards croisés sur la littérature et les échanges culturels entre 

le XVIème et le XXIème siècles’, International Conference held at the Université catholique de Louvain (Louvain-la-

Neuve, Belgium), 10 September 2015. 

93 ‘Bildarchiv Austria’ <http://www.bildarchivaustria.at > [accessed 24 April 2018]. 
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rise of a sense of individualism. This connection was first drawn by Jacob Burckhardt in his famous 

praise of the civilization of the Italian Renaissance, and in recent years it has been the object of a 

lively debate.94 The individual printed portrait, in fact, was often recycled in various books to 

represent different persons, underscoring the instability of the idea of individualism in the early 

modern period.95 In his introduction to the special issue of Word & Image devoted to the influence 

of reproducible media on portraiture, Adrian Randolph has shown how, due to the replicability of 

the book, the printed portrait targeted a vast readership that was for the most part unacquainted with 

the true likeness of the person in the portrait.96 Because of the absence of familiarity between the 

person portrayed and the reader, the referential value of a portrait was not given by likeness per se, 

but it was achieved through the employment of visual conventions. Costume, symbols and textual 

elements were the features that shaped the character of the person portrayed connecting him/her to a 

professional, dynastic or social group. According to Zappella, the portrait on the title page of an 

early modern book did not offer its viewers the real and unique character of the person that had 

been portrayed, but rather a ‘paradigma ideale’ of an individual.97  

 While studying these portraits, I had to confront the challenge of the absence of an archive 

of printed portraits.98 Some of the portraits in this study came to my attention while browsing 

 
94 Jacob Burckhardt, ‘Das Porträt in der Italienischen Malerei’, in Beiträge zur Kunstgeschichte von Italien, 2nd edn 

(Berlin: W. Speemann, 1911), pp. 163-337; John Pope-Hennessy, The Portrait in the Renaissance (London and New 

York: Pantheon, 1966); The Image of the Individual: Portraits in the Renaissance, ed. by Nicholas Mann and Luke 

Syson (London: British Museum Press, 1998). For some contrary views see Il ritratto e la memoria, ed. by. Augusto 

Gentili, Philippe Morel and Claudia Cieri Via, 3 vols (Rome: Bulzoni, 1989-93); Jodi Cranston, The Poetics of 

Portraiture in the Italian Renaissance (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2000); and Adrian W. B. Randolph, 

‘Introduction: The Authority of Likeness’, Word & Image, 19.1/2 (2003), 1-5. 

95 Issues of replicability are addressed in Randolph, ‘Introduction’, p. 1; Peter Burke, ‘The Renaissance, Individualism 

and the Portrait’, History of European Ideas, 21 (1995), 147-57; and also David Landau and Peter Parshall, The 

Renaissance Print, 1470-1550 (New Haven and London: Yale University Press, 1994). 

96 Randolph, ‘Introduction’, p. 2. 

97 Giuseppina Zappella, ‘L’immagine frontispiziale’, in I dintorni del testo. Approcci alle periferie del libro, ed. by M. 

Santoro and M. Tavoni (Rome: Edizioni dell’Ateneo, 2005), pp. 167-88. 

98 In a limited number of online catalogues, such as the ESTC, it is possible to search for the physical description 

‘portrait’, which retrieves a number of books containing this paratextual feature. This methodology has been employed 

by Sarah Howe in her investigation into author portraits in Renaissance England: see ‘The Authority of Presence: The 

Development of the English Author Portrait, 1500-1640’, The Papers of the Bibliographical Society of America, 102.4 

(2008), 465-99. This methodology has its limits, since it is based on the assumption that the cataloguers have signalled 

the presence of the portrait among the physical features of the book. Nonetheless, this research engine allows one to 

gather a number of book-portraits. However, the USTC, Edit 16 and SBN do not allow one to search for the physical 
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through online databases of digitised books, and through the special collections of various libraries 

in Italy and England. I found other printed portraits in studies on the visual representations of single 

authors. Joseph B. Trapp, for instance, published individual studies of visual representations of 

Ovid, and there are several individual studies on the portraits of modern authors such as Petrarch, 

Ariosto and Boccaccio.99 The greatest and most varied repertoire of book-portraits, however, was 

offered by two bibliographical studies, authored respectively by Giuseppina Zappella and Ruth 

Mortimer.100 Both gather and describe a large number of printed portraits, and while distinguishing 

various typologies of portrait, they trace the evolution of the representation of individual characters 

during the Renaissance. 

 

3.4.1 Individual Printed Portraits 

 

The 1584 translator-portrait of Anguillara breaks with the tradition of author-portraits of the Italian 

and Latin Metamorphoses (Figure 3.10). The individual portrait of Ovid, in fact, was included in the 

majority of editions of this poem. The representation of ancient writers is often conventional since 

in many instances we lack an authentic image of the author. This is the case for Ovid, of whom we 

do not possess an authentic portrait or an ancient biography providing a description of his 

 
description of books in any detail. In Edit 16, for instance, it is possible to search for the physical description ‘ritratto’, 

but this operation retrieves just a 1536 edition of Ariosto’s Soppositi. 
99 Joseph Burney Trapp, ‘Portraits of Ovid in the Middle Ages and Renaissance’, in Die Rezeption der 

‘Metamorphosen’ des Ovid in der Neuzeit. Der Antike Mythos in Text und Bild: Internationales Simposium, ed. by 

Hermann Waler and Hans Juegern Horn (Berlin: G. Mann, 1995), pp. 252-78. For the portraits of Ariosto see Marco 

Dorigatti, ‘Il volto dell’Ariosto nella letteratura e nell’arte del Rinascimento’, Italianistica, 37 (2008), 147-57. For the 

portraits of Petrarch and Laura see Trapp, ‘Petrarch’s Laura: The Portraiture of an Imaginary Beloved’, Journal of the 

Warburg and Courtauld Institutes, 64 (2001), 55-192. For Boccaccio see Victoria Kirkham, ‘L’immagine del 

Boccaccio nella memoria tardo-gotica e rinascimentale’, in Boccaccio visualizzato: narrare per parole e per immagini 

fra Medioevo e Rinascimento, ed. by Vittore Branca, 3 vols (Turin: Einaudi, 1999), pp. 85-133; and Victoria Kirkham, 

‘Le Tre Corone e l’iconografia di Boccaccio’, in Atti del convegno internazionale Firenze - Certaldo, 10-12 Ottobre 

2013, ed. by Michaelangiola Marchiaro and Stefano Zamponi (Florence: Emmeci digital media, 2015), pp. 453-84. 

100 Zappella, Il ritratto nel libro italiano; Ruth Mortimer, ‘The Author’s Image: Italian Sixteenth-Century Printed 

Portraits’, Harvard Library Bulletin, 7.2 (1996), 7-87. Ruth Mortimer has also published a study on the author-portrait 

in the French sixteenth-century book: see A Portrait of the Author in Sixteenth-Century France: A Paper Presented on 

the Occasion of the Fiftieth Anniversary of the Hanes Foundation for the Study of the Origin and Development of the 

Book (Chapel Hill: Hanes Foundation, Rare Book Collection, Academic Affairs Library, University of North Carolina 

at Chapel Hill, 1980). 
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appearence.101 The earliest examples of Ovid’s portrait found in manuscripts date back to the 

beginning of the thirteenth century. In these first occurrences Ovid is always portrayed together 

with other authoritative writers. The individual portrait of Ovid makes its first appearance at the 

beginning of the fourteenth century. These representations were seldom included in the Latin 

editions of his works, and were more frequent in the illuminated manuscripts of the vernacular 

adaptations of the Metamorphoses, such as the Ovide moralisé or the Ovidius moralizatus.102  

 

 
Figure 3.14 Portrait of Ovid. Florence, Biblioteca Riccardiana, MS Ricc. 1544, fol 5v. 

 

 The bond between translation and portrait was strong in the Italian tradition. Three 

manuscripts of Giovanni dei Bonsignori’s Ovidio metamorphoseos vulgare (a fourteenth-century 

translation of the Metamorphoses) depict the author.103 The first manuscript, dated to the beginning 

of the fifteenth century, has a full page portrait of Ovid (Figure 3.14).104 A half-bust, set on a book 

 
101 Trapp, ‘Portraits of Ovid’, in Die Rezeption der ‘Metamorphosen’ des Ovid, ed. by Hermann Waler and Hans 

Juegern Horn, pp. 254-55. 

102 Trapp, ‘Portraits of Ovid’, in Die Rezeption der ‘Metamorphosen’ des Ovid, ed. by Hermann Waler and Hans 

Juegern Horn, pp. 258-59. 

103 Guthmüller, Ovidio metamorphoseos vulgare, pp. 291-98. 

104 Further studies on the portrait of Ovid in this manuscript can be found in Trapp, ‘Portraits of Ovid’, in Die Rezeption 

der ‘Metamorphosen’ des Ovid, ed. by Hermann Waler and Hans Juegern Horn, p. 264; Guthmüller, Ovidio 

metamorphoseos vulgare, p. 293. 
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with Ovid’s name written on the fore-edge, represents Ovid with a doctor’s ermine cope 

emphasising his wisdom.105 The other two miniatures of Ovid can be found in fifteenth-century 

manuscripts. In both cases, the portrait of Ovid is contained in the space of an illuminated initial.106 

The addition of a portrait to the manuscript underlines the emerging desire to associate the text with 

an image of its author. The portrait, according to Roger Chartier, has the function of authenticating 

a text, and the large number of author-portraits in adaptations of the Metamorphoses suggests that 

the desire for authentication was higher in this vernacular literary context, where translators, 

copyists or later compilers might have wanted to underscore the faithfulness of the translation to the 

source text.107 

 The author-portrait made its appearance also in printed editions of the vernacular 

Metamorphoses. In the editions of the translation written by Niccolò degli Agostini there is a 

portrait of a poet with the inscription ‘Ovid’ on the title page (Figure 2.12; Figure 2.14; Figure 2.15; 

Figure 2.16). The 1522 portrait printed by Niccolò Zoppino imitates the famous portrait-type of 

Petrarch in his study complete with cat or dog (Figure 2.12).108 The portrait in the studio 

underscores the intellectual and creative effort of the poet, and the presence of books elevates the 

writer by linking him with ancient culture.109 The other two images are equally standardized. Both 

represent a poet holding a book, which symbolises the author’s work.110 As was the custom in the 

sixteenth century, all three portraits were probably recycled from previous editions (not necessarily 

of Ovid’s works). The portrait of Ovid in the 1502 edition of Domenico da Montichiello’s 

translation of Ovid’s Heroides, for instance, was recycled from a portrait of Dante with the city of 

Florence at his back and Inferno on the side, depicted as a cave with flames and daemons.111 

 
105 Scholars have noticed that this portrait is similar to a representation of Dante, and they have suggested that both 

portraits (together with one of Boccaccio) could have been part of a repertoire of portraits of illustrious men. See I 

Danti ricciardiani. Parole e figure, ed. by. Giovanna Lazzi and Giancarlo Savino (Florence: Polistampa, 1996), pp. 74-

75. 

106 Pavia, Biblioteca Universitaria, Fondo Ticinese, MS 545, f. 1r; Rome, Biblioteca Corsiniana (Accademia dei Lincei), 

Fondo Niccolò Rossi, MS 377, f. 43v. See Guthmüller, Ovidio metamorphoseos vulgare, pp. 294-95. 

107 Chartier, p. 52. 

108 For more information about the Petrarch portrait-type see Trapp, ‘Portraits of Ovid’, in Die Rezeption der 

‘Metamorphosen’ des Ovid, ed. by Hermann Waler and Hans Juegern Horn, pp. 268-69. 

109 For information about the studio portrait see Zappella, Il ritratto nel libro italiano, I, pp. 45-50. 

110 Zappella, Il ritratto nel libro italiano, I, pp. 54-55.  

111 Trapp, ‘Portraits of Ovid’, in Die Rezeption der ‘Metamorphosen’ des Ovid, ed. by Hermann Waler and Hans 

Juegern Horn, p. 268. The woodcut portrait of Dante pointing to the Inferno is, in turn, inspired by the famous painting 

by Castagno del Domenico, Dante holding his Commedia, Museo dell’Opera del Duomo, Florence (see Kirkham, 

‘L’immagine del Boccaccio’, p. 95). 
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 The portrait of Gabriello Simeoni printed on the title page of his Metamorfoseo marks a first 

step away from the tradition of author-portraits in the vernacular re-writings of Ovid’s 

Metamorphoses (Figure 3.15).112 Gabriello’s oeuvre, printed in 1559 in Lyon by Jean de Tournes, 

belongs to a different literary tradition in comparison to the verse translations of Agostini, Dolce, 

Anguillara and Marretti. This work was inspired by one of the masterpieces of the French 

Renaissance, La Métamorphose d’Ovide figurée, printed in 1557 in Lyon by Jean de Tournes. The 

structure of Simeoni’s work clearly recalls emblem books and illustrated Bibles, and it aims at a 

perfect equilibrium between text and images. The text, in addition, is not a translation of the fifteen 

books of Ovid’s poem, but it is a synthesis of a selection of myths taken from the Metamorphoses 

and transformed in brief epigrams written in ottava rima.113 

 The medallion portrait on the title page depicts Simeoni in profile dressed in classical attire. 

At the bottom of the medallion there is the Latin inscription ‘spiritus astra super’ [the soul beyond 

the stars]. The motto is visually represented within the portrait, where Simeoni’s bust seems to 

fluctuate in the sky above gods and constellations. This short inscription is in all probability 

inspired by the epilogue of Ovid’s poem, where the poet predicted his eternal survival through the 

re-telling of his poem: ‘parte tamen meliore mei super alta perennis | astra ferar’ [still in my better 

part I shall be borne immortal far beyond the lofty stars] (Ovid, Met., XV. 875-76). By quoting this 

epilogue, Simeoni suggested that he would survive the passage of time and become immortal 

through his work, as happened to Ovid before him. 

 

 
112 Gabriello Simeoni, La vita et Metamorfoseo d’Ovidio. Figurato e abbreviato in forma di epigrammi da M. Gabriello 

Symeoni. Con altre stanze sopra gli effetti della luna, il ritratto di una fontana d’Overnia, e una apologia generale 

nella fine del libro (Lyon: Jean de Tournes, 1559). There is also a second edition of Simeoni’s work, which was printed 

in Lyon in 1584.  

113 For the relationship between Gabriello Simeoni’s translation and La Métamorphose d’Ovide figurée see Bodo 

Guthmüller, ‘Picta poesis ovidiana’, in Mito, poesia, arte: saggi sulla tradizione ovidiana nel Rinascimento (Rome: 

Bulzoni, 1997), pp. 213-50. Ilaria Andreoli has addressed the relationship between the series of illustrations in 

Simeoni’s work and the French tradition of emblem books in ‘Ovid’s “Meta-Metamorphoses”: Book Illustration and the 

Circulation of Erotic Iconographical Patterns’, in Shakespeare’s Erotic Mythology and Ovidian Renaissance Art, ed. by 

Agnès Lafont (Farnham: Ashgate, 2013), pp. 19-39. Elisa Modolo has dedicated a chapter of her thesis to Simeoni’s 

translation and his contribution to the creation of Baroque poetics. For Modolo’s analysis of Simeoni’s portrait: see 

‘Metamorphosis of the Metamorphoses: Italian Re-writings of Ovid between Renaissance and Baroque’ (unpublished 

doctoral thesis, University of Pennsylvania, 2015), pp. 1-71. 
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Figure 3.15 Title Page. Gabriello Simeoni, La vita et Metamorphoseo d’Ovidio (Lyon: Jean de Tournes, 1559), Brescia, Biblioteca 

Queriniana, Cinq. HH. 6. 

 

 At the top of the medallion is another inscription: ‘Par animus formae, dispar fortuna 

duobus’ [His soul is equal to his body, fate prevails on both].114 The first half of this sentence is a 

quotation from Book XIV of Ovid’s Metamorphoses (Ovid, Met., XIV. 324). In that passage, Ovid 

claimed that Picus, a mythological character, was beautiful in the inner as well as the outer parts of 

his body. In Simeoni’s portrait, these words probably hinted at the idea that the portrait, which 

represents the physical features of the writer, is also a faithful representation of his spirit. The 

second part of the Latin sentence is a reminder of the power of fate, which commands the destiny of 

soul and body. In the portrait, the mutability of all things and the passage of time are clearly evoked 

by the zodiacal symbols. Although the portrait of Simeoni substitutes the author-portrait, Ovid 

remains extremely visible in this illustration. The portrait is surrounded with Ovidian quotations, 

and addresses themes and topics that are central to Ovid’s poetics, such as the survival of the soul, 

the mutability of all things and the passage of time. Simeoni, instead of presenting his individual 

self, employed his portrait to present himself as a new Ovid, and to link his own immortality to that 

of the Latin poet. 

 The translator-portrait of Anguillara in Giunti’s 1584 edition of the Metamorfosi marks a 

shift away from the portrait of Simeoni and from the author-portraits in the translations of Ovid’s 

poem. Anguillara’s portraiture does not make any reference to the Latin author. On the contrary, it 

 
114 The translation is mine. 
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associates the translator with modern writers in the vernacular language, and in particular with 

Ariosto. What caused this break in the tradition of portraits of Ovid, and what strategies did printers 

and editors use to affiliate Ariosto and Anguillara’s portraits? 

 Looking more broadly at the paratext of other early modern verse translations, we can 

identify a general movement in the late sixteenth century towards the use of translator-portraits in 

place of author-portraits. The 1544 edition of I sei primi libri dell’Eneide, a translation of the first 

six books of the Aeneid, portrays Virgil at the beginning of each libro (Figure 3.16).115 The author-

portrait, however, is replaced by the translator-portrait in later translations. There is a portrait of 

Ercole Udine in the front matter of the 1597 edition of his translation of Virgil’s poem (Figure 

3.17), for example, and there is a full-page copperplate portrait of Annibal Caro in the 1608 edition 

of his translation of the Aeneid (Figure 3.18).116 Looking at other works this transition is confirmed. 

The printer Noro Perugino, for instance, published a translation of Ovid’s letters in 1541 with a 

portrait of the translator Vincenzo Menni in the front matter of the book.117 In 1573, Giolito printed 

Dolce’s Ulisse, a translation of Homer’s Odyssey, including the portrait of Dolce in the front matter 

of the book (Figure 3.19).118  The preference for the translator-portrait in the late sixteenth century 

results from a series of intertwined phenomena. The stability of the vernacular language and the 

international and national prestige acquired by Italian literature bolstered the confidence of the 

moderns, who presented themselves as equals to the classical authorities they translated.119 The 

translator-portrait is telling of the prestige acquired by the vernacular language and of the rising 

ambition to compete with classical heritage. The book agents who authored the paratext of Giunti’s 

1584 Metamorfosi probably wanted to emphasise how Anguillara managed to carve out his own 

authorial space from a very well-known text, and celebrate his poetic success. 

 
115 Publius Virgilius Maro, I sei primi libri del Eneide di Vergilio, tradotti a più illustri e honorate donne. Et tra l’altre 

a la notissima et divina Madonna Aurelia Tolomei de Borghesi a cui ancho è indirizzato tutto il presente volume 

(Venice: Federico Torresano, 1544). 

116 Ercole Udine, L’Eneide di Virgilio ridotta in ottava rima dal S. Hercole Udine. Al Sereniss. Principe il S. Don 

Vincenzo Gonzaga duca di Mantua di Monferrato etc. (Venice: Gio. Battista Ciotti Senese, 1597); Annibal Caro, 

L’Eneide di Virgilio del Commendatore Annibal Caro con l’aggionta delli argomenti et le figure in rame. Al M. R. 

Padre D. Giovita da Castiglione, Economo nel Collegio Montalto in Bologna (Padua: Pietro Paulo Tozzi, 1608). 

117 Zappella, Il ritratto nel libro italiano, II, Tav. 234. 

118 Lodovico Dolce, L’Ulisse di M. Ludovico Dolce da lui tratto dall’Odissea d’Homero e da lui ridotto in ottava rima 

(Venice: Gabriele Giolito dei Ferrari, 1573). For other examples of sixteenth-century translator-portraits see Zappella, Il 

ritratto nel libro italiano, I, pp. 70-73. 

119 Dionisotti, pp. 132-33. 
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Figure 3.16 Portrait of Virgil. Publius 

Virgilius Maro, I sei primi libri del 
Eneide di Vergilio (Venice: Federico 

Torresano, 1544), fol. A1r, Rome, 
Biblioteca Nazionale Centrale, 6. 

13.B.18.2. 

 
Figure 3.17 Portrait of Ercole Udine. Ercole Udine, L’Eneide di Virgilio ridotta in 

ottava rima (Venice: Gio. Battista Ciotti Senese, 1597), fols *6v-Ar, London, British 
Library, 833.h.4. 

 

 
Figure 3.18 Portrait of Annibal Caro. Annibal Caro, L’Eneide di Virgilio (Padua: Pietro Paulo Tozzi, 1608), fols *3v-4r, Boston, 

Harvard University, KE 32871. 
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Figure 3.19 Portrait of Lodovico Dolce. Lodovico Dolce, L’Ulisse (Venice: Gabriele Giolito dei Ferrari, 1573), fols *8v-A1r, Lyon, 

Bibliothèque Municipale, 380795. 

 

 The visibility of Anguillara in the paratext of the Metamorfosi was also incentivized by the 

rising popularity of portraits of modern personalities in the visual arts (e.g. painting, coin 

manufacture and sculpture).120 The number of portraits of contemporary individuals soared 

significantly in the fifteenth century, when humanists aimed to embrace every aspect of the ancient 

lifestyle as it was expressed through old coins and sculptured busts. Reproducing these ancient 

artefacts with the likenesses of the moderns allowed humanists to link themselves to the ancients 

and gave them an artistic medium through which they could express and investigate their 

personality. In this field, Leon Battista Alberti is an important reference point. He had a remarkable 

fascination with his intellectual self, which he expressed in his writings as well as in his self-

portraits.121 Alberti was an avant-gardist who anticipated a new artistic time in which Renaissance 

medallists, painters, sculptors and engravers explored the depths and mobility of the human 

condition through the visual arts.122 

 When portraits began to gravitate in the Gutenberg galaxy, the likeness of modern 

personalities became a promotional medium of unprecedented potential that ‘heightened the 

 
120 For an introduction to Renaissance portraiture see Pope-Hennessy. 

121 The two self-portraits of Alberti that survive today are bronze reliefs: see Pope-Hennessy, pp. 66-68. 

122 Pope-Hennessy, pp. 103-54. 
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recognition accorded to individual achievements’.123 Pietro Aretino perfectly understood this 

potentiality, and, working in close collaboration with his printers, he employed portraits to frame 

his authorial identity and orient the reading of his texts.124 In one of his letters, Aretino even 

persuaded Pietro Bembo to include his portrait in the edition of the Prose: 

 

Ma perché l’effigie, con cui onorate il mondo e la natura, sia ogni or la medesima come 

tuttavia sarà la istessa la fama che avete, consentite con il presto venir qui, che se le cominci 

e fornisca la stampa, dove apparirete vero e vivo. E ciò fate, perché quei che nasceranno, 

s’innamorino de l’imagine di colui che gli terrà in continuo stupore con gli essempi de le 

cose scritte.125 

 

The portrait guaranteed the persistent fame of the author, because the contemplation of a visual 

character, combined with his written words, provided a full representation of a person, with whom 

the reader could interact, and even fall in love. Jodi Cranston has very meaningfully associated the 

individual Renaissance portrait with a written letter, because both involve the beholder/reader in an 

intimate dialogue.126 Petrarch himself, in the Familiares, blurred the distinction between writing and 

speaking, reading and seeing. Reading a letter from a friend, according to Petrarch, equalled the act 

of visualising his face: 

 

Dulce michi colloquium tecum fuit, cupideque et quasi de industria protractum; vultum 

enim tuum retulit per tot terras et maria teque michi presentem fecit usque ad vesperam, cum 

matutino tempore calamum capissem.127 

 

 
123 Eisenstein, The Printing Revolution, p. 146. The phrase Gutenberg galaxy refers to the pivotal study by Marshall 

McLuhan on the impact of the invention of the printing press on European culture: see The Gutenberg Galaxy: The 

Making of Typographic Man (Toronto: Toronto University Press, 2011). 

124 For an analysis of the portraits of Aretino see Mortimer, ‘The Author’s Image’, pp. 78-80. For a general study of the 

relationship between Aretino and the printing press see M. Bertolo, Aretino e la stampa. Strategie di autoproduzione a 

Venezia nel Cinquecento (Rome: Salerno Editrice, 2003). 

125 Pietro Aretino, Lettere, ed. by Paolo Procaccioli (Rome: Salerno Editrice, 1997), I, 1, pp. 157-58 (6 Febbraio 1537). 

126 Cranston, pp. 1-14. 

127 Francesco Petrarca, Le Familiari, ed. by. Vittorio Rossi, 4 vols (Florence: G. C. Sansoni editore, 1933-1942), I 

(1933), i, 1. 47. 
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[This conversation with you was pleasant, and I prolonged it eagerly, as though by design. It 

brought back your face before me throughout so many lands and seas. It made you present 

before me from the morning, when I took the pen in my hands, until dusk.] 

 

Therefore, the printed portrait, usually set in the front matter of the book, acted together with the 

dedicatory epistle as a paratextual tool that fully visualized the person portrayed, indicating his 

physical and intellectual idiosyncrasies.  

 Not all portraits, however, tried to convey the unique features of an individual. The way in 

which the printed portrait framed the identity of a person and made him familiar to the readers 

varied according to the agents in control of the material production of the book. Aretino, for 

example, had more than one portrait made specifically to accompany his texts.128 In his Stanze, 

printed in 1537 in Venice by Francesco Marcolini, Aretino was portrayed by Titian in the guise of 

an adoring shepherd looking up at the apparition in the sky of his lover Angela Serena, depicted as a 

winged siren.129 According to Mortimer, Titian’s representation of Aretino is a ‘literary portrait’ 

because it translates in images a specific passage of Aretino’s Stanze.130 This illustration conveys 

not only a personal biographical information regarding the author, but it also gives visual presence 

to Aretino’s poetic imagination. The resemblance of Aretino’s portrait to his own persona depends 

on the close relationship he had with the printer Marcolini; a relationship, according to Amedeo 

Quondam, that almost dissolved the boundary between author-function and editor-function.131 The 

co-operation with Titian, one of Aretino’s closest friends in Venice, was also important.132 

 When the person beheld was not involved in the material production of the book, there was 

no reason why a printer or editor would add his or her ‘true’ likeness to the paratext. The Venetian 

market of the printed book had a wide, international appeal, and the standard reader would be 

familiar with just a small number of public faces. Therefore, in order to convey a sense of 

familiarity and authority, it was sufficient for the printer to add a standard portrait representing the 

generic features of an author adorned with laurel and toga. The situation was different in a smaller 

 
128 Aretino also commissioned painted portraits of himself. He deemed his painted portrait by Titian a true likeness of 

himself that expressed his inner soul: see Woodall, p. 12. 

129 Mortimer, p. 78. 

130 Mortimer, p. 79. 

131 Amedeo Quondam, ‘Nel giardino di Marcolini: un editore veneziano tra Aretino e Doni’, Giornale storico della 

letteratura italiana, 157 (1980), 75-116 (pp. 89-90). 

132 Giuliano Innamorati, ‘Pietro Aretino’, DBI < http://www.treccani.it/enciclopedia/pietro-aretino_(Dizionario-

Biografico)/ > [accessed 14 December 2019]. 
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market.133 In Florence, for example, the book business had a regional reach, and the connection of 

the printing press with the Academy gave place to a familiar environment in which the roles of 

author, editor and printer were blurred. In this cultural setting, portraits were usually less 

conventional and type-centred, providing a true likeness of the person portrayed. 

 In Giunti’s 1584 edition of Anguillara’s Metamorfosi, editorial responsibility fell completely 

on the shoulders of editor, printer, illustrator and other book agents responsible for the material 

production of the book. Anguillara was already dead, and it is possible that the illustrator had never 

met him in person and that he or she had no access to another portrait of the translator. In any case, 

Giunti’s aim was not to print a faithful representation of the translator, but to employ a standardised 

portrait of Anguillara that could authorise the printed text by affiliating it with the novelties of 

vernacular literature, and in particular with the Orlando furioso. The affiliation between Anguillara 

and Ariosto was favoured by the gradual standardisation of the portraits of the latter. After 

Ariosto’s death, subsequent editors and printers lost interest in printing the likeness of this author, 

and moved towards a symbolic illustration. In the following analysis, I will present the evolution of 

Ariosto’s portraits in order to show how, by the end of the sixteenth century, they became the model 

for Anguillara’s portrait. 

 The first portrait of Ariosto was included in the edition of the Furioso printed by Niccolò 

Zoppino in 1530.134 This edition was published without the consent and supervision of the author. 

The portrait, however, was realistic, portraying the author with the cap that (as Ariosto wrote in his 

Satire) he wore to cover his incipient baldness. There was only one symbolic element in this 

representation of Ariosto: the laurel branches in the background. The second portrait of Ariosto was 

added to the back matter of the 1532 edition of the Furioso printed in Ferrara by Francesco 

Rosso.135 This portrait was engraved following the design made by Titian, and it was included in the 

book under the supervision of Ariosto, who personally sponsored this edition. This representation of 

Ariosto is free from all the symbolic elements characterising the standard author-portrait: book, 

laurel or Roman attire.136 Instead, it is entirely focused on the humanity of the character, whose old 

age and weakness are not hidden but rather showcased as an emblematic mark of the individuality 

of the poet. This author-portrait was reproduced various times in the editions of Ariosto’s works 

printed during the first half of the sixteenth century. In the 1535 edition of Ariosto’s comedy La 

 
133 For a study of the use of the portrait in Florentine printed books see Thomas McGrath, ‘Facing the Text: Author 

Portraits in Florentine Printed Books, 1545-1585’, Word & Image, 19 (2003), 74-85. 

134 Dorigatti, pp. 151-52; Mortimer, ‘The Author’s Image’, p. 37. 

135 Dorigatti, p. 152; Mortimer, ‘The Author’s Image’, pp. 37-38. 

136 Dorigatti, pp. 152-53; Andreoli, ‘Ex officina erasmiana’, Scheda 4.  
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Lena, for instance, on the title page there is a reproduction of the 1532 portrait of Ariosto made 

according to Titian’s design (Figure 3.20).137 

 The realistic 1532 portrait of Ariosto was gradually replaced by standardized ones. Giolito 

had a different portrait cut for his 1542 Furioso, which employed Titian’s profile but transformed it 

into a classical bust with laurel wreath and toga (the garment worn by the citizens of ancient 

Rome).138 Something similar happens to the author-portrait on the title page of the 1552 edition of 

Ariosto’s Rime (Figure 3.21).139 In both portraits, Ariosto’s profile portrait is set in the oval space of 

the medallion, thus creating a connection with the classical coins, which implicitly elevated him to a 

higher level of authorial dignity.140 The process of standardization increased in the 1556 edition of 

the Furioso printed by Valgrisi in Venice, where the author-portrait is set in a small medallion on 

top of the architectural border of the title page (Figure 3.22).141 The portrait medallion is held by 

two flying amorini. This setting creates a connection with classical art, evoking Roman funerary 

monuments such as the Roman Marble Sarcophagus with Flying Erotes Holding a Clipeus 

Portrait.142 In this edition, the portrait is small, and Ariosto’s distinctive profile is less discernible, 

leaving the symbolic features of the portrait fully visible. The Valgrisi portrait is the model for the 

engraved title page of the Furioso printed in 1584 by Francesco de’ Franceschi (Figure 3.23).143 In 

this new edition, the artist Girolamo Porro refashioned the ornamentation of the border, and 

readjusted the space of the portrait on the title page, leaving untouched Ariosto’s symbolic attire. In 

contrast with Titian’s portrait, the following representations of Ariosto (1552; 1556; 1584) lost their 

individualizing function. In the hands of editors and printers, the portrait of Ariosto became a 

celebrative and marketing tool. 

 
137 Ludovico Ariosto, La Lena: Comedia di Messer Lodovico Ariosto (Venice: Nicolò d’Aristotile detto Zoppino, 1535). 

138 Mortimer, ‘The Author’s Image’, p. 38. 

139 Ludovico Ariosto, Rime (Venice: [n. pub.], 1552). 

140 Claudia Cieri Via has claimed that the imitation of classical coins in the Renaissance was meant to extol the virtues 

and the status of the person beheld in the portrait: see ‘L’immagine del ritratto. Considerazioni sull’origine del genere e 

la sua evoluzione dal Quattrocento al Cinquecento’, in Il ritratto e la memoria: materiali, ed. by A. Gentili, 2 vols 

(Rome: Bulzoni, 1989), I, p. 60. 

141 For a study of the illustrations in Valgrisi’s edition of the Furioso see Andreoli, ‘Ex officina erasmiana’, Scheda 4. 

For the portrait printed in this edition see Mortimer, ‘The Author’s Image’, pp. 38-39. 

142 Roman, Sarcophagus with Flying Erotes Holding a Portrait Medallion, c. A.D. 190-200, marble, 45.1 x 179.1 x 53.3 

cm, Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York. Digitised < https://www.metmuseum.org/art/collection/search/254855 > 

[accessed 16 April 2018]. 

143 For a study of de Franceschi’s edition of the Furioso: see the edited volume Exercices furieux: a partir de l’édition 

de l'Orlando furioso De Franceschi (Venise, 1584), ed. by Ilaria Andreoli (Bern: Peter Lang, 2013). For the portrait in 

this edition see also Mortimer, ‘The Author’s Image’, p. 39. 
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Figure 3.20 Portrait of Ludovico Ariosto. Ludovico Ariosto, 
La Lena (Venice: Niccolò Zoppino, 1535), fol. *1r, Vienna, 

Österreichische Nationalbibliothek, *38.Z.52.(Adl.2). 

 

Figure 3.21 Portrait of Ludovico Ariosto. Ludovico Ariosto, 
Rime (Venice: [n. pub.], 1552), fol. *1r, Vienna, 
Österreichische Nationalbibliothek, *35.L.155.

 
Figure 3.22 Portrait of Ludovico Ariosto, OF 1556, fol. *1r, 

Vienna, Österreichische Nationalbibliothek, 56165-B.

 

Figure 3.23 Portrait of Ludovico Ariosto, OF 1584, fol. *1r, 
Vienna, Österreichische Nationalbibliothek, BE.7.J.5 diff. 
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 The 1584 portrait of Anguillara (Figure 3.10) is a conspicuous imitation of the portrait-type 

of Ariosto developed in the late sixteenth century.144 In de’ Franceschi’s Furioso (Figure 3.23), the 

title page presents a border with two flanking statues. The statue on the left is Mars and that on the 

right is Venus. On top of the frame there is the medallion portrait of Ariosto held by two angels. 

Giacomo Franco, the author of Anguillara’s title page, recreated the same structure only with minor 

changes. The position of the statues, for example, is reversed. The statue on the right is Minerva, 

and it takes the stance of Porro’s Mars in the 1584 Furioso. The statue on the left represents 

Mercury, who repeats the same gesture as Porro’s Venus. As in Porro’s title page, the medallion 

portrait stands over the title supported by two angels. The position of these portraits is highly 

symbolic.145 In the Middle Ages and Renaissance, the likeness of political authorities was displayed 

at the entrance of institutional palaces and private villas to mark their political and ethical 

dominion.146 The portrait of Anguillara and Ariosto brings the reader back to this ancient tradition 

and underlines the fact that beyond the title page there is a world that stands under the authority of 

the person portrayed at the entrance.  

 The link with Ariosto’s portrait suggests that the function of Anguillara’s representation is 

not merely to celebrate the translator.147 The title page of the Metamorfosi aims to communicate to 

the reader an affinity between a group of writers and a genre of texts rather than simply showcasing 

and celebrating an individual author. 

 

3.4.2 Sharing Spaces: The Dynamics of Double Portraiture 

 

The idea of doubling a portrait arose well before the Renaissance. Roman Antiquity provides 

similar examples in painted effigies, sarcophagi, death masks, sculpted figures, imagines clipeatae, 

gems and ancient coins.148 With the Renaissance revival of ancient art and culture, double 

portraiture spread in Europe, encompassing all branches of the visual arts. Southern European 

double portraits, however, remain largely unexplored in scholarship. This gap is due to the axiom 

that southern artists were not interested in this form of artistic expression.149 Woodall is the first to 

 
144 Mortimer, ‘The Author’s Image’, pp. 39-41. 

145 Cieri Via, ‘L'immagine del ritratto’, in Il ritratto e la memoria: materiali, ed. by A. Gentili, I, pp. 52-54. 

146 A good example is the Porta della Carta in Palazzo Ducale, Venice. See Cieri Via, ‘L'immagine del ritratto’, in Il 

ritratto e la memoria: materiali, ed. by A. Gentili, I, pp. 52-54. 

147 Cotugno, ‘Le Metamorfosi di Ovidio “ridotte” in ottava rima’, pp. 523-25. 

148 Woodall, pp. 38-60. Imago clipeata is an art term used in reference to the images of ancestors, famous people or the 

deceased produced on round shields (in Latin: clipeus). 

149 Woodall, pp. 30-37. 
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argue against this accepted truth, bringing to critical attention numerous examples of Renaissance 

Italian double portraits taken from different branches of the visual arts. Thanks to her study, we can 

recognise double portraiture as a proper category within the genre of portraiture. In this study, I will 

use some of the double portraits discussed by Woodall, and I will also add eleven new examples 

taken from manuscripts and early printed editions, including the double portrait of Ovid and 

Anguillara. 

 Books are rich repositories of double portraits. Within these material objects, the poet with 

his lady love is a well-known double portrait type.150 The manuscripts of Petrarch’s Rerum 

vulgarium fragmenta and Trionfi host numerous illuminations of the poet with Laura. In a late 

fifteenth-century manuscript of Petrarch’s Rime, for instance, there is an illuminated initial with the 

portrait of a man and a woman facing each other in profile.151 According to Trapp, this could either 

be a representation of the owners of the book, the bridal couple Corrado da Fogliano and Gabriella 

Gonzaga, or an illustration of Petrarch and Laura.152 The same formula of a pair of facing busts, 

which finds its model in Roman funerary reliefs, is reproduced multiple times in sixteenth-century 

editions of Petrarch’s works. In 1547, Giolito printed in Venice a double portrait of Petrarch and 

Laura inside a funerary urn (Figure 3.24).153 Set in the front matter of the book, this portrait is 

followed by a sonnet that explains how Petrarch and Laura will be eternally united and 

immortalised thanks to Petrarch’s verses. The portrait is a symbol of the book itself, which is a 

sacred temple in which the spirit of Petrarch and Laura will rest forever. A different sort of double 

portrait of Petrarch and Laura was added to the 1549 edition of Petrarch’s Rime printed in Venice 

by Nicolini da Sabbio. Two medallion portraits illustrate the facing busts of Petrarch and Laura 

with their names written in the medallion’s frame (Figure 3.25).154 The association in portraiture of 

Laura and Petrarch led also to the creation of another famous couple: Boccaccio and Fiammetta.155  

 
150 Woodall, pp. 215-20. 

151 Berlin, Kupferstichkabinett der Staatlichen Museen zu Berlin, MS 78 C 22, fol. 1r. Digitised copy <http://www.smb-

digital.de/eMuseumPlus?service=ExternalInterfaceetmodule=collectionetobjectId=2020234etviewType=detailView > 

[accessed 13 April 2017]. See Trapp, ‘Petrarch’s Laura’, fig. 43, pp. 69-71.  

152 Trapp, ‘Petrarch’s Laura’, pp. 69-71. 

153 Francesco Petrarca, Il Petrarcha, con l’espositione d'Alessandro Vellutello di novo ristampato con le figure ai 

Triomphi e con più cose utili in vari luoghi aggiunte (Venice: Gabriele Giolito dei Ferrari, 1547), fol. *2v. See Trapp, 

‘Petrarch’s Laura’, fig. 80, p. 112; Woodall, fig. 3.24, p. 669. 

154 Francesco Petrarca, Sonetti, canzoni e triomphi di M. Francesco Petrarca con la spositione di Bernardino Daniello 

da Lucca. Con privilegio del Italianissimo Senato Vinitiano (Venice: Pietro and Giovanni Maria Nicolini da Sabbio for 

Giovanni Battista Pederzano, 1549). See also Zappella, Il ritratto nel libro italiano, II, p. 119. 

155 Kirkham, ‘L’immagine del Boccaccio’, scheda 68, fig. 107. 
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Figure 3.24 Double portrait of Petrarch and Laura. Francesco 

Petrarca, Il Petrarcha con l'espositione d’Alessandro 
Vellutello (Venice: Gabriele Giolito dei Ferrari, 1547), fol. 

*2v, Vienna, Österreichische Nationalbibliothek, *35.Q.191.

 

Figure 3.25 Double portrait of Petrarch and Laura. Francesco 
Petrarca, Sonetti, canzoni e triomphi (Venice: Pietro and 
Giovanni Maria Nicolini da Sabbio for Giovanni Battista 

Pederzano, 1549), fol. *1r, Vienna, Österreichische 
Nationalbibliothek, *35.S.62 

 

The relationship between the portrayed subjects in this case is complicated by the fact that 

Fiammetta is not only Boccaccio’s love interest. In Boccaccio’s Elegia di Madonna Fiammetta the 

female character is also the first person narrator.156 Therefore, what is suggested in the double 

portrait is not only an amorous bond between poet and muse, but also an interlocking of their 

authorial voices. The double portrait of Boccaccio and Fiammetta bridges the divide between the 

portrait of the poet and lady love and that of two narrating authorities, which we shall address in 

what follows with another example taken from Boccaccio’s portraits.  

 The manuscript of a French Decameron shows in the same miniature two separate scenes 

involving Boccaccio and his translator, Laurent de Premierfait (d. 1418) (Figure 3.26).157 In the 

 
156 Armstrong has studied Boccaccio’s construction – on the Ovidian example – of Fiammetta’s authorial voice in his 

Elegia and has shed light on the negotiation of Boccaccio’s and Fiammetta’s authority in the English translation of the 

Elegia, the Amorous Fiammetta: see Armstrong, ‘The Framing of Fiammetta’, in Elizabethan Translation, ed. by 

Schmidt, pp. 302-08. 

157 Paris, Bibliothèque nationale de France, MS FR. 129, f. 4r. I consulted a digitised copy < 

http://gallica.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/btv1b9009540b > [accessed 13 April 2018]. See also Kirkham, ‘L’immagine del 

Boccaccio’, fig. 110, pp. 110-11. 
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scene on the left, Laurent is in the foreground in the act of presenting his book. In the background, 

Boccaccio looks at the book presentation with approval, and holds a scroll in his hands to remind 

the readers of his status of auctor. In the scene on the right, Boccaccio and Laurent sit in front of a 

two-sided lectern, facing each other. As Coldiron has proposed in her article on early printed 

portraits, the two-sided lectern can be seen as an ‘image of the author-translator relation’.158 In the 

portrait of Margaret More Roper that Coldiron analyses, the female translator is sitting on one side 

of the lectern and the empty space on the other side invites us to infer the absent presence of the 

author.159 In Boccaccio’s and Laurent de Premierfait’s miniature, both author and translator are  

 

 
Figure 3.26 Boccaccio and Laurent de Premierfait. Paris, Bibliothèque nationale de France, MS FR. 129, f. 4r. 

 

portrayed to manifest the existence of a multi-layered authorship. Both hold writing instruments and 

work on a book placed in front of them. The fact that they employ the same lectern communicates 

the idea that both played a part in the making of the French Decameron. Their collocation on 

different sides, however, underscores their use of different languages, and their belonging to 

different literary worlds.  

 
158 Coldiron, ‘The Translator’s Visibility in Early Printed Portrait-Images’, in Thresholds of Translation, ed. by 

Hosington and Belle, p. 66. 

159 Coldiron, ‘The Translator’s Visibility in Early Printed Portrait-Images’, in Thresholds of Translation, ed. by Belle 

and Hosington, p. 66. 
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 In contrast with the portrait of the poet with his lady love, the typology of author and 

translator entails a different relationship between the individuals portrayed. The persons beheld are 

usually of the same gender, and their unity under the book-frame is not due to a sentimental and 

poetical bond, but rather to a literary affinity and shared participation in the authorship of the text. 

The co-existence of these two writers in the same book, in addition, generates a power relationship, 

and the following analysis investigates the way in which this relationship is visualised in the double 

portrait of Ovid and Anguillara printed by Giunti in 1592. 

 The Latin and vernacular editions of Ovid’s works offer various examples of the portrait-

type of author and translator. The late fourteenth-century North Italian codex of the Ovidius 

moralizatus has a miniature with Ovid standing next to Thomas Waleys, the Dominican friar to  

 

 
Figure 3.27 Ovid expounding ex cathedra. Paris, 

Bibliothèque nationale de France, MS Français 137, fol. 1r. 

 
Figure 3.28 Ovid expounding ex cathedra. Ovid 1506, 

Munich, Bayerische Staatsbibliothek, 1710284 Res/4 A.lat.a. 
417. 

 

whom this moralized adaptation of Ovid’s Metamorphoses was for a long time attributed.160 This 

trend continues in the first years after the invention of the printing press. The verso of a British 

Library vellum incunabulum of Vérard’s Bible des poètes, for instance, shows a miniature of Ovid 

 
160 Gotha, Forschungsbibliothek, MS membr. I.98, f. 1. I did not consult this manuscript, and I am relying on the 

description made by Trapp, ‘Portraits of Ovid’, in Die Rezeption der ‘Metamorphosen’ des Ovid, ed. by Hermann 

Waler and Hans Juegern Horn, p. 261. 
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in the left-hand column, together with a miniature of the compiler standing in front of a lectern.161 

The plurality of personalities in the miniatures of manuscripts and early prints suggests that the 

meaning and unity of a text was not determined by an individual author. Multiple agents (author, 

copyist, commentator, translator and also the reader) oriented the meaning of a text, and their 

agency emerged in visual terms in the material space of the book. An example of this plurality is the 

large number of illuminations of Ovid expounding ex cathedra to a group of listeners, or the 

woodcuts representing Ovid together with his commentators (Figure 3.27; Figure 3.28).162 

 The 1592 double portrait of Ovid and Anguillara follows the tradition of collective and 

double portraiture already established in the Middle Ages in the field of Ovid’s vernacular and 

Latin works (Figure 3.11). The half bust of Ovid and that of Anguillara are represented in different 

medallion frames. Their unity, however, is guaranteed by their coexistence inside the border that 

surrounds the illustration of the Metamorfosi. In this double portrait both author and translator are 

given visibility and authorial standing through their visual presentation. Anguillara, for example, 

wears a laurel wreath and although his portrait is slightly smaller compared to Ovid’s, it holds a 

privileged position on the page at the top of the border. Furthermore, it is the only portrait in the 

book that is included inside each illustration-border printed in the book. Ovid wears a laurel wreath 

as well as a toga and his portrait is bigger and also closer to the centre of the page. Ovid’s portrait, 

however, does not appear in each border, but it alternates with the portraits of Mercury and Mars. 

This disposition diminishes Ovid’s visual presence, but it associates this classical author with 

deities, thus elevating his status. This complex presentation of the authority of translator and author, 

as I will show in the following analysis, was growing in popularity in the second half of the century. 

By comparing Ovid’s and Anguillara’s double portrait with other examples of early printed double 

portraits, the following analysis aims 1) to show the visibility of translators in early printed books; 

2) to investigate how the translator’s authority was presented in the paratext of early printed books; 

3) to clarify what was the function of the double portrait in Anguillara’s Metamorfosi. 

 

 
161 Ovidius Publius Naso, Cy commence Ouide de Salmonēn son liure jntitule Metamorphose (Paris: Antoine Vérard, 

[1493]). For a description of this incunabulum see Trapp, ‘Portraits of Ovid’, in Die Rezeption der ‘Metamorphosen’ 

des Ovid, ed. by Hermann Waler and Hans Juegern Horn, p. 264. 

162 Paris, Bibliothèque nationale de France, MS Français 137, f. 1r. Digitised < 

http://gallica.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/btv1b105385281 >. In this illumination Ovid is holding out a large egg to his listeners. 

The name of Ovid was etymologized in the Middle Ages as ‘ovi dividens’. This etymology was applied to Creation 

through the correspondence of the four elements of the earth with the four constitutive parts of an egg, see Trapp, 

‘Portraits of Ovid’, in Die Rezeption der ‘Metamorphosen’ des Ovid, ed. by Hermann Waler and Hans Juegern Horn, p. 

259. For other examples of collective portraits of Ovid expounding ex cathedra see ibid. 
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Figure 3.29 Double portrait of Lucio Cristoforo Scobare and Antonio de Nebrija. Elio Antonio Nebrija, Vocabolarium Nebrissense 

(Venice: Bernardo Benalio, 1519), fol. 1, Rome, Biblioteca Nazionale Centrale, 69. 1.D.15.2. 

 

 The earliest example available to me of a printed portrait of author and translator is in the 

Sicilian-Latin dictionary written by the Italian lexicographer Lucio Cristoforo Scobare, printed in 

Venice in 1519 by Bernardino Benalio (Figure 3.29).163 The Sicilian part of the dictionary is a 

translation from the Spanish text of Antonio de Nebrija’s Dicionario latino-español (1492). There 

is a woodcut on the title page, and thanks to the names printed on top of it, we can identify it as a 

double portrait of Scobare and de Nebrija. Although author and translator are sitting at the same 

writing table, their position and body language implies a hierarchy between the two. The author 

Antonio de Nebrija looks directly towards the reader/beholder and sits at the heraldic dexter, while 

the translator looks at the author’s book, looking over to work from it. The different direction of 

sight of author and translator signals their different status. As in devotional painted portraits, or in 

printed portraits of author and commentator, the saint/divinity or the author are the only characters 

looking towards the beholder, while all the others are depicted in profile (Figure 3.28).164 In 

addition, the translator is represented in the act of copying, implicitly suggesting his fidelity to de 

Nebrija. 

 
163 Antonio de Nebrija, Vocabolarium Nebrissense ex Siciliensi sermone in latinum L. Christophoro Schobare Bethico 

interprete traductum (Venice: Bernardo Benalio, 1519): see also Zappella, Il ritratto nel libro italiano, II, Tav. 244. 

164 Cieri Via, ‘L’immagine del ritratto’, in Il ritratto e la memoria: materiali, ed. by A. Gentili, I, pp. 59-66. 
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Figure 3.30 Jacopo de’ Barbari, Portrait of Fra Luca Pacioli and his pupil, c. 1495, oil on panel, 99 x 120 cm, Museo e Gallerie di 

Capodimonte, Naples. 

 

 
Figure 3.31 Alessandro Achillini and his pupil. Alessandro Achillini, Alexander Achillinus de humani corposis Anatomia (Venice: 

Giovanni Antonio Nicolini da Sabbio and brothers, 1521), fol. a1r, London, British Library, C.135.f.16. 
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 This sort of composition is hardly unique, and it recalls the portrait type of mentors and 

pupils.165 The Double portrait of Fra Luca Pacioli with pupil (c. 1495) by Jacopo de’ Barbari, for 

instance, shows a very similar disposition of the characters and balance of power (Figure 3.30).166 

As in the double portrait of Scobare and de Nebrija, master and pupil are behind a table full of 

working instruments. The Franciscan monk and mathematician Luca Pacioli stands in a prominent 

position, occupying the centre of the painting and the heraldic dexter of the pupil. His gestures are 

reminiscent of those of de Nebrija: his hand is set on a page of the book open in front of him, while 

the right holds a tool. Furthermore, in both illustrations, the pupil/translator plays a supportive role. 

He stands in a position that gives him visual access to the working material of the master/author, 

bolstering the higher status of the other figure in the portrait. Interestingly, the same portrait 

structure of the independently painted portrait of Pacioli with student influenced another woodcut of 

master and pupil printed in the medicine handbook written by the Italian lecturer Alessandro 

Achillini (c. 1463-1512) and printed in Venice in 1521 (Figure 3.31).167 The connection between the 

author and translator and the mentor and pupil portrait-type implicitly suggests the lowly status of 

the translator at the beginning of the sixteenth century, when he was often associated with a pupil 

who is learning from a master. 

 The representation of Girolamo Malipiero and Petrarch in the 1536 Petrarca spirituale 

printed in Venice by Francesco Marcolini complicates the relationship between the authority of the 

translator and that of the author. In these illustrations and in the paratext that surrounds them, the 

translator is not represented as an inferior pupil, but as a secondary author legitimised by Petrarch 

himself. Malipiero is not a translator in the strict sense, because his work is a moralized adaptation 

of Petrarch’s Rerum vulgarium fragmenta.168 The first woodcut on the title page of the Petrarca 

spirituale is an individual portrait of Petrarch (Figure 3.32). Around the illustration there is an 

inscription in Latin and Greek saying ‘this is the true face of Petrarch as it was in the past’, a 

statement that refers to the physical features engraved in the woodcut, as well as to the text that 

follows, which is restored by Malipiero to Petrarch’s true intention. Turning the page, there is 

another full page woodcut. This time Petrarch is portrayed as he speaks to Malipiero (Figure 3.33). 

 
165 Woodall, pp. 425-30. 

166 Jacopo de’ Barbari, Portrait of Fra Luca Pacioli and his pupil, c. 1495, oil on panel, 99 x 120 cm, Museo e Gallerie 

di Capodimonte, Naples. It has also been attributed to Guidobaldo da Montefeltro (?-1495). The pupil has been thought 

to be Guidobaldo Duke of Urbino as well as Albrecht Dürer: see Woodall, p. 425, n. 153.  

167 Alessandro Achillini, Alexander Achillinus de humani corposis Anatomia (Venice: Giovanni Antonio Nicolini da 

Sabbio and brothers, 1521), fol. a1r.  

168 Girolamo Malipiero, Il Petrarca spirituale (Venice: Francesco Marcolini, 1536), fols *1r-1v.  
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This illustration is divided in two parts: on the right are Petrarch and Malipiero at the edge of a 

wood; on the left is an open landscape with a path leading up to a Church. 

 The double portrait of Petrarch and Malipiero translates in images the dialogue printed in the 

front matter of the Petrarca spirituale, where Malipiero described an imaginary conversation with 

Petrarch, who gave him a mandate to moralize his verse.169 In the dialogue, Malipiero met 

Petrarch’s soul as it was wondering in the woods close to Arquà, Petrarch’s burial place, 

condemned to linger in a limbo until his amorous sonnets and canzoni were emended. In the 

dialogue, Petrarch claimed that the first sonnet in his Canzoniere revealed the unholy nature of the 

love that animated his youthful poetry, the ‘primo giovenile errore’ (RVF, I. 3), and the sinful desire 

of glory and fame that led him to write poetry. Desiring to atone for his sin, in the dialogue Petrarch 

asked Malipiero to correct his juvenile error by moralising his poetry. This exchange  

 

 
Figure 3.32 Portrait of Petrarch. Girolamo Malipiero, Il 
Petrarca spirituale (Venice: Francesco Marcolini, 1536), fol. 
*1r, Rome, Biblioteca Casanatense, CCC M.VII 48. 

 
Figure 3.33 Petrarch and Malipiero, Girolamo Malipiero, Il 
Petrarca spirituale (Venice: Francesco Marcolini, 1536), fol. 
*1v, Rome, Biblioteca Casanatense, CCC M.VII 48. 

 

between Petrarch and Malipiero closely recalls Dante’s first canto in the Commedia. At the 

beginning of their journey, in fact, both Malipiero and Dante encountered a poetic authority coming 

from the afterlife to lead them towards the right path. The affinity of Dante and Malipiero’s moral 

mission is also emphasised by the double portrait (Figure 3.33), which mirrors the opening of the 

editions of the Commedia, where Dante and Virgil are portrayed as they meet for the first time in 

 
169 ‘Dialogo. Di Frate Hieronymo Maripetro venetiano del sacro ordine de minori di osservanza al Petrarcha theologo et 

spirituale introduttivo’: see Malipiero, fols A2r-B4r. 
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the ‘selva oscura’.170 The Church in the background of the illustration hints towards the final 

destination of Malipiero’s journey, which is the salvation of Petrarch’s soul.  

 If we consider these portraits together with the printed paratext that surrounds them, it 

emerges that Petrarch is portrayed as the primary author. He is the only authority visualised on the 

title page (Figure 3.32). Furthermore, in the double portrait, Petrarch wears a laurel as a symbol of 

his poetic glory and he towers over a smaller Malipiero. Petrarch is portrayed speaking, suggesting 

that what is written in the Petrarca spirituale is his own and Malipiero is an intermediary between 

the poet and his readers. Although Petrarch’s primacy is not challenged, the double portrait and the 

translatorial paratext frame the authority of the translator, who is presented as a poet chosen – and 

therefore legitimised – by Petrarch himself. In this case, the presence of the author guarantees the 

authority of the translator. 

 In the final part of this section I will address the double portraits printed in two translations 

of Ariosto’s Orlando furioso: one in Castilian and one in English. In 1553, Giolito printed in 

Venice the Furioso traduzido, a Castilian translation of Ariosto’s Furioso written by Jerónimo 

Jiménez de Urrea.171 This edition, according to Martinez, copied the printing style originally 

established by Giolito for his Italian Furioso (1542) and it bears witness to the international appeal 

of this epic and to the wide reach of the Venetian book trade.172 An important novelty of the Spanish 

translation is the combination of two printed portraits: one of the translator (Figure 3.34) and one of 

Ariosto (Figure 3.35). This double portrait has a celebratory function. The shape of the medallion 

establishes an immediate connection with the classical heritage of both writers. Furthermore, the 

portrait of de Urrea and that of Ariosto are followed by a laudatory composition: a sonnet in 

Castilian for the first one, and a brief letter in Italian for the second one. The combination of portrait 

and laudatory text emulates the function of the two faces of the ancient coin: the recto/portrait 

 
170 See for example the full-page woodcut facing the opening of Dante’s Commedia in the edition printed by Francesco 

Marcolini in Venice in 1544. In this illustration (fol. CC10v) Dante meets Virgil at the edge of the ‘selva’; Dante 

Alighieri, La comedia con la nova esposizione di Alessandro Vellutello (Venice: Francesco Marcolini, 1544). 

171 Jerónimo Jiménez de Urrea, Orlando Furioso de M. Ludovico Ariosto, dirigido al principe Don Philippe N. I. 

Traduzido en romance castellano per el S. Don. Hieronimo de Urrea, y nuovamente impresso y con diligentia 

corregido, e adornado de varias figuras e con nuevos argumentos y alegorias en cada uno delos cantos muy utiles, e 

con las misimas cosas, que està enel Thoscano ydioma. Assimismo se ha anadido una breve introducion para saber e 

pronunciar la lengua Castellana, con una esposicion enla Thoscana de todos los vocabolos difficultosos contenidos 

enel presente libro; con la tabla delas cosas mas notables de que racta la obra. Hecho todo por el s. Alfonso de Ulloa 

(Venice: Gabriele Giolito dei Ferrari and brothers, 1553). Zappella mentions this portrait in the section of her study that 

deals with double portraits, see Il ritratto nel libro italiano, I, p. 134.  

172 Martinez, ‘The Heroes in the World’s Marketplace’, in Translation and the Book Trade, ed. by Pérez Fernández and 

Wilson-Lee, p. 89. 
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individualises the person, and the verso/text characterizes him/her, thus offering a complete 

representation of the person portrayed.173 Although both portraits are celebrative, Ariosto’s 

representation emphasizes his higher poetic status in presenting him with a symbolic laurel wreath 

and a Roman toga. De Urrea’s modern attire, compared to Ariosto’s, communicates to the reader 

his lower literary rank. The different status of author and translator established through the clothing 

is also underscored by the placement of the portraits in the book. Although the first portrait that the 

reader encounters is that of de Urrea, the portrait of Ariosto faces the beginning of the text, which is  

 

 
Figure 3.34 Portrait of Jerónimo Jiménez de Urrea. Jerónimo 

Jiménez de Urrea, Orlando furioso en romance castellano 
(Venice: Gabriele Giolito dei Ferrari and brothers, 1553), fol. 

*3v, London, British Library, 1073.g.18.

 

Figure 3.35 Portrait of Ludovico Ariosto. Jerónimo Jiménez 
de Urrea, Orlando furioso en romance castellano (Venice: 
Gabriele Giolito dei Ferrari and brothers, 1553), fol. *4v, 

London, British Library, 1073.g.18. 

 

the core of the book. Ariosto’s portrait directly mirrors his own poem, suggesting to the readers his 

authority and primacy. This presentation of author and translator stresses the trustworthiness of De 

Urrea as a cultural mediator in the movement of the book and his primary author, Ariosto, across 

 
173 Cieri Via has argued that the biography in the paratext of the books performs the role of the verso of the portrait, 

giving an idea of the character of the beheld, while the portrait individualized him through his physical features: see 

‘L’immagine dietro il ritratto’, in Il ritratto e la memoria: materiali, ed. by A. Gentili, 2 vols (Rome: Bulzoni, 1989), II, 

pp. 9-29. 
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linguistic and national borders. De Urrea is portrayed as a modern poetic figure who is closer to the 

intended reading public and capable of facilitating the encounter with a foreign text and its author. 

 The last example that I address in this section is the most closely relatable to that of Ovid 

and Anguillara because of the disposition of the medallion portraits on the page. The double portrait 

in question represents author and translator on the title page of John Harington’s English translation 

of Ariosto’s Orlando furioso printed in 1591, 1607 and 1634 (Figure 3.36). These editions are 

objects of particular interest for scholars in history of book design because two surviving autograph 

manuscripts of Harington’s translation bear witness to the translator’s keen interest in details of 

layout, ornament and typography and to the translator’s instructions to his printer Richard Field on 

how to make the book.174 As shown by Simon Cauchi, Harington formed his design-intentions by 

studying Italian printed editions.175 An especially influential one was the 1584 de’ Franceschi 

edition of the Furioso with Porro’s engravings (Figure 3.23), which – as we have seen in the 

previous section – was also the main model for the 1584 Giunti edition of Anguillara’s Metamorfosi 

(Figure 3.10).176 In both the Italian and the English Furioso, the portrait of Ariosto is set on top of 

the doorway in a medallion held by two angels, and at the sides of the border are the free standing 

figures of Mars and Venus with Cupid. The major change on Harington’s title page is in the lower 

side of the title-border. At the bottom of the doorway, the engraver of the English Furioso, Thomas 

Cookson, set the portrait of Harington in the space that was previously occupied by the printer de’ 

Franceschi’s Peace device. According to Mortimer and Coldiron, the disposition of the translator’s 

portrait in a central-vertical-line relation to the author’s portrait subtly unsettles the primacy of the 

author.177 In the portrait, Ariosto’s elevated status as established poet is foregrounded by his 

classical attire and laurel wreath. The position at the top of the border, as we have seen in previous 

portraits, is an established authorial setting in the visual arts and it also repeats the vertical axis of 

  

 
174 The extensive biography on Harington’s skills as book designer includes Simon Cauchi, ‘The “Setting Forth” of 

Harington’s Ariosto’, Studies in Bibliography, 36 (1986), 137-68; Jason Scott-Warren, Sir John Harington and the 

Book as Gift (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2001); Armstrong, ‘Coding Continental’, pp. 98-102. 

175 Cauchi, p. 140. 

176 For a comparison between the 1584 Furioso and Harington’s title page see also Mortimer, ‘The Author’s Image’, pp. 

39-40. 

177 Mortimer, ‘The Author’s Image’, p. 39; Coldiron, ‘The Translator’s Visibility in Early Printed Portrait-Images’, in 

Thresholds of Translation, ed. by Belle and Hosington,  p. 60. 
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Figure 3.36 Portrait of John Harington and Ludovico Ariosto. John Harington, Orlando Furioso in English (London: Richard Field, 

1607), fol. *1r, London, British Library, Digital Store 11426.k.1. 

 

translation from the Italian (which holds a higher status) to the English.178 Furthermore, the chained 

dog that is gazing at Harington from the corner of the border could symbolise the translator’s 

fidelity to his source text. This notwithstanding, we must also recognise that Ariosto’s portrait is 

small and it has suffered from copying.179 Harington’s portrait, on the contrary, is bigger than 

Ariosto’s and it is full of details, from his clothing, the Elizabethan ruff and slashed doublet, to the 

compass open in from of him on a table. The visual focus shifts to the larger medallion thus 

awarding the translator ‘the pride of place and centrality’.180  

 Like in the portrait of the Orlando furioso ‘englished’ by Harington, the double portrait of 

Anguillara and Ovid in the 1592 edition of the Metamorfosi places the translator in a central-

vertical-line relationship with the author (Figure 3.11). The position of the translator at the top of 

the border suggests an inversion of the vertical axis of translation from hierarchical language 

(Latin) to the lowly vernacular. Overall, however, in the double portrait the visual emphasis is on 

Ovid’s portrait, which is closer to the page’s centre and is also considerably bigger. By comparing 

 
178 Coldiron, ‘The Translator’s Visibility in Early Printed Portrait-Images’, in Thresholds of Translation, ed. by Belle 

and Hosington, p. 60. 

179 Mortimer, ‘The Author’s Image’, p. 39. 

180 Coldiron, ‘The Translator’s Visibility in Early Printed Portrait-Images’, in Thresholds of Translation, ed. by Belle 

and Hosington, p. 60. 
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this portrait with other sixteenth-century double portraits, we can conclude that printers and editors 

of Anguillara’s Metamorfosi used this paratext to convey the affinity between Ovid and Anguillara. 

The double portrait emphasizes the authenticity of this translation by associating it with two writers 

presented as established authors, one classical and the other modern. Chartier, in The Order of 

Books, has claimed that the emergence of the portrait of the author in the book is telling of the 

innate tendency in print culture to put the unity of a text in the person of the author.181 Whether the 

individual portrait endows the author (or the translator) with real or symbolic attributes, says 

Chartier, ‘the function of the author’s portrait is to reinforce the notion that the writing is the 

expression of an individuality that gives authenticity to the work.’182 The example of the double 

portrait of Anguillara and Ovid allows us to reflect upon Chartier’s definition, and argue that the 

function of the portrait in the early modern book was to express one or more individualities that 

could bestow authenticity to the work. The persistence of collective and double portraits lends 

support to the view that the creation of the modern author-function, i.e. the social discourse through 

which we put the unity and meaning of a written text in the individual figure of the author, was a 

gradual and intermittent process. 

 

3.5 Conclusion 

 

This chapter considers the function of the paratext of the Metamorfosi by Anguillara, starting from 

a brief analysis of the translatorial paratext printed in the incomplete editions of the Metamorfosi. 

This material aimed to heighten the credibility of the translator beyond the immediate 

circumstances of the incomplete translation. This paratext was eventually substituted in later 

editions of the Metamorfosi. The allographic paratext is the main object under investigation in this 

chapter, which focused on two paratextual elements printed by Giunti in the 1584 and 1592 edition: 

commentary and portraits.  

 These paratexts foreground the translator following three strategies. The first is to centralise 

the translator and his text, as happens visually on the title page of the 1584 edition of the 

Metamorfosi, where the translator-portrait is placed at the top of the doorway on the title page, 

projecting the authority of the translator onto the translated text. The commentary, in addition, 

exerts the same centralizing force by commenting upon parts of the text added by the translator 

which are absent from the source text, or by inviting the reader to appreciate Anguillara’s poetic 

style rather than Ovid’s.  

 
181 Chartier, pp. 26-59. 

182 Chartier, p. 52. 
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 The second strategy to foreground the translator is to associate him closely with established 

authors. The most obvious connection shaped in the Metamorfosi is that with Ariosto. The 1584 

individual portrait of Anguillara, for example, was designed to recall the portrait of Ariosto on the 

title page of the Orlando furioso designed by Porro. Furthermore, the commentators fostered this 

bond by inviting their readers to recognise Anguillara’s imitation of Ariosto’s work in certain parts 

of the text. 

 The third strategy is to present Anguillara as a new, improved, Ovid. The 1592 double 

portrait illustrates author and translator within the same frame, communicating their affinity and 

their poetical link. Similarly, the commentary in the Metamorfosi frames the translated text within 

the medieval and early modern allegorical structure that was originally composed upon Ovid’s 

Metamorphoses. In this way, the commentary shows that the translation was worth the same critical 

attention given to the source text. 



CHAPTER 4 
Fabio Marretti’s Metamorfosi: The Dynamics of Agonism in the Multilingual Page 

Format 
 

 

4.1 Translation and Rivalry: Marretti Versus Dolce and Anguillara 

 

Fabio Marretti (c. 1536-post 1571) was the last author to write a complete translation of Ovid’s 

Metamorphoses in the Italian vernacular in the Cinquecento.1 Lorenzo Torrentino’s heirs and Carlo 

Pettinari, ducal printers in Florence, printed the first edition of Marretti’s Metamorfosi between 

1567 and 1568, Le Metamorfosi d’Ovidio nuovamente tradotte in ottava rima da M. Fabio Marretti 

gentilhuomo senese, senza punto allontanarsi dal sopradetto poeta. Libri tre.2 This edition was 

limited to the first three books of Ovid’s Metamorphoses and, according to Marretti, it was intended 

to test the critical response of intellectuals and experts before the publication of the entire work: 

 

ne habbiamo per hora lasciati uscir fuora questi tre libri come per saggio. La onde se ci 

potremmo accorgere, che queste nostre fatiche sien punto accette a i gentili, e studiosi spiriti, 

non solo daremo in luce il restante dell’opera in miglior forma, ma questi tre medesimi 

ritrovati con più perfetta lima.3 

 

The practice of publishing a partial version ahead of the complete one was not uncommon in the 

sixteenth century; as we have seen in Chapters 2 and 3, Lodovico Dolce and Giovanni Andrea 

dell’Anguillara, who translated Ovid’s Metamorphoses a few years before Marretti, both 

experimented with incomplete texts. In 1539, Dolce sent to the press the translation of the first book 

of Ovid’s Metamorphoses. Like Marretti’s, this partial edition was meant to be a ‘saggio’ of the 

entire work, published to test the reception of the translation among experts: ‘mi parve ben fatto 

 
1 For Marretti’s biography see Filippo Ciri, ‘Fabio Marretti’, DBI, 2008, in < http://www.treccani.it/enciclopedia/fabio-

marretti_(Dizionario-Biografico)/> [accessed 6 February 2017]. 
2 Marretti 1567, fol. A1r. In the online catalogue Edit 16, the year of printing is 1568 rather than 1567. In all the editions 

that I have consulted, the title page reports 1567 as the year of printing, while the colophon reports 1568 as the year of 

printing. I deduce from this that the printing of this edition was therefore conducted between the end of 1567 and the 

beginning of 1568. All quotations from Marretti 1567 are taken from a copy held at the Biblioteca Nazionale Centrale 

in Florence (shelfmark: 1141.6). 
3 Marretti 1567, fol. A2r. 
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senza ir più avanti, col mandare il primo libro alle stampe investigando sopra ciò il parer di chi sa; 

et ritrar quasi un saggio dalla sentenza comune.’4 Similarly, in 1553 Anguillara published the first 

book of his translation, and it was not until 1561 that he published the complete translation of 

Ovid’s Metamorphoses. Despite what Dolce and Marretti claimed in their letters to the reader, 

publishing a partial translation was not simply a strategy to get a critical response from scholars and 

critics. Dolce, Anguillara and Marretti could obtain this kind of feedback from within their circles 

of friends by sending out manuscript copies of their works.5 I believe that the printed publication of 

partial translations was especially useful for evaluating whether a work was appealing in the market 

of the printed book, and to reassure printers that they would recoup their investment. This 

hypothesis suggests that Marretti’s translation, and also those of Dolce and Anguillara, were written 

specifically for the printing press.  

 In 1570, Bolognino Zaltieri and the Guerra brothers printed in Venice the fifteen books of 

the second and complete edition of Marretti’s translation, Le Metamorfosi d’Ovidio in ottava rima 

col testo latino appresso, nuovamente tradotte da M. Fabio Marretti gentilhuomo senese senza 

punto allontanarsi dal detto poeta. Allo illustrissimo et eccellentissimo signor Don Alfonso da Este 

duca di Ferrara e di Modena e di Reggio.6 This title page has changed following the first short 

edition and it provides a set of important information that clarifies the place of the Metamorfosi in 

relation to earlier translations of Ovid’s poem. In the first place, we understand that the text is in 

ottava rima, the rhyming stanza employed by all the previous sixteenth-century translators of the 

Metamorphoses, from Niccolò degli Agostini (1522) to Dolce (1553) and Anguillara (1561). In 

contrast with previous translations, however, this second edition is bilingual: the Italian text faces 

the Latin source text on the same page. As far as we know, Marretti’s translation is the first 

bilingual edition of Ovid’s Metamorphoses in Italian and Latin, and this characteristic, highlighted 

on the title page of the edition, was meant to underscore the newness of this work in comparison 

with the former fully vernacular translations of the same text.  

 As we have already anticipated in Chapter 1’s discussion about Marretti’s translation theory, 

the contrast with previous translations is developed further in the letter to the readers authored by 

Marretti and found in the prefatory matter of the first edition of the Metamorfosi, and also in the 

letter to the reader in the second edition of this translation, which constitutes an expanded version of 

the first letter: 

 
4 Dolce 1539, fol. †2v. 
5 In 1560, for example, Anguillara sent Benedetto Varchi an extract from Book IX of his Metamorfosi with an invitation 

to propose improvements: see Bucchi, p. 330.  
6 Marretti 1570, fol. *1r. 
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Si meraviglieranno alcuni, che io dopo tanti mi sia posto a tradurre le Metamorphosi 

d’Ovidio; ma cesserà in loro (s’io non m’inganno) tal maraviglia tuttavia, che col testo 

latino faranno paragone della diligentia nostra con quella degli altri; perché dove costoro 

aggiungendo materie prive in tutto di maestà poetica, e fuori del proposito delle 

Metamorphosi, lasciando le cose più scelte e di più sottil consideratione, e trasponendo, et 

alterando il tutto, par ch’habbiano quivi corrotto le misteriose favole, lo ingegnosissimo 

ordine, il mirabile incatenamento, i divini spiriti, i dolcissimi condimenti, le variate maniere 

d’esprimere, l’elegantia del dire, il perfetto decoro, le proprie e legittime parole, i colori 

rhetorici, e tutta l’arte poetica, et han fatto un poema quasi in tutto diverso da Ovidio, noi 

procedendo fedelmente, e ordinatamente, e rendendo quanto per noi è stato possibile il senso 

al senso, la clausola alla clausola, e la parola alla parola, ci siamo sforzati di trasformare le 

trasformationi d’Ovidio senza punto trasformarle.7 

 

Marretti castigated his predecessors for having corrupted (‘corrotto’) Ovid completely, making of 

the Metamorphoses something different from the Latin text, adding textual material that jars with 

the tone of the poem, and that is not related to the Latin source text. His predecessors, continued 

Marretti, have completely altered the art of poetry (‘tutta l’arte poetica’), while he, on the contrary, 

has tried to translate Ovid’s Metamorphoses without any change at all (‘senza punto trasformarle’). 

Marretti encouraged his readers to compare his translation with the Latin text that faces the Italian 

translation, insisting that they will notice that he has rendered the source text meaning for meaning, 

clause for clause and word for word. Marretti’s metatextual ‘joke’ on the theme of transformation 

speaks for his radical approach towards translation, and it implicitly suggests the possibility of the 

impossible: translating without rewriting. A translation that is perfectly equivalent to its source text, 

in fact, is not a translation because it annuls its own origin, becoming a text that can stand on its 

own right without making reference to an ‘original’ text.8 

 Marretti’s accusation against his predecessors perfectly fits in the climate of rivalry between 

translators, and also editors, who worked for different printing presses or belonged to different 

Academies.9 Disparaging the competitors by advertising the newness or increased accuracy of an 

 
7 Marretti 1570, fol. *3r. 
8 Theo Hermans, The Conference of the Tongues (Manchester: St. Jerome, 2007), p. 25. 
9 On rivalry in early modern Europe see Forms of Conflicts and Rivalries in Renaissance Europe, ed. by David A. 

Lines, Marc Laurezs, and Jill Kraye.  
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edition was quite common in the Cinquecento.10 We might consider, for example, the quarrel 

between Dolce and Anguillara, who had a bitter exchange about whose was the best translation; or 

Girolamo Ruscelli’s criticism levelled against Dolce’s translation of Ovid’s Metamorphoses 

(Chapter 3).11 Marretti’s justification for writing another translation is a commonplace that can be 

found in the paratexts of other fifteenth- and sixteenth-century translations. For example, Angelo 

Manetti, the son of the humanist scholar Giannozzo Manetti (1396-1459), in his preface to his 

father’s translations claimed that some readers would perhaps question the need for another 

translation of Aristotle’s moral works; however, he continued, the clumsiness and unfaithfulness of 

previous translations justifies his father’s new translation:12 

 

At dicet fortasse quispiam: quid opus erat novo labore, quum constet Magna moralia iam 

pridem traducta fuisse, Ethicorum vero ad Nicomachum non una sed plures etiam 

traductiones circumferrentur? Hoc ego minime inficior. Sed memoratarum interpretationum 

partim ruditas atque asperitas, partim vero nimia licentia, ut a patre meo saepe accepi, ad 

novum onus subeundum ipsum impulere. 

 

[But someone will perhaps say, ‘Why was a new version needed, since the Magna moralia, 

as we know, had been translated for some time now, and the Nicomachean Ethics was 

available not in one, but in a number of translations?’ I do not deny it. But, as I often heard 

my father say [Giannozzo Manetti], the clumsiness and awkwardness of some versions, and 

the excessive freedom of others, moved him to this new undertaking.] 

 

 
10 Richardson has shed light on the rivalries between different printing ventures and between editors in Venice. He has 

also taken into account the editorial work of Dolce and Ruscelli and the latter’s Tre Discorsi against Dolce: see Print 

Culture, pp. 109-26. For Dolce’s establishment as one of the major editors in Venice and his rivalry with Ruscelli see 

also Trovato, Con ogni diligenza corretto, pp. 209-40. 
11 For the argument between Dolce and Anguillara see Bucchi (pp. 125-29), while for Girolamo Ruscelli’s Tre discorsi 

against Dolce see Guthmüller, ‘“De’ tre discorsi di Girolamo Ruscelli a M. Lodovico Dolce, discorso terzo”’, in 

Girolamo Ruscelli dall’accademia alla corte alla tipografia, ed. by Paolo Marini and Paolo Procaccioli; Telve, 

‘Ruscelli e Dolce curatori editoriali dell’Orlando Furioso: la stabilizzazione linguistica di un modello poetico’, in 

Girolamo Ruscelli dall’accademia alla corte alla tipografia, ed. by Paolo Marini and Paolo Procaccioli. 
12 The Latin quotation and the following translation are taken from Botley, p. 80. For Giannozzo Manetti’s biography 

see Simona Foà, ‘Giannozzo Manetti’, DBI, 2007 <http://www.treccani.it/enciclopedia/giannozzo-manetti_(Dizionario-

Biografico)/> [accessed 1 June 2017]. 
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Although statements of this kind fit with this general attitude of slander and calumny, the criticism 

is not always unfounded or exclusively rhetorical. Marretti, for instance, was pointing a finger at a 

precise feature characterising the translatorial attitude of his predecessors, the amplification of the 

Latin source text, which is a notable trait of both his forerunners, Dolce and Anguillara. As we have 

seen in Chapter 1, Marretti’s different approach to translation and his opposition to his predecessors 

were justified by his connection with different cultural circles. Marretti lived in Siena and his 

cultural activity revolved around his participation in the Accademia degli Intronati. In this 

environment, Marretti was exposed to a different debate about translation and he was drawn closer 

to the literalist practice of translation that was supported by late sixteenth-century vernacular 

translators such as Ludovico Castelvetro and Alessandro Piccolomini. 

 Over a long period of time, before the cultural turn in Translation Studies, scholars have 

seen in Marretti’s Metamorfosi a point of rupture with former free translations of the Latin classics. 

Giulio Bettini has praised Marretti’s conservative approach towards the source text, seeing in it a 

return to the humanistic care for the preservation and philological restoration of classical texts.13 

Bettini has also embraced the criticism levelled by Marretti against his predecessors, Dolce and 

Anguillara, whose unfaithfulness pleased early modern readers, but went against philological 

correctness. In recent years, scholarship has changed its attitude towards the Metamorfosi. 

Guthmüller, for example, has stated that this translation did not constitute a positive return towards 

a humanistic translation practice, as Bettini had claimed. On the contrary, he has seen in this 

translation an excessive literalism, which has rendered it difficult to read, and also difficult to sell 

on the market.14 There are no indications regarding the press run of the 1570 edition, but the fact 

that Marretti’s translation was not printed after that year has been normally interpreted as the 

consequence of a lack of literary artistry and inventiveness on the side of the translator.15  

 Regardless of whether the judgment on Marretti’s work has been positive or negative, 

scholarship has focused on the language exchange between source and target text, and has seen in 

Marretti’s translation a return to a hierarchical relationship between Latin and Italian, and a break 

with previous translations. By focusing on the way in which the translated text is presented in its 

material container (the printed book), this chapter stresses the continuity between Marretti’s 

translation and the creative translatorial attitude of Dolce and Anguillara. Furthermore, by focusing 

on the material presentation of Marretti’s Metamorfosi, this study investigates a series of important 

 
13 Giulio Bettini, ‘Un volgarizzamento delle “Metamorfosi” di Ovidio dedicato al Duca Alfonso II d’Este e suo 

probabile influsso nell’opera del Tasso’, Convivium, 6 (1948), 862-72. 
14 Guthmüller, Ovidio metamorphoseos vulgare, pp. 278-80. 
15 Bucchi, pp. 55-56. 
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questions that have not been addressed in previous works on this translation: Why was the 1570 

edition of the Metamorfosi bilingual? How was the agency of the translator expressed in the book? 

 In the first part of this chapter I shall address the written paratext included in the editions of 

Marretti’s Metamorfosi. The laudatory sonnets, for example, show a desire to unsettle the primacy 

of the author (Ovid) and give visibility to the translator and his poetic undertaking.16 Furthermore, 

by using a set of strategies already employed by Dolce and Anguillara, the dedicatory epistle and 

the proemial stanza superimposed Marretti’s authorial presence on that of Ovid and created a 

continuity with previous translations. The foregrounding of the translation over the ‘original’ text is 

evident also in the layout of the Metamorfosi, which I shall address in the second part of this 

chapter. According to Anne Coldiron, the layout for multilingual books was not fixed in the early 

modern period, and it could sometimes suggest the printer’s and author’s assumptions about the 

cultural value of the languages in question.17 Following the direction of Coldiron’s research, I shall 

compare the layout of the Metamorfosi with that of other sixteenth-century multilingual books to 

show that the mise en page of Marretti’s work foregrounds the translation rather than the source 

text, and communicates a clear intention to locate this translation along the same lines established 

by Dolce and Anguillara. In the last part of this chapter I shall analyse the text of the Metamorfosi 

to show that Marretti, despite his intention to publish a literal translation, made translatorial choices 

that were similar to those taken by his predecessors. For example, he decided to translate Ovid’s 

poem using the same metre: the ottava rima. This decision led him to amplify the source text – as 

happened with Anguillara and Dolce – and to use rhyming words that created an intertextual 

connection with earlier texts. 

 

4.2 The Metamorphosis of the Author: Marretti as the New Ovid 

 

The paratext of the first edition of Marretti’s Metamorfosi is a collage of translatorial and 

allographic paratexts. As shown in Table 4.1, which illustrates the paratextual elements of the two 

editions of the Metamorfosi, the front matter contains a dedicatory letter written by the translator 

and a laudatory sonnet by an otherwise-unidentified poet named here as Mirandola. In the main 

text, there is another laudatory sonnet, written by Tommaso Del Nero (1545-1572), known for 

 
16 Neil Rhodes has shown that the paratext of English early modern translations also deals in various ways with anxiety: 

see ‘Status Anxiety and English Renaissance Translation’, in Renaissance Paratexts, ed. by Helen Smith and Louise 

Wilson (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2011), pp. 107-20. 
17 Coldiron, ‘Form[e]s of Transnationhood’, p. 115. 
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being one of the most influential members of the Accademia degli Alterati in Florence.18 The back 

matter contains three works by Marretti: the Stanze amorose in Bisticcio, and two sonnets that – 

following a rhetorical convention – downplayed the commendations made in the laudatory poems. 

 

Edition Front Matter Additions to Main Text Back Matter 

Marretti 
1567 

Il traduttore ai lettori Di M. Tomaso Nero [fra canto uno e canto 
due] 

Stanze amorose in 
bisticcio di M. Fabio 

Marretti 

A M. Fabio Marretti [da 
Mirandola] 

 
Risposta di F. 
Marretti, a m. 

Tomaso del Nero 

  Risposta al 
Mirandola 

Marretti 
1570 

Allo illustrissimo et 
eccellentissimo signor e padron 

mio osservandissimo il signor on 
Alfonso da Este Duca V di 

Ferrara di Modena e di Reggio 

Argomento  

Il traduttore ai lettori Stanza proemiale  

Del signor Tomaso del Nero   

Risposta di M. Fabio Marretti   

Di M. Giulio Sansedoni 
gentilhuomo senese a m. Fabio 

Marretti 
  

Risposta di F. Marretti   

Table 4.1 Paratextual elements printed in Marretti’s Metamorfosi 

 

Some of these paratextual elements, such as the Stanze amorose, are unrelated to the translation of 

Ovid’s Metamorphoses, but seem to ground Marretti poetically, offering examples of his poetic 

abilities. The Metamorfosi was one of the first books ever published by Marretti, who was still in 

his youth at that time. This suggests that Ovid’s translation constituted Marretti’s launch on a 

national scale, and the paratext was probably meant to incentivise his poetic coronation and give 

validity and prestige to his poetic endeavour.  

 
18 Concetta Giamblanco, ‘Tommaso Del Nero’, DBI, 1990 <http://www.treccani.it/enciclopedia/tommaso-del-

nero_(Dizionario-Biografico)/> [accessed 28 June 2017]. 
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 The paratextual elements that foreground Marretti most explicitly are the laudatory sonnets. 

According to Mirandola’s sonnet, Marretti’s talents extended beyond those of Ovid and would lead 

to his poetic immortality. In the second sonnet, Del Nero claimed that by reading Marretti’s 

Metamorfosi the reader was witnessing the metamorphosis of Marretti into Ovid: 

 

 Udite alme sorelle; oda Elicone, 

 Oda il Signor di Delfo, oda il gran Giove, 

 Udite genti cose altere, e nove, 

Novissima tra noi trasformatione; 

Di Pithagora par ch’anco risuone 

Famoso grido, e ch’alcun saggio approve, 

Ch’ei muto [sic] corpo, e son conforme altrove 

Più mutationi antiche, e triste, e buone; 

Ma chi volgendo queste dotte carte  

Del Sulmonese Tosco i bei concetti 

Vorrà sapere, et ammirare insieme, 

Prima ch’ei giunga a le lor parti estreme, 

Havrà compreso al degno stile, al arte [sic], 

Ch’Ovidio divenuto è ’l Marretti.19 

 

Metempsychosis (the transmigration of the soul from one body to another) is a philosophical 

concept employed by classical writers to set themselves within a precise poetic lineage. The Latin 

poet Ennius, for example, in his Annales wrote that Homer spoke to him in a dream and told him 

that his soul, which in the past had been the soul of a peacock, transmigrated into Ennius’s body. 

Through the suggestion of metempsychosis, Ennius clarified that he was a modern Homer, playing 

an equivalent role of bard, but in the context of Latin literature. The theme of metempsychosis 

recurs very often in the paratexts of early modern translations of Ovid. From his exile, Ovid wrote 

extensively about his alienation from the centre of culture and power, the frailty of his body, and the 

survival of his works through the ages. To his readers, Ovid left a considerable number of images 

and metaphors concerning issues of reception and poetic afterlives. In Book XV of the 

Metamorphoses, for example, Ovid dealt with the eternal life of all things through change, and he 

discussed Pythagoras’s philosophical concept of metempsychosis. Renaissance poets who desired to 

obtain the authority of classical literature could use Ovid’s own images and claim to re-embody, 

 
19 Marretti 1567, fol. D2v. 
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metamorphose or metempsychose Ovid. The first English translation of Ovid’s Fasti by John 

Gower (1640), for example, is also presented not just as an imitation, but as a metempsychosis of 

Ovid.20 The same image of transformation was also evoked in the commentary to Anguillara’s 

Metamorfosi to suggest that source and target text emanated from a single writer and had to be 

invested with the same authority (see Chapter 3).21 

 In the second edition of the Metamorfosi, printed in 1570 in Venice by Bolognino Zaltieri 

and the Guerra brothers, there are several changes in the composition of the paratext. As illustrated 

in Table 4.1, there is no paratext in the concluding matter of this edition, and the laudatory sonnets 

are all included in the prefatory matter. The laudatory sonnet written by Mirandola was omitted in 

the second edition of the Metamorfosi, and it was substituted by a sonnet written by Giulio 

Sansedoni from Siena, Marretti’s hometown. In comparison with Mirandola’s composition, which 

constitutes a general celebration of Marretti’s poetic abilities, Sansedoni’s laudatory sonnet 

develops further the theme of metempsychosis: 

 

 L’unica qualità, che l’opra, e voi 

Illustra, prova a pien, che dopo Ovidio 

D’uno in altro animal l’alma d’Ovidio 

Passando, hor sia in huom tornata in voi; 

Onde qual già Ovidio, anzi diè voi 

La Italia, tal voi rende hoggi, anzi Ovidio; 

E quale ancor voi perdé già in Ovidio, 

Tal essa Ovidio hoggi ricovra in voi; 

E ’l poema che voi già antico Ovidio 

Faceste, hor nuovo Ovidio havete voi 

Ridotto, e ben voi mostra essere Ovidio; 

Né voi Ovidio essendo, o Ovidio voi, 

Tanto è d’Ovidio in voi, di voi in Ovidio, 

Che voi può dirsi Ovidio, Ovidio voi.22 

 

 
20 Borrow, ‘Re-embodying Ovid: Renaissance Afterlives’, in The Cambridge Companion to Ovid, ed. by Philip Hardie, 

pp. 308-09. For Gower’s early modern translation see also Carole E. Newlands, ‘The Other John Gower and the First 

English Translation of Ovid’s Fasti’, Hermathena, 177.78 (2004-2005), 251-65. 
21 Hermans, The Conference, p. 23. 
22 Marretti 1570, fol. *4v.  
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The exceptional quality of this work, said Sansedoni, demonstrates that Ovid’s soul, passing from 

one animal to the other, is now reincarnated in Marretti. Ovid’s reincarnation elevates the translator 

to a status of equivalence with Ovid that is also powerfully conveyed through the structure of 

Sansedoni’s sonnet. Through a complicated game of repetitions, inclusions and antimetabole (the 

repetition of a series of words in successive clauses, but in transposed order) the author of the 

sonnet emphasises the equivalence of Marretti and Ovid, who is subsumed in the authorial function 

of Marretti, but at the same time retains absolute visibility within the sonnet. The rhyme scheme 

(ABBA ABBA BAB ABA) is made up of only two rhyming words: ‘Ovidio’ and ‘voi’ (which 

refers to Marretti). In the first quatrain the ‘parole rima’ are at the end of each line (voi : Ovidio : 

Ovidio : voi). As the sonnet unfolds, however, the disposition of the rhymes becomes more and 

more complicated. In the second quatrain, there are ‘parole rima’ at the end of each line and in the 

middle of each verse. This disposition creates an external rhyme pattern (voi : Ovidio : Ovidio : voi) 

and an internal rhyme pattern (Ovidio : voi : voi : Ovidio). This combination of external and 

internal rhyme patterns engenders a series of ‘rime interne’ (i.e. a rhyme between a word that is set 

at the end of a line and another word that is in the middle of another line) and a series of 

antimetabole.23 In the first tercet there is a similarly entwined structure. There is an external rhyme 

pattern (Ovidio : voi : Ovidio) and an internal rhyme pattern (voi: Ovidio: voi). In the last tercet, the 

scheme of rhymes is even more complex. In each line, ‘Ovidio’ and ‘voi’ are repeated twice. In the 

first line, we have the rhyme pattern ABBA, in which ‘Ovidio’ is included twice, enclosed between 

two ‘voi’s. The second line contains the opposite pattern BAAB where ‘voi’ is clustered between 

two ‘Ovid’s. Finally, the third line returns to the scheme ABBA, in which ‘Ovidio’ is again 

included between two ‘voi’s. The internal pattern in the three lines (ABBA – BAAB – ABBA) 

mirrors the rhyme scheme of the tercet (ABA = (ABBA) – (BAAB) – (ABBA)). The orderly aural 

and visual composition of this sonnet underscores the inclusiveness and identity of Marretti and 

Ovid, the protagonists of the metempsychosis. Sansedoni renounced the fluency of the text in order 

to gradually deluge the sonnet with an obsessive alternation of two rhyme words that, due to their 

similarity, become almost the same word. The letters in the word ‘voi’, in fact, are some of the 

letters that are present in the name of the author, ‘Ovidio’, almost suggesting that Marretti (‘voi’) 

can be perfectly included within Ovid.  

 In the paratext of early modern translations, there are numerous images and metaphors 

referring to the unification of author and translator, including the image of the transmigration of the 

soul. This trend, according to Belén Bistué, was a response to an anxiety generated by Leonardo 

 
23 For a definition of ‘rima interna’ in the Italian lyric tradition see Pietro Beltrami, La metrica italiana, 5th edn 

(Bologna: Il Mulino, 2011), p. 205. 
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Bruni’s theory of translation.24 As I have discussed in Chapter 1, Bruni’s De interpretatione recta 

conceptualised the idea that translation had to be done by a single person.25 In order to translate 

correctly, claimed Bruni, the translator should be fluent in both the source and the target language, 

and perform the task of the translator alone. This statement seems quite a truism to us, but the 

meaning and revolutionary power of this theoretical standpoint is only fully clear if we take into 

consideration the popularity of collaborative translations in medieval and early modern Europe. For 

a long time, translation was a collaborative effort conducted by two or more translators, who shared 

their linguistic competences in order to translate a text written in a minority foreign language, for 

example Mozarabic or Arabic, into another text written in a more commonly known language, such 

as Latin.26 Considering this widespread practice of collaborative translation, Bruni’s concept of a 

single translator was therefore revolutionary in shaping the modern idea of translation. 

 Bruni reduced to a single entity not only the agents involved in the act of translation, but 

also aimed to amalgamate to one single entity the author and the translator: 

 

Interpretes quidem optimus sese in primum scribendi auctorem tota mente et animo et 

voluntate convertet, et quodammodo transformabit eiusque orationis figuram, statum, 

ingressum coloremque et linamenta cuncta exprimere meditabitur. Ex quo mirabilis quidem 

resultat effectus […] Rapitur enim interpres vi ipsa in genus dicendi illius de quo transfert.27 

 

[The best translator will translate himself into the original author with all his mind, soul, and 

will, and in a certain measure he will transform and try to express the figure of speech of the 

original author, his point of view, his approach and vivacity, and all his features. From this 

practice comes an extraordinary result […] the translator is abducted by the force of the first 

author’s style.]  

 

The translator has to transform himself into the author and let himself be taken by the style of the 

‘original’ author. Only through this ‘rapture’, might the translator write a translation that can work 

as a substitute for the source text. In the laudatory sonnets in the paratext of Marretti’s translation 

 
24 Bistué, Collaborative Translation, pp. 21-28. 
25 Bistué has discussed Bruni’s De interpretatione recta and the impact of this work on collaborative translations: see 

Collaborative Translation, pp. 21-28; 35-43. The bibliography on Bruni is vast and it includes also Norton, ‘Humanist 

Foundation’, pp. 185-191; Botley, pp. 5-62. 
26 For an analysis of collaborative translation, including examples of this practice: see Bistué, Collaborative 

Translation, pp. 53-79; Burke, ‘Cultures of Translation’, in Cultural Translation, ed. by Burke and Hsia, p. 11. 
27 Bruni, pp 84-87. The translation is my own.  
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we find echoes of Bruni’s ideology. The metaphor of the transmigration of the soul, in fact, 

expresses with other words the same image of ‘abduction’ evoked by Bruni.  

 Theo Hermans, in his enquiry into the images and metaphors of early modern translation, 

has shown how laudatory poems frequently inverted the hierarchical relationship between source 

text and translation, author and translator.28 Although the laudatory sonnets of the Metamorfosi were 

possibly determined by this rhetorical convention, I think that they were nevertheless telling of a 

real desire to unsettle the primacy of Ovid’s authority. This idea is underscored by the fact that 

Marretti – with the collaboration of other book agents – used multiple strategies to place Ovid and 

himself on an equal footing.  

 As advertised on the title page of the second edition of the Metamorfosi, this translation was 

dedicated to Alfonso da Este, Duke of Ferrara, for whom Marretti wrote a dedicatory epistle, which 

is included in the prefatory matter of the book. In this letter, Marretti extolled the virtues of his 

dedicatee, explaining that in contrast with his forerunners, Dolce and Anguillara, who chose to 

dedicate their work to foreign emperors and kings, respectively Charles V and Henry IV, he did not 

intend to sell his work to foreigners, but rather aimed to honour an Italian leader. This epistle 

clearly imposes Marretti’s authorial contribution onto that of Ovid. In the Metamorphoses, Ovid 

wrote diverse encomia to the Emperor Julius Caesar Augustus, and Marretti, by dedicating his 

translation to a contemporary figure, placed himself on the same authorial level as Ovid. The aim of 

the dedicatory epistle to Alfonso da Este was surely a strategic way of repurposing Ovid’s text for a 

new audience. However, this paratext was also designed to align the Metamorfosi with previous 

translators of Ovid’s poem. This lineage is clearly stated by Marretti in the letter: 

 

Parmi che si dimostrino ingrati et inimici della sua provincia et conseguentemente di sé 

stessi tutti coloro che essendo per natione Italiani dedicano l’opere loro a principi stranieri 

[…] e queste con molte altre ch’io mi taccio son le cagioni, ch’io son venuto tutto pronto, e 

devoto a dedicarle, e consecrarle questa mia traduttione di quel felicissimo poema […], 

poema illustrato anticamente dal nome d’Ottaviano Augusto, et a’ nostri tempi dal nome di 

Carlo quinto, e d’Henrico Re di Francia.29  

 

 
28 For the employment of the metaphor of the transmigration of the soul in the prefaces of seventeenth-century English 

and French translations see Theo Hermans, ‘Images of Translation: Metaphor and Imagery in the Renaissance 

Discourse on Translation’, in The Manipulation of Literature: Studies in Literary Translation, ed. by Theo Hermans 

(Oxford: Taylor & Francis, 2014), pp. 103-35 (pp. 126-28). 
29 Marretti 1570, fols *2r-2v. 
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Although Marretti implicitly criticised his forerunners for having dedicated their works to a foreign 

leader, their dedications were nonetheless additional proof of the literary value of the 

Metamorphoses. Marretti, therefore, found a worthy dedicatee in order to give to himself and his 

translation an equal, or superior, value in comparison with his predecessors, Ovid, Dolce, and 

Anguillara.  

 The other paratextual element signalling a continuity with the translations of Dolce and 

Anguillara is the proemial stanza written by Marretti and included from the second edition of the 

Metamorfosi (Table 4.1). This opening stanza is set at the beginning of each book of the 

Metamorfosi, and although it is part of Marretti’s translation of the Metamorfosi, it works as a 

translatorial paratext that connects the outside world to the world of the text. The paratextual nature 

of the proem is made manifest by two elements. The first one is the content of the stanza, which is 

partly dedicated to the commendation of the dedicatee (a theme which is external to the text of 

Ovid’s Metamorphoses), and partly devoted to the introduction of, or a commentary on, a myth 

(which is related to the text of Ovid’s Metamorphoses). The second element is the spatial 

disposition of the proem, which is set on the border between the inside and outside of the text. This 

opening stanza, in fact, is placed above the vernacular stanzas which follow it, and – if we consider 

the vertical axis of the vernacular text – no visual element divides it from the others. However, its 

distinctiveness is signalled by the fact that it is external to the parallel text structure of the 

Metamorfosi. The proem is the only stanza for which there is not a corresponding Latin text on the 

right side of the page, but only the Latin title in capital letters (Figure 4.1; Figure 4.2). This gap 

depends on the fact that the proem does not translate the Latin source text, but was invented entirely 

by Marretti.  

 Each proemial stanza contains an encomium to Alfonso da Este. In Book I, for example, 

Marretti celebrated Alfonso as the new Augustus: 

 

 L’alto poema, e pien d’alto stupor, 

Ch’Ovidio già davanti ad Ottaviano 

Cantò‘n latin, quando era ’l mondo in fiore, 

Io canto a voi Alfonso hora in toscano; 

gradite il di voi degno antico honore; 

Che ’l fren del re de’ fiumi havendo in mano, 

L’animo grande, valoroso, e giusto 

Vi rende a tempi nostri un nuovo Augusto. 

(Marretti 1570, I. 1)  
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Figure 4.1 Layout. Marretti 1570, fols A1v-2r, Rome, Biblioteca Nazionale Centrale, 6.22.G.49. 

 

 
Figure 4.2 Layout. Marretti 1570, fols B7v-8r, Rome, Biblioteca Nazionale Centrale, 6.22.G.49. 

 

This commendation represents a signal of continuity with the translations of Dolce and Anguillara. 

First, Dolce and Anguillara included encomiastic stanzas to their dedicatee in their translations of 
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the Metamorphoses. Secondly, the inclusion of a proem at the opening of the book is a feature of 

chivalric poems, a genre to which – to different extents – both Dolce and Anguillara were deeply 

indebted (Chapter 2; Chapter 3).  

 The opening stanzas in Marretti’s Metamorfosi worked in the same way as the proems of 

chivalric poems, by connecting subsequent books. At the end of Book XIII of the Metamorphoses, 

for example, Ovid told the story of Glaucus and Scylla (Met., XIII. 898-968; XIV. 1-74). Glaucus, a 

sea god, fell in love with the beautiful Scylla, who refused him, repulsed by his fishy aspect. As a 

result, Glaucus went in search of the witch Circe, who could help him conquer Scylla’s heart with 

her magical herbs. In Marretti’s translation of this myth, the proem at the beginning of Book XIV 

delivered a moralising address about love, bridging the passage between the books: 

 

 Sciocco chi versi canta, o herbe aduna 

 Per haver la sua donna in potestade; 

Che felice non è la sua fortuna, 

Non ne godendo anchor la volontade.  

E voi signor, se ne godeste alcuna, 

Pur toglieste pria sua libertade, 

Con magica arte no, ma cortesia, 

Gratia, e volor [sic] legolla, e leggiadria. 

(Marretti 1570, XIV. 1 ) 

 

 Dolce, in his translation of the Metamorphoses, added similar proems at the beginning of 

each canto of his translation (Chapter 2). Between Canto VII and Canto VIII of Dolce’s 

Trasformationi, for example, the Narrator recounted the myth of Pentheus, the king of Thebes. 

According to Ovid’s version of the myth, Pentheus banned the worship of the god Dionysus, and as 

a punishment for this sin, Pentheus’s own mother and aunts, driven to a frenzy in the bacchanalia 

(Dionysus’s celebrations), took Pentheus for a boar and killed him (Met., III. 692-733). In the proem 

at the beginning of Canto VIII of Dolce’s translation of this episode, the Narrator provided an 

allegorical interpretation of the myth. Pentheus’s story was an example for all those people who did 

not believe in the Christian God: 

 

 Miser, chi sollevar l’animo ardisce 

 Là, dove occhio mortale non corse avanti; 

E la religion empio schernisce, 
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che già fondar gli antichi padri santi: 

Che giusta sferza poi del ciel punisce, 

se ben tarda a venir, sempre gli erranti; 

come veggiamo a nostri dì, e secondo 

che vide spesso in molte etadi il mondo. 

(Dolce 1553a, VIII. 1) 

 

We immediately note that both Marretti’s and Dolce’s proem begin with a moralizing reproach 

towards the deeds of the mythological characters: ‘Sciocco chi versi canta’ and ‘Miser, chi sollevar 

l’animo ardisce’. Both translators use the opening stanza as a space in which the fiction of ancient 

tales can be unveiled to discover a deeper moral meaning. Like in medieval reading of the 

Metamorphoses, in these translations Ovid’s poem continues to be seen as a collection of useful 

moral exempla and a stimulus for ethical and moral reflection.30 Furthermore, as in Dolce’s 

Trasformationi, Marretti, thanks to the narrative devices of the chivalric genre, built up a space in 

which to authorise his narrative voice through the connection with his dedicatee, Alfonso d’Este. 

Significantly, as Guyda Armstrong has noted in her English Boccaccio, the superimposition and 

repurposing of the authorial voice in the translation happens in the most structurally marked areas: 

the beginning and the end of the book, and the beginning and the end of individual sections inside 

the book.31 

 The following part of the chapter addresses another element of the second edition of 

Marretti’s Metamorfosi that affiliates this translation with those of Dolce and Anguillara: the layout. 

The first edition of Marretti’s Metamorfosi presented a very simple layout. As we can see in Figure 

4.3, at the beginning of each book, at the top of the page, there is the title with the number of the 

book followed by two columns of ottave. In the following pages there are two columns of four 

ottave per page. The layout of the second edition of the Metamorfosi is more complex and because 

of the addition of the Latin text and of extra paratextual elements, such as the ‘argomento’, the 

design is more similar to that of former translations of Ovid. 

 The fact that the continuity with previous translations is mostly visible in the second edition 

of Marretti’s translation underlines the influence of print culture on the material-textual features of 

the Metamorfosi. The change from the Florentine ducal printers Torrentino and Pettinari, who 

printed the first edition, to the more ambitious and international Venetian printers Bolognino 

Zaltieri and the Guerra brothers was possibly one of the reasons behind some of the changes  

 
30 Clark, ‘Introduction’, in Ovid in the Middle Ages, p. 13. 
31 Armstrong, The English Boccaccio, p. 13. 
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Figure 4.3 Layout. Marretti 1567, fols A2v-3r, Florence, Biblioteca Nazionale Centrale, 1141.6. 

 

wrought to the paratext and presentation of the second edition of the Metamorfosi. The creation of a 

continuity between Marretti’s translation and the tradition of the vernacular Metamorphoses could 

have been a strategy to attract the readers who in those years were buying the editions of Dolce and 

Anguillara in large numbers; a strategy that could have been elaborated in a collaborative effort 

between translator and printer. Heather Hirschfeld, in her research on early modern collaboration 

and theory of authorship, has warned us against the potential anachronism in construing early 

modern authorship according to default notions of singular authorship, intellectual property, 

originality and also the individual in the modern sense.32 Behind book production there was a 

collaboration, which included multiple agents such as writer, typesetter, translator, publisher, 

engraver and they all played a different authorial function. For this reason, it is important to 

remember that even if Marretti exerted authorial control over both editions of the Metamorfosi, 

these editions were nonetheless the result of his collaboration with other book agents who helped 

him to shape the paratext and presentation of his work.  

 

 

 

 
32 Hirschfeld, pp. 609-22. 
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4.3 The Layout of the Metamorfosi 

 

A multilingual translation is a text that combines two or more correlated versions, in different 

languages, on the same page.33 The second edition of Marretti’s Metamorfosi includes source and 

target text on the same page in parallel columns, and can be counted among the number of 

multilingual translations printed in the Renaissance. The multilingual-translation format was 

employed from the Middle Ages up to the early modern age in a vast number of fields.34 In the 

Carmina Burana (a medieval collection of poems in Latin and German lyric copied into a codex in 

the middle of the thirteenth century), for instance, there are several examples of multilingual 

translation in German and Latin. A particularly interesting one is Floret silva, a poem in which 

there are two stanzas and a refrain: one stanza is in Latin and the other is a translation of the Latin 

stanza in Old High German.35 The refrain of the poem is written in both languages and stands 

between the two stanzas, bridging the linguistic passage. Apart from poetic compositions, the 

multilingual-translation format was especially preferred in the doctrinal field, where the proximity 

of different versions of the same text was considered a step forward in the search for a single 

authoritative version of the divine message. From the Middle Ages up to the seventeenth century 

there is evidence of a continuous production of polyglot Bibles, Gospels and Psalters. A well-

known example is the polyglot New Testament of Erasmus, printed in 1516, which presented Latin 

and Greek versions in two parallel columns.36 Furthermore, the multilingual-translation format was 

also used for astrological/astronomical treatises, geographical compendia, herbals, and of course 

dictionaries and textbooks. In each of these disciplinary fields, multilingual translations served 

different functions: polyglot Bibles, for example, served a doctrinal and philological purpose, and 

multilingual textbooks were preparatory for the acquisition of a foreign language.  

 The following analysis is divided into two parts and aims to understand the function of 

Marretti’s bilingual text. First, I shall compare Marretti’s bilingual page with medieval and early 

modern pedagogical texts and show that the Metamorfosi can be contextualised alongside textbooks 

in Latin and Greek, and in the tradition of Renaissance Latin translation. Marretti mediated between 

various approaches towards translation that were developed within the field of Latin translation, and 

 
33 For this definition see Bistué, Collaborative Translation, p. 82. The bibliography on parallel text editions in the 

Renaissance is growing and includes studies by Boro, pp. 18-35; Armstrong, ‘Coding Continental’; Coldiron, ‘Form[e]s 

of Transnationhood’. 
34 Bistué, Collaborative Translation, pp. 83-85. 
35 Bistué, Collaborative Translation, p. 84. 
36 Bistué, Collaborative Translation, p. 5.  
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he employed the bilingual page to fulfil two purposes: to demonstrate the closeness of his 

translation to Ovid’s poem, and to prove the superiority of his translation in comparison with those 

of his predecessors. Secondly, I shall demonstrate that the functions of the multilingual text of the 

Metamorfosi are also expressed (or translated) in the disposition of the texts on the page. Through 

this combined analysis, this section will bring further evidence to corroborate the idea that the 

Metamorfosi does not constitute a return to the hierarchical relationship between classical and 

vernacular culture, and that it shows numerous elements of continuity with the vernacular 

translations of Dolce and Anguillara. 

 

4.3.1 Bilingual Texts, Pedagogy and Latin Translation 

 

To the best of my knowledge, there is currently no study that addresses the history of multilingual 

translations involving Latin and the Italian vernacular. The history of schooling in Italy, however, 

offers some interesting details about the first encounters between Latin and Italian in school, and 

the employment of translation in the field of pedagogy. As Paul Grendler has underlined in his 

research on schooling in Renaissance Italy, education in medieval and early modern Italy was 

bilingual, mirroring the bilingual education of ancient Rome. In Renaissance Italy, pupils learned 

Latin as a second language through the help of their mother tongue, as Romans learned Greek 

through Latin.37 According to Grendler, in Renaissance schools there were two curricula: the Latin 

curriculum and the vernacular curriculum. The first stage of learning, however, was identical: 

pupils learned to read from hornbook and primer, which could be entirely written in Latin, or 

written in Latin and Italian. Due to the extreme rarity of these texts, however, which I am unable to 

consult, and due to the lack of detailed descriptions given by Grendler (whose aim was not to trace 

a history of multilingual translations), it is impossible for me to consider the layout of multilingual 

texts in Latin and vernacular primers and hornbooks. 

 In the second stage of the Latin curriculum, education in grammar, I have found the first 

accessible examples of multilingual translation. In the Italian Renaissance, students learned 

grammar from an adaptation of Donatus’ Ars Minor, which was called Ianua, from the first word of 

the textbook.38 Initially, the grammatical texts were written entirely in Latin, but by the end of the 

fifteenth century, a few grammars introduced a little Italian to the manual.39 In 1487, for instance, 

 
37 Paul F. Grendler, Schooling in Renaissance Italy: Literacy and Learning, 1300-1600 (Baltimore and London: The 

John Hopkins University Press, 1989). 
38 Grendler, Schooling in Renaissance Italy, pp. 174-82. 
39 Grendler, Schooling in Renaissance Italy, pp. 182-88. 
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the teacher Antonio Mancinelli published his Donatus melior, a version of the standard grammar 

manual Ianua, that was, according to Grendler, implemented with limited but systematic vernacular 

translation of the inflected Latin phrases: ‘Indicativo modo tempore presenti: ego amo. io amo. tu 

amas. tu ami. ille amat. quello ama.’40 After the Donatus melior, the inclusion of translations in 

Italian went further, and by the middle of the sixteenth century a grammatical textbook was printed 

with complete interlinear translations, the Donato al senno.41  

 During this second stage of the Latin curriculum, students also addressed elementary 

readings.42 The Disticha catonis, compiled by an unknown author in late antiquity and circulated 

under the name of Cato the Censor, and the Colloquia sive linguae latinae exercitatio by Juan Luis 

Vives were the most popular textbooks. The Disticha was a collection of proverbial wisdom and 

morality, while the Colloquia gathered scenes about ordinary life, constituting a lighter approach to 

the first reading of Latin. This elementary reading included Aesop’s fables. In Italy, Aesop was one 

of the first examples of multilingual translation. Bonus Accursius printed a Greco-Latin Aesop 

(Greek and Latin in parallel columns) in Milan around 1478; while a Latin and Italian Aesop, the 

Aesopus moralisatus, was printed in Verona in 1479.43 In the Biblioteche della Fondazioni Giorgio 

Cini in Venice there are two copies of a Latin-Italian Aesop in which the Latin version of a fable is 

followed by a ‘sonetto materiale’ and a ‘sonetto morale’ that translated the story in the vernacular.44 

Although Grendler does not mention this possibility, the existence of elementary texts printed in a 

multilingual format suggests that elementary reading in school education could also have been – at 

least for some pupils – bilingual. 

 The third stage of the Latin curriculum, education in rhetoric, saw an even closer 

employment of multilingual translation.45 The scope of this advanced stage of learning was to 

perfect the students’ writing ability. At the beginning of the fifteenth century, the Italian teacher 

Stefano Fieschi (Fliscus) wrote a textbook, De prosynonymis, which taught students how to write 

letters and orations.46 This manual is bilingual and in a multilingual-translation format, alternating a 

 
40 Grendler, Schooling in Renaissance Italy, p. 184. 
41 Grendler, Schooling in Renaissance Italy, pp. 184-85. 
42 Grendler, Schooling in Renaissance Italy, pp. 192-202. 
43 Bistué, Collaborative Translation, pp. 107-09. 
44 Aesopus, Le fabule de Esopo vulgare e latine historiade (Brescia: Boninum de Boninis de Ragusia, 1487); Aesopus, 

Sapi chio son Esopo o tu lettore (Milan: Uldericus Scinzenzeler, 1497); Aesopus, Esopo con la vita sua historiate 

vulgare et latino (Milan, Bernardinus de Castello, 1520). 
45 For a history of the teaching of rhetoric from medieval to Renaissance Italy see Grendler, Schooling in Renaissance 

Italy, pp. 203-34. 
46 Grendler, Schooling in Renaissance Italy, pp. 220-11. 
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sentence in Italian with various translations in Latin. Following this manual, each student could 

write an entire routine letter by copying and slightly modifying the sentences given in the textbook. 

Later in the Renaissance, when Cicero became the single model of imitation, education in rhetoric 

became entirely focused on learning the Ciceronian writing style.47  

 An interesting example of the way Cicero was studied in the Renaissance is Orazio 

Toscanella’s treatise ‘Per studiare una epistola di Cicerone’, published in his textbook Discorsi 

cinque di Orazio Toscanella.48 As we can see from this treatise, translation into Italian was an 

essential part of the study of Cicero. According to Toscanella’s method, the pupil had first to 

decipher the meaning of the sentence by marking the order of reading above each word:49 

 

a        e         f       g      h        i           k    l        c            b               d          p      m         o 

Ego omni officio, ac potius pietate erga te, caeteris satisfacio omnibus; mihi ipse nunquam  

    n 

satisfacio.50 

 

Then, the student had to translate word for word following the alphabetic number supplied above 

the words:  

 

Poi farle interpreter di parola in parola secondo l’ordine delle lettere dell’alfabeto; cioè;  

 

Ego, io, satisfacio, soddisfaccio; caeteris omnibus, a tutti gli altri; omni officio, con ogni 

ufficio, ac, et; potious, piuttosto; pietate; con pietà; erga te, verso te; ipse, io; satisfacio, 

soddisfaccio; nunquam, mai; mihi, a me.51 

 
47 For the debate about imitation in Humanism and the Renaissance see McLaughlin, Literary Imitation. 
48 Orazio Toscanella, Discorsi cinque di Orazio Toscanella, il I. per studiare una epistola di Cicerone. II. per tradurre. 

III. per studiare diversi autori di humanità. IIII. per studiare un poeta volgare, et latino. V. per trovar materia da 

discorrere sopra ogni occorrente concetto. Con privilegio (Venice: Pietro de’ Franceschi and nephews, 1575). Grendler 

has described the analysis of Cicero’s letters proposed by Orazio Toscanella in his textbook (see Grendler, Schooling in 

Renaissance Italy, pp. 222-29). In this chapter I will focus on the first part of Toscanella’s writing, which involves the 

method of translation. For a biography of Toscanella, who worked as a collaborator of the printing press in Venice: see 

Di Filippo Bareggi, pp. 37-38. 
49 According to Black (Humanism and Education, pp. 281-83), the teaching technique of signalling the word order on 

top of the words dates back to the twelfth century. 
50 Toscanella, Discorsi cinque, fol. C2v. 
51 Toscanella, fol. C2v. The use of italic in the text is mine. 
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This multilingual-translation format alternates closely, word for word, Latin and Italian, 

demonstrating how the practice of literal translation informed the daily method of school teaching.  

 The last stage of the Latin curriculum was dedicated to poetry and history: pupils read 

Virgil, plus Terence, Horace and Ovid to a lesser extent.52 Specifically, the study of poetry was built 

on paraphrase and commentary; the first was necessary to uncover the right meaning of the text, 

while the second was employed to understand the metrics, style and knowledge provided by the 

text. At this stage, according to Grendler, pupils read poetry and historical texts only through Latin 

paraphrases and commentaries.53  

 The works by Giovanni Fabbrini (c. 1517-1580), however, demonstrate that – at least in 

some instances – vernacular translations played a role also at the higher level of the Latin 

curriculum.54 Fabbrini was a writer, translator and tutor of young aristocrats, such as Andrea 

Malipiero in Venice. Most of his publications had a didactic purpose; Fabbrini aimed to establish a 

grammatical teaching method that allowed a faster and deeper learning of classical texts. In 

addition, he aimed to elevate the status of the vernacular language, bringing to it the grammatical 

correctness and literary proficiency of Latin. This didactic method is translated into practice in his 

commentary on classical texts, such as Il Terenzio latino printed in Venice by Nicolò Bascarini in 

1548.55 In this work, Fabbrini alternated different sections, each one presenting a small excerpt of 

the Latin text, a word for word translation of the text (under the label ‘Ordine’), and grammatical 

annotations to the text (under the label ‘Annotationi’) (Figure 4.4). The translation is bilingual: 

Fabbrini rewrote the Latin words, placing them in square brackets and in the order of reading, and  

each group of Latin words is then followed by a literal translation. Often more translating options 

are given: 

  

Sic vita erat: facile omnes perferre, ac pati 

cum quibus erat 

 
52 Grendler, Schooling in Renaissance Italy, pp. 235-40. 
53 Grendler, Schooling in Renaissance Italy, pp. 244-50. 
54 Raffaella Zaccaria, ‘Giovanni Fabbrini’, DBI, 1993 <http://www.treccani.it/enciclopedia/giovanni-

fabbrini_(Dizionario-Biografico)/> [accessed 23 May 2017]. Following Zaccaria, I am employing the surname 

Fabbrini, instead of Fabrini, which I have found on the title page of the editions that I have consulted. 
55 Giovanni Fabbrini, Il Terentio latino, commentato in lingua toscana, e ridotto alla sua vera latinità, ai generosi et 

magnanimi signori don Francesco, e don Giovanni Medici (Venice: Nicolò Bascarini, 1548). The printer of this edition, 

Nicolò Bascarini, has been identified by D. E. Rhodes in his study on anonymous printing in Venice in the sixteenth 

century: see Silent Printers: Anonymous Printing at Venice in the Sixteenth Century (London: The British Library, 

1995), p. 257. 
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ORDINE 

[sic vita erat] così era la vita, cioè così viveva, come io t’ho narrato [Facile perferre, ac pati 

omnes] facilmente sopportava, e pativa ciascheduno [Cum quibus erat] con chi conversava, 

praticava, stava, e viveva.56 

 

As Fabbrini claimed on the title page of this edition, word for word multilingual translation 

facilitated the learning of the Latin language, but it also allowed Latin speakers to learn the 

vernacular:  

 

Il qual comento espone parola per parola Latina in Toscano, e nel fine di ciascuna clausola, 

dove bisogna, dice brevemente in duoi [sic] o tre modi il senso. Fatto con tal ordine, che a 

chi intende la lingua volgare, il latino, cioè il testo gli dichiara il comento, e gli insegna la 

volgare, e chi intende la volgare sola col comento può imparare la latina.57 

 

 

 
Figure 4.4 Layout. Giovanni Fabbrini, Il Terenzio latino (Venice: Nicolò Bascarini, 1548), fols B2v-3r, Vienna, Österreichische 

Nationalbibliothek, 35.Q.188. 

 

 
56 Fabbrini, Il Terentio latino (Venice: Nicolò Bascarini, 1548), fol. B2v.  
57 Fabbrini, fol. *1r. 
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Apart from being a multi-functional book accessible for different sorts of students, this translation, 

according to Fabbrini, had the advantage of substituting Latin paraphrases learned in school. Latin 

paraphrases, according to Fabbrini, were condemnable because they employed a non-classical Latin 

vocabulary in order to make the Latin text comprehensible for young students. Thanks to vernacular 

exposition and multilingual translation, pupils could learn classical Latin directly from the words of 

the author, while improving their vernacular competences.58 

 During his life, Fabbrini composed other similar translations and commentaries.59 According 

to Raffaella Zaccaria, considering the high number of re-editions of these works, we can deduce 

that Fabbrini’s translations enjoyed a fair popularity.60 Although it is impossible to determine with 

precision the spread of Fabbrini’s commentaries to classical texts in Renaissance schools, these 

publications nevertheless suggest that teachers and students in Italy were interested in reading 

classical poets through vernacular translations and commentaries. Given this example, can we also 

claim that Marretti’s Metamorfosi was read for learning purposes? 

 The bilingual format could help an Italian speaker to learn how to read Ovid’s Latin. Recent 

studies on early printed books suggest that bilingual editions of classical texts were often employed 

for educational purposes. According to Daniel Wakelin, one out of four editions of classical texts 

printed between 1520 and 1558 in England was printed in both Latin and its English translation for 

language learning.61 Demmy Verbeke has gathered a corpus of bilingual publications of Terence in 

English and Latin printed between 1473 and 1640, and through the analysis of the disposition of the 

bilingual page he has also reached the conclusion that the large majority of these bilingual editions 

were printed for educational purposes.62 Renaissance books often enjoyed a translational circulation. 

In the late sixteenth-century ‘humanistic polyglot culture’, European courtiers, merchants and 

 
58 ‘oltre di questo, i comentatori latini, che comentano per la lingua, molte volte per essere intesi usano parole, che non 

sono latine, e chi gli legge, che non ha gran giudicio, e pratica, il più delle volte si empie di vocaboli cattivi’: see 

Fabbrini, fols *3r-3v. 
59 In 1561, he published Lettere familiari a Cicerone commentate in lingua volgare toscana; in 1566, Le opere di 

Orazio poeta lirico, the first commentary and translation that included all the works of Horace. Finally, Fabbrini’s 

L’Eneide di Virgilio mantuano commentate in lingua volgare toscana was printed posthumously in 1581. 
60 Zaccaria, ‘Giovanni Fabbrini’, DBI. 
61 Daniel Wakelin, ‘Possibilities for Reading: Classical Translations in Parallel Texts Ca. 1520-1558’, Studies in 

Philology, 105.4 (2008), 463-86. 
62 Demmy Verbeke, ‘Types of Bilingual Presentation in English-Latin Terence’, in Bilingual Europe: Latin and 

Vernacular Cultures, Examples of Bilingualism and Multilingualism c. 1300-1800, ed. by Joan Bloemendal (Leiden: 

Brill, 2015), pp. 73-82. 
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diplomats made extensive use of parallel text books and multilingual learning manuals.63 In this 

European context, it is possible that Marretti’s bilingual book was employed by foreign educated 

readers to learn Italian through the Latin text. 

 The appeal of the vernacular Ovid for learning purposes is confirmed by the knowledge that 

former vernacular translations of the Metamorphoses found a place in the vernacular curriculum. 

Pupils attending vernacular schools, after having gone through a bilingual primer and hornbook, 

began to read vernacular texts, such as readings from Scripture, hagiographical books, or texts of an 

educational and moralising nature, such as the Fior di Virtù.64 The last step of their education was 

conducted through the reading of more entertaining books, which, according to Grendler, were 

chosen from among the books owned by the family of the students.65 Hence, the vernacular 

textbooks included the best sellers of the time, such as the libri di battaglia, or chivalric poems. 

Teachers named two titles in particular: Buono d’Antona by Andrea da Barberino, and the Orlando 

furioso by Ludovico Ariosto.66 In addition, among the vernacular texts taught by Venetian teachers 

between 1587 and 1588, there was also Dolce’s Trasformationi, a vernacular translation of Ovid’s 

Metamorphoses.67  

 As emerges from these examples, Marretti’s Metamorfosi was a multifunctional book that 

could have been used to learn Latin and the vernacular in Italy and abroad. In my opinion, however, 

the Metamorfosi was not written, designed and printed to be a textbook and it did not belong to the 

tradition of vernacular translations for didactic purposes. First, in contrast to the translations of 

Toscanella and Fabbrini, the didactic purpose is not made explicit in the prefatory or concluding 

matter. Secondly, the mise en page of the Metamorfosi and the disposition of the parallel texts is 

different from the interlinear translation or the alternate translation (alternating a word (or a few 

words) in Latin with a word (or a few words) in vernacular) that we have seen in other pedagogical 

works. Thirdly, and most importantly, the Metamorfosi does not have a commentary to the text, 

which was an essential part of the didactic approach to classical texts. Hence, it is unlikely that 

Marretti published his bilingual Metamorfosi as a textbook for the use of pupils following a Latin 

 
63 Boutcher, ‘Vernacular Humanism’, p. 191. The bibliography on the international circulation of books in the 

Renaissance is increasing and it includes Boutcher, ‘Intertraffic’, pp. 343-73; Pettegree, ‘Translation and the Migration 

of Texts’, pp. 113-25. For the role played by Latin in the European Renaissance as an intermediary langauge to gain 

access to Italian, French and Spanish literature see Peter Burke, ‘Translation into Latin’, in Cultural Translation ed. by 

Burke and Hsia, pp. 70-71. 
64 Grendler, Schooling in Renaissance Italy, pp. 278. 
65 Grendler, Schooling in Renaissance Italy, pp. 275-78. 
66 Grendler, Schooling in Renaissance Italy, pp. 289-99. 
67 Grendler, Schooling in Renaissance Italy, pp. 276-77. 
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curriculum. In addition, in Renaissance Latin schools, Ovid was not a widely popular subject. 

According to Robert Black, Ovid’s Metamorphoses had a leading position in the fourteenth-century 

Latin syllabus, but its hegemony gradually declined during the Renaissance, when Virgil got the 

upper hand.68  

 The layout of the Metamorfosi is more easily contextualised in humanist schools teaching 

Greek and Latin, and in the field of Latin translation, rather than in the bilingual schooling system 

in vernacular and Latin. According to Glyn Norton’s research on the humanist theory of translation, 

the speculative efforts of translation theorists had their origin in the rediscovery of pedagogical 

principles long practiced in ancient school programmes.69 Thanks to Manuel Chrysoloras, a 

Byzantine scholar who arrived in Florence in 1397 and who was largely responsible for the renewal 

of Greek studies in fifteenth-century Italy, translation became, as it was in ancient Roman schools, 

the basis of the pedagogical method.70 Shifting back and forth between the Greek and Latin texts, 

pupils had to deconstruct the morphological and syntactical structure of the source text and the 

target text. Through a thorough grammatical analysis, they had to understand the peculiarities of a 

language through comparison with another language. This process, also called philological 

translation, shaped much of the humanist thought on translation, providing humanists with the 

certainty that there was no translation without the prior apprehension of the grammatical system of 

both languages involved in the process. In addition, philological translation rested on the belief that 

translation had always to engage with words, and not only with the meaning of the source text.  

 The importance of a thorough inspection of both linguistic systems was also underscored by 

Bruni in his De interpretatione recta. As we have already seen in Chapter 1, Bruni claimed that the 

act of translation should be performed by a person proficient in both the target and the source 

language. This statement underlines how philological translation could not be fulfilled without the 

labour of linguistic analysis, conducted in the form in which it was first apprehended in humanist 

schools. In the Metamorfosi by Marretti, the act of translation is based on the same principle that 

there is no translation without an engagement with the grammatical and rhetorical components of 

both texts. Describing his practice of translation, Marretti claimed that he was rendering not only 

the meaning of the source text (senso), but was also engaging with the grammatical and rhetorical 

 
68 Black, Humanism and Education, pp. 206-08, 225-74. 
69 Glyn P. Norton, ‘Humanist Foundations of Translation Theory (1400-1450): A Study in the Dynamics of Word’, 

Canadian Review of Comparative Literature / Revue Canadienne de Littérature Comparée, 8.2 (1981), 173-203 (p. 

178). 
70 Norton, ‘Humanist Foundation’, pp. 179-81. 
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components of the sentence, including the rhythmical patterns of the verses (clausola), and the 

words themselves (parola): 

 

noi precedendo fedelmente, e ordinatamente, e rendendo quanto per noi è stato possibile il 

senso al senso, la clausola alla clausola, e la parola alla parola, ci siamo sforzati di 

trasformare le trasformationi d’Ovidio senza punto trasformarle.71 

 

Marretti’s strategy implies the de-construction of the source text in its various components, and its 

re-construction. He was persuaded of the inevitable fact that translation has to deal with words, and 

that word and meaning are not two mutually exclusive elements, as they had been for his humanist 

predecessors. This process of translation, as it is described by Marretti, resembles the grammatical 

exercise of school pupils, who were taught to compose and deconstruct a sentence to learn a 

language, as well as being similar to the pedagogical method of comparative analysis and 

translation of Greek texts taught in humanist schools.72  

 The comparative analysis of source and target text is a crucial part not only of the act of 

translation, but, according to Marretti, also of the reception of the translation. Although the Latin 

text was not printed alongside the translation in the first edition of the Metamorfosi (Marretti 1567), 

in the letter to the readers included in this same edition Marretti nevertheless invited his readers to 

hold in their hands a Latin text of Ovid’s Metamorphoses while reading his vernacular translation: 

 

Si meraviglieranno alcuni, che io dopo tanti mi sia posto a tradurre le Metamorphosi 

d’Ovidio; ma cesserà in loro tal maraviglia tuttava, che pigliando in mano il testo latino delle 

dette Metamorphosi, faranno paragone della diligentia nostra con quella degli altri.73 

 

The reader, as the translator had done before him, was required to engage with both versions, and 

go back and forth between the texts in a study that resembled a grammatical analysis. The 

importance of this comparison was reiterated in the letter to the readers in the second edition of the 

 
71 Marretti 1570, fol. *3r. 
72 F. M. Rener, in his study on the language of translation from Cicero to Tytler, also suggests that translators, in the 

first part of their process, were conducting a similar task to that which took place in schools, where pupils had to divide 

and analyse a text: see Interpretatio. Language and Translation from Cicero to Tytler (Amsterdam-Atalanta: Editions 

Rodopi B.V., 1989), pp. 88-97. 
73 Marretti 1567, fol. A2r. 
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Metamorfosi (Marretti 1570) where the translator invited the readers to compare his translation with 

the source text, which was now printed alongside his translation: 

 

Si meraviglieranno alcuni, che io dopo tanti mi sia posto a tradurre le Metamorphosi 

d’Ovidio; ma cesserà in loro (s’io non m’inganno) tal maraviglia tuttava, che col testo latino 

faranno paragone della diligentia nostra con quella degli altri.74 

 

 These examples allow us to further the discussion about the relationship between Latin 

Humanism and sixteenth-century vernacular translation that we started in Chapter 1. They show 

that Marretti valued the source text in a different way to Bruni. For Bruni, the act of translation 

began at the level of juxtaposed text and grammatical analysis, but in its loftier form, it had to 

transcend parallel texts and pedagogical exercises. Translation in its final presentation had to be 

autonomous and capable of substituting the source text. Bruni’s competitive attitude towards 

translation was inherited from classical Antiquity, when Cicero and Quintilian suggested using 

translation to train rhetorical skills.75 In the Metamorfosi, Marretti retained this competitive 

approach towards translation, but he combined it with another ideology that gained influence 

starting from the fifteenth century in the field of Greek and Latin translation. This ideology was 

based on the belief that translation was not a substitute for the source text, or a version in 

competition with the original one. Instead, it came to be understood by some Renaissance scholars 

as a key to opening up the meaning of the source text to the readers. The target text became a 

temporary and substitutable text, while the source text was acknowledged for its permanent value. 

The translators who adhered to this ideology made an extensive employment of parallel texts, which 

invited the reader to question the correctness of the translation through a comparative analysis.76 

 Manetti is one of the scholars who supported this ideology of translation.77 In his polyglot 

manuscript edition of the Psalter, for example, he placed his Latin translation of the Psalter (made 

directly from the Hebrew) alongside two versions of Jerome, one made from Hebrew, and the other 

taken from the Greek of the Septuagint translators. Through this trilingual arrangement, Manetti 

drew his readers into a comparative study of juxtaposed texts. According to the Apologeticus, a 

work written by Manetti on the problems of translating the Psalms, the aim of this multilingual 

layout was to prove that no translation was equal to the original text, and that the reader had to 

 
74 Marretti 1570, fol. *3r. 
75 Botley, pp. 170-72. 
76 Botley, pp. 172-76. 
77 Botley (pp. 63-114) has studied the ideology and practice of Latin translation in the works of Giannozzo Manetti. 
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collate various versions in order to achieve a closer understanding of the sacred texts.78 Norton has 

also suggested that Manetti’s arrangement was meant to call attention to the divergences between 

his own translation and that of Jerome, and prove the superiority of Manetti’s version.79  

 If we compare Manetti’s ideology with that of Marretti, we can see that the translator of the 

Metamorphoses, like his humanist predecessor, guided his readers in a horizontal movement from 

his translation to the Latin source text. Physical proximity allowed Marretti to enact a process of 

philological comparison through which he could prove the correctness of his translation and its 

superiority in comparison with other translations of the same text. In the case of the Metamorfosi 

the rival translations written by Dolce and Anguillara were not physically printed on the page, but, 

as we will see in the following section, they were implicitly signalled in the material-textual 

presentation. 

 Erasmus (1466-1536) can also be included among the promoters of this ideology of 

translation.80 Between 1516 and 1535, he published three editions of the New Testament in Basel. 

These editions displayed Erasmus’s critical edition of the Greek text alongside his own Latin 

translation from the Greek. In the 1527 edition, he also arranged a third column on the page, which 

contained the Vulgate. Erasmus’s was not the first multilingual edition of sacred texts. Between 

1514 and 1517, for example, the Complutensian Polyglot Bible came off the press, presenting three 

versions of the Bible in Hebrew, Latin (the Vulgate), and Greek. Erasmus’s Latin translation, 

however, was the first one to question the authority of the Vulgate, encouraging new readings of the 

Biblical texts. Various editors and readers asked for separate editions of the Latin and the Greek 

text; Erasmus, however, always refused to provide these. The multilingual text had different 

purposes that Erasmus did not want to renounce: firstly, including three versions on the page 

stimulated the reader to investigate and challenge the correspondence between Latin and Greek. 

Secondly, it reminded the readers that the Latin text was a translation, not a substitute for the source 

text. Thirdly, the multilingual page encouraged the study of Greek.  

 Though inspired by the multilingual texts of Latin translators such as Manetti and Erasmus, 

Marretti was not completely aligned with their way of thinking. Erasmus, and also Manetti, 

believed that no translation was equivalent to the source text, but that the collation of different 

versions, placed in a multilingual format, could potentially bring scholars closer to an exact 

rendition of the source text. As we can see in the letter to the readers in both editions of the 

Metamorfosi, Marretti was persuaded that his translation was identical to the source text, and he 

 
78 Botley, pp. 98-114. 
79 Norton, ‘Humanist Foundation’, pp. 191-92. 
80 For this paragraph see Botley, pp. 115-31. 
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wanted to demonstrate it through the parallel text disposition. For Erasmus, his Latin translations 

had to encourage the study and understanding of the Greek source text. Marretti, on the contrary, 

was not interested in stimulating his readers to learn Latin, or deepen their knowledge of the source 

text. Marretti was expecting to engage with an already bilingual public, who would use Ovid’s text 

as a support for the reading of his translation. In the letters to the readers in the second edition of the 

Metamorfosi, Marretti wished for himself a public made of ‘spiriti gentili’, who would be able to 

recognise the value of his translation, read it, and notify him if he made any errors in his translation: 

 

Antiveggo bene, che questa nostra fatica non sarà punto accetta a coloro, che solamente 

vaghi di lunghi infrascamenti, e di versi alla grossa, non conoscono quanto importi il 

candore, l’elegantia, e la coltezza nelle poesie, né anco lo esprimere i concetti naturalmente; 

e però lasciando io questi tali nella loro ignorantia crassa, procurerò solo d’acquistar gratia 

appresso agli spiriti gentili; i quali vorrei pregare, che se per sorte leggendo questa mia opera 

intoppassero in qualche cosa, che non fosse ben felicemente tradotta, non volessero 

severamente, e malignamente castigarmi, et infamarmi in guisa di nemici, ma più tosto con 

benignità, et con amore farmene avvisato.81 

 

Furthermore, while for Erasmus and Manetti the translation was an instrument which could be used 

to access the source text, for Marretti the situation was reversed: the source text was an instrument 

which could be used to judge his own translation. This inversion, as I shall discuss in the following 

section, is also visible in the disposition of the texts on the page.  

 

4.3.2 Reading the Bilingual Page of the Metamorfosi 

 

As we have seen in the Introduction, Armstrong’s article ‘Coding Continental’ investigates the 

ways in which the act of translation is expressed on the page of early printed books.82 In this article, 

the author joins together theories developed in various fields of research: the functionalist approach 

in Translation Studies, graphic design, multimodal studies and material textuality. According to the 

functionalist approach in Translation Studies, translation is not only a linguistic transfer but it is a 

complex cultural phenomenon, and as such it is shaped by the translator’s intention and purpose.83 

 
81 Marretti 1570, fol. *3r. 
82 Armstrong, ‘Coding Continental’, p. 78. 
83 Armstrong, ‘Coding Continental’, p. 82. The functionalist approach to Translation Studies see Schäffner, 

‘Functionalist Approaches’, in Routledge Encyclopedia, ed. by Baker, pp. 115-21. 
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Following this target-oriented approach, Armstrong has unveiled how this intentionality was 

translated in the material features of the book object, and in particular on the mise en page of early 

printed multilingual books. Taking as a first exemplary case John Florio’s First Fruites, a textbook 

in Italian and English printed in 1578, Armstrong has unpacked the meaning-making strategies of 

translator and printer. Since the parallel text disposition on the page is effectively a table, 

Armstrong relied on multimodal studies to read the meaning making in table structures. 

Furthermore, she has also taken into account the theories of Gunther Kress and Theo Van Leeuwen 

on book design and the meaning of images. Studying Florio’s parallel text in Italian and English at 

the intersection between these different – but tangential – disciplines, Armstrong has unveiled early 

modern assumptions about the status of Italian and English and the different ways in which the 

textbook could be used and read. Applying Armstrong’s methodological approach to the study of 

translated books, the following study explores a new set of questions relative to Marretti’s 

Metamorfosi. How are we supposed to read this bilingual page? What does the mise en page of the 

Metamorfosi tell us about the status of the languages and cultures involved?  

 At first sight, there seems to be a balance between the two languages in the page layout of 

the Metamorfosi. Source and target text are arranged in parallel columns of equal width (Figure 4.1; 

Figure 4.2). The target text is in the left-hand column, and the source text is in the right-hand 

column. Italian and Latin are both in an italic typeface with the same dimensions, but the Latin 

typeface is more slanted. However, if we consider the information provided by the visual 

composition of the bilingual page, and the relationship between the two texts, we see that the 

emphasis is given to the Italian side. According to Kress and Van Leeuwen, when two elements are 

placed on a horizontal axis, the one on the left is presented as given, while the element on the right 

is new.84 The reader is supposed to start reading from the left to the right, from the old to the new 

text, following the directionality of the construction of meaning which has prevailed in Western 

countries since the sixteenth century. We read from left to right, and – at least from the early 

modern period – from the beginning to the end of the book. Using this information as a guide, we 

would expect to find the Latin source text (i.e. the ‘given’ text) on the left, and the Italian target 

(‘new’) text on the right. In the Metamorfosi, however, the opposite is the case. In addition, each 

verse of the Latin text is set next to its translation, and in order to create a perfect correspondence 

between translation and source text on the horizontal line, the Latin hexameters are often divided 

between different lines. This means that, not only does the Italian text take the place of the given 

text on the page, it also determines the disposition of the Latin text on the page.  

 
84 Kress and Van Leeuwen, pp. 179-85; Armstrong, ‘Coding Continental’, p. 89. 
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 The Italian text has its own structure of four consecutive ottave within the column, while the 

Latin text is fragmented and modified according to the mould of the target text. Although it would 

still be possible to start reading from the right column and then move to the left, or to read the Latin 

text exclusively, this possibility of reading is discouraged by the disunity and fragmentation of the 

Latin text. Hence, the form of the bilingual page responds to the function for which the edition was 

designated by Marretti: the disposition of the texts on the page invites the reader to address the 

translation first, and then move to the Latin text to check the accuracy of the translation.  

 Apart from the explicit purpose of stimulating a comparison between translation and Latin 

text, the mise en page of the Metamorfosi by Marretti has an important side effect: it unsettles the 

primacy of the source text. The bilingual page of the Metamorfosi changes the natural order Latin-

Italian, given-new. This subversion places the Latin version in a privileged position, but it inverts 

the canonical roles of vernacular and Latin, because it invites the reader to decode the ‘new’ 

(Italian) through the ‘given’ (Latin). As we have said, according to the studies of Kress and Van 

Leeuwen, the direction of meaning in the parallel-format page is from left to right. Hence, the right 

side is the last one on which our eyes stop, and it is from the Latin text, on which our longitudinal 

reading migration ends, that we evaluate the vernacular translation. When we finish reading the 

Latin text, we possess all the information to judge what we have read in the correspondent section 

of the left column. The aim expressed by this disposition is therefore to analyse the translation 

through the source text, subverting the general usage to decode a text that is ‘given’ with a text that 

is ‘new’.  

 Modern readers might find this kind of inversion of the natural directionality of reading 

disruptive. The opening page of bilingual modern editions of classical texts in Latin/Greek and 

English, such as a Loeb edition, for instance, or a Valla edition in Latin/Greek and Italian, shows a 

fixed disposition of the Latin/Greek text on the verso, and of the translation on the recto. The 

disposition of the texts in the Metamorfosi was probably problematic as early as the eighteenth 

century, when Giuseppe Richino Malatesta, in his 1749 re-edition of Marretti’s translation, inverted 

the disposition of the languages on the page and placed the Latin source text on the verso, and the 

translation on the facing page.85 Did the mise en page of the Metamorfosi subvert the established 

order for a sixteenth-century reader, or was it perceived as a neutral disposition, i.e. a commonly 

employed alternative without an unconventional and subversive connotation? In what follows, I 

have responded to this question using a survey of multilingual parallel text editions of Latin classics 

printed in the sixteenth century. 

 
85 Corpus omnium veterum poetarum latinorum, cum eorumdem italica versione, ed. by Giuseppe Richino Malatesta, 

35 vols (Milan: In regia curia, 1731-65), 26 (1749). 
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Figure 4.5 Layout. Niccolò Liburnio, Publii Virgilii Maronis poetae mantuani Aeneidos liber quartus. Lo quarto libro dell’Eneide 
virgiliana (Venice: Giovanni Antonio Nicolini da Sabbio, 1534), fols A4v-B1r, Rome, Biblioteca Nazionale Centrale, 6.11.D.41. 

 

 According to the SBN, the first bilingual Latin-Italian edition of Virgil’s Aeneid was printed 

in 1534, and it contained the Latin text of the fourth book of the poem, and its translation by Nicolò  

Liburnio.86 In this edition, the two texts are on facing pages (Figure 4.5). The opening of the book 

shows the Latin text on the left side, and the Italian translation on the right side. Both texts are in 

italic typeface, and they have the same dimension. As in the Metamorfosi, there is a great degree of 

balance between the way in which the two languages are presented on the page. However, the 

directionality of reading is opposite. The Latin text is on the left side, and the translation is on the 

right side. According to the dedication epistle in the prefatory matter of Liburnio’s translation, the 

collocation of the texts was designed to mirror the hierarchy between the two languages:  

 

Ultimamente, acciò ch’io non sia molesto in prolissità del dire, alcuni scientiati amici per 

sodisfacimento delli candidi lettori hanno voluto, che esso quarto libro Virgiliano stampato 

sia dall’uno de lati, et la traduttione mia dall’altro; acciò e conoscitori di polite lettere latine 

veggiano subitamente quanto, et in che modo la penuria di loquela volgare possasi avicinare 

 
86 Niccolò Liburnio, Publii Virgilii Maronis poetae mantuani Aeneidos liber quartus. Lo quarto libro dell’Eneide 

virgiliana con verso heroico volgare in lingua thosca tradotto per M. Nicolo Liburnio vinitiano. Con gratia et 

privilegio (Venice: Giovanni Antonio Nicolini da Sabbio, 1534). 
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alla copia vera, et infinita del sommo poeta cantante le interne fiamme, et isprimente 

l’amorose battaglie della Carthaginese Reina Dido.87 

 

Like the Metamorfosi by Marretti, Liburnio’s bilingual text aims to draw the reader into a 

comparison between source and target text. In Liburnio’s edition, however, the roles of Latin and 

vernacular are inverted. Readers are supposed to read the Latin text first, and then move to 

Liburnio’s translation to see for themselves the superiority of the source text. The construction of 

the page resembles the natural sequence of reading: from the older text, Virgil’s Aeneid, to the 

vernacular translation, the new text. This disposition respects the hierarchy between Latin and 

vernacular, the first being the established language, and the other an instrument to access the first 

one. Marretti, on the contrary, made of the Latin text an instrument to evaluate the vernacular 

translation, subverting the traditional role of these two languages. 

 Comparison with another bilingual edition of a classical text printed in France shows that 

the inversion of the disposition of source and target text in bilingual editions is not an exclusive 

feature of the Metamorfosi by Marretti. We find a similar mise en page in the French translations of 

classical texts printed in France, which might have been inspirational for Marretti and his printers. 

According to Marine Molins, who has studied the mise en page of the bilingual editions of the 

translations of Ovid and Virgil in sixteenth-century France, the translator of Virgil’s Aeneid, Louis  

des Masures, and the printer Jean de Tournes were the first to try to create a perfect correspondence 

on the page between Latin text and its translation.88 Their translation of the Aeneid was printed in 

1560 in Lyon, and it presents a really well-structured mise en page (Figure 4.6).89 Both French and 

Latin are in italic typeface, but the French typeface is larger. As in the Metamorfosi, on the opening 

page, the French is on the left, while the Latin text is on the right. The two languages, however, do 

not occupy the same space on the page, but the Latin text is compressed in a smaller column. This 

unbalanced disposition stems from the desire of printer and translator to create a perfect linguistic 

correspondence between the French and the Latin text, which is shorter than the translation. On the 

first page, the visual direction of the layout leans towards the French text, which has a greater 

visibility. Turning the page, however, the presentation of the bilingual text changes (Figure 4.6). 

There are four columns per opening, two parallel columns per page, and the pages are arranged as a 

mirror to each other. The disposition of the languages changes between verso and recto, with the  

 
87 Liburnio, fol. A3v. 
88 Marine Molins, ‘Mises en page: les efforts conjugues des traducteurs et des imprimeurs’, Camenae (2007), 1-7. 
89 Louis des Masures, L’Enéïde de Virgile, prince des poëtes latins, translatée de Latin en François (Lyon: Jean de 

Tournes, 1560). 
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Figure 4.6 Layout. Louis des Masures, L’Enéïde de Virgile (Lyon: Jean de Tournes, 1560), fols a8v-b1r, Munich, Bayerische 

Staatsbibliothek, Res/4 A.lat.a.692. 

 

result that the French is at the centre of the opening, and the Latin text is external. In this way, the 

bilingual page rebalances the directionality of reading, alternating the position of Latin and French, 

in turn placed in a privileged position on the page. This mise en page, according to Molin, 

resembles the layout of manuscripts and early printed editions of classical texts, in which the 

commentary frames the text (Figure 3.8; Figure 3.9). 

 While the mise en page of the French translation of the Aeneid was composed in imitation of 

the layout of the Latin commented editions of Virgil’s poem, the layout of the Metamorfosi does not 

aim to recall the layout of Ovid’s Metamorphoses. The first edition of Ovid’s poem with the 

commentary of the humanist scholar Raphael Regius, printed in 1492/1493 in Venice by 

Bartolomeo Zani for Ottaviano Scoto, presents the Latin text on the left of the opening page, while 

the commentary frames the text at the top and bottom, and on the right of the page (Figure 3.8). 

Turning the page, the disposition of text and commentary changes. The pages are arranged as a 

mirror to each other, with the Latin text placed on the right of the verso, and on the left of the recto, 

and the commentary framing the Latin text. A later edition of Ovid’s Metamorphoses with the 

commentary of Raphael Regius, printed in Venice in 1574 by Giovanni Griffio, still maintains a 

similar layout (Figure 3.9). The Latin text is central to the page, framed on all sides by the Latin 

commentary. This well-structured disposition of Latin text and commentary is completely lost in 
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Figure 4.7 Layout. Anguillara 1569, Vienna, Österreichische Nationalbibliothek, *35.Q.131. 

 

the Metamorfosi, which, instead, shows similarities with the mise en page of the editions of the 

translations of Dolce and Anguillara. If we compare an opening of the 1569 edition of Anguillara’s 

Metamorfosi (Figure 4.7), printed in Venice by Francesco de’ Franceschi, with an opening of the 

1570 edition of Marretti’s Metamorfosi (Figure 4.2), we notice that they are similar. In Anguillara’s 

edition, there is a framed illustration at the beginning of the second book. On the verso, there is a 

decorated initial and two columns of three ottave. On the recto, there are two columns of five 

ottave. The layout of Marretti’s Metamorfosi recalls this disposition, except for the fact that instead 

of a framed woodcut, on the verso there is the ‘argomento’ framed with printed flowers. Hence, 

there is a frame of roughly the same size in both books, but containing different media contents. 

The intention of imitating the layout of former translations is visible in the fact that the Latin text is 

compressed inside the square space of the ottava. 

 In conclusion, the comparison with other parallel text dispositions in early printed books 

suggests that the page layout of the Metamorfosi by Marretti was not a common alternative to the 

more usual given-new parallel text disposition. Despite the great fluidity that characterised page 

layouts in early modernity, there are few examples of parallel texts having a similar subversion of 

Latin-vernacular on the page. Therefore, we should read this unconventional mise en page as 

deliberately unsettling of the primacy of the source text, and as an encoded message about the 

central value given to the translated text. 
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4.4 Borrowed Rhymes: Marretti between Ovid, Dolce and Anguillara 

 

The link between the works of Marretti, Dolce and Anguillara that we have explored in the layout 

of the Metamorfosi can also be found in Marretti’s translation strategies. In this section, through an 

analysis of the target text alongside the source text I shall underscore the contradictions between 

theory and practice in the Metamorfosi, showing how Marretti’s translation – despite his promise to 

render the source text word for word – was not a conservative translation, but contained a high 

number of innovations that in most cases connected this text to former vernacular translations of 

Ovid’s poem. 

 I have selected as a case study an episode of Ovid’s Metamorphoses that was very popular 

in the Renaissance and that has been extensively changed by Anguillara in his translation: the story 

of Pyramus and Thisbe (Ovid, Met., IV. 55-166).90 According to Ovid’s account of this myth, 

Pyramus and Thisbe were in love with each other, but their union was opposed by their families. 

Thanks to a crack in the wall that separated their houses, they planned their escape and arranged to 

meet under a mulberry tree. Thisbe arrived first, but she encountered a lioness and escaped leaving 

behind her veil. Upon his arrival at the tree, Pyramus found Thisbe’s veil stained with blood and 

torn apart by the lioness. Assuming Thisbe was dead, Pyramus killed himself with his own sword. 

Thisbe returned to the tree, found Pyramus’s body, and stabbed herself with the same sword.  

 We know from the letter to the reader authored by Marretti that he aimed to translate the 

Metamorphoses meaning for meaning, word for word and clause for clause. Through the 

comparison of source and target text it emerges that Marretti tried, where possible, to translate one 

Latin hexameter with two hendecasyllables, attempting to create a one for two correspondence 

between Latin and Italian. In doing so, he greatly reduced the verbosity of the target text, sometimes 

renouncing the fluency of the text. He tried to reproduce the order of the Latin sentences by 

maintaining as much as possible the position of Latin words within each verse, and he paid attention 

to the opening of each line. His intention was to keep the initial words of the Latin hexameter at the 

beginning of his hendecasyllables: 

 

Tum murmure parvo 

multa prius questi statuunt, ut nocte silenti 

fallere custodes foribusque excedere temptent, 

 
90 In the sixteenth century, vernacular re-writings of this myth were printed in cheap prints that circulated independently 

from Ovid’s poem. These ephemeral writings also became secondary source texts for Anguillara, who used them to 

translate the story of Pyramus and Thisbe: see Bucchi, pp. 177-96.  
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cumque domo exierint, urbis quoque tecta relinquant; 

neve sit errandum lato spatiantibus arvo, 

conveniant ad busta Nini lateantque sub umbra 

arboris 

(Ovid, Met., IV. 83-89) 

 

[Then first in low whispers they lamented bitterly, then decided when all had become still 

that night to try to elude their guardians’ watchful eyes and steal out of doors; and, when 

they had gotten out, they would leave the city as well; and that they might not run the risk of 

missing one another, as they wandered in the open country, they were to meet at Ninus’ 

tomb and hide in the shade of a tree.] 

 

Di molte cose pria lagnarsi alhora 

Con picciol mormorio, poscia ordinando 

I custodi ingannar, per tentar fuora 

Ne la tacita note uscire, e quando 

Di casa usciti sien, lasciare anchora 

La cittade, e per gir non lungi errando, 

Convengon, dove Nin giace sepolto, 

Celarsi a l’ombra d’un bell’arbor folto. 

(Marretti 1570, IV. 20) 

 

The correspondence between the beginning of the Latin verse and that of the translation gave an 

immediate impression of closeness between departure and destination text. At the same time, it also 

helped the readers of the Metamorfosi in their comparative analysis. The correspondence of the 

beginning of the verse helped readers to move swiftly between the juxtaposed texts.  

 Despite Marretti’s efforts to create a perfect correspondence between source and target text, 

in various instances he added new textual material, such as the exclamation ‘ah ria ventura’ 
(Marretti 1570, IV. 22. 5), which is an addition made by the translator in order to finish the line with 

a word rhyming with ‘sepoltura’. There are also instances in which Marretti added vernacular words 

to his translation that do not have a direct correspondence in the Latin text and are strikingly similar 

to the translatorial solutions chosen by previous translators. Particularly frequent are the instances 

in which Marretti borrowed rhyme sequences from Dolce and Anguillara. An example can be found 
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in Marretti’s translation of Ovid’s opening lines of the myth of Pyramus and Thisbe (Ovid, Met, IV. 

55-58), where the narrator presents the protagonists of the story: 

 

“Pyramus et Thisbe, iuvenum pulcherrimus alter, 

altera, quas Oriens habuit, praelata puellis, 

contiguas tenuere domos, ubi dicitur altam 

coctilibus muris cinxisse Semiramis urbem.  

(Ovid, Met., IV. 55-58) 

 

[“Pyramus and Thisbe — he, the most beautiful youth, and she, loveliest maid of all the East 

— dwelt in houses side by side, in the city which Semiramis is said to have surrounded with 

walls of brick.] 

 

Piramo, e Tisbe, di cui l’uno havea 

Più d’ogni altro garzon gratia, e beltade, 

E l’altra in oriente precedea 

A tutte le donzelle in quella etade, 

Hebber giunte le case, ove surgea 

Quella meravigliosa alta cittade, 

Che da Semiramis da gloria spinta 

(Dicon) che fu di cotte mura cinta. 

(Marretti 1570, IV. 14) 

 

Marretti translated Ovid’s lines in one stanza. He slightly amplified his source text by using forms 

that are typical of the Italian lyric tradition. For example, he translated the Latin adjective ‘pulcher’ 

[handsome] with a pair of synonymic adjectives – also known as dittologia sinonimica – ‘gratia e 

beltate’.91 Furthermore, the word ‘etate’ in Marretti’s translation has no correspondence in the Latin 

 
91 Burke has argued that it was not uncommon for Renaissance translators to translate one word of the departure text 

with two words. The reason could be the insecurity of the translator, or the desire to meet the poetic taste of the 

receiving culture: see ‘Cultures of Translation’, in Cultural Translation, ed. by Burke and Hsia, p. 32. For the definition 

and use of couples of synonyms – or ‘dittologia sinonimica’ – in the Italian lyric tradition see Francesco Tateo, 

‘Dittologia’, in ED <http://www.treccani.it/enciclopedia/dittologia_%28Enciclopedia-Dantesca%29/ > [accessed 8 

February 2019]. 
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text. Ovid did not say that Thisbe was the most beautiful girl of that time (or of her age). It is 

possible that Marretti, in this instance, relied on Dolce’s translation of the same episode: 

 

Et ella cominciò: Ne la cittade, 

Che fe Semiramis forte e possente, 

Fu un giovine gentil, la cui beltade 

Non hebbe paragon ne l’Oriente. 

D’egual bellezza a lui, d’eguale etade  

V’era una giovinetta parimente. 

Piramo il giovinetto di dicea, 

E la giovine Tisbe nome havea. 

(Dolce 1553a, VIII. 18) 

 

Like Marretti, Dolce translated Ovid’s lines in just one stanza, and he employed the same rhyming 

pattern (beltate : cittade : etade). 

 Another example that suggests Marretti’s reliance on previous translations is his rendition of 

Pyramus and Thisbe’s complaint about the wall that divided them: 

 

‘invide’ dicebant ‘paries, quid amantibus obstas?’ 

quantum erat, ut sineres toto nos corpore iungi 
aut, hoc si nimium est, vel ad oscula danda pateres? 

nec sumus ingrati: tibi nos debere fatemur, 

quod datus est verbis ad amicas transitus auris.’  

(Ovid, Met., IV. 73-77) 

 

[‘O envious wall,’ they would say, ‘why do you stand between lovers? How small a thing ’twould 

be for you to permit us to embrace each other, or, if this be too much, to open for our kisses! But we 

are not ungrateful. We owe it to you, we admit, that a passage is allowed by which our words may 

go through to loving ears.’] 

 

Invido mur dicean; perché ’l diletto 

Vieti a gli amanti? e che t’era a lasciarne 

Giungerci volto a volto, e petto a petto? 

O pur, se questo è troppo, aprirti al darne 
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De i dolci baci? né noi ingrato affetto 

Macchia, ma l’obligo odi confessarne, 

Che teco habbiam, ch’a le parole, a i lai 
Grato a l’amiche orecchie il varco dai. 
(Marretti 1570, IV. 18) 

 

Marretti’s translation seems to merge suggestions taken from both Dolce and Anguillara. Marretti 

translated ‘corpore iungi’ (join our bodies) as ‘giungerci volto a volto, e petto a petto’. Anguillara 

translated this passage in a similar way, employing the same word ‘petto’, which he also used as 

part of a rhyme. Marretti translated the Latin ‘ingrati’ with the Italian ‘ingrato affetto’ just to find a 

word that could rhyme with ‘petto’. For the rhyme petto : affetto, Marretti could have found 

inspiration in Anguillara’s translation: 

 

Poi che ti doni al dolce sguardo il passo,  

che goder possa il suo divino obietto, 

Et al parlar, che facciam cheto, e basso, 

Dai via, che scoprir possa il nostro affetto; 

Perché ci vieti invidioso sasso, 

Che congiungiamo l’uno, e l’altro petto? 

Se questo è troppo, che non ci compiaci, 

Che ci godiamo almen de i dolci baci?  

(Anguillara 1561, IV. 49) 

 

 Similarly, the rhyming couplets (CC) at the end of Marretti’s stanza, lai : dai, could have 

been inspired by Dolce’s Trasformationi. While ‘dai’ is a translation of the Latin ‘datus est’, the 

word ‘lai’ does not have an equivalent in the Latin version, and it could be taken from Dolce’s 

rhyme series. 

 

Nemico del mio bene invido muro, 

In che t’havem, diceva, offeso noi? 

Ch’essendo qui lo star lungo e sicuro, 

Non ci lasci congiungere ambedoi. 

Ma, se a tanto gioir se’ crudo e duro, 

Sol di questo cortese esser ben puoi, 
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Che almen per mitigar nostri tormenti 

Siamo de’ dolci basci ambi contenti. 

 

Ma per altra cagion non fia giamai, 

Ch’io ti sia ingrato, e di lodarti parco; 

Ch’a le parole nostre tu pur dai 

Per l’orecchie di noi spedito varco. 

Così sfogavan gli amorosi lai 
L’uno e l’altro d’affanno e doglia carco, 

Gli affettuosi amanti; e la più parte 

Del di spender soleano in quella parte. 

(Dolce 1553a, VIII. 24-25) 

 

Furthermore, all three translators transformed the Latin ‘oscula’ to the vernacular ‘dolci baci’ 

(which, in the Trasformationi, is ‘dolci basci’). In this occurrence it is difficult to determine 

whether Marretti was borrowing from other translations. The expression ‘dolci baci’ is a frequent 

stilema of the Italian lyric lexis, and Marretti could have added it under a different influence. 

Nevertheless, the inclusion of the adjective ‘dolci’ remains one of the multiple examples of the 

ways in which Marretti deviated from his programme of strict closeness to the source text. 

Regardless of the actual source employed by Marretti and his conscious intention to imitate his 

predecessors, the effect created by the use of the same rhyme patterns and the same vocabulary is to 

forge an intertextual connection with earlier texts, which may have been noticed by sixteenth-

century readers.  

 In the final example taken from the episode of Pyramus and Thisbe, I consider another 

occurrence in which Marretti could have been influenced by Anguillara’s translation of Ovid’s 

Metamorphoses. Following Ovid’s account of the story, Thisbe left the tree under which she was 

meant to meet Pyramus because of the sudden arrival of a lioness: 

 

venit ecce recenti 

caede leaena boum spumantis oblita rictus 

depositura sitim vicini fontis in unda; 

quam procul ad lunae radios Babylonia Thisbe 

vidit et obscurum timido pede fugit in antrum, 

dumque fugit, tergo velamina lapsa reliquit. 
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ut lea saeva sitim multa conpescuit unda, 

dum redit in silvas, inventos forte sine ipsa 

ore cruentato tenues laniavit amictus.  

(Ovid, Met., IV. 96-104) 

 

[But see! here comes a lioness, her jaws all dripping with the blood of fresh-slain cattle, to slake her 

thirst at the neighbouring spring. Far off under the rays of the moon Babylonian Thisbe sees her, 

and flees with trembling feet into the deep cavern, and as she flees she leaves her cloak on the 

ground behind her. When the savage lioness has quenched her thirst by copious draughts of water, 

returning to the woods she comes by chance upon the light garment (but without the girl herself!) 

and tears it with bloody jaws.] 

 

Marretti translated the Latin ‘lea saeva’ (fierce, cruel lioness) as ‘empia leonessa’: 

 

Ecco una leonessa, che per prede 

di buoi, con bocca vien di sangue tinta, 

a far la sete al vicin fonte estinta. 

Videla Thisbe al lume de la luna 

Lungi, e in un altro oscur timida fugge, 

E mentre fugge, lascia per fortuna 

Il vel, che da le spalle in terra sfugge; 

E l’empia leonessa, et importuna 

bevuto a pien, torna a le selve, e rugge, 

E senza Thisbe a sorte il vel trovato 

Dilaniò col labro insanguinato. 

(Marretti 1570, IV. 22. 6-8; 23)  

 

He employed the same adjective chosen by Anguillara in his translation: ‘empia’. The most 

interesting part of this translation, however, is Marretti’s use of the verb ‘rugge’ (to roar). This word 

has no equivalent in the Latin text, the lioness does not roar in the source, but Marretti could have 

borrowed this word from Anguillara’s translation in order to create a rhyme with ‘fugge’: 

 

Compare una Leonza empia, e rapace 
Non lunge, e nel venir fa tal romore, 
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Ch’ella, che sente come altera rugge 

si leva, e con piè timido fugge. 

(Anguillara 1561, IV. 98. 5-8) 

 

 Gathering together all these examples, we can conclude that although Marretti tried as much 

as possible to translate the Latin text literally, in some places he employed previous translations of 

Ovid’s poem as alternative secondary sources to the Latin poem. Marretti’s deviation from the 

source text is mainly due to the choice of ottava rima. In the letter to the reader included in the 

prefatory matter of his edition, Marretti claimed that the blank hendecasyllable was the 

recommended metre with which to translate the Latin hexameter. The only problem was that 

nobody enjoyed reading it: 

 

haviamo eletto l’ottava; perché altra sorte di rima non pareva ben convenire intorno a questo 

fatto; e ’l verso sciolto quantunque da molti in questi affari sia lodato, non è però chi lo 

voglia leggere; perché in lingua Thoscana ogni poesia, che manchi di rime, pare sciocca, da 

Tragedie, e Comedie et altre simil cose in fuora.92 

 

The concern about the wider appeal of the Metamorfosi is what led Marretti to step further away 

from his aim to be as close as possible to the source text. Marretti sacrificed his theoretical stance to 

make his translation more appealing, enjoyable and therefore also competitive with the former 

translations and with the source text. 

 

4.5 Conclusion 

 

This chapter has demonstrated that there is a solid link between Marretti’s Metamorfosi and the 

translations of his predecessors. To begin with, Marretti subtly unsettled Ovid’s primacy. Like 

Dolce and Anguillara, Marretti repurposed the Latin poem for a new readership by choosing a new 

dedicatee: Alfonso d’Este. He employed proemial stanzas that framed his authorial voice and he 

was presented by writers and printers involved in the publication of his translation as a re-

embodiment of Ovid. Furthermore, the layout of the Metamorfosi, which displays the translation 

and the Latin text in parallel columns on the same page, abandons the mise en page of the Latin 

editions of Ovid’s poem (where the Latin text is central to the page) and foregrounds the translated 

 
92 Marretti 1570, fol. *3r. 
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text by inviting readers to use the ‘original’ poem as an instrument to judge the value of the 

translation.  

 Marretti entertained a complex relationship with previous translators of the Metamorphoses. 

Whilst he disparaged the translation practice of Dolce and Anguillara, he emulated their style and 

tried to establish his work along the same poetic lines. He emulated his predecessors by using the 

same metre, the ottava rima. With the collaboration of his printers and editors, he reproduced the 

layout of the editions of previous translations of Ovid’s poem. Finally, as shown in the last section 

of this chapter, Marretti borrowed rhymes from Dolce and Anguillara, suggesting that, while 

translating Ovid’s poem, he kept the other translations of Ovid open on his desk.  

 This chapter has shown the importance of undertaking a comparative analysis of Marretti’s 

Metamorfosi and previous translations of Ovid. These ‘active retranslations’, in fact, allow us to 

closely compare the working conditions, strategies and purposes of the agents that worked over the 

same period of time on closely related topics. This comparison, as I have also shown in Table 1, 

throws into relief the ways in which these three translations of Ovid’s Metamorphoses form a 

secondary tradition that challenges the primacy and status of Latin culture. Marretti, by emulating 

Dolce and Anguillara, was implicitly unsettling the primacy of the translated text and suggesting 

that vernacular translations could be set on the same level as their source text as models of 

imitation. 
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Nil intentatum nostri liquere poetae, né poco onore si è 

attribuito al Dolce, all’Anguillara, e al Marretti, che le 

Metamorfosi di Ovidio hanno tradotte in ottava rima, e da 

Latino nostre l’han fatte. 

(S. Ponze, L’arte poetica d’Horatio in ottava rima)1 

 

 

Early seventeenth-century vernacular writers could look back at the previous century as the time in 

which the Italian vernacular had become a normative language and obtained international 

recognition. Giovanni Francesco Fortunio (1516) and Pietro Bembo (1525) published the first 

grammars of the vernacular, which provided a clear set of rules for those who wanted to write prose 

and poetry. Ludovico Ariosto, Baldassare Castiglione and Jacopo Sannazaro, among others, 

published masterpieces composed in the vernacular that were read and translated all over Europe, 

bringing Italian language and culture to central focus in an international context. Scipione Ponze, in 

his vernacular translation of Horace’s Ars poetica (1610), clearly expressed this new confidence in 

the potential of vernacular language. In his letter to the readers (quoted above), he cites Horace: 

‘Nil intentatum nostri liquere poetae’ [Our own poets have left nothing untried] (Ars poetica, 285).2 

In the passage from which this quotation is taken, Horace refers to the imitation of Greek comedy 

and tragedy in ancient Rome and argues that early Romans often experimented with new styles and 

rewrote their Greek sources, thus obtaining results that were equal or superior to the original. In 

turn, Ponze uses this quote in the context of vernacular translation, and argues that, as the Romans 

rivalled their Greek sources, so vernacular writers could now compete on the same footing with 

their Latin models.  

 Ponze indicates three examples of noteworthy translators: Lodovico Dolce, Giovanni 

Andrea dell’Anguillara and Fabio Marretti. These three writers, according to Ponze, were greatly 

praised for ‘acquiring’ (‘nostre l’han fatte’) one of the greatest Latin poems for the vernacular 

world: Ovid’s Metamorphoses. Ponze’s letter suggests that, at the beginning of the seventeenth 

century, the translations of Dolce, Anguillara and Marretti were perceived as a system of works that 

 
1 Ponze, fol. †3v. 
2 The translation is my own. 
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were connected. Ponze singled them out from previous vernacular translations of Ovid’s poem (in 

printed and manuscript editions) and understood them as works that referred to their source text in 

comparable ways. Following this early perception of the correlation between these translations, my 

research has brought these three texts into central focus and has compared them to investigate the 

ways in which they lay claim to Ovid’s authority. This final conclusion draws together some of the 

most significant findings presented in the chapters of this thesis. 

 

1. Translation, Print Culture and the Chivalric Genre 

 

We can only fully consider the connections between the translations of Dolce, Anguillara and 

Marretti by studying the ways in which these translations are presented to us in their material form. 

This is particularly evident for what concerns the affiliation of these translations to the chivalric 

genre, which is manifest if we make the paratexts of these works a central focus. Dolce, Anguillara 

and Marretti each translated Ovid’s Metamorphoses in ottava rima – the metre of chivalric poems – 

and as we have seen in Chapters 2, 3 and 4, all these translations were – albeit in different ways – 

indebted to the narrative strategies, structure and content of a specific epic, the Orlando furioso. 

Anguillara, for example, transforms Ovid’s poem by amplifying it with mythological accounts that 

were taken from ancient and modern literary works. Ariosto’s poem was among Anguillara’s 

favourite secondary sources. Anguillara’s translation of the myth of Perseus and Andromeda is the 

result of the contamination of the Ovidian myth with the tale of Ruggero and Angelica narrated in 

the Orlando furioso (OF, X. 92-115). This intertextual relationship with the chivalric genre, and in 

particular with the Orlando furioso, is given visibility in the paratext of Anguillara’s Metamorfosi. 

In the editions of this translation printed in 1584 and 1592 by Giunti – which are the richest in 

paratextual material – there are at least three elements that underscore the affiliation with the 

Furioso. First, the series of full-page copperplates that was made in imitation of the decorations 

printed in the sixteenth-century editions of the Orlando furioso. Secondly, Giuseppe Orologi’s 

commentary to Anguillara’s Metamorfosi, the Annotationi, which furthers the affiliation between 

this translation and Ariosto’s epic by explicitly flagging up Anguillara’s imitation of Ariosto. 

Thirdly, the portrait of Anguillara on the title page of Giunti’s 1584 edition, which is a conspicuous 

imitation of the portrait-type used for Ariosto. As we have seen in Chapter 3, a copy of Anguillara’s 

Metamorfosi that I consulted at the Fondazione Marco Besso in Rome suggests that the affiliation 

between Anguillara’s translation and the epic genre was successful. In this copy there are 

manuscript notes: a reader singled out a myth from each book and re-named the book after that 

episode. The most interesting fact is that this reader called the book ‘canto’, making reference to the 
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narrative structure of the chivalric poems. My own discovery of this copy – and of other annotated 

copies that I brought to light and discussed in the chapters of this thesis – constitute a valuable 

contribution to knowledge. These findings are not only relevant in the context of this specific 

research, but they indicate a possible new area of study in the field of Ovid’s reception. An archival 

research would allow to consult other samples of individual copies, find traces of reading and gain 

more information about the readers of the vernacular Ovid in the Italian Renaissance. 

 The way in which text and paratext mirror each other and collude to set the translation 

within a specific poetic genre shows beyond doubt that early modern translations are not merely the 

product of an individual translator, but instead the result of a collaboration between the translators 

and the agents who contributed to the material and technical aspects connected to the production of 

the printed book. As we have discussed in Chapter 1, collaboration is a pivotal feature of translation 

in the Renaissance (as well as in the Middle Ages and Roman Antiquity). A sustained application of 

the theory of collaborative authorship to the study of early printed books is therefore essential, 

because it brings into focus and raises the profile of all the individuals who shaped the access to a 

text, including those who worked on the designed dimension of the book.3 In the specific case of 

Dolce’s Trasformationi, discussed in Chapter 2, the translator and the printer, Gabriele Giolito, 

were so close to each other that it is almost impossible to distinguish between their individual 

competences. Ruscelli, in his Tre Discorsi, suggested that Dolce often wrote in the voice of Giolito, 

and that the letters to the reader signed by Giolito were in fact authored by Dolce himself.4 As we 

discussed above, Dolce translated Ovid’s Metamorphoses in the style of chivalric poems, and he did 

so for different reasons. First, he believed that Ariosto’s Furioso was a modern classic to be 

imitated in the composition of epic poems in the vernacular. Secondly, by extensively rewriting his 

classical source text, Dolce wanted to prove his poetic abilities and demonstrate that a poem in the 

vernacular could compete with a Latin epic. Thirdly, Giolito’s editions of the Furioso (prepared 

with Dolce’s support) were best sellers, and Dolce, by translating the Metamorphoses in this style, 

was trying to attract Giolito’s readership towards his translation. The poetic agenda that Dolce 

unfolded in his translation was given visibility in the presentation of the book. Giolito began to 

advertise the publication of the Trasformationi more than ten years before the actual printing. In his 

marketing campaign, he anticipated one of the fundamental aspects of Dolce’s translation: its 

intertextuality with the Orlando furioso. Giolito provided the financial resources for the printing of 

the Trasformationi, and allowed the re-use of the printing material (such as founts of type and 

 
3 For a detailed analysis of the theory of collaborative authorship and its applicability to early modern printed books see 

Daniels, ‘Printing Petrarch in the Mid-Cinquecento’, pp. 5-11. 
4 Ruscelli, Tre discorsi, fol. L4v. 
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decorated initials) employed in his editions of the Orlando furioso. Furthermore, within Giolito’s 

printing shop, Dolce had the opportunity to meet professionals, such as the illustrator Rusconi, who 

helped him to unfold his poetic agenda on a visual, as well as textual, level.  

 Marretti wanted to translate Ovid’s poem in a markedly different way to his predecessors. 

The 1570 edition of the Metamorfosi is bilingual, and Marretti encouraged his readers to compare 

his translation with the Latin text that faces the Italian translation, insisting that they will notice that 

he has rendered the source text meaning for meaning, clause for clause and word for word. 

However, the power of the Orlando furioso as a secondary source text was so strong that even 

Marretti was attracted to it. The opening stanzas in Marretti’s Metamorfosi worked in the same way 

as the proems of chivalric poems, by connecting subsequent books. Furthermore, the layout of 

Marretti’s Metamorfosi (Marretti 1570) was very different from that of the Latin editions of the 

Metamorphoses, and resembled, instead, the mise en page of the Orlando furioso and of earlier 

translations of the Metamorphoses. The Latin hexameters, in fact, were divided to fit in the square 

space of the ottava and form parallel columns comparable to the two columns of ottave used in 

editions of chivalric poems.  

 While Bembo famously argued that all authors should write in conformity with the language 

and style of the classics (Virgil and Cicero for Latin, and Petrarch and Boccaccio for the 

vernacular), Dolce, Anguillara, and Marretti – together with their book agents – subverted this rule. 

They rewrote a classical text through a modern poem, the Orlando furioso, which they elevated to 

the status of an authoritative text. Hence, in this thesis, the combined analysis of the text and 

paratext of the translation has not only shown that these three translations worked as a system of 

texts brought together through their alignment with Ariosto, but also how this system unsettled the 

power relationship between ancients and moderns.  

 

2. Competition and Collaboration in Early Modern Translation 

 

The early modern industry of the printed book was competitive. Printers and editors were constantly 

battling with each other to publish new, captivating and textually-accurate books that could attract 

new readers. The involvement of the translators of the Metamorphoses within the printing shop 

incentivised the rise of a climate of rivalry. For instance, Dolce and Giolito printed the 

Trasformationi in the same year in which Anguillara published the first book of his translation 

(1553). The concomitant publication of these works threatened the success of Giolito and Dolce, 

who – according to contemporary sources – tried to discredit Anguillara through a campaign of 

slander. Competition also unfolded among the book agents who contributed to the paratexts of the 
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editions of these translations. In Giunti’s 1592 edition of Anguillara’s Metamorfosi, for instance, 

there are multiple commentaries to the translation that offer discordant interpretations of the same 

myth. This tendency towards rivalry was spurred by the economic competition engendered by the 

printing press, which, in the effort of producing a more attractive version of a familiar text, printed 

innovative commentaries next to old ones, inviting readers to embrace one side of the controversy 

over another.5 

 Dolce, Anguillara and Marretti employed multiple strategies to unsettle Ovid’s primacy and 

present themselves as trustworthy cultural mediators and poetic authorities. As we have seen in 

Chapter 2, 3 and 4, the prefatory matter of the editions of these translations presented the 

translators’ work rather than Ovid’s poem. The dedicatory epistles were addressed to a modern 

political authority (Charles V for Dolce; Henry II for Anguillara; Alfonso d’Este for Marretti) and 

effaced Ovid’s poetic intention and dedicatee: Augustus. Furthermore, Dolce, Anguillara and 

Marretti often dismissed Ovid’s poem as their primary source text. They employed secondary 

sources, thus relegating the Latin poem and its author into a secondary position. As we have seen in 

Chapter 3, the double portrait of Anguillara and Ovid in Giunti’s 1592 edition of Anguillara’s 

Metamorfosi illustrates the author and the translator within the same frame. This disposition 

communicates the poetic affinity between these two individuals and it also unsettles Ovid’s position 

as individual author of the Metamorphoses by implying that both author and translator could give 

authenticity to the work.  

 Another way of challenging the primacy of Ovid was by suggesting the sameness of author 

and translator, and of source and target text. The Trasformationi by Dolce, for instance, conceals 

the fact that it is a translation by omitting the name of Ovid from the title page. Through this 

omission, even though we cannot quite imagine readers forgetting that the work is a translation, the 

tendency is to foreground the work’s originality rather than its derivative status. The other strategy 

was to employ images of transformation; Orologi, the commentator of Anguillara’s Metamorfosi, 

claimed that Anguillara, while writing his translation, spoke through Ovid’s mind and was fully 

transformed into Ovid’s spirit. Something similar happened in the paratext of Marretti’s 

Metamorfosi, in which the laudatory sonnets – by referring to the transmigration of the soul 

discussed by Pythagoras in Book XV of the Metamorphoses – presented Marretti as the 

reincarnation of the original author. By making the author and translator the same person, the 

writers of these paratexts presented these translations as ‘self-translations’ and set them on the same 

footing as the source text. In fact, a ‘self-translation’ does not refer to the source text in the same 

way that other translations do, because ‘when works are translated from one language into another 

 
5 Kennedy, p. 27.  
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by their own authors, both texts are recognised as emanating from a single source and, as a 

consequence, invested with equal authority’.6  

 Co-operation and networking were equally important factors in the making of the Italian 

translations of the Metamorphoses. This study has revealed a broad community of scholars and 

critics who influenced the translation practice of Dolce, Anguillara and Marretti. Academies were 

spaces of debate and intellectual exchange. Dolce and Anguillara were members of the Accademia 

degli Infiammati in Padua, and their practice of translation composed of amplifications and 

abridgments was fully supported by the commentary to Horace’s Ars poetica, written by Vincenzo 

Maggi, who was an authoritative figure within the same Academy. Furthermore, the epistolary 

exchange with Benedetto Varchi suggests that Dolce and Anguillara, despite their animosity, were 

not so distant from each other. On the contrary, they liaised with the same group of intellectuals. 

 Networking was equally important for Marretti. As we have seen in Chapters 1 and 4, on the 

surface, Marretti claimed to adhere to a completely different ideology of translation compared to his 

predecessors. He wanted to translate Ovid’s poem as faithfully as possible, and prove the 

equivalence between source and target text, in the sense in which Armstrong uses the term, by using 

a bilingual page format.7 Marretti’s different approach to translation, and his opposition to his 

predecessors, was justified by his reliance on different cultural networks. Marretti was 

geographically removed from the Veneto region; his activity was centred in Siena and revolved 

around his participation in the Accademia degli Intronati. In this environment, Marretti was exposed 

to a different debate about translation and he was drawn closer to the literalist translation practices 

that were theorised in the field of Latin translation and supported by late sixteenth-century 

vernacular translators, such as Alessandro Piccolomini. 

 

3. The Dynamics of Early Modern Books 

 

Within the individual chapters of the thesis, I have often dwelled on the dynamic forces of 

paratexts. As we have discussed in Chapter 1, the paratext is a space of transaction between the 

inside and outside world.8 This mediatory position makes it a sphere of mobility in which different 

forces meet and concur to move the reader towards, or away from, the text. This dynamism is 

particularly evident in the paratexts to translations, which – more evidently than other texts – do not 

reference themselves alone, but are involved in a constant dialogue with their source texts. As we 

 
6 Hermans, The Conference, p. 20. 
7 Armstrong, ‘Coding Continental’, p. 79. 
8 Genette, p. 2. 
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have seen in this thesis, the paratexts to the translations of Dolce, Anguillara and Marretti can 

emphasise or undermine the dialogue with Ovid and his poem, and use it as a strategy to centralise 

the target text. 

 The commentary to Anguillara’s Metamorfosi uses various tactics to attract readers towards 

the source text. First, it instigates a direct comparison with Ovid to prove the indisputable 

excellence of Anguillara’s work. Secondly, it gathers medieval and early modern paratexts to 

Ovid’s Metamorphoses and re-frames the target text within the same exegetical corpus, originally 

prepared for the source text. In doing so, the commentary authorises the translation, suggesting that 

it is worth the same amount of critical attention that was originally given to the source text. 

Similarly, in Marretti’s Metamorfosi, the reader is drawn into a dynamic movement between the 

source and target text only to prove the superiority of the latter. As we have seen in Chapter 4, the 

disposition of Latin and vernacular texts on the page of Marretti’s translation invites readers to 

contemplate the source text as an instrument to decode the target text, which is treated as the 

primary core of the book. 

 The paratexts to the translations of the Metamorphoses also propel readers out of the space 

of the book and away from a direct colloquium with their source text. With centrifugal force, the 

authors of printed paratexts invite readers to exit the space of the book and hold in their hands a 

selection of literary works that could be associated with the translation they are reading. This bodily 

movement underpins the intertextuality of the translations and emphasises their belonging to a 

precise set of canonical works in the vernacular, including primarily the Orlando furioso. Using the 

same dynamic force, early modern books also performed a social function, for they often gave 

visibility to the networks of friends gravitating around book agents. The first edition of the 

Trasformationi, for example, includes a sonnet by Pietro Aretino, who was one of Dolce’s most 

powerful friends in Venice. By involving Aretino in the edition of his translation, Dolce heightened 

the prestige of his book and gestured towards the literary and cultural circles in which he took part. 

In other words, he guided his readers out of the space of the book and indicated the authors and 

works with which he wished to be connected.  

 

4. The Italian Ovid and his Changing Worlds 

 

This thesis has provided a deeper understanding of the way in which Ovid and his main work, the 

Metamorphoses, were read during the period under investigation. A fact that emerges very clearly 

from this study is that the three translators understood the Metamorphoses as a fertile space in 

which to challenge the authority of the ancients. The reason for this was probably dependent upon 
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Ovid’s transgressive authorial image. Since the Middle Ages, Ovid’s authority had been contested 

on political, moral and literary grounds. Ovid’s Renaissance readers could certainly not forget that 

Ovid’s love poetry did not stand in line with the moral code supported by the Church, and that he 

was an exiled poet who lost the good opinion and protection of his patron. In addition, Ovid’s 

Metamorphoses was different in structure and scope from the work that, since Antiquity, had been 

extolled as the highest achievement in the epic field: Virgil’s Aeneid. The controversial place that 

Ovid occupied among other Latin authoritative writers and the structural and thematic 

transgressiveness of his poem made of the Metamorphoses an ideal battlefield on which to 

challenge the hierarchical order between Latin and vernacular literature. 

 The Metamorphoses itself also accommodated numerous examples of transgression that the 

translators could employ as metaphors to describe their poetic journey. The first obvious specimen 

is Phaethon, who exceeded the bounds of his given destiny by trying to guide Apollo’s chariot. This 

story of human presumption was pivotal within Dolce’s Trasformationi. As we saw in Chapter 2, 

Dolce – like Dante before him – associated himself with this mythological character with the aim of 

creating an inversion of this classical model. Dolce and Phaethon were both on a journey that went 

beyond the reach of human potential, while Phaethon’s ride ended with a tragic fall, Dolce claimed 

that his own journey was a successful ascent. Thanks to the guidance of the bards of the vernacular 

literature, in fact, Dolce implicitly suggested that he fulfilled his agenda and delivered to his readers 

a translation that stood on the same footing with the source text. Dolce also remarked upon the 

daunting nature of his journey by contrasting himself with another Ovidian character: Icarus, who 

died for flying too close to the sun. In the Trasformationi, Dolce reminded his readers of the risks of 

flying too high, and warned them that those who reach beyond their capabilities might fall like 

Phaethon and Icarus. The myth of Phaethon also played an important role in the rivalry between 

Dolce and Anguillara. In the paratext to Anguillara’s Metamorfosi (discussed in Chapter 3), the 

translator debunks Dolce by taking for himself the role of anti-Phaethon, claiming to be the only 

one who could translate Ovid’s poem without incurring a shameful tumble.  

 Ovid’s Metamorphoses was particularly appealing for vernacular translators because it 

easily lent itself to being re-written. As we have seen in this thesis, Ovid’s poem is populated with a 

multitude of characters and narrative voices, none of which prevail over the others. The only 

constant in the poem – the actual protagonist of this epic – is metamorphosis itself, which is the 

event that binds together all the different characters and their stories. The centrality of the act of 

transformation in the Metamorphoses is what makes it a highly transformable text; translation, in 

fact, is in itself an embodiment of the process of metamorphosis, and a transformative event 

comparable to those narrated in the Metamorphoses. Among the translators discussed in this thesis, 
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Marretti is probably the one who played most explicitly with the idea of translation as 

transformation. In his letter to the reader, he argues that his aim was to ‘trasformare le 

trasformationi d’Ovidio senza punto trasformarle’, a statement that is connected to the philosophical 

doctrine expounded by Pythagoras in Book XV of the Metamorphoses.9 According to Pythagoras’s 

theory, all things in our world survive through change. Hence, Ovid’s poem – as Marretti explained 

in his letter – is also bound to survive eternally through transformation and in the new forms, which, 

as we have seen in this thesis, are wrought on it by its rewriters. 

 

 

 
9 Marretti 1570, fol. *3r. 



 



APPENDIX I 
Abbreviations and Publication Details of Main Works 

 

For ease of reference, abbreviations of the editions of Ovid’s Metamorphoses and of other primary 

works discussed in the thesis are used in both the notes and the text when referencing. The 

following lists provide the full title and publishing details together with an abbreviation and the 

USTC number. 

 

 

I. Ovid’s Metamorphoses  
 

Abbreviation Full Title and Publishing Details USTC 
Ovid 1492/93 P. Ovidii Nasonis Sulmonensis metamorphoseos (Venice: Bartolomeo Zani for 

Ottaviano Scoto, 1492/1493) 
 

992637 

Ovid 1502 Ovidii metamorphoseon libri quindecim (Venice: Aldo Manuzio, 1502) 
 

845656 

Ovid 1506 P. Ovidii Nasonis metamorphoseos (Lyon: Etienne Gueynard, 1506) 
 

143175 

Ovid 1513 P. Ovidii metamorphosis cum luculentissimis Raphaelis Regii enarrationibus 
(Venice: Giovanni Tacuino, 1513) 
 

845698 

Ovid 1540 P. Ovidii Nasonis poete ingeniosissimi metamorphoseos libri xv (Venice: Bernardino 
di Bindoni, 1540) 
 

845738 

Ovid 1574 Metamorphoses libri xv. Raphaelis Regii Volterrani luculentissima explanatio, cum 
novis Iacobu Micylli viri eruditissimi additionibus. Lactantii Placiti in singulas 
fabulas argumenta (Venice: Giovanni Griffio, 1574) 
 

845868 

Ovid, Met. Metamorphoses, trans. by Frank Justus Miller, rev. by G.P Goold, 2 vols, Loeb 
Classical Library (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1916, rev. 1977) 

–– 

 

 

II. Translations of Ovid’s Metamorphoses in the Italian vernacular 
 

II.1 Giovanni Bonsignori’s Ovidio Metamorphoseos Vulgare  

 
Abbreviation Full Title and Publishing Details USTC 

Bonsignori 1497 Ovidio metamorphoseos vulgare (Venice: Giovanni Rosso for Lucantonio Giunta, 
1497) 

992722 
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II.2 Niccolò degli Agostini’s Metamorfosi 

 
Abbreviation Full Title and Publishing Details USTC 

Agostini 1522 Tutti gli libri de Ovidio Metamorphoseos traduiti dal litteral in verso vulgar con le 
sue allegorie in prosa con gratia et privilegio. Item sub pena excommunicationis late 
sententie come nel breve appare et historiato (Venice: Giacomo Penzio for Niccolò 
Zoppino and Vincenzo di Paolo, 1522) 
 

845728 

Agostini 1533 Di Ovidio le Metamorphosi, cioè trasmutationi, tradotte dal Latino diligentemente in 
volgar verso, con le sue allegorie, significatione, et dichiaratione delle fabole in 
prosa. Aggiuntovi nuovamente la sua tavola, dove più facilmente potrai trovare tutti i 
capitoli: con le sue figure appropriate, a suoi luoghi con ordine poste. Et di nuovo 
corretto (Venice: Niccolò Zoppino, 1533) 
 

845740 

Agostini 1537 Di Ovidio le Metamorphosi, cioè trasmutationi, tradotte dal latino diligentemente in 
volgar verso, con le sue allegorie, significationi, et dichiarationi delle favole in 
prosa. Aggiontovi novamente la sua tavola, dove più facilmente potrà trovare tutti i 
capitoli: con le sue figure appropriate, a suoi luoghi con ordine poste. Et di nuovo 
corretto (Venice: Niccolò Zoppino, 1537) 
 

845783 

Agostini 1538 Di Ovidio le Metamorfosi, cioè trasmutationi, tradotte dal Latino diligentemente in 
volgar verso, con le sue allegorie, significationi, et dichiarationi delle favole in 
prosa. Aggiuntavi nuovamente la sua tavola, dove più facilmente si potrà trovare tutti 
i capitoli: con le sue figure appropriate, suoi luoghi con ordine poste. Et di nuovo 
corretto (Venice: Bernardino di Bindoni, 1538) 
 

845741 

Agostini 1547 Di Ovidio le Metamorphosi, cioè trasmutationi, tradotte dal Latino diligentemente in 
volgar verso, con le sue allegorie, significationi, et dichiarationi delle favole in 
prosa. Aggiuntavi nuovamente la sua tavola, dove più facilmente si potrà trovare tutti 
i capitoli: con le sue figure appropriate, a suoi luoghi con ordine poste. Et di nuovo 
corretto (Venice: Federico Torresano, 1547) 
 

762700 

 

II.3 Lodovico Dolce’s Trasformationi 

 
Abbreviation Full Title and Publishing Details USTC 

Dolce 1539 Il primo libro delle Trasformationi d’Ovidio da M. Lodouico Dolce in volgare 
tradotto (Venice: Francesco Bindoni and Maffeo Pasini, 1539) 
 

845742 

Dolce 1553a All’invittissimo e gloriosissimo Imperatore Carlo Quinto. Le Trasformationi di M. 
Lodovico Dolce. Con privilegii (Venice: Gabriele Giolito dei Ferrari and brothers, 
1553) 
 

845802 

Dolce 1553b Le Trasformationi di M. Lodovico Dolce. Di nuovo ristampate, e da lui ricorrette, et 
in diversi luoghi ampliate. Con la tavola delle favole. Con privilegi (Venice: Gabriele 
Giolito dei Ferrari and brothers, 1553) 
 

845803 

Dolce 1555 Le Trasformationi di M. Lodovico Dolce. In questa terza impressione di nuovo da lui 
riviste et emendate con la tavola delle favole. Con privilegi (Venice: Gabriele Giolito 
dei Ferrari, 1555) 

845810 
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Dolce 1557 Le Trasformationi di M. Lodovico Dolce. In questa quarta impressione da lui in 

molti luoghi ricorrette. Con privilegi (Venice: Gabriele Giolito dei Ferrari, 1557) 
 

845814 

Dolce 1558 Le Trasformationi di M. Lodovico Dolce. In questa quinta impressione da lui in molti 
luoghi ricorrette. Con privilegi (Venice: Gabriele Giolito dei Ferrari, 1558) 
 

845820 

Dolce 1561 Le Trasformationi di M. Lodovico Dolce. In questa sesta impressione da lui i molti 
luoghi ampliate, con l’aggiunta de gli argomenti, et allegorie al principio et alla fine 
di ciascun canto. Con privilegi (Venice: Gabriele Giolito dei Ferrari, 1561) 
 

845831 

Dolce 1568 Le Trasformationi di M. Lodovico Dolce tratte da Ovidio. Con gli argomenti et 
allegorie al principio & al fine di ciascun canto. E con la giunta della vita d’Ovidio. 
Di nuovo rivedute, corrette, et di molte figure adornate a suoi luoghi (Venice: 
Francesco Sansovino, 1568) 
 

845848 

Dolce 1570 Le Trasformationi di M. Lodovico Dolce tratte da Ovidio. Con gli argomenti et 
allegorie al principio, et al fine di ciascun canto. E con la giunta della vita d’Ovidio. 
Di nuovo rivedute, corrette, et di molte figure adornate a suoi luoghi (Venice: 
Domenico Farri, 1570) 
 

845857 

 

II.4 Giovanni Andrea dell’Anguillara’s Metamorfosi 

 
Abbreviation Full Title and Publishing Details USTC 

Anguillara 1553 Le Metamorfosi di Ovidio dette da M. Giovanni Andrea dell’Anguillara in ottava 
rima col privilegio del sommo Pontefice Giulio Terzo et dell'illustrissimo Senato 
Veneto, per anni X (Venice: Giovanni Griffio, 1553) 
 

845800 

Anguillara 1553? Le Metamorfosi di Ovidio dette da M. Giovanni Andrea dell'Anguillara in ottava 
rima ([Perugia(?): Girolamo Cartolari(?), 1553(?)]) 
 

–– 

Anguillara 1554 De le Metamorfosi di Ovidio libri III. Al re christianissimo et invittissimo Henrico II. 
Di Giovanni Andrea dell’Anguillara (Paris: André Wechel, 1554) 
 

845804 

Anguillara 1555a De le Metamorfosi di Ovidio libri III. Al re christianissimo et invittissimo Henrico II. 
Di Giovanni Andrea dell’Anguillara (Paris: André Wechel, 1555) 
 

845806 

Anguillara 1555b Delle Metamorfosi d’Ovidio libri III. Al re christianissimo et invittissimo Henrico II 
di Giovanni Andrea dell'Anguillara. Con privilegio del sommo pontefice Giulio 
Terzo, et dell’illustrissimo Senato Veneto, per anni X (Venice: Vincenzo Valgrisi, 
1555) 
 

845808 

Anguillara 1558 Delle Metamorfosi d’Ovidio libri III. Al re christianissimo et invittissimo Henrico II 
di Giovanni Andrea dell'Anguillara. Con privilegio del sommo pontefice Giulio 
Terzo, et dell’illustrissimo Senato Veneto, per anni X (Venice: Francesco Marcolini 
for Alberto di Grazia da Lucca, 1558) 
 

845815 

Anguillara 1561 Le Metamorfosi d’Ovidio al christianissimo re di Francia Henrico Secondo di 
Giovanni Andrea dell’Anguillara (Venice: Giovanni Griffio, 1561) 
 

845828 
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Anguillara 1563 Le Metamorfosi di Ovidio ridotte da Giovanni Andrea dell’Anguillara in ottava rima, 
al christianissimo re di Francia Henrico Secondo, di nuovo dal proprio auttore 
rivedute, et corrette; con le annotationi di M. Gioseppe Horologgi. Con Privilegii 
(Venice: Giovanni Griffio for Francesco de’ Franceschi Senese, 1563) 

845835 

Anguillara 1569 Le Metamorfosi di Ovidio ridotte da Giovanni Andrea dell’Anguillara in ottava rima, 
editio terza. Al christianissimo re di Francia Henrico Secondo, di nuovo dal proprio 
auttore rivedute, et corrette, con le annotationi di m. Gioseppe Horologgi (Venice: 
Francesco de’ Franceschi Senese, 1569) 
 

845852 

Anguillara 1571 Le Metamorfosi di Ovidio, ridotte da Giovanni Andrea dell’Anguillara in ottava 
rima, impressione quarta, Al christianissimo re di Francia Henrico Secondo, di 
nuovo da proprio auttore rivedute, et corrette, con l’Annotationi di M. Gioseppe 
Horologgi, con postille, et con gli argomenti nel principio di ciascun libri di M. 
Francesco Turchi. Con privilegii (Venice: Francesco de’ Franceschi Senese, 1571) 
 

845860 

Anguillara 1572a Le Metamorfosi di Ovidio, ridotte da Giovanni Andrea dall’Anguillara in ottava rima 
et di nuovo da esso rivedute, et corrette. Con l’annotationi di M. Gioseppe Horologgi 
et con gli argomenti di M. Francesco Turchi. Con privilegii (Venice: Francesco de’ 
Franceschi Senese, 1572) 
 

845862 

Anguillara 1572b Le Metamorfosi di Ovidio, ridotte da Giovanni Andrea dell’Anguillara, in ottava 
rima: di nuovo dal proprio auttore rivedute, et corrette con gli argomenti di M. 
Francesco Turchi. Con privilegii (Venice: Francesco de’ Franceschi Senese, 1572) 
 

845863 

Anguillara 1575 Le Metamorfosi di Ovidio, ridotte da Giovanni Andrea dell’Anguillara, in ottava 
rima, impressione quinta, Al christianissimo re di Francia Henrico Secondo. Di 
nuovo da proprio auttore rivedute, et corrette con l’annotationi di M. Gioseppe 
Horologgi, con postille, et con gli argomenti nel principio di ciascun libro di M. 
Francesco Turchi. Con privilegii (Venice: Francesco de’ Franceschi Senese, 1575) 
 

845872 

Anguillara 1578 Le Metamorfosi di Ovidio ridotte da Giovanni Andrea dell’Anguillara in ottava rima. 
Impressione sesta, Al christianissimo re di Francia Henrico Secondo. Con 
l’annotationi di M. Gioseppe Horologgi, Nuovamente corretto et ristampato. Con 
postille, et con gli argomenti nel principio di ciascun libro di M. Francesco Turchi 
(Venice: Camillo Franceschini, 1578) 
 

845880 

Anguillara 1579a Le Metamorfosi di Ovidio, ridotte da Giovanni Andrea dell’Anguillara in ottava 
rima: e di nuovo da esso rivedute e corrette. Con l’annotazioni di M. Giuseppe 
Horologgi; et con gli argomenti di M. Francesco Turchi, con privilegii (Venice: 
Pietro Deuchino, 1579) 
 

845883 

Anguillara 1579b Le Metamorfosi di Ovidio, ridotte da Giovanni Andrea dell’Anguillara, in ottava 
rima, e di nuovo da esso rivedute et corrette: con l’annotationi di M. Gioseppe 
Horologgi, et con gli argomenti di M. Francesco Turchi. Con privilegii (Venice: 
Francesco de’ Franceschi Senese, 1579) 
 

845882 

Anguillara 1580 Metamorfosi di Ovidio ridotte da Giovanni Andrea dell’Anguillara, in ottava rima, 
impressione sesta, al christianissimo re di Francia Henrico secondo. Di nuovo dal 
proprio auttore rivedute, et corrette, con l’annotationi di M. Gioseppe Horologgi, 
con postille, et con gli argomenti nel principio di ciascun libro di M. Francesco 
Turchi (Venice: Fabio and Agostino Zoppini, 1580) 
 

845886 

 

Anguillara 1581a Le Metamorfosi di Ovidio, ridotte da Giovanni Andrea dell’Anguillara in ottava 
rima: e di nuovo da esso rivedute, et corrette. Con l’annotationi di M. Gioseppe 

845895 
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Horologgi, et con gli argomenti di M. Francesco Turchi (Venice: Camillo 
Franceschini, 1581) 
 

Anguillara 1581b Le Metamorfosi di Ovidio, ridotte da Giovanni Andrea dell’Anguillara, in ottava 
rima, impressione settima. Al christianissimo re di Francia Henrico secondo. Di 
nuovo dal proprio auttore rivedute, et corrette, con l’annotationi di M. Horologgi, 
con postille, et con gli argomenti al principio di ciascun libro di M. Francesco 
Turchi (Venice: Orazio de’ Gobbi, 1581) 
 

845888 

Anguillara 1582 Le Metamorfosi di Ovidio, ridotte da Gio. Andrea dell’Anguillara in ottava rima: di 
nuovo dal proprio autore rivedute e corrette. con gli argomenti di M. Francesco 
Turchi (Venice: Paolo Zanfretti, 1582) 
 

845896 

Anguillara 1584a Le Metamorfosi di Ovidio ridotte da Gio. Andrea dell’Anguillara in ottava rima: con 
le annotationi di M. Gioseppe Horologgi, et gli argomenti et postille di M. Francesco 
Turchi. In questa nuova impressione di vaghe figure adornate. MDLXXXIV (Venice: 
Bernardo Giunti, 1584) 
 

845903 

Anguillara 1584b Le Metamorfosi di Ovidio ridotte da Gio. Andrea dell’Anguillara in ottava rima: con 
le annotationi di M. Gioseppe Horologgi, et gli argomenti et postille di M. Francesco 
Turchi. In questa nuova impressione di vaghe figure adornate. MDLXXXIV (Venice: 
Bernardo Giunti, 1584) 
 

845903 

Anguillara 1584c Le Metamorfosi di Ovidio, ridotte da Giovanni Andrea dell’Anguillara, in ottava 
rima, al christianissimo re di Francia Henrico Secondo. Di nuovo rivedute, et 
corrette. Con l’annotationi di M. Gioseppe Horologgi. Con postille. et con gli 
argomenti nel principio di ciascun libro di M. Francesco Turchi (Venice: Fabio and 
Agostino Zoppini, 1584) 
 

845905 

Anguillara 1584d Le Metamorfosi di Ovidio, ridotte da Giovanni Andrea dell’Anguillara, in ottava 
rima, al christianissimo re di Francia Henrico Secondo. Di nuovo rivedute, et 
corrette. Con l’annotationi di M. Gioseppe Horologgi. Con postille. et con gli 
argomenti nel principio di ciascun libro di M. Francesco Turchi (Venice: Alessandro 
Griffio, 1584) 
 

845905 

Anguillara 1587 Le Metamorfosi di Ovidio, ridotte da Gio. Andrea dell’Anguillara in ottava rima. Di 
nuovo da esso rivedute, et corrette. Con l’annotationi di M. Gioseppe Horologgi, con 
gli argomenti di M. Francesco Turchi (Venice: Pietro Deuchino’s heirs, 1587) 
 

845920 

Anguillara 1588a Le Metamorphosi di Ovidio in ottava rima. Di nuovo dal proprio autore rivedute e 
corrette. Con gli argomenti di M. Francesco Turchi (Venice: Pietro Deuchino’s heirs, 
1588) 
 

845927 

Anguillara 1588b Le Metamorfosi di Ovidio, ridotte da Giovanni Andrea dell’Anguillara, in ottava 
rima. Al christianissimo re di Francia Henrico Secondo. Di nuovo dal proprio 
auttore rivedute et corrette, con l’annotationi di M. Gioseppe Horologgi, con 
postille, et con gli argomenti nel principio di ciascun libro di M. Francesco Turchi 
(Venice: Pietro Deuchino’s heirs, 1588) 
 

845928 

Anguillara 1589 Le Metamorfosi di Ovidio ridotte da Gio. Andrea dell’Anguillara in ottava rima. Al 
christianissimo re di Francia Henrico Secondo. Di nuovo dal proprio auttore 
rivedute, et corrette. Con L’annotationi di M. Gioseppe Horologgi, con postille, et 
con gli argomenti nel principio di ciascun libro di M. Francesco Turchi (Venice: 
Giovanni Alberti, 1589) 

845931 
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Anguillara 1592 Le Metamorfosi d’Ovidio, ridotte da Gio. Andrea dell’Anguillara in ottava rima, Al 
christianissimo re di Francia, Henrico Secondo. Nuovamente di bellissime e vaghe 
figure adornate, et diligentemente corrette. Con l’annotationi di M. Gioseppe 
Horologgi, et con nuove postille, et argomenti a ciascun libro, di M. Francesco 
Turchi. Con privilegio (Venice: Bernardo Giunti, 1592) 
 

845937 

Anguillara 1598 Le Metamorfosi di Ovidio ridotte da Gio. Andrea dell’Anguillara in ottava rima, Al 
christianissimo re di Francia, Henrico Secondo. Di nuovo da proprio auttore 
rivedure, et corrette, con l’annotationi di M. Gioseppe Horologgi, con postille, et con 
gli argomenti nel principio di ciascun libro di M. Francesco Turchi (Venice, 
Marc’Antonio Zaltieri, 1598) 
 

845942 

Anguillara 1677 Le Metamorfosi di Ovidio ridotte da Gio. Andrea dell’Anguillara in ottava rima con 
le annotationi di M. Gioseppe Horologgi e gli argomenti di M. Francesco Turchi in 
questa nuova impressione di vaghe figure adornate (Venice: Zaccaria Conzavi, 1677) 
 

–– 

Anguillara 1757 Le Metamorfosi di Ovidio, ridotte da Gio. Andrea dell’Anguillara in ottava rima. 
Con l’Annotationi di M. Gioseppe Horologgi, e con gli argomenti di M. Francesco 
Turchi dedicate a sua eccellenza la N.D. Catterina Segredo Barbarigo. Tomo primo. 
(Venezia: Girolamo Dorigoni, 1757) 
 

–– 

Anguillara 1805 Le Metamorfosi d’Ovidio ridotte da Giovanni Andrea dell’Anguillara in ottava rima. 
Volume primo (Milan: Società tipografica de’ classici italiani, 1805) 

–– 

 

II.5 Fabio Marretti’s Metamorfosi 

 
Abbreviation Full Title and Publishing Details USTC 

Marretti 1567 Le Metamorfosi d’Ovidio. Nuovamente tradotte in ottava rima da M. Fabio Marretti 
gentilhuomo senese, senza punto allontanarsi dal sopradetto poeta. Libri tre. 
(Florence: Lorenzo Torrentino’s heirs and Carlo Pettinari, 1567) 
 

845846 

Marretti 1570 Le Metamorfosi d’Ovidio in ottava rima col testo latino appresso, nuovamente 
tradotte da M. Fabio Marretti gentilhuomo senese senza punto allontanarsi dal detto 
poeta. Allo illustrissimo et eccellentissimo signor Don Alfonso da Este duca di 
Ferrara e di Modena e di Reggio (Venice: Bolognino Zaltieri and the Guerra 
brothers, 1570) 

845856 

 

III. Ludovico Ariosto’s Orlando furioso 
 

Abbreviation Full Title and Publishing Details USTC 
OF 1543  Orlando furioso di M. Ludovico Ariosto nuovissimamente alla sua integrità ridotto e 

ornato di varie figure: con alcune stanze del S. Aluigi Gonzaga in lode del medesimo. 
Aggiuntovi per ciascun canto alcune allegorie et nel fine una breve espositione et 
tavola di tutto quello che nell’opera si contiene, con gratia et privilegio (Venice: 
Gabriele Giolito dei Ferrari, 1543) 
 

810622 

OF 1547 Orlando furioso di M. Ludovico Ariosto ornato di varie figure, con alcune stanze del 
medesimo nuovamente aggiunte. Et alcune altre del S. Aluigi Gonzaga in lode 

810639 
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dell’istesso. Aggiuntovi per ciascun canto alcune allegorie, e nel fine una breve 
espositione. Et tavola di tutto quello che nell’opera si contiene. Con gratia e 
privilegio (Venice: Gabriele Giolito dei Ferrari, 1547) 
 

OF 1551 Orlando furioso di M. Lodovico Ariosto ornato di varie figure con alcune stanze et 
cinque canti d’un nuovo libro del medesimo nuovamente aggiunti e ricorretti 
(Venice: Gabriele Giolito dei Ferrari, 1551) 
 

810660 

OF 1556 Orlando furioso di M. Lodovico Ariosto, tutto ricorretto, et di nuove figure adornato. 
Al quale di nuovo sono aggiunte le annotationi di Girolamo Ruscelli, la vita 
dell'autore descritta da Giovambattista Pigna (Venice: Vincenzo Valgrisi, 1556) 
 

810689 

OF 1584 Orlando furioso di M. Lodovico Ariosto nuovamente ornato di figure di rame da 
Girolamo Porro padovano e di altre cose che saranno notate nella seguente facciata 
(Venice: Francesco de’ Franceschi Senese, 1584) 
 

810794 

OF Orlando furioso, ed. by Santorre Debenedetti and Cesare Segre (Bologna: 
Commissione per i testi di lingua, 1960) 

–– 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 



 

APPENDIX II 
Copies Consulted of Main Works Printed between the Fifteenth and Nineteenth 

Centuries 
 

 

I. Ovid’s Metamorphoses  
 

Abbreviation Library and Link to Digitised Copy Shelfmark 

Ovid 1492/93 Munich, Bayerische Staatsbibliothek 
< http://daten.digitale-sammlungen.de/~db/0005/bsb00057433/images/ > 
 

2 Inc.c.a. 2749 m 

Ovid 1502 Hathi Trust Digital Library 
<https://catalog.hathitrust.org/Record/010823509 > 
 

–– 

Ovid 1506 Munich, Bayerische Staatsbibliothek 
<http://reader.digitale-sammlungen.de/resolve/display/bsb10198247.html> 
 

Res/4 A.lat.a. 417  

Ovid 1513 Munich, Bayerische Staatsbibliothek 
< https://reader.digitale-
sammlungen.de/resolve/display/bsb10195786.html> 
 

Res/2 A.lat.a 148 

Ovid 1540 Paris, Bibliothèque nationale de France 
<https://gallica.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/bpt6k72213s > 
 

Rés. g-Yc-1011 

Ovid 1574 Munich, Bayerische Staatsbibliothek 
<http://reader.digitale-
sammlungen.de/de/fs1/object/goToPage/bsb10195794.html?pageNo=1 > 
 

Res/2 A.lat.a. 153 

 

 

II. Translations of Ovid’s Metamorphoses in the Italian vernacular 
 

II.1 Giovanni Bonsignori’s Ovidio Metamorphoseos Vulgare 

 
Abbreviation Library and Link to Digitised Copy Shelfmark  

Bonsignori 1497 Venice, Biblioteca Nazionale Marciana 
<http://www.internetculturale.it/jmms/iccuviewer/iccu.jsp?id=oai%3A193.
206.197.121%3A18%3AVE0049%3AVEAE126397&mode=all&teca=ma
rciana > 
 

INC. V. 0578 

 London, British Library IB.23185. 
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II.2 Niccolò degli Agostini’s Metamorfosi 

 
Abbreviation Library and Link to Digitised Copy Shelfmark 

Agostini 1522 Vienna, Österreichische Nationalbibliothek 
<http://digital.onb.ac.at/OnbViewer/viewer.faces?doc=ABO_%2BZ1732
01300 > 
 

MF1968 

Agostini 1533 London, British Library 
< https://goo.gl/96MMGz > 
 

11355.f.18 

Agostini 1537 London, British Library 
 

11375.ee.16. 

Agostini 1538 Munich, Bayerische Staatsbibliothek 
<http://reader.digitale-
sammlungen.de/resolve/display/bsb10198260.html> 
 

Res/4 A.lat.a. 444 

Venice, Biblioteche della Fondazione Giorgio Cini 
 

FOAN TES  422 

Agostini 1547 Munich, Bayerische Staatsbibliothek 
<http://reader.digitale-
sammlungen.de/de/fs1/object/display/bsb10198261_00001.html > 
 

Res/4 A.lat.a. 445 

 

II.3 Lodovico Dolce’s Trasformationi  

 
Abbreviation Library and Link to Digitised Copy Shelfmark 

Dolce 1539 Bologna, Biblioteca Comunale dell’Archiginnasio 
 

Landoni 1206 op. 2 

London, British Library 
 

1068.g.8.(1.)  

Dolce 1553a Madrid, Universidad Complutense de Madrid 
 
<https://babel.hathitrust.org/cgi/pt?id=ucm.5326667505;view=thumb;se
q=1> 
 

BH FLL 28284 

Brescia, Biblioteca Queriniana 
 

5a.KK.II.11 

Bologna, Biblioteca Comunale dell’Archiginnasio 
 

7.K.III.028 

Padua, Biblioteca Civica  
 

L.778 

Venice, Biblioteche della Fondazione Giorgio Cini FOAN TES 216a 
 
FOAN TES 216 
 

Venice, Museo Correr 
 

G264 
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Dolce 1553b Rome, Biblioteca Casanatense 
<https://books.google.co.uk/books?id=ADSF54X1V-
MC&printsec=frontcover&hl=it&source=gbs_ViewAPI&redir_esc=y#v
=onepage&q&f=false> 
 

CCC N.VII 18 

Macerata, Biblioteca Comunale Mozzi Borgetti  11.7.c.19 
Verona, Biblioteca Civica  
 

500.Giol.0227 

Brescia, Biblioteca Queriniana 
 

7a.F.II.6 

Dolce 1555 Rome, Biblioteca Nazionale Centrale 
<https://books.google.co.uk/books?vid=IBNR:CR000093275&redir_esc
=y> 
 

55.11.K.13 

Brescia, Biblioteca Queriniana 
 

Salone.BB.VI.13 

Dolce 1557 Vienna, Österreichische Nationalbibliothek 
<http://digital.onb.ac.at/OnbViewer/viewer.faces?doc=ABO_%2BZ1857
15608 > 
 

*35.P.29 

Dolce 1558 Vienna, Österreichische Nationalbibliothek 
<http://digital.onb.ac.at/OnbViewer/viewer.faces?doc=ABO_%2BZ2057
44801> 
 

170704-B 

Verona, Biblioteca Civica  
 

500Giol.0347 

Dolce 1561 Rome, Biblioteca Nazionale Centrale 
<https://books.google.co.uk/books?id=BnjkkThbOAgC&source=gbs_na
vlinks_s> 
 

6.17.D.19 

Brescia, Biblioteca Queriniana 
 

10a.M.III.10 

Vicenza, Biblioteca Civica Bertoliana 
 

C.11.1.5 

Padua, Biblioteca del Seminario Vescovile 500.ROSSA.SUP.L
.5.-10 
 

Dolce 1568 Lyon, Public Library 
<https://books.google.co.uk/books?id=BE4FdLY1LfMC&source=gbs_n
avlinks_s > 
 

344558 

Vicenza, Biblioteca Civica Bertoliana 
 

C.010.009.011 

Padua, Biblioteca del Seminario Vescovile 500.ROSSA.SUP.C
OL-13. 13.3. -6 
 

Venice, Museo Correr 
 

G 263 

Dolce 1570 Vienna, Österreichische Nationalbibliothek 
<http://digital.onb.ac.at/OnbViewer/viewer.faces?doc=ABO_%2BZ2053
20107 > 
 

MF7289 

Padua, Biblioteca Universitaria 
 

B.67.b.126 
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II. 4 Giovanni Andrea dell’Anguillara’s Metamorfosi 

 
Abbreviation Library and Link to Digitised Copy Shelfmark 

Anguillara 1553? Munich, Bayerische Staatsbibliothek 
< http://reader.digitale-
sammlungen.de/de/fs1/object/display/bsb10926216_00001.html > 
 

Res/P.o.it. 219 

Anguillara 1554 Venice, Istituto Veneto di Scienze Lettere ed Arti 
 

S.R.Minich 1895 

London, British Library 
<https://books.google.co.uk/books?id=9-JmAAAAcAAJ > 
 

Digital Store 
1073.g.28.(2.) 

Munich, Bayerische Staatsbibliothek 
< http://reader.digitale-
sammlungen.de/resolve/display/bsb10151287.html > 
 

4 A.lat.a. 446 

Rome, Biblioteca della Fondazione Marco Besso 
 

BIBL G.9.E 31 

Anguillara 1555b Venice, Biblioteche della Fondazione Giorgio Cini 
 

Foan Tes 423 

Verona, Biblioteca Civica 
 

Cinq.D.0473 

Anguillara 1558 Treviso, Biblioteca Comunale Borgo Cavour 
 

Misc.744.N.4 

Anguillara 1561 Munich, Bayerische Staatsbibliothek 
<https://reader.digitale-
sammlungen.de/resolve/display/bsb10198263.html > 
 

Res/4 A.lat.a. 447 

Vicenza, Biblioteca Civica Bertoliana 
 

C10.9.12 

Rome, Biblioteca della Fondazione Marco Besso 
 

BIBL. G.9.E.23 

Padua, Biblioteca Universitaria 
 

C.175.c.196 

Brescia, Biblioteca Queriniana 
 

6a.DD.V.5 

Anguillara 1563 London, British Library 
<https://books.google.it/books?id=jd9iAAAAcAAJ&source=gbs_navlin
ks_s > 
 

Digital Store 
833.g.37 

Rome, Biblioteca della Fondazione Marco Besso 
 

BIBL. G.9.E.19 

Anguillara 1569 Vienna, Österreichische Nationalbibliothek 
<https://books.google.it/books?id=XLNeAAAAcAAJ&dq=Anguillara+
metamorfosi+1569&hl=it&source=gbs_navlinks_s > 
 

*35.Q.131 

Rome, Biblioteca della Fondazione Marco Besso 
 

BIBL G.9.E 21 

Anguillara 1571 Rome, Biblioteca della Fondazione Marco Besso 
 

BIBL G.9.D 25 

Anguillara 1572a Venice, Museo Correr 
 

I 2054 
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Anguillara 1575 Padua, Biblioteca del Seminario Vescovile 500.ROSSA.SUP.C
OL-13 13.3-3 
 

Vicenza, Biblioteca Civica Bertoliana 
 

C.011.001.006 

Venice, Museo Correr 
 

G.0464 

Rome, Biblioteca della Fondazione Marco Besso BIBL G.9.E.17 
Verona, Biblioteca Civica  
 

500 Cinq.C.0691 

Anguillara 1578 Rome, Biblioteca della Fondazione Marco Besso 
 

BIBL G.9.E 24 

Anguillara 1579a Oxford, Bodleian Library Antiq.f.I.1579.2 
 
Holk.f.221 
 

Rome, Biblioteca della Fondazione Marco Besso 
 

BIBL. G.9.B 34 

Vicenza, Biblioteca Civica Bertoliana GONZ.018.001.023 
 

Anguillara 1580 Padua, Biblioteca Civica 
 

L.1156 

Rome, Biblioteca della Fondazione Marco Besso 
 

Bibl G.10.D 32 

Anguillara 1581a Treviso, Biblioteca Comunale Borgo Cavour 
 

II.13.L.3 

Rome, Biblioteca della Fondazione Marco Besso 
 

BIBL. G.9.D 24 

Anguillara 1581b Padua, Biblioteca del Seminario Vescovile 500.ROSSA.SUP.C
C.6x. -4 
 

Padua, Biblioteca Civica  
 

L.342 

Rome, Biblioteca della Fondazione Marco Besso 
 

BIBL. G.9.C 37 

Anguillara 1582 Munich, Bayerische Staatsbibliothek 
< http://daten.digitale-sammlungen.de/~db/0000/bsb00009742/images/ > 
 

A.lat.a. 1256 

Anguillara 

1584a/1584b 

Rome, Biblioteca Nazionale Centrale 
<https://books.google.co.uk/books?vid=IBNR:CR000226655&redir_esc
=y > 
 

71. 5.C.47 

Brescia, Biblioteca Queriniana 
 

Cinq.DD.170 

Rome, Biblioteca della Fondazione Marco Besso 
 

BIBL G.9.E 2 

Rome, Biblioteca della Fondazione Marco Besso 
 

BIBL G.9.E 36 

Treviso, Biblioteca Comunale Borgo Cavour 
 

II.23.E.16 

Oxford, Bodleian Library 
 

Mortara 1134 

Anguillara 1584c Venice, Museo Correr 
 

H7989 
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Brescia, Biblioteca Queriniana 
 

R.XI.38 
 
6a BB.VI.3 
 

Rome, Biblioteca Nazionale Centrale 
<https://books.google.co.uk/books?id=ZZZGJYQ0x14C&printsec=front
cover&source=gbs_ge_summary_r&cad=0#v=onepage&q&f=false > 
 

6. 13.D.5 

Anguillara 1584d Vicenza, Biblioteca Civica Bertoliana 
 

Gonz. 18.2.1 

Anguillara 1587 Venice, Biblioteca della Fondazione Querini Stampalia onlus 
 

PIANO I G 2173 

Rome, Biblioteca della Fondazione Marco Besso 
 

BIBL. G.9.C 27 

Anguillara 1588a Oxford, Bodleian Library 
 

Godw.8°3 

Padua, Biblioteca Universitaria 
 

A.61.a.266 

Vicenza, Biblioteca Civica Bertoliana 
 

Cio.g.35 

Rome, Biblioteca della Fondazione Marco Besso 
 

BIBL. G.9.A 25 

Anguillara 1588b Venice, Museo Correr 
 

H 3110 

Rome, Biblioteca della Fondazione Marco Besso 
 

BIBL G. 13.A 16 

Anguillara 1589 Brescia, Biblioteca Queriniana 
 

4a.R.II.6 

Padua, Biblioteca del Seminario Vescovile 500.ROSSA.SUP.F
.2.--3 
 

Venice, Biblioteche della Fondazione Giorgio Cini 
 

FOAN MAL T 154 

Rome, Biblioteca della Fondazione Marco Besso 
 

BIBL. G.9.E 20 

Anguillara 1592 Vienna, Österreichische Nationalbibliothek 
<http://digital.onb.ac.at/OnbViewer/viewer.faces?doc=ABO_%2BZ1973
45900 > 
 

Alt Prunk 
BE.5.Q.15 

Rome, Biblioteca della Fondazione Marco Besso 
 

BIBL. G.9.E 4 

Padua, Biblioteca Universitaria 
 

A.144.a.146 

Vicenza, Biblioteca Civica Bertoliana 
 

GONZ.021.002.004 

Anguillara 1598 Rome, Biblioteca della Fondazione Marco Besso 
 

BIBL G.9.D 26 

Rome, Biblioteca Nazionale Centrale 
 

1. 2.E.26 

Venice, Biblioteca della Fondazione Querini Stampalia onlus 
 

PIANO I D 234 

Anguillara 1677 Venice, Museo Correr 
 

H. 2022 
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Anguillara 1757 Macerata, Biblioteca Comunale Mozzi Borgetti 
 

11.10.H.10/11 

Anguillara 1805 Venice, Biblioteca della Fondazione Querini Stampalia onlus 
 

Cont 737 

 

II. 5 Fabio Marretti’s Metamorfosi 

 
Abbreviation Library and Link to Digitised Copy Shelfmark 

Marretti 1567 Florence, Biblioteca Nazionale Centrale  
<https://books.google.co.uk/books?vid=IBNF:CF990962162&redir_esc=y> 
 

1141.6 

Marretti 1570 Rome, Biblioteca Nazionale Centrale  
<https://books.google.co.uk/books?vid=IBNR:CR000194845&redir_esc=y> 
 

6.22.G.49 

Oxford, Bodleian Library 
 

Antiq.e.I.1570.2 

Verona, Biblioteca Civica  
 

Cinq.D.0274 

Venice, Museo Correr G 2981 
 
G 462 
 

Venice, Istituto Veneto di Scienze ed Arti 
 

II 7 F 30 

Padua, Biblioteca Civica 
 

L. 906 

Brescia, Biblioteca Queriniana 
 

4a.R.II.5 

Vicenza, Biblioteca Civica Bertoliana 
 

C10.9.6 
 
RN 10.b.35 
 

 

 

III. Ludovico Ariosto’s Orlando furioso 
 

Abbreviation Library Shelfmark of 
copies 

OF 1543  Munich, Bayerische Staatsbibliothek 
<http://www.bsb-muenchen-
digital.de/~web/web1016/bsb10165918/images/index.html?md=1&opac=1 
> 
 

4 P.o.it. 29 

OF 1547 Vienna, Österreichische Nationalbibliothek 
<http://digital.onb.ac.at/OnbViewer/viewer.faces?doc=ABO_%2BZ18624
1801 > 
 

78.T.17 

OF 1551 Vienna, Österreichische Nationalbibliothek *35.X.36 
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<http://digital.onb.ac.at/OnbViewer/viewer.faces?doc=ABO_%2BZ18045
9808 > 
 

OF 1556 Vienna, Österreichische Nationalbibliothek 
<http://data.onb.ac.at/ABO/%2BZ160286100 > 
 

56165-B 

OF 1584 Vienna, Österreichische Nationalbibliothek 
<http://digital.onb.ac.at/OnbViewer/viewer.faces?doc=ABO_%2BZ18349
9702 > 
 

BE.7.J.5 diff. 



 

APPENDIX III 
Publication Details and Copies Consulted of Secondary Works Printed between the 

Fifteenth and Eighteenth Centuries 
 

The following lists contain the publishing details of works printed between the fifteenth and 

eighteenth centuries and reference to the copies consulted. The works considered in this appendix 

are outside the main ones discussed in the thesis, and they are listed in alphabetical order following 

the name of the author. 

 
Publishing Details Library Shelfmark  USTC 

Achillini, Alessandro, Alexander Achillinus de humani 

corposis Anatomia (Venice: Giovanni Antonio Nicolini 

da Sabbio and brothers, 1521) 

 

London, British Library C.135.f.16 807717 

Aesopus, Le fabule de Esopo vulgare e latine historiade 

(Brescia: Bonino Bonini, 1487) 

 

Venice, Biblioteche della 

Fondazione Giorgio Cini 

FOAN TES 

920 

998168 

Aesopus, Sapi chio son Esopo o tu lettore (Milan: Uldericus 

Scinzenzeler, 1497) 

 

Venice, Biblioteche della 

Fondazione Giorgio Cini 

FOAN TES  

1085 bis 

998155 

Aesopus, Esopo con la vita sua historiate vulgare et latino 

(Milan: Bernardinus de Castello, 1520) 

 

Venice, Biblioteche della 

Fondazione Giorgio Cini 

FOAN TES  

1098a.1 

807831 

Alighieri, Dante, La comedia con la nova esposizione di 

Alessandro Vellutello (Venice: Francesco Marcolini, 

1544) 

Vienna, Österreichische 

Nationalbibliothek 

25200-B 808777 

 < http://digital.onb.ac.at/OnbViewer/viewer.faces?doc=ABO_%2BZ176969006 > 

 

  

Aretino, Pietro, Ecco che al magno, magnanimo Hercole 

Estense ha dedicato Pietro Aretino per divina gratia 

huomo libero il sesto delle scritte lettere volume, acciò 

che la immortale memoria del perpetuo nome dell’ottimo 

duca privi della oblivione la bramata ricordanza del suo 

(Venice: Gabriele Giolito dei Ferrari, 1557) 

Munich, Bayerische 

Staatsbibliothek 

Epist. 25-26 810439 

 <https://reader.digitale-sammlungen.de/resolve/display/bsb10175732.html> 

 

 

Ariosto, Ludovico, La Lena: Comedia di Messer Lodovico 

Ariosto (Venice: Niccolò Zoppino, 1535) 

Vienna, Österreichische 

Nationalbibliothek 

*38.Z.52.(A

dl.2)  

810576 
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 <http://digital.onb.ac.at/OnbViewer/viewer.faces?doc=ABO_%2BZ183197205> 

 

–– Rime (Venice: [n. pub.], 1552) Vienna, Österreichische 

Nationalbibliothek 

*35.L.155 810665 

 <http://data.onb.ac.at/ABO/%2BZ18164890X > 

 

Giuseppe Betussi, Geneologia degli dei:i quindici libri di M. 

Giovanni Boccaccio sopra la origine et discendenza di 

tutti gli dei de’ gentili, con la spositione et sensi 

allegorici delle fauole, et con la dichiaratione 

dell’historie appartenenti a detta materia; tradotti et 

adornati per Messer Givseppe Betvssi da Bassano 

(Venice: Comin da Trino: Andrea Arrivabene, 1547) 

Durham (USA), Duke 

University 

* A-2P 814827 

 < https://catalog.hathitrust.org/Record/010942377 > 

 

 

Caro, Annibal, Delle lettere familiari del commendatore 

Annibal Caro. Volume primo (Venice: Bernardo Giunti 

and Brothers, 1581) 

Rome, Biblioteca 

Nazionale Centrale 

6. 7.C.15 819052 

    

–– L’Eneide di Virgilio del Commendatore Annibal Caro 

con l'aggionta delli argomenti et le figure in rame. Al M. 

R. Padre D. Giovita da Castiglione, Economo nel 

Collegio Montalto in Bologna (Padua: Pietro Paulo 

Tozzi, 1608) 

Cambridge (MA), 

Harvard University 

KE 32871 4034153 

 <https://books.google.co.uk/books?id=PqYTAAAAYAAJ&printsec=frontcover&source=gbs_ge_summary_r&
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–– Dell’ Eneide di Virgilio del Commendator Annibal Caro. 

Nuova impressione (Padua: Pietro Paulo Tozzi, 1621) 

Vienna, Österreichische 

Nationalbibliothek 

*35.L.91 4042036 
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Giordano Ziletti, 1571) 
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Nationalbibliothek 
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Castelvetro, Ludovico, Poetica d’Aristotele volgarizzata et 

sposta per Lodovico Castelvetro (Vienna: Gaspar 

Stainhofer, 1570) 

Munich, Bayerische 

Staatsbibliothek 

4 A.gr.b. 

244 

684599 
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Eneida di Vergilio, ridotto da Giovanno Andrea 

dell’Anguillara in ottava rima, al magnanimo Cardinal 

di Trento (Padua: Grazioso Percacino, 1564) 

 

London, British Library 

Vienna, Österreichische 
Nationalbibliothek 
 

654 C8 

*35.D.13 
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de Nebrija, Antonio, Vocabolarium Nebrissense ex Siciliensi 

sermone in latinum L. Christophoro Schobare Bethico 

interprete traductum (Venice: Bernardo Benalio, 1519) 

Rome, Biblioteca 

Nazionale Centrale 

69. 1.D.15.2 346935 

 <https://books.google.co.uk/books?id=JjW3bxLMrzwC&dq=vocabolarium+nebrissense&source=gbs_navlinks
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des Masures, Louis, L’Enéïde de Virgile, prince des poëtes 

Latins, translatée de Latine en François (Lyon: Jean de 

Tournes, 1560) 

Munich, Bayerische 

Staatsbibliothek 
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A.lat.a.692 
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Dolce, Lodovico, Thyeste, tragedia di M. Lodovico Dolce 

tratta da Seneca (Venice: Gabriele Giolito dei Ferrari, 

1543) 

 

London, British Library 1067.e.9.(2.) 827059 

–– Il dialogo dell’oratore di Cicerone. Tradotto per M. 

Lodovico Dolce. Con la tavola (Venice: Gabriele Giolito 

dei Ferrari, 1547) 

 

London, British Library 236.b.5.(1.) 822289 

–– Discorso di Guglielmo Guilleo alemano sopra i fatti di 

Annibale tradotto per il Dolce (Venice: Gabriele Giolito 

dei Ferrari e fratelli, 1551) 
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Nazionale Centrale 

1.44.N.9 835564 
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Stampalia onlus 
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magnanimi signori don Francesco, e don Giovanni 

Medici (Venice: Nicolò Bascarini, 1548) 

Vienna, Österreichische 

Nationalbibliothek 
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Nationalbibliothek 
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Jiménez de Urrea, Jerónimo, Orlando Furioso de M. 

Ludovico Ariosto, dirigido al principe Don Philippe N. I. 

Traduzido en romance castellano per el S. Don. 

Hieronimo de Urrea, y nuovamente impresso y con 

diligentia corregido, e adornado de varias figuras e con 

nuevos argumentos y alegorias en cada uno delos cantos 

muy utiles, e con las misimas cosas, que està enel 

Thoscano ydioma. Assimismo se ha anadido una breve 

introducion para saber e pronunciar la lengua 

Castellana, con una esposicion enla Thoscana de todos 

los vocabolos difficultosos contenidos enel presente 

libro; con la tabla delas cosas mas notables de que racta 

la obra. Hecho todo por el s. Alfonso de Ulloa (Venice: 

Gabriele Giolito dei Ferrari and brothers, 1553) 

London, British Library 1073.g.18. 342674 
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Liburnio, Niccolò, Publii Virgilii Maronis poetae mantuani 

Aeneidos liber quartus. Lo quarto libro dell’Eneide 

virgiliana con verso heroico volgare in lingua thosca 

tradotto per M. Nicolo Liburnio vinitiano. Con gratia et 

privilegio (Venice: Giovanni Antonio Nicolini da 

Sabbio, 1534) 
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Nazionale Centrale 
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A-Y 2A-2C 512424 
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London, British Library IC.41148 37566 

Petrarca, Francesco, Il Petrarcha, con l’espositione 
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(Venice: Gabriele Giolito dei Ferrari, 1547) 
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–– Sonetti, canzoni e triomphi di M. Francesco Petrarca con 

la spositione di Bernardino Daniello da Lucca. Con 

privilegio del Italianissimo Senato Vinitiano (Venice: 
Pietro and Giovanni Maria Nicolini da Sabbio for 

Giovanni Battista Pederzano, 1549) 
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–– Il libro della Poetica di Aristotele. Tradotto di Greca 

lingua in volgare da M: Alessandro Piccolomini. Con 
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(Siena: Luca Bonetti, 1572) 

Rome, Biblioteca 

Nazionale Centrale 
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Pona, Francesco, La Trasformazione del primo libro delle 

Metamorfosi d’Ovidio di Francesco Pona medico et 
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ristretto d’Ovidio. Al Serenissimo e virtuosissimo 

prencipe il signor don Ferdinando Gonzaga duca di 

Mantova, Monferrato, etc. (Verona: Bartolomeo Merlo, 

1618) 
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84b86 4028469 
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Figurato e abbreviato in forma di epigrammi da M. 

Gabriello Symeoni. Con altre stanze sopra gli effetti 
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apologia generale nella fine del libro (Lyon: Jean de 

Tournes, 1559) 
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Sirena, Pietro, Il primo libro delle Metamorfosi tradotto da 

Pietro Sirena (Venice: [n. pub.], 1556) 
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1247/4 
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Toscanella, Orazio, Discorsi cinque di Orazio Toscanella, il 

I. per studiare una epistola di Cicerone. II. per tradurre. 

III. per studiare diversi autori di humanità. IIII. per 

studiare un poeta volgare, et latino. V. per trovar 
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Con privilegio (Venice: Pietro de’ Franceschi and 

nephews, 1575) 

Turin, Biblioteca 

Nazionale  
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Udine, Ercole, L'Eneide di Virgilio ridotta in ottava rima dal 
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Vincenzo Gonzaga duca di Mantua di Monferrato etc. 

(Venice: Gio. Battista Ciotti Senese, 1597) 

London, British Library 833.h.4.  862897 
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Virgilius Maro, Publius, I sei primi libri del Eneide di 

Vergilio, tradotti a più illustri e honorate donne. Et tra 

l’altre a la notissima et divina Madonna Aurelia Tolomei 

de Borghesi a cui ancho è indirizzato tutto il presente 

volume (Venice: Federico Torresano, 1544) 

Rome, Biblioteca 

Nazionale Centrale 

6. 13.B.18.2 862777 
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Chronological Index of Lodovico Dolce’s Translations 

 

 

1532 

§ L’Amore di Florio e Biancofiore (Venice: Bernardino de Vitali) 

1535 

§ La poetica d’Horatio tradotta per M. Lodovico Dolce (Venice: Francesco Bindoni and Maffeo 

Pasini)  

1538 

§ Paraphrasi nella sesta satira di Giuvenale: nella quale si ragiona delle miserie de gli huomini 

maritati. Dialogo in cui si parla di che qualità si dee tor moglie, et del modo, che vi si ha a 

tenere. Lo Epithalamio di Catullo nelle nozze di Peleo et di Theti (Venice: Curzio Troiano 

Navò and brothers)1 

1539 

§ Il primo libro delle Trasformationi (Venice: Francesco Bindoni and Maffeo Pasini) 

1541 

§ Il ragazzo, comedia di Lodovico Dolce (Venice: Curzio Troiano Navò and brothers) 

1543 

§ La Hecuba tragedia di M. Lodovico Dolce tratta da Euripide (Venice: Gabriele Giolito dei 

Ferrari)  

§ Thyeste, tragedia di M. Lodovico Dolce tratta da Seneca (Venice: Gabriele Giolito dei 

Ferrari)  

1544 

§ Le historie vinitiane di Marco Antonio Sabellico, divise in tre deche con tre libri della quarta 

deca. Nuovamente da Messer Lodovico Dolce in volgare tradotte (Venice: Curzio Troiano 

Navò and brothers) 

1545 

§ Dialogo di M. Lodovico Dolce della institution delle donne secondo li tre stati che cadono 

nella vita humana (Venice: Gabriele Giolito dei Ferrari) 

 
1 In the Paraphrasi there are two translations, one of Juvenal and one of Catullus. This notwithstanding, I have counted 

this edition as one translation, and not as two, because when there are groups of translations in a single edition, as in 

this case, they are connected in their subject matter, and they were probably composed to be printed together as a 

single work. 
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§ Il Capitano, commedia di M. Lodovico Dolce, recitata in Mantova all’eccellentissimo signor 

duca. Con alcune stanze del medesimo nella favola d’Adone (Venice: Gabriele Giolito dei 

Ferrari)  

§ Il marito commedia di M. Lodovico Dolce (Venice: Gabriele Giolito dei Ferrari)  

1546 

§ Amorosi ragionamenti. Dialogo nel quale si racconta un compassionevole amore di due 

amanti tradotti per Lodovico Dolce dai frammenti di uno scrittore Greco (Venice: Gabriele 

Giolito dei Ferrari) 

1547 

§ Il dialogo dell’oratore di Cicerone. Tradotto per M. Lodovico Dolce. Con la tavola (Venice, 

Gabriele Giolito dei Ferrari) 

§ Didone, tragedia di M. Lodovico Dolce (Venice: Gabriele Giolito dei Ferrari)  

1548 

§ Epistole di G. Plinio, di M. Francesco Petrarca, del S. Pico della Mirandola et di altri 

eccellentissimo huomini. Tradotte per M. Lodovico Dolce (Venice: Gabriele Giolito dei 

Ferrari) 

§ Oratione di Galeno, nella quale si essortano i giovani alla cognitione delle buone arti. 

Tradotta per M. Lodovico Dolce (Venice: Gabriele Giolito dei Ferrari) 

1549 

§ Giocasta. Tragedia di M. Lodovico Dolce (Venice: Paolo Manuzio) 

§ Fabritia. Comedia di M. Lodovico Dolce (Venice: Paolo Manuzio) 

§ La vita del gran philosopho Apollonio Tianeo, composta da Philostrato scrittor greco, et 

tradotta nella lingua volgare da M. Lodovico Dolce (Venice: Gabriele Giolito dei Ferrari) 

1551 

§ Ifigenia. Tragedia di M. Lodovico Dolce (Venice: Gabriele Giolito dei Ferrari) 

§ Il Roffiano comedia di M. Lodovico Dolce tratta dal Rudente di Plauto (Venice: Gabriele 

Giolito dei Ferrari)  

§ Discorso di Guglielmo Guilleo alemano sopra i fatti di Annibale tradotto per il Dolce 

(Venice: Gabriele Giolito dei Ferrari) 

1553 

§ Le Trasformationi di M. Lodovico Dolce (Venice: Gabriele Giolito dei Ferrari) 

1554 

§ Historie delle guerre esterne de’ romani di Appiano Alessandrino (Venice: Gabriele Giolito 

dei Ferrari) 
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1557 

§ La Medea, tragedia di M. Lodovico Dolce, con privilegio (Venice: Gabriele Giolito dei 

Ferrari) 

1558 

§ Le vite di tutti gli imperatori romani da Giulio Cesare tratte per M. Lodovico Dolce dal libro 

spagnuolo del nobile cavaliere Pietro Messia (Venice: Gabriele Giolito dei Ferrari) 

1559 

§ I dilettevoli sermoni, altrimenti satire, e le morali epistole di Horatio (Venice: Gabriele 

Giolito dei Ferrari) 

§ Historie delle guerre civili dei Romani di Appiano Alessandrino (Venice: Gabriele Giolito dei 

Ferrari) 

§ Tre libri di Appiano Alessandrino, cioè della guerra illirica (Venice: Gabriele Giolito dei 

Ferrari) 

 

1560 

§ La dignità dei consoli e de gl’imperadori (Venice: Gabriele Giolito dei Ferrari) 

§ Il concilio, ovvero consiglio, et i consiglieri del prencipe. Opera dottiss. di Furio Ceriolo la 

quale è il primo libro del trattato della institutione del prencipe. Tradotta di lingua spagnuola 

nella volgare italiana, per M. Lodovico Dolce (Venice: Gabriele Giolito dei Ferrari) 

1562 

§ Lettere del gran Mahumeto imperadore de’ Turchi (Venezia: Gabriele Giolito dei Ferrari) 

§ Dialogo di M. Lodovico Dolce, nel quale si ragiona del modo di accrescere e conservar la 

memoria (Venice: Melchiorre and Battista Sessa) 

1564 

§ Historie di Giovanni Zonara (Venice: Gabriele Giolito dei Ferrari) 

1565 

§ Trattato delle gemme (Venice: Melchiorre and Battista Sessa) 

§ Somma di tutta la filosofia di Aristotele (Venice: Melchiorre and Battista Sessa) 

§ Marianna, tragedia di M. Lodovico Dolce recitata in Vinegia nel Palazzo dell’eccellenissimo 

S. duca di Ferrara, con alcune rime e versi del detto. Con priuilegio (Venice: Gabriele Giolito 

dei Ferrari) 

1566 

§ Il primo libro dell’Enea (Venice: Giorgio de’ Cavalli) 
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§ Le Troiane, tragedia di M. Lodovico Dolce recitata in Vinegia l'anno 1564 con privilegio 

(Venice: Gabriele Giolito dei Ferrari) 

§ Elogio di Carlo V tradotto dal latino (Venice: Gabriele Giolito dei Ferrari) 

1568 

§ Stadio del cursore christiano composto dal venerabil padre F. Antonio Ulstio (Venice: 

Gabriele Giolito dei Ferrari) 

§ L’Enea di M. Lodovico Dolce (Venice: Giovanni Varisco) 

1569 

§ Historia de gl’imperatori greci descritta da Niceta Coniate (Venice: Gabriele Giolito dei 

Ferrari) 

1570 

§ L’Achillle et l’Enea di M. Lodovico Dolce. Dove egli tessendo l’historia della Iliade e 

dell’Odissea (Venice: Gabriele Giolito dei Ferrari) 

1573 

§ L’Ulisse di M. Lodovico Dolce (Venice: Gabriele Giolito dei Ferrari) 
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